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ABSTRACT

Ledina Ferhati, The European Union and Russia: Partners or Rivals?

Under the supervision of Prof. Fatos Tarifa, PhD

At the end of the Cold War one might have thought—and expected—that the collapse of
the communist bloc and the disintegration of the Soviet Union heralded the advent of a “New
World Order” (as U.S. President George H. W. Bush asserted), the triumph of western
democratic values and the liberal economy (as Francis Fukuyama most rejoicefully proclaimed
in his 1989 article “The End of History?” and again in his 1992 book The End of History and the
Last Man, as well as the unification of the European continent, “our common European home”,
or the “all-European house”, a concept espoused by Gorbachev during his visit to
Czechoslovakia in April 1987 (quoted in Svec 1988: 990).
This picture was by no means realistic; it was too rosy and the events of the past thirty
years have proved it wrong. This dissertation focuses on the relations between the European
Union (EU)—hereafter used interchangeably with Europe1—and its largest bordering state to the
east, post-Soviet Russia, officially known as the Russian Federation. Although their relations
today are not as strained and hot-tempered as they were during the 45 years-long period of

1

I emphasize this at the outset in order to avoiding any confusion or misapprehension.
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geopolitical tension between the USSR and its satellite states (the Eastern Block) and the United
States with its European allies (the Western Block) after World War II, they remain extremely
important for the peace and the security in Europe, in the Broader Middle East, and Central Asia
and fully justify unceasing concern and scholarly interest, particularly after the fallout over
Ukraine and Syria.
It is recognized that although no longer antagonistic, the relations between the EU and
Russia have been in a permanent state of crisis since the collapse of the USSR. That crisis did
not start with the Russian military intervention in Crimea and the annexation of the Crimean
Peninsula by the Russian Federation in the spring of 2014, as it is often assumed. Part of the
crises between the EU and Russia goes back to the 1990s, but mostly it has evolved since the
early 2000s, after Vladimir Putin assumed Russia’s Presidency and when mutual distrust flared
up over the “color revolutions” in several former-Soviet republics in Eurasia, known collectively
as CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States)—the Rose Revolution in Georgia (2003), the
Orange Revolution in Ukraine (2004), and the Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan (2005). Those
events were followed by a series of ups and downs in the relations between Brussels and
Moscow, namely Putin’s provocative speech at the 2007 Munich Security Conference, the
Russian-Georgian war in 2008, the EU-Russia modernization partnership. The 2014 crisis only
revealed how deep the gap between Europe and Russia has become, fundamentally altering the
setting of their relationship as it was framed by the 1997 Partnership and Cooperation Agreement
(PCA).
This dissertation aims to contextualize the international and domestic environments in
which the relations between the EU and Russia have evolved over the past three decades, the
dynamics underpinning their bilateral relations, whose overall direction has clearly been
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downhill, leading to the latest EU sanctions on Russia, as well as those areas in which, through
“selective engagement”, political dialogue and mutual trust can be restored and their relations
can improve.
The research question I attempt to answer—and which has shaped my research design
throughout this work—is whether in today’s constellation of global powers Europe and Russia
are (mostly) geopolitical rivals or partners. This is a basic, complex, and difficult yet essential
question to answer and I hope to have been able to provide reasonable answers. I argue that
although the EU and Russia are by no means in any kind of “exclusive partnership” and both
sides find themselves entangled in a crisis which they will not overcome quickly, they share
common interests on a broad spectrum of issues—e.g. security and the fight against terrorism,
economic cooperation and trade etc.,—hence they are not only rivals but also important partners.
It is further argued that although the EU and Russia see the world differently and they have
different approaches to international politics, selective but serious engagement between the EU
and Russia and long-term commitment by both sides, difficult as they may be to maintain,
constitute the only way to ensure closer and more productive cooperation between these two
major global powers which could greatly improve the international political environment.
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CHAPTER 1
THE SUBJECT OF STUDY: THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

1.1 Introduction

At the end of the Cold War one might have thought—and expected—that the collapse of
the communist bloc and the disintegration of the Soviet Union heralded the advent of a “New
World Order” (as U.S. President George H. W. Bush asserted), the triumph of western
democratic values and liberal economy (as Francis Fukuyama most rejoicefully proclaimed in his
1989 article “The End of History?” and again in his 1992 book The End of History and the Last
Man, as well as the unification of the European continent, “our common European home”, or the
“all-European house”, a concept espoused by Gorbachev during his visit to Czechoslovakia in
April 1987 (quoted in Svec 1988: 990). This picture was by no means realistic; it was too rosy
and the events of the past thirty years have proved it wrong.
This dissertation focuses on the relations between the European Union (EU)—hereafter
used interchangeably with Europe2—and its largest bordering state to the east, post-Soviet
Russia, officially known as the Russian Federation. Although their relations today are not as
strained and hot-tempered as they were during the 45 years-long period of geopolitical tension
between the USSR and its satellite states (the Eastern Bloc) and the United States with its
European allies (the Western Bloc) after World War II, they remain extremely important for the
2

I emphasize this at the outset in order to avoid any confusion or misapprehension.
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peace and the security in Europe, in the Broader Middle East, and Central Asia and fully justify
unceasing concern and scholarly interest, particularly after the fallout over Ukraine and Syria.
It is recognized that although no longer antagonistic, the relations between the EU and
Russia have been in a permanent state of crisis since the collapse of the USSR. That crisis did
not start with the Russian military intervention in Crimea and the annexation of the Crimean
Peninsula by the Russian Federation in the spring of 2014, as it is often assumed. Part of the
crises between the EU and Russia goes back to the 1990s, but mostly it has evolved since the
early 2000s, after Vladimir Putin assumed Russia’s Presidency and when mutual distrust flared
up over the “color revolutions” in several former-Soviet republics in Eurasia, known collectively
as CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States)—the Rose Revolution in Georgia (2003), the
Orange Revolution in Ukraine (2004), and the Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan (2005). Those
events were followed by a series of ups and downs in the relations between Brussels and
Moscow, namely Putin’s provocative speech at the 2007 Munich Security Conference, the
Russian-Georgian war in 2008, the EU-Russia modernization partnership. The 2014 crisis only
revealed how deep the gap between Europe and Russia has become, fundamentally altering the
setting of their relationship as it was framed by the 1997 Partnership and Cooperation Agreement
(PCA).
This doctoral thesis examines the relations between Europe and Russia as they have
evolved during and after the Cold War in the context of the global geopolitics and geoeconomics. It seeks to explain the historical, geopolitical and economic factors that have shaped
European and Russian politics within the bipolar international system that prevailed during the
Cold War as well as in the new global architecture emerging after the fall of the Berlin Wall and
the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

2

More specifically the current work aims to contextualize the international and domestic
environments in which the relations between the EU and Russia have evolved over the past three
decades, the dynamics underpinning their bilateral relations, whose overall direction has clearly
been downhill, leading to the latest EU sanctions on Russia, as well as those areas in which,
through “selective engagement”, political dialogue and mutual trust can be restored and their
relations can improve.

1.2 Why Europe? Why Russia?

Why did I decide to make the focus of this dissertation the bilateral relations between the
European Union and Russia? Why didn’t I choose to concentrate, for instance, on the relations
between Russia and the United States, the two global hegemons until the end of the Cold War
and still two major players on the global stage?
Or, why didn’t I settle on studying the relations between Russia and China, which are very
important for Asia’s current and future fate and for the entire global development, relations that
have been reshaped in the past two decades with the establishment of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO), known also as the Shanghai Pact?3

3

SCO is the Eurasian political, economic and security alliance, the foundation of which was announced on 15 June
2001, in Shanghai, by the leaders of China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. Its Charter
which formally established the organization was signed in June 2002 and entered into force in September 2003.
SCO is the largest regional organization in the world in terms of geographical coverage and population, covering
three-fifth of the Eurasian continent and nearly half of the global population. The original five members (Uzbekistan
excluded) were previously members of the Shanghai Five group, founded in April 1996. In June 2017 the SCO’s
membership was expended to eight, including India and Pakistan. The SCO is usually considered as an “alliance of
the East”, due to its growing in Asia-Pacific attempting to serve as the prime security pillar of that region (see Saha
2014).
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Or, why not focus on the U.S.-China relations, the two largest economies of the world and
perhaps the two main rivals in the international arena, whose relations seem—and will most
certainly in the foreseeable future continue—to have the greatest impact on the global stage?
Furthermore, why not make the focus of this dissertation the recently distressed relations
between the United States and its European partners of the Transatlantic Alliance which have
deteriorated significantly in several areas, such as climate, defense, sanctions and cooperation
within multilateral institutions over two years and a half into the presidency of Donald Trump
and his “America First” foreign policy?
These are all very significant and valuable topics for research at the doctoral level and each
of them could have been chosen with equal merit. Yet published research about each of these
topics is plentiful and my own research would have added little substantially new information to
the existing scholarship. On the other hand, the relations between the European Union and the
Russian Federation have been rather understudied, giving me an impetus to engage in systematic
research on their past and present bilateral relations.
There are two other important reasons why I chose Europe and Russia for my study. The
first relates to their reversed historical fortunes. Europe, a continent that has been for millennia
divided among numerous hostile states and which “has seen more wars fought on its soil than the
continents of Asia, Africa and the Americas combined” (LeBlanc 2019), has been united after
World War Two to create something that history has never known. Founded more than seventy
years ago, the European Union has, indeed, become the largest, the most expensive, and the most
comprehensive project of social engineering ever, involving political, legal, economic and
sociological experimentation and aiming to achieve full integration of all European states
without allowing any of them to dominate the others.

4

Let me say at the outset that I am not in agreement with those Euroenthusiasts who believe
that the EU, which is still a somewhat abstract notion, has evolved into a kind of a “new
civilization”. This claim is an outright exaggeration, yet there is no denial that the post-World
War “European Project” has made peace, security and prosperity possible in this once disturbed
continent. The old Europe of hostile nations and states has transformed itself into a “European
family” of democratic states sheltering more than half a billion people.
But admitting this to be true I am not a naive person, and I am certainly not among those
Euroethusiasts who believe that the European Union has developed as a “post-modern”, or a
“post-Westphalian”—that is a “post-nation”—state, outside the structures of the state system.
And I certainly do not see the European Union as an example leading the world towards a
“postmodern era”. It would be very naive to believe that the European Union will eventually
become the avant-garde of the future world order, in which the national interests of states and
power politics would give way to international law, supranational institutions and “pooled
sovereignty” (see Cooper 2002)—in other words, a world in which agreements and international
legal institutions aimed at enforcing humanitarian norms could prevent any conflict between
states and any source of war.4
Regardless of what it has achieved in the past decades, the truth of the matter is that the
European Union has a limited capacity to act as a single political entity. It may be argued that,
while at the level of individual states Europe continues to be vital, collectively it is “far less than
the sum of its parts”.5 A study on the state of the European Union, sponsored by the European
Union Studies Association, has pointed out that Europe is far from being a “true European
nation” (Jabko and Parsons 2005). Be that as it may, although post-World War Two Europe has
4

For an interesting and extended discussion on this topic see Pierre Manent (2006).
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This argument is borrowed from John Hulsman and William Schirano (2005: 66).
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been a peaceful continent (if one does not take into account the bloody wars that accompanied
the destruction of Yugoslavia), it would be unmistakably wrong to see the European Union as a
laboratory for the future of all mankind? As Fatos Tarifa points out:
Today’s Europe has not escaped the ‘Hobbesian’ world of anarchy and it does not live in a
‘Kantian’ world of peace, or in a Habermasean ‘post-historic’ world, in which wars between
its member states have become entirely and in perpetuity unimaginable due to the triumph of
an international “moral conscience”, whose problems—as well as all the major disputes
between international actors—could now be resolved, at least in principle, through rational
critical thinking and communicative action, acting together to achieve an understanding of
how the world should be organized and run (Tarifa 2007: 54).

Over the past seventy years the European Union6 has evolved through greater integration
and further enlargement. The end of the Cold War, the establishment of the Eurozone, the
creation of Europe’s Schengen Area, in which internal border checks have largely been
abolished, and the 2004 accession of the Central and Eastern Europe states have given the EU
that shape it has today. Yet, as Zbigniew Brzezinski has persuasively argued, the EU cannot
become as powerful a global player and have the same global influence (which will be mainly
economic and financial) as the United States, but “will resemble one Greater Switzerland
(Brzezinski 2001: 38). Renowned American historian Walter Laqueur echoes a similar view,
stating that a Europe like this could only be “a continent of Norways and Finlands”, countries
which rank at the top of the list in terms of respect and protection of human rights, thus “a
superpower only in the field of human rights” (Laqueur 2005: 68).
The study of the bilateral relations between the EU and Russia becomes all the more
important at present since Europe has been struck with a series of crises, including the 2008

6

Funded by the Treaty of Rome, in 1957, as the European Economic Community (EEC) with the aim of bringing
about economic integration among its original six member states. Upon the formation of the European Union in
1993, the EEC was incorporated and renamed as the European Community (EC). In 2009 the EC’s institutions were
absorbed into the EU’s wider framework and the community ceased to exist.
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economic crisis, the 2014 Russian annexation of Crimea and war in eastern Ukraine, the 2015
migration and refugee crisis, and the 2016 Brexit referendum—all these reasons for which
Russia sees the EU as “weak and divided” (Figueiredo 2016).
Russia, on the other hand, is a horse of different color. Its historical development, its
current statehood and politics differ tremendously from Europe’s. Although Russia is still the
country with the largest land area in the world, its territorial reach today is the smallest it has
known since the time of Catherine the Great, Russia’s ruler from 1762 to 1796. After the
disintegration of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), a giant state now vanished in
the “dust of history”, to use a phrase by Leo Trotsky, Russia lost not only its status as a
superpower—along with the prestige and influence it had in the world—but also a territory of
approximately 5.5 million km2, 15 times the size of the territory of the united Germany, or 4
times the size of the territories of France, Germany and Italy combined. Along with these
territories Russia also lost a population of 143 million people, equivalent to its current
population, or equal to 65 percent of the population of all Western European countries taken
together.7
When I say that Europe and Russia have experienced reversed historical fortunes, I refer to
the historical processes that have taken place both after World War Two and after the end of the
Cold War. In brief, they can be described as follows.
A very fragmented Europe composed of deeply hostile states, which were virtually ruined
during the Second World War, were—under U.S. leadership and with U.S. dollars—
economically recovered, politically conciliated and slowly, through a strenuous but otherwise
arduous process of integration, united through numerous treaties in what has become the

7

The calculations are author’s own and rely on various official sources.
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European Union of today, an aggregate of 28 member states, each of which being subject to the
privileges and obligations of membership. The end of the Cold War set in motion a process of
further EU enlargement to include all the former member states of the broken-up Warsaw Pact,
previously Moscow’s satellites.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, crumbled into 15 independent republics, experiencing
what Vladimir Putin has described as “the greatest geopolitical catastrophe” of the 20th century
(quoted in Osborn 2005). Furthermore, post-Soviet Russia did not follow a similar path with that
chosen by virtually all other countries of the former communist bloc. Much depended—and can
be explained, as I try to do in this dissertation—on the dynamics of internal structural and
political developments in that country. Writing about Russia’s failure to make a clear break with
its authoritarian past, Lord Dahrendorf has seductively pointed out that at the beginning of her
transition Russia lost “the hour of the lawyer”, which would have enabled her to successfully
pass the other stages of transition—“the hour of the economist” and “the hour of the citizen”
(Dahrendorf [1990] 2005: 100). Being just an imitation of democracy but not a genuine liberal
democracy,8 Russia could only produce an imitation of a market economy, but not a free market
economy. And as Paul Dibb has argued, “an increasingly anti-democratic domestic policy” has
made “Russia’s integration into the world economy more difficult” and “its relations with the
West more uncertain” (Dibb 2006: 83).
While the European Union currently accommodates a population larger than half a billion,
Russia’s population was decimated to less than half of the population that used to live within the
vast territories of the former USSR, accounting to almost one fourth of today’s EU population.
This is yet another reason why the comparative study of Europe and Russia and their bilateral
Many analysts classify Russia in that “gray area” of politics that lies between dictatorship and democracy (see
Tarifa 2010: 241).
8
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relations is very important. It is not only the size of a country’s territory and its geographical
position and natural resources, but also its population size and structure that can help us to
understand the political and economic relations among states or alliances and their efforts to
achieve regional or global political influence.
Demographic changes in both Europe and Russia will profoundly reshape the relative
influence and power exercised by these two powers in the international arena. They will affect
the performance of their national economies, the mood of their national electorates, and the
effectiveness of their national security and defense strategies (see Jackson and Howe 2008: 9).
Just think of this: Rising retirement and health-care costs in Europe (end elsewhere) will surely
“crowd out spending on national defense and international affairs” (ibid, p. 10). Furthermore,
“the resources available to pursue geopolitical goals will be further constrained by the changing
attitude of risk-averse older voters” and armed forces will most likely experience “chronic
manpower shortage as the number of youth declines and tight civilian labor markets make
military careers less attractive” (ibid.). One may therefore almost readily agree with Jackson and
Howe that “demographically declining societies will be less willing to risk scarce young people
in war, and this will most likely accelerate the substitution of military technology for manpower”
(ibid.).
Anyone attempting to study Europe-Russia relations should be mindful of the new
international environment in which their relations occur and the way each side perceives the
other. In a world which Russians believe is no longer unipolar, the U.S.-led Western camp, or the
“collective West” is in their view a declining power. Russian official documents promote the
idea of a multipolar and polycentric world of equal powers, led by the United Nations. The idea
of being equal among great powers is particularly important for Russia, a power with a

9

permanent seat at the UN Security Council and relatively less resources and capabilities than
other world powers. From a Russian perspective, the EU does not count among the great powers
in terms of security, but is rather following in the wake of U.S. Policy (see Fischer and Timofeev
2018).
On its part, Europe strongly promotes a liberal, “ruled based international order with
multilateralism as its key principle and the United Nations as its core” (European Union Global
Strategy 2016: 8), which should ensure human rights, sustainable development and lasting access
to the global commons. EU officials and experts acknowledge that the existing international
order and European environment are increasingly contested by the “the Rest”, meaning nonWestern powers, including an assertive Russia. That being the case, the EU remains convinced
that the liberal world order, established in the aftermath of World War II, which refers to
contemporary international relations organized around such guiding principles, as open markets,
multilateral institutions, liberal democracy, and leadership by the United States and its allies
(Ikenberry et al., 2018), as opposed to great power rivalry, is the most effective model of global
governance and that the Euro-Atlantic solidarity remains the cornerstone of this order.
The second reason why I chose to focus on Russia and its bilateral relations with Europe is
a personal—and I would even say a cultural—one. My bachelor and master degrees from the
University of Tirana are both in Russian language. My proficiency in Russian as well as my
good command of English could serve me well as productive tools in such an intellectual
undertaking since I could make use of official documents and scholarly work published in both
languages.
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1.3 The Interplay of politics, geography, and economy

My analyses are empirically based on historical facts and theoretically guided by various
approaches to international relations and geopolitical considerations, arguing for an intrinsic
relationship between traditional geopolitics and the development of international relations
(particularly the relations between Europe and Russia) and regional and global politics. The
study falls under two subdisciplines—Geopolitics9 and Comparative Foreign Policy Analysis—
both closely integrated into the field of International Relations, sharing theoretical assumptions
and research methodological tools.
The differences between them however cannot be underrated. The study of international
relations deals with political relationships and interactions among various states or non-state
actors, primarily international organizations, the formation of foreign policies, international
political economy, as well as the structures that increase or decrease the policy options available
to governments. The scope of the International Relations as a field of study is thus the entire
international system, which is made up of nation-states but, also non-state actors.
Experts of international relations generally agree that defining Geopolitics is a notoriously
difficult task. As Pascal Venier of the University of Salford points out, “It is difficult to identify
theoretical approaches in the currents of traditional geopolitical thinking, as it is true that it’s all
about ‘worldviews’ contextualized by history” (Venier 2010). Yet, in the writings of virtually all
those political scientists who claim expertise in the field of international relations or global
politics one can constantly find references to territorial conditions of international life, viewed
both retroactively and in light of currents events, especially when one investigates the politics of

9

Whether Geopolitics is part of International Relations remains a subject to discussion (see Van Efferink 2009).
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great powers—the United States, China, Russia and the European Union—the latter two being
the focus of the present analysis.
Geopolitical thought emerged at the close of the nineteenth century as geographers and
social scientists sought to analyze, explain and understand the transformations of the fin de siècle
world (Hefferman 1998). The original meaning and use of geopolitics has been that of a “theory
of the state as a geographical organism or phenomenon in space” (see Cohen 2003), containing
two basic elements that are crucial within the concept of geopolitics—power (influence), and
space (territory). The term “geopolitics” itself became popular and broadly used especially after
the end of the Cold War to “describe global rivalries in world politics” (Taylor 1993). Focusing
on the dynamic interaction between these two elements, Saul Bernard Cohen defines Geopolitics
as:

[the] analysis of the interaction between, on the one hand, geographical settings and
perspectives and, on the other hand, political processes....Both geographical settings and
political processes are dynamic, and each influences and is influenced by the other.
Geopolitics addresses the consequences of this interaction (Cohen 2003: 12).

Geopolitics remains an area of study which the deeper one gets involved in, the harder one
finds it to give an appropriate definition of what geopolitics entails. Whereas popular media use
the word all too often, without any concern about its real meaning or definition, in academic
literature definitions of geopolitics vary broadly, reflecting a wide-ranging and never-ending
intellectual debate.
In his Introduction to Geopolitics, Colin Flint suggests that “geopolitics is a way of seeing
the world”, hence, in order to understand—and critically analyze—the contemporary world and
global politics one must work with more than one definition of geopolitics (Flint 2006: 164).
Having said that, I must state that geopolitics is not an entirely undefinable concept or area of
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study. Writing about the geopolitics of the three major European powers—Germany, Great
Britain and France—Herman Van der Wusten and Gertjan Dijkink, two political geographers at
the University of Amsterdam, define geopolitics broadly as (1) “a type of analysis using data
concerning the international position of a country in light of its geographical features”, (2) “a set
of rules applicable in conducting statecraft based on such analyses”, and (3) “a discourse, a
sustained argument, that describes and evaluates a country’s position in the world, possibly
based on such analyses and the application of such rules” (Van der Wusten and Dijkink 2002:
20). Although such definition brings some clarity to the academic debate on Geopolitics, it is far
from fully accounting for the potpourri of meanings given to it.
It’s worth noting at this point of discussion the distinction made by Zbigniew Brzezinski—
perhaps the most celebrated geopolitician of the past fifty years and himself an eminent
practitioner of statecraft—between the geopolitical, the strategic and the geostrategic, all three
related to my analysis. In his view:

Geopolitical reflects the combination of geographic and political factors determining the
condition of a state or region, and emphasizing the influence of geography on politics,
strategic refers to the comprehensive and planned application of measures to achieve a
central goal or to vital assets of military significance; and geostrategic merges consideration
with geopolitical ones (Brzezinski 1986: xiv).

In recent decades, a new term—geoeconomics—has entered the lexicon of international
relations as a branch of geopolitics to mean the study of the spatial and political aspects of
national economies and resources. The term is often attributed to the American economist,
Edward Luttwak (1999), who insists that geoeconomics should not to be confused with
mercantilism or neo-mercantilism. The assumption that geoeconomic considerations would
eventually supersede classical geopolitics has been made as early as the Cold War ended. In his
1992 book Seize the Moment: America’s Challenge in a One-Superpower World, Richard Nixon
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argued that the importance of economic power and ‘geo-economics’ had already “surpassed
military power and traditional geopolitics” and that America should “beat its swords not into
plowshares, but into microchips” (Nixon 1992).
More generally—and certainly most importantly, especially in the context of a study like
this—geoeconomics would mean:

The use of economic instruments to promote and defend national interests, and to produce
beneficial geopolitical results; and the effect of other nations’ economic actions on a
country’s geopolitical goals (Blackwill and Harris 2016: 20).

Defining geoeconomics this way, Blackwill and Harris however infer that it is neither
geopolitics per se, nor is it foreign economic policy (ibid).
Few people would question today that the importance of military power is giving way to
geoeconomic power, exercised through geoeconomic instruments, including primarily trade
policy, investment policy and aid, economic and financial sanctions, financial and monetary
policy, energy and commodities (Tarifa 2017). Having said that, it seems that, in the past two
decades or so, China had become the world’s most prominent practitioner of geoeconomics,
using its economic might to develop a series of relationships and institutions which may result in
a more China-centric world order (see Xinbo 2016).
While China’s geo-economic toolkit contains such key instruments as trade, investment,
finance, the internationalization of the Chinese currency, and China’s infrastructure alliances—
most prominently the One Belt, One Road initiative—Russia, the European Union, and the
United States, as it is argued in this thesis, have also become major geoeconomic players.
Geoeconomics has become a lever of their foreign policy. Whereas the United States has led
international efforts to influence Iran’s and North Korea’s nuclear policies through economic
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sanctions and the EU has followed suit, Russia has been using its energy endowment to advance
strategic objectives in Europe and in other parts of Eurasia (Tarifa 2017).

1.4 The research question

The research question I attempt to answer—and which has shaped my research design
throughout this work—is whether in today’s constellation of global powers Europe and Russia
are (mostly) geopolitical rivals or partners. This is a basic, complex, and difficult yet essential
question to answer and I hope to have been able to provide reasonable answers. I argue that
although the European Union and Russia are by no means in any kind of “exclusive partnership”
and both sides find themselves entangled in a crisis which they will not overcome quickly, they
share common interests on a broad spectrum of issues—e.g. security and the fight against
terrorism, economic cooperation and trade etc.,—hence they are not only rivals but also
important partners.
Attempting to offer a meaningful and satisfactory answer to the basic question of my
research, I provide a number of examples of geopolitical and geoeconomic significance arguing
that although Europe and Russia see the world differently and they have different approaches to
regional and international politics, selective but serious engagement of the EU and Russia and
long-term commitment by both sides, difficult as they may be to maintain, constitute the only
way to ensure closer and more productive cooperation between these two major global powers
which could greatly improve the international political environment.
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Based on the above assumptions, I reflect upon the fact that whereas the EU-Russia
relations will likely be characterized by negative dynamics for a long time to come, both sides
need to acknowledge the losses and risks arising from the status quo. Relaying upon the work of
Fischer and Timofeev (2018), I try to explore important areas in which Europe must leave aside
her “Russia fatigue” and through “selective engagement” both the EU and Russia can jointly
seek to resolve unsettled accounts and advance their bilateral relations. Among the areas in
which their relations may substantially improve, three are identified as the most important:
(1) The common but contested neighborhood. Both the EU and Russia can—and should—
make efforts to achieve a sustainable peace in the Donbass region of Ukraine, to fully implement
the Minsk Agreement, and to avoid further conflict in other areas.
(2) Multilateralism as a principle of international politics that should be safeguarded.
Brussels and Moscow, along with Washington, since “without the United States no major global
problem can be resolved” (Huntington 1999), must jointly continue to find a final solution to the
Syrian war and avoid spreading violent conflicts in the Middle East and other regions.
Bilaterally—as well as multilaterally within the UN and the OSCE—the EU and Russia need to
proactively face common challenges, such as transnational terrorism etj., as well as cooperate in
other less politicized areas, such as climate change and environment degradation, the increase of
irregular migration and forced displacement, global common goods, and economic connectivity
so that important examples of successful cooperation can further encourage and boost their
partnership.
(3) EU-Russia bilateral relations. Whereas “the previous dense fabric of political,
economic, and societal dialogue between Russia and the EU has become porous” (Fischer and
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Timofeev 2018), I argue that economic cooperation is very important—and promising—due to
geographic proximity and since economic interdependence and interests on both sides persist.
Attempting to provide a satisfactory answer to my research question, I maintain that at
present, and probably for the foreseeable future, the EU and Russia should try—through
selective engagement but otherwise honest commitment—to manage the status quo so that the
current conditions do not deteriorate and slowly improve their bilateral relations. I further argue
that the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement, in force since 1997, while still the legal basis of
the EU-Russia relationship (and unlikely to be replaced any time soon) may be revitalized.

1.5 Theoretical considerations and guidelines

My basic assumption in undertaking this research is that the study of the relations between
any two global powers—in our case between the European Union and the Russian Federation—
cannot but rely on geopolitical (and ipso facto geoeconomic) considerations. This assumption is
crucial to the arguments I provide in my analyses and therefore to the theoretical approach and
guidelines I have chosen.
Geopolitics is generally seen as part of the realist tradition of International Relations. Colin
Gray, one of the main proponents of contemporary geopolitical theory, regards geopolitics as “a
variant of classical realism”, defining it as the study and practice of international relations that
“explains the dynamic spatial dimension of some persisting patterns of conflict in international
relations” (Gray 2005, 18, 28-29). I agree.
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Let me say from the outset. Among the various international relations theory that I could
rely upon for this particular study, Idealism is the one that I reject outright. This school of
thought has a number of flaws: it ignores the role of power; it overrates the degree to which
human beings and human agencies act rationally, it overestimates the set of common interests
that all states allegedly share; and its adherents are overly passionate in their belief in the
capacity of humankind to overcome the scourge of war.
Norman Angell’s book The Great Illusion, published just one year before the First World
War and which has become the intellectual manifesto of Liberalism as a school of thought in
International Relations is a telling example of the short-lived optimism that characterized that
period. In 1913 Angell claimed that the war had already become an outdated phenomenon and
that the forces of capitalism—technology, free trade and liberal rationalism—were creating “a
peaceful world, without borders and without war” (quoted in Tarifa 2010: 21). Only a few years
later, when Europe became the arena of a bloody war, Angell’s optimism—otherwise known as
“Norman Angelism”—was proved tragically wrong (and his book is considered to be the worst
book ever written in the field of International Relations whereas Angell himself “the most quoted
author of the wrong utopians”. This however this did not prevent him from receiving, in 1933,
the Nobel Peace Prize.
Twenty-five years later, a typical European intellectual would believe quite the opposite,
that with the Great Depression, capitalism and liberalism were in their final days, that this
“failed” system was being “self-destroyed” due to his “internal contradictions”, and was now
being replaced by “The Coming Struggle for Power”, to use the title of one of the most
influential books of the 1930s, written by John Strachey (1933), by which he meant a struggle for
life or death between fascism and communism.
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Liberalism, on the other hand, unlike its extreme version of Idealism, tries to take account
of the dramatic changes that have occurred due to the rapid globalization of the international
society and the increase of interdependency among states. Proponents of liberal theory base their
position on four assumptions, namely that: (a) war between industrial countries is futile because
conquest does not pay; (b) economic interdependence between industrial countries means that
war would be economically harmful to all the countries involved; (c) arms build-up will not
secure peace; instead it could lead to increased insecurity and thus increase the likelihood of war;
and that (d) only respect for international law and a world court, in which issues would be dealt
with logically and peaceably could be the route for regional and global peace and stability. In
fact, these are basically the very tenets on which Norman Angel nurtured his utopia more than a
century ago. He was proven awfully wrong as are most liberals today who study the international
relations, including the relations between Europe and Russia.
Viewing the bilateral Europe-Russia relations at the macro level—or across different levels
of analysis—from a combined geostrategic and geoeconomic perspective I believe that Realism,
“the bread and butter of basic International Relations theory”, either in its classical form or in its
structural/neostructural variation, has more explanatory power than other International Relations
theories about the current subject matter, both because, as an explanatory as well as an
interpretative theory, Realism (a) offers greater predictive power (more details about what we
should expect to see, and what we should not, and (b) provides more details of causal relations
(Kaufman 2013).
Having said that, Realist theory allows us to identify general patterns in the bilateral
relations between Europe and Russia, or more generally between “the West” the “the Rest”, to
use Harvard scholar Niall Ferguson’s (2012) language, that help us describe, understand and
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explain what has happened or is happening and why, providing some indicators of what might
happen that could help to predict future events.
Normative theories to a great extend lack such explanatory power since they primarily deal
with the interpretations of facts and events and tell us how or what the world (a country, or an
alliance of countries) should be or act. Such theories encompass social value systems or moral
judgments to base their normative questions. For instance, many normative theorists question the
phenomenon of war, using empirical assumptions to explain why war occurs or how to ascertain
peace, but also utilizing normative judgments on whether or not the means of war are ever really
justified. This constitutes the great theoretical debate between the Pacifists and the Realists in
International Relations theory.
The basic reasons why I have chosen Realism as my guiding theoretical approach for this
study are two: First, regardless of how globalized and interdependent the world has become
today, it has not, (as I have mentioned earlier), become a “post-modern”, or a “postWestphalian”, “post-nation” world. As in the past, nation-states, state borders and states
interests are the fundamental characteristics of the international order as are the legitimate
rights and the sovereign authority of states to exercise control within their national territories.
Although since the end of the Cold War the concept of sovereignty has been put into
question by certain scholars, in my view the nation-state and state sovereignty remain
paramount concepts in International Relations theory as well as in the practice of both bilateral
and multilateral relations among states. And since state sovereignty remains extremely
important, the interests (a country’s goals and ambitions whether economic, military, or cultural)
of each individual state, collectively summarized in the concept of National Interest—Raison
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d’État (Reason of the State), whose primacy was first advocated by Machiavelli, remain one of
the most critical concepts in international relations. As Charles Kegley points out:

The primary obligation of every state (the goal to which all other national objectives should
be subordinated) is to promote its national interest and to acquire power for this purpose”
(Kegley 3009: 28).

Most realists define national interest in terms of power, since only by acquiring power can
a country achieve its primary goals. Others define national interest more broadly than simply the
acquisition of power—protecting what the state sees as its core interests (e.g. Norway), or
protecting the continuation of territorial boundaries and its people (economic vitality, values
etc.). This brings us to the ultimate concern of each state, that is their national security—the
protection and safety of the population of each country. According to the realists, in international
politics the pre-eminent goal is survival, the ultimate concern of states is their security.10
Maximizing its interest and its security is the prime responsibility of each state. Beyond the
survival motive, the aims of a state may be endlessly varied. Henry Kissinger has famously
defined the concept of “national security” as follows:
A nation’s survival is its first and ultimate responsibility; it cannot be compromised or put to
risk (Kissinger 1975).

The concepts of “national interest” and “national security” became much criticized after
the bloody First World War, and some international relations theorist sought to replace them
with the concept of “collective security”, whereby all members of the League of Nations would
“consider an attack upon one as an attack upon all”, thus deterring the use of violence in the
future (Kaufman 2013). That effort did not produce any other results but the Second World War.

10

This formulation is borrowed from Fatos Tarifa in a personal conversation with him.
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The notion of the national interest continues to dominate not only global politics, but also
the European politics despite the many treaties that have necessitated and guarantee the
European Union. The EU solidarity and a number of common policies that have been enacted
throughout the years have not ended competition among EU member states and certainly have
not made their varied nations interests an anachronism. This is all the more true when one looks
at the relations among states with opposing aspirations and interests, as is the case of EU-Russia
relations. What Russia says she is most concerned vis-à-vis her relations with the EU and NATO
are a security dilemma and the balance of power that is necessary to maintain the stability of the
international system—both principle tenets of the Realist paradigm.
I am well aware that profound moral issues are involved—and in certain cases prevail—in
international relations and they often become acute and cause serious controversy in policy
discussions, since policies involve choices, and choices depend on what is considered moral, just
and desirable (e.g. the Falklands War, the bombing of Serbia, the war in Afghanistan, in Iraq or
Syria, the intervention in Libya etc.). This fact makes disagreements about theoretical
propositions when studying international relations inevitable, especially since it is generally
agreed that International Relations is still a very underdeveloped discipline and therefore almost
everything can be contested (see Kaufman 2013).
In the present-day conditions however this does not validate Liberalism as a theory to be
applied to the study of international relations since the state itself does not simply represent a
moral force, acting in accordance with some universal moral principles, and its existence and
actions do not necessarily create the possibility either for an ethical political community to exist
domestically or for a peaceful international environment. As Charles Lipson asserts, the
international arena remains anarchical, “a brutal arena where states look for opportunities to take
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advantage of each other and therefore have little reason to trust each other” (Lipson 1997: 114).
Rather than some abstract moral principles and values what really guides the international
politics of states is their self-interest—the national interest. This applies to Russia as well as to
the United States, China and all other major powers except, perhaps, to the European Union
since there is no “European national interest, hence no common European foreign policy” (Tarifa
2010: 173).
Relaying on the Realist theory, I agree with Anthony Giddens (2014) and Fatos Tarifa
(2010) that, in its actual form, the European Union may not be able to secure the unity in the
decision making we find in the United States, or in all the great traditional powers, especially
when it comes to creating and implementing one common European foreign and defense policy,
which could serve a single, or a common European interest. In light of the events of the past
decade, even a celebrity liberal thinker in international affairs, such Anthony Giddens has found
reason to alter his view. He maintains that even:

A federal Union will not be the experiment in international relations that so many have seen
it to be. It will have far more impact on the wider world than hitherto, but it will not be a
contribution to global governance in its actual form. A mea culpa is needed here. Along with
many others, I used to think that the EU could pioneer government without any of the
trappings of a state. I have had to revise my views (Giddens 1914: 17).

Despite all of its great achievements in the direction of an ever deeper and more effective
economic, political, legal, and social integration, the European Union remains an assemblage of
countries that are highly heterogeneous, with no medium and long-term objectives that would
match the interests and objectives of all the individual member states. The paradox of such a
Europe, as Brzezinski points out, is that:
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The European Community, as it expanded, renamed itself the European Union. But
what’s really happened is that the European Union has become the European
Community as a consequence of enlargement (Brzezinski & Scowcroft 2008: 203).
Finally, whenever possible, in my work I have considered the “sectorial approach”,
introduced by American sociologist Amitai Etzioni (2013), a rather new and dynamic theoretical
perspectives in the study of international relations that evolves with the change of variables and
situations.

1.6 The methodological approach

It is widely agreed that almost all social science theory—including the international
relations theory—is formulated in terms of set relations, even if they are asymmetric. For a
comparative analysis like this, seeking to compare and contrast the relations between two major
powers over a period of time, I believe that the most effective research methodological approach
would be the historical comparative method. This is, in fact, unavoidable since “all social
research, in one form or another, is comparative research” (Lieberson 1985: 44). Guy Swanson
puts it more forthrightly, arguing that:

Thinking without comparison is unthinkable. And, in the absence of comparison, so is all
scientific thought and scientific research” (Swanson 1971: 145).

The distinctiveness of comparative analysis is that it is simultaneously case-oriented and
set-theoretic in nature, hence this method can be effectively used to study both “simple
mechanics of making empirical connections and complex procedures central to the discovery
process” (Ragin 2007: 67). No matter how well this research has succeeded on its own terms,
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insofar as it makes an argument or offers explanation or interpretation of the political or
economic developments within the EU or in Russia and of the ups and downs of their bilateral
relations, methodological questions have arisen, for example, whether the explanation provided
would hold up for other sets of bilateral relations—e.g. EU-U.S., Russia-China, U.S.-Russia, or
U.S.-China—and whether different conditions might yield the same or similar outcome. The use
of the historical comparative method offers opportunities to test the validity of a particularizing
argument and to possibly advance more general knowledge (Hall 2007: 95).
Being in essence a contrast-oriented comparative analysis this dissertation makes
explanation and interpretation the central discursive concerns guiding my inquiry toward
relatively modest generalizations. Historical fact, statistics and narrative are used to trace the
relations between different contexts (in time and space), processes (unification of the EU or
disintegration of the USSR) and outcomes.
I must emphasize that the historical comparative methodology I have applied to this
research has not been used as an ideal-typical template. This is, in any case, practically
impossible. It has relied on the same rationale and tenets of that methodology, but it has also
been “adjusted” to serve the specific goals of the study in a more productive way.

1.7 Literature review

The following section is a summary of some of four of the most significant scholarly works
published on the subject, a digest of scholarly opinions that has not only provided valuable
information and a prelude to my research, but also a guiding light throughout my work. Three
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authors stand out as the most insightful and authoritative experts on the issues I discuss in this
dissertation: Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezisnki, and Anthony Giddens.
In his now classic book, Diplomacy (1994), arguably his most important work, Kissinger11
describes the ways in which the art of diplomacy and the balance of power have created the
world we live in. Spanning more than three centuries of history, from Cardinal Richelieu, the
father of the modern state system, to the “New World Order” in which we live, Kissinger
demonstrates how modern diplomacy emerged from the trials and experiences of the balance of
power of warfare and peacemaking. His intimate portraits of world leaders, including de Gaulle,
Nixon, Chou En-lai, Mao Tse-tung, Reagan, and Gorbachev, based on personal experience and
knowledge, provide a wealth of detailed and original observations on the secret negotiations,
great events, and the art of statesmanship that have shaped our lives in the decades before, during
and after the Cold War since Henry Kissinger was himself at the center of things. Analyzing the
differences in the national styles of diplomacy, Kissinger shows how various powers, especially
the great powers—including Russia and Europe—produce special ways of conducting foreign
policy. Unlike the conventional wisdom, what I found startling in this book is Kissinger’s rather
skeptical view on the primacy of Europe for the national interests of the United States. In his
view:

Europe has a set of primary interests which to us have none, or a very remote relation. Hence
she must be engaged in frequent controversies, the causes of which are essentially foreign to
our concerns. Hence therefore it must be unwise in us to implicate ourselves by artificial ties
in the ordinary vicissitudes of her politics, or the ordinary combinations and collisions of her
friendships or enmities (Kissinger 1994: 31).

11

A former professor at Harvard and the author of many books, Henry Kissinger served as U.S. National Security
Adviser (1969-1975) and as Secretary of State (1973-1977) and received the Nobel Peace Prize (1973).
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Kissinger’s critique of Euro-optimism in this book is essential to the arguments I reveal in
my dissertation about the nature of the European Union and its impossibility to set a model for
the world of the 21st century. Kissinger makes the familiar comment that the European Union
represents a response to the relative decline of individual European states. Back in 1994, he
observed that the twin problem for Europe was that the project of unification was absorbing too
much energy, and that the European Union did not have an automatic blueprint for how to act on
the international scene (ibid, p. 24). He maintains that although today’s Europe is “the only part
of the modern world ever to operate a multistate system”, it was Europe itself who invented the
concepts of the nation-state, sovereignty, and the balance of power, the basic ideas that
dominated international affairs for the better part of three centuries (ibid, p. 24). According to
Kissinger:

The international system of the twenty-first century will be marked by a seeming contradiction: on the
one hand, fragmentation; on the other, growing globalization. On the level of the relations among
states, the new order will be more like the European state system of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries than the rigid patterns of the Cold War. It will contain at least six major power—the United
States, Europe, China, Japan, Russia, and probably India—as well as a multiplicity of medium-sized
and smaller countries (ibid, pp. 23-24).

Kissinger is also instrumental in my analysis on Russia as a dualistic state. In his view,
Russia has traditionally belonged “partly to Europe, partly to Asia” (ibid, p. 173).

In the West, Russia was part of the Concert of Europe and participated in the elaborate rules of the
balance of power. But even there, Russian leaders were generally impatient with appeals to the
equilibrium and prone to resorting to war if their demands were not met....In European forums, Russia
would listen to the arguments on behalf of the balance of power but did not always abide by its
maxims....The same problem would occur after the Second World War, when the Western allies
maintained that the fate of Eastern Europe concerned Europe as a whole, while Stalin insisted that
Eastern Europe, and especially Poland, where within the Soviet sphere and therefore their future
should be settled without reference to the Western democracies (ibid).

While in Europe Russia’s march rarely exhibited a sense of limits (against Great Britain
through much of the 19th century, against Austria after the Crimean War, against Germany after
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the Congress of Berlin, and against the United States during the Cold War), in Asia, Kissinger
observes,
Russia’s sense of mission was even less constrained by political or geographical obstacles. For all of
the eighteenth century and most of the nineteenth, Russia found itself alone in the Far East. It was the
first European power to deal with Japan, and the first to conclude an agreement with China (ibid, p.
173-174).

Kissinger argues against the single-mindedness of the approach we find in a number of
authors who overestimate the ability of the United States to shape Russia’s internal evolution
after the end of the Cold War and the disintegration of the USSR. He maintains that post-Soviet
Russia seeks to re-establish “some form of Russian tutelage” in the territories that were formerly
controlled from Moscow and that Moscow is treated de facto in many of the former republics of
the USSR as “the imperial center, which is also what it conceives itself to be” (ibid, p. 815).
Kissinger’s other book World Order (2014), which I am referred to extensively, is yet
another masterpiece of geopolitical literature. The book circles much of the globe, covering
Europe, China, Russia, India and the Middle East. I have found this book to be distinctly antiHuntingtonian in that it recognizes the need to engage with civilizations rather than asserting the
inevitability of their clashing; but I also find it diverging from Francis Fukuyama's famous thesis
about the “end of history”, which I criticize, since Kissinger argues strongly that history and
identity are central to societies’ perceptions of themselves today. In this book Kissinger also
directly addresses his critics relying on the merits of his realistic view of the world, the
theoretical approach I rely on in my dissertation. In his words, “idealists do not have a monopoly
on moral values; realists must recognize that ideals are also part of reality”.
The European Union features prominently in World Order. Kissinger begins by asking an
uncomfortable question: the EU was supposed to transcend power politics, but do the present
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‘internal struggles of the European Union [not] affirm’ the continued existence of a balance of
power in Europe? For Kissinger the EU is less a post-modern project and more a potential
competitor to the United States in a Westphalian global balance of power. On this view Europe
potentially returns to its global prominence but “this time as a regional, not a national, power, as
a new unit in a now global version of the Westphalian system” (ibid, p. 92).
What prevents the EU from fulfilling the global role outlined by Kissinger? Mainly, and
this is perhaps where Kissinger falls in line with federalists, the EU’s occupation of a “no man’s
land” somewhere between, on the one hand, national sovereignty, and on the other, regional
autonomy. Kissinger assumes that there can be no return to national sovereignty, but he is
equally aware that any regional unification will have the mammoth task of ensuring legitimacy.
As Kissinger himself asks:

How much unity does Europe need, and how much diversity can it endure?... how much diversity
must Europe preserve to achieve a meaningful unity? (ibid, p. 93).

Even more important for Kissinger is the EU’s overall direction, however. Is the EU
Western, is it neutral or is it more inclined to cultivate its regional relationships? Indeed, for
Kissinger the real question for statesmen in Europe and the broader West, once they have
acknowledged that we do not still live in a Western dominated world order, is how to ensure
equilibrium between regions and ultimately the overall stability of the system. Equilibrium does
not just refer to power, as the real issue for Kissinger is that the legitimacy of world order will
necessarily be an accommodation of different value systems. This is not to say that Kissinger has
abandoned the promise of the Western system, as he himself states that he hopes world order will
come to be characterized by “states affirming individual dignity and participatory governance,
and cooperating internationally in accordance with agreed-upon rules” (ibid, p. 372).
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Kissinger recognizes that the EU has without a doubt fundamentally transformed Europe.
However, he maintains that it would be imprudent and dangerous to expect the rest of the world
to eagerly follow Europe’s lead. Although regional integration projects are advancing elsewhere,
the breadth and depth of the European experience may remain unique. Europe, the birthplace of
the Westphalian model, might be ready to move on. But the rest of the world isn’t—and,
Kissinger argues, that’s for the best. As he puts it, “Westphalian principles are, at this writing,
the sole generally recognized basis of what exists of a world order” (ibid, p. 6).
As for Russia, with “its absolutism, its size, its globe-spanning ambitions and insecurities”
Kissinger casts this country as destined to swing back and forth between the “domineering
certainty of a superior power” and, when vulnerable, “brooding invocations of vast inner
reserves of strength” (ibid, pp. 52-53). Thus, Putin seeks both domination and spiritual depths in
Ukraine, where 9th-century Slavic tribes formed a confederation around Kiev, a birthplace of
Russian Orthodoxy that is “perceived almost universally by Russians as...an inextricable part of
their own history” (ibid, p. 51).
Another extremely important author who has been truly enlightening for my work is the
late Zbigniew Brzezinksi.12 His book The Geostrategic Triad: Living with China, Europe, and
Russia (2001) is of particular interest and significance. According to Brzezinski, global stability
in the early twenty-first century will be conditioned largely by how the United States handles its
relations with China, Europe, and Russia—the “geostrategic triad”. In this book, Brzezinski
demonstrates a keen understanding of the major forces at work in our post-Cold War world, and
the possibilities for shaping them to achieve positive outcomes. In his view, Europe remains the
key to the future for American foreign interests and diplomacy, since:
12

A former Harvard professor, Zbigniew Brzezisnki served as U.S. National Advisor (1977-1981) under President
Jimmy Carter.
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America and Europe together serve as the axis of global stability, the locomotive of the world's
economy, and the nexus of global intellectual capital as well as technological innovation. Just as
important, they are both home to the world's most successful democracies. How the U.S.-European
relationship is managed, therefore, must be Washington's highest priority (Brzezinski 2011: 29).

The European Union however is not as yet heading in the direction of a “United States of
Europe”. Brzezinski admits that the EU does not command the patriotic aspirations of
Europeans; rather, it is a novel confederation of sovereign states that have joined together for
particular practical purposes. In his view, entrants from Central Europe seek not only pragmatic
benefits, but also the security, prosperity and freedom that EU members enjoy. Brzezinski offers
the historic analogy of the EU as “Switzerland writ large” (ibid, p. 34)—it is a collection of
separate states joined together to end strife and achieve practical benefits, confining its
international engagements predominantly to matters of finance and trade. He sees integration as
a necessarily slow process because of the widely divergent interests of the member states.

Integration inherently means an incremental and highly balanced progression toward deepening
interdependence among constituent units, but their growing interdependence is not infused with the
unifying political passion required for the assertion of genuine global independence. That may happen
eventually, when Europeans come to view themselves politically as Europeans while remaining, for
example, German or French as a matter of linguistic and cultural peculiarity (ibid, p. 36).

A European Union that largely unifies all Europe, in Brzezinski’s view will almost
certainly be “politically diluted”. However, expansion remains essential for practical economic
and demographic reasons. This author believes that efforts to create a truly politically unified
Europe will not succeed. Hence,
Europe will fall short of becoming a comprehensive global power….Most Europeans still remain
unwilling not only to die but even to pay for Europe's security (ibid, p. 41).
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Brzezinski advises that the United States should continue to encourage the enlargement of
the European Union, however the best that the U.S. can expect from this process is:

a Europe that is more of a rival economically, that steadily enlarges the scope of European
interdependence while lagging in real political-military independence, that recognizes its self-interest
in keeping America deployed on the European periphery of Eurasia, even while it chafes at its relative
dependence and half-heartedly seeks gradual emancipation (ibid, p. 41).

According to Brzezinski, for genuinely serious diplomatic or military crises, Europe
remains heavily reliant on U.S. support and NATO assets primarily provided by the U.S. "If the
crisis is serious”, he admits, “the European reaction will not be independent; if the reaction is
independent, the crisis will not be serious” (ibid, p. 43). He argues that the European Union is
the most important—indeed, the only—strategic partner for U.S. efforts to maintain global
stability, for international order, prosperity, and the development of democracy.
In view of the international order, Brzezinski argues that much clearly depends on
developments in Russia. To encourage favorable developments in Russia, he emphasizes that
“the doors to an Atlanticist Europe should be kept open” (ibid, p. 46). According to him, Europe
unified within both the EU and NATO may dampen old imperial temptations and Russia may
then recognize that its own interests lie with Europe. Otherwise, “a larger NATO will provide the
needed security for a larger Europe” (ibid, p. 46).

The progressive inclusion of Russia in the expanding transatlantic community is the necessary
component of any long-term U.S. strategy to consolidate stability on the Eurasian mega-continent.
The pursuit of that goal will require patience and strategic persistence. There are no shortcuts on the
way. Geostrategic conditions must be created that convince the Russians that it is in Russia's own best
interests to become a truly democratic and European post-imperial nation-state -- a state closely
engaged in the transatlantic community (ibid, p. 55).

Indeed, Brzezinski offers the appealing vision that NATO and a loosely knit EU may
someday expand much further, expanding the zone of security and stability as far as Central Asia
and even into the Middle East. This vision however, according to him, is only plausible as a very
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distant possibility since there are serious problems in Central Asia and the Middle East—along
Russia’s vast Asian borders—that are likely to remain intractable and that may prove
dangerously corrosive if NATO or the EU were to get too closely involved with them.
Brzezinski recognizes that Russia—like China—is too weighty a vessel to be strongly
influenced from the outside, yet, in his view, “both America and Europe can help create not only
a congenial but a compelling context for desirable change” (ibid, p. 56). Like Turkey at the
beginning of the 20th century, Russia must decide for itself that its economic and diplomatic
future lies with Europe.
At the time Brzezinski’s book saw the light of publication, the author described Russia as a
country that is backward, corrupt, uncompetitive, and an uninviting market for direct foreign
investment. Domestic capital investment, he wrote, is pitifully low; its industrial infrastructure is
archaic and in drastic need of maintenance. Furthermore, Russians are moving out of Siberia and
back to European Russia, thus reversing decades of effort to populate its Asian territories,
whereas to the south are unstable Muslim states with rapidly growing populations. Brzezinski
also argues that unlike in Eastern Europe, Russia’s political elite contains no dissidents from
Soviet rule. Instead, it largely includes former apparatchiki, criminalized oligarchs, and
leadership elements from the KGB. “Indeed, President Vladimir Putin’s...team is composed of
individuals who, with no exception, could now be serving in the higher echelons of the Soviet
government (particularly the KGB) if the Soviet Union still existed (idem, p. 60). By and large,
they have rejected communist ideology, but still relish Soviet power.
Brzezinski admits that Russia is still a nuclear power and has problems with Muslim—two
elements of mutual interest with the U.S. It may try to dilute European integration and limit
Europe’s expansion towards its borders as Russian leaders still harbor ambitions to sustain
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predominant influence in its “near abroad”, and to reestablish their influence in many of the East
European states. On the other side Russian leaders jealously watch growing U.S. economic and
military influence in the Caucasus and Central Asia. Having said this, Brzezinski argues that
economic recovery is a prerequisite for any reestablishment of Russian influence outside its
borders—and may ultimately be essential to prevent even further disintegration, especially in
Siberia. The author believes Russia’s aspirations for renewed military strength are currently
unrealistic, and the burden of rearmament dangerous to its fragile economic condition.
Brzezinski arrives at the conclusion that eventually, Russia must “opt for the West” (ibid,
p. 67). It must do so “unambiguously and unconditionally as a post-imperial state” (ibid.), or face
the possibility of being overshadowed by rising dangers across its southern and eastern borders
and further internal collapse. In his view:

Clearly a truly democratic Russia that desires to be a part of the West should have the option of
becoming, in some mutually acceptable fashion, associated closely with both the EU and NATO (ibid,
p. 69).

However, “Russia’s willingness to acquiesce to the further eastward expansion of
NATO...is a litmus test” of Russia’s Westernizing intentions. NATO serves all interests—
stabilizing Europe, anchoring Germany, encouraging beneficial reforms in aspirant nations, and
forcing the resolution of old border disputes. Brzezinski offers as an ultimate long range goal the
possibility that, someday, both NATO and the EU share a security system spanning from
“Vancouver to Vladivostok” (ibid, p. 71). Eventually, the two security triangles—both Eurasian
and Northeast Asian—could become linked in a broad international structure for stability and
prosperity.

Effective engagement should strive to create a geostrategic setting in which the Russian elite itself
comes to realize that Russia's only option is its best option: to become genuinely 'engaged' to the
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West….The policy of effective engagement should be deliberately designed to make that choice
Russia's only choice (p. 72).

Brzezinski sets forth this optimum scenario without in any way ignoring the odds against
it. Many difficulties lie in its way—some beyond the control of any Russian leadership. In my
view, he correctly emphasizes the threats along Russia’s thousands of miles of Asian borders.
These are rough neighborhoods, and Russia will perforce have to deal with problems along these
borders in the usual ruthless Asiatic style. Inevitably, this will offend the liberal sensibilities of
many safely living genteel lives in the heart of Europe.
Anthony Giddens’s13 book Turbulent and Mighty Continent: What Future for Europe? is
yet another important work that has been helpful to my research. The title of the book refers to a
famous speech of Winston Churchill in Zurich in 1946 when he advocated the idea of a United
States of Europe. This book covers some of the most important challenges facing Europe today.
Across its six chapters, Giddens has written an incisive and far-reaching analysis of the current
turbulence of Europe. This book is rich in insights on conceptualizing problems and identifying
solutions for Europe, hence it makes a valuable contribution to the continued debate on the
future of Europe.
On the basis of this very strong defense of the potential of the EU, Giddens offers a
comprehensive analysis of the salient aspects of European integration. He does not think the EU
should delude itself that it cannot be a state: it needs to be more powerful to achieve its aims. A
weak state controlled by national governments, according to Giddens, will not work. Europe
must become more federal, but it will require strong government to make it work. In this

13

A former Director of the London School of Economics and Political Science (1997-2003), Anthony Giddens was
an influential adviser to British Prime Minister Tony Blair. He is currently member of the House of Lords since
2004.
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author’s view, The EU must begin by addressing two problems that have haunted it from the
beginning: the lack of democratic legitimacy and effective leadership. However, it cannot solve
these problems by going backwards or remaining within the scope of its traditional incremental
approach.
Neither EU1 (“the Europe of the Monnet method, with the Commission and Council, plus
more latterly the Parliament, in the driving seat”) nor EU2 (“where a lot of the real power lies,
exercised on an informal and selective basis”) offers a way forward (Giddens 2014: 6). Giddens
is clearly convinced that federalism is the only way forward. The current crisis is in fact the
opportunity to correct the faults of the past. In his view, economic federalism is now inevitable
and should be accompanied by political federalism. He notes that with the exception of China, all
the major economies of the world are federal. This is perhaps not quite far from what the leaders
of the EU want. The problem is that it is not desired by the national governments, especially
Germany. Giddens’ analysis is that it is in the interests ultimately of Germany to initiate a major
shift in the direction of greater federalism. But federalism does not mean the creation of a superpower, for the real meaning of federalism is devolution of powers (ibid, p. 215).
With regard to Russia, a country that suffered “a traumatic loss of identity and power
following the collapse of the Soviet Union” (ibid, p. 146), Giddens recognizes that in its case,
“the dilemmas are just as problematic as those of Europe. When it comes to the relations
between Europe and Russia, Giddens admits that:

The EU has had a tense relation with Russia ever since Vladimir Putin came to power with the goal of
rebuilding the country’s authority in the world. The [European] Union’s extensive dependence on
Russian oil and gas, however, has continued and grew even greater when Germany started to import
more extensively than in the past....One of the results is that German and Russian interests have
become closely tied, giving Russia leverage in EU politics. At the same time, the relationship between
the two countries is marked by a distinct ambivalence. Angela Merkel has been critical of Russia’s
human rights record and its lack of democracy (idem, pp. 193-194).
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Giddens maintains that whereas EU leaders had felt much more comfortable with
Medvedev as Russia’s president, even if Putin, than Russia’s prime minister was still pulling the
strings in the background that has changed when Putin resumed the presidency (ibid, p. 195). In
his view:
Putin’s new period of rule has assumed more directly authoritarian overtones than was true before. He
appears to consider that Europe is locked into a process of irreversible decline. The EU is no longer
seen as a source of ideas relevant to Russia’s future but as a cluster of weakened states. Far from
contemplating new overarching treaties, the Russian are taking apart some of the agreements
established in the 1990s....Putin has introduced more hard-line policies both inside and outside Russia.
He has intensified his opposition to the doctrine of liberal interventionism favored by some Western
countries (ibid, p. 195).

I could go on with a detailed review of other works that have informed my research
but that may not be very necessary since considerations of many of the works cited in my
research have been given throughout the text. I would like to conclude this literature
review section by admitting that I was happily surprised to find out that, in his Turbulent
and Mighty Continent, Giddens cites one of my mentor’s works, stating that “for an
excellent and perspective analysis, see Fatos Tarifa: Europe Adrift on the Wine-Dark Sea,
chapter 3” (ibid, p. 232, note 22).
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CHAPTER 2
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN EUROPE AND RUSSIA
BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER THE COLD WAR

In international relations, in foreign policy, a great deal has
to do with historical circumstances, a great deal has to do
with the sense and perception of people.
Salman Khurshid

2.1 A brief outlook on Russia and Europe as great powers

Relations between Russia and Great European Powers have been very characteristic based
on different historical, political, geographical, economic, cultural interests etc. From Peter the
Great to Vladimir Putin, circumstances have changed, but the rhythm has remained
extraordinarily consistent.... [Russia is] a uniquely “Eurasian” power, sprawling across two
continents but never entirely at home in either.... [It has learned its geopolitics] from the hard
school of the steppe, where an array of nomadic hordes contended for resources on an open
terrain with few fixed borders (Kissinger 2014: 51). In his book Diplomacy, Henry Kissinger has
emphasized that:

Torn between obsessive insecurity and proselytizing zeal, between the requirements of
Europe and the temptations of Asia, the Russian Empire always had a role in the European
equilibrium but was never emotionally a part of it (Kissinger 1994: 24).
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Russia’s attitude in relationship with Europe had always been a debatable issue. Following
Charlemagne’s empire split in the ninth century into what would become the modern nations of
France and Germany, Slavic tribes united and formed a confederation centered on the city of
Kiev. The so-called “land of the Rus” geographically stood at the intersections of civilizations
and trade routes.
With Vikings to its north, the becoming larger Arab empire to its south, and Turkic tribes
to its east, Russia was permanently in the grip of mixed temptations and fears. Russia found
herself very close to Europe but perpetually was tempted by Asia. To understand more clearly
the position of Russia toward Europe, her role in history development and her influence in the
international order we must take into consideration the Peace of Westphalia, which even
nowadays is considered as the milestone of a new concept of international order that has
prevailed around the world.
The Peace Conference was held in German region of Westphalia concluded with the Treaty
of Westphalia (1648) marking the end of the Thirty Years' War, which began in 1618 when the
Austrian Habsburgs tried to impose Roman Catholicism on their Protestant subjects in Bohemia.
Religion, commercial interests, power and influence were main reasons of the Thirty Year’s War
(1618-1648). As Kissinger argues in his World Order:

No truly global word order has ever existed. What passes for order in our time was devised
in Western Europe nearly four centuries ago, at a peace conference in the German region of
Westphalia, conducted without the involvement or even awareness of most other continents
or civilizations. The order that emerged post-Westphalia did shape European and later world
politics in important and long-lasting ways. The seventeenth-century negotiators who crafted
the Peace of Westphalia did not think they were laying the foundation for a globally
applicable system. They made no attempt to include neighboring Russia, which was then
reconsolidating its own order after the nightmarish ‘Time of Troubles’ by enshrining
principles distinctly at odds with Westphalian balance: a single absolute ruler, a unified
religious orthodoxy, and a program of territorial expansion in all directions, shielded by the
international system from outside intervention. The ideal of imperial or religious unity—the
operating premise of Europe’s and most other regions’ historical orders—had implied that in
theory only one center of power could be fully legitimate. The Westphalian concept took
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multiplicity as its starting point and drew a variety of multiple societies, each accepted as a
reality, into a common search for order (Kissinger 2014: 2-3).

However initially, Russian foreign policy toward Europe was not sophisticated and wellconstructed, because at that time Russia had no concrete interests in Europe, and remained at a
distance from the complicated lines of European politics. Russia was an empire and was different
from any European countries.
According to Kissinger “Empires have no interest in operating within an international
system; they aspire to be the International system” (Kissinger 1994: 21). Since everything about
Russia—its absolutism, its size, its globe-spanning ambitions and insecurities— stood as an
implicit challenge toward the traditional European concept of international order built on
equilibrium and restraint, she was not included by the seventeenth-century negotiators who
crafted the Peace of Westphalia (Kissinger 2014: 50).
Russia’s influence was for the first time showed in the balance of power in Western Europe
by participating in the Seven Years’ War where was demonstrated the arbitrary nature of czarist
rule declaring its neutrality and withdrawing from the war because of a newly crowned Czar’s
admiration for Frederick the Great.
First, let’s analyze how internal policy of Russia influenced the foreign policy of this
country. The internal and foreign policies of a country are inextricably linked with each- other.
We cannot understand the foreign policy of a country without knowing and unraveling the
internal policy. The internal progress of a state might have an undisputable impact upon its
relations with other states and it’s normal that important shifts in foreign policy might generate
new developments in the internal architecture of the state. In other words, it would not be correct
to speak for foreign policy separately in its relation to internal policy.
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It is obvious that external relationship of any state is explained by some perpetual
circumstances, both geographical and historical. Thus to explain all lines of policy development
it’s necessary to set forth geographical and historical circumstances, trying to understand what
has happened back in centuries. Russia’s geographic indefensibility is historically considered a
real problem. Having no mountains, rivers, oceans, swamps, or other natural features to be
protected, Russia has been obliged to do two things: expand its borders aiming at create buffers
and consolidate its domestic forces.
The best defense for Russia has been its unwelcoming climate, scrublands and steppes.
Russia’s expansion took place in three historical periods:
(1) In the late 15th century, under Ivan III reign (1462-1505), when Russian troops secured
their position at the Pripet Mashes, one of the largest wetland areas of Europe which separated
Russia from Ukraine.
(2) In the mid-16th century, under Ivan IV reign (1533-1584), when the Russian expansion
was more dynamic and audacious, acquiring vast amounts of land through ruthless means,
creating a centrally controlled government. Under Ivan the Terrible, Russia expanded in the East,
South and West.
(3) The third phase of expansion, during the 18th century (1700-1790), under Peter the
Great and Catherine the Great reigns, when Russian borders moved towards the west, including
the Baltic territories and possessing a flank on the Baltic Sea.
The development of the fifteenth century played a decisive role regarding Russian policy.
Up to then the core Russia often referred to as the vnutrennie guberniia (internal provinces) was
limited to the region of the medieval Grand Principality of Muscovy was the most westerly
province of the great Mongol Empire, from the Pacific to the upper course of the Volga. During
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this century the Golden Horde decayed and Muscovite Principality became unrepressed from
Mongol suzerainty, having the possibility to develop a national consciousness which until then
had been impossible to exist. At this time, Moscow is known in public as the ‘Third Rome’,
intended, after the fall of the Western and Eastern Roman Empires, to symbolize the real
Christendom.
One should keep in mind a simple but meaningful geographical fact that Muscovy was
extended in a region where European and Asiatic influences were intertwisted. By the sixteenth
century the aim of the Muscovite Czars foreign policy was to unite all Russian races under
Muscovite sovereignty and to end once and forever the Mongol domination in the Russian
plain—an expansion intention in three directions—to the West to the East and to the South. Ivan
IV (1533-1584) conquered Kazan and Astrakhan the two Tartar czardoms. He was urged to
conquer even Crimea, but this war would have involved him in a conflict with Turkey, the
strongest power in the Eastern Europe. The conflict with the Turks requested a direct contact
with Europe because of adaptation with European military techniques. So Ivan turned to the
West, against the Knights of the German Order and later against their protector, Poland.
Under Peter the Great (1682) Russian foreign policy intended the union of the West
Russian people living within the Polish-Lithuanian state, reaching an outlet to the sea and
influence of the Baltic, the Caspian and the Black Sea. During the reign of Peter, Russia annexed
a considerable portion of the Baltic Coast and became the leading power in Northern Europe and
on the Baltic. Taking these advantages, Russia became a sea-power, opening a window on to
Europe a becoming a European Great Power. Czar Peter the Great adapted Russia to the model
of the modern European state system in a unique manner, unlike any other society. He embraced
the European model with open arms even he was born in 1672, into a medieval Russia. His
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concept to build a contemporary, modern Russian state and to transform fundamentally his
empire was the main aim of his reign. Western Europe was always a step forward and had
evolved through the age of discovery, the Renaissance, and the Reformation.
The young Czar aimed to make the radical transformations and was determined to achieve
his aspirations. He personally visited western capitals in order to keep in close touch with
modernity, the advancement of technology and European developments. Trying to develop his
country and to overcome Russia’s backward, Peter the Great declared that his aim was to instruct
the people how all Christian people in Europe comport themselves to share the same upper strata
tastes as counterparts in Berlin, Vienna, and Paris. So Russia began to adopt European styles in
different areas, changing the look, hairstyles. Peter tried to implement technological expertise of
developed western countries. Russia built a modern army and navy, a new modern capital city of
St. Petersburg. In his way of novelties’ implementation, he was often confronted with
traditionalists’ insurgency and very often was obliged to torture and decapitate the uprising’s
leaders. His endless self-will rank Russia among of Western great powers.
Peter the Great himself besides fighting to open for Russia a “window on to Europe” not
for a moment forgot the other side of medal—Russian interests towards Asia. He showed interest
in exploring the waterways to India (during the last years of the great Northern War 1700-1721).
Russia annexed the western shores of the Caspian Sea, after a victorious war with Persia. This
result allowed Russia to gain not only a base that would serve for her trade with South-west Asia.
During the 18th century Russia stopped her advance to the West and South. Under Catherine II
reign (1762-1796), Russia had gained her ‘natural frontiers’ in Europe. Valley of Dnieper was
conquered.
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The final remains of Mongol domination in South Russia were dissolved and the northern
shore of Black Sea was assimilated by the Russian Empire. At this point the domination of Black
Sea was the starting point of the confrontation between Turkey and Russia in the first half of the
nineteenth century.
Kissinger argues that Catherine the Great, Russia’s autocratic reformist ruler from 1762 to
1796 and overseer of a historic period of cultural achievement and territorial expansion
(including Russia’s conquest of the Khanate of Crimea and its laying low of the Zaporizhian
Host, the onetime autonomous Cossack realm in what is today central Ukraine), justified
Russia’s extreme autocracy as the only system of government that could hold together such a
vast mass of land:

The Extent of the Dominion requires an absolute Power to be vested in that Person who rules
over it. It is expedient so to be that the quick Dispatch of Affairs, sent from distant Parts,
might make ample Amends for the Delay occasioned by the great Distance of the Places.
Every other Form of Government whatsoever would not only have been prejudicial to Russia
but would even have proved its entire Ruin (Kissinger 2014: 40).

Russia has historically seen herself as endowed with a special mission to bridge them but
exposed on all sides to threatening forces that failed to comprehend its calling. The Great
Russian novelist and passionate nationalist Fyodor Dostoevsky cited “this ceaseless longing,
which has always been inherent in the Russian people, for a great universal church on earth”
(quoted in Kissinger 2014: 41).
The exaltation over Russia’s world-spanning synthesis of civilizations evoked a
corresponding despair over Russia’s status as (in the words of an influential nineteenth-century
critique) or, as Kissinger has put it, an “orphan cut off from the human family....For people to
notice us, we have had to stretch from the Bering Straits to the Oder” (ibid, p. 41).
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Analyzing all the developments occurred during the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, we
understand that the relations of Russia with Europe are conditioned by the tradition and inherent
aims of Russian foreign policy. The Habsburg monarchy is considered an organic ally of Russia
in her war against Poland, during the reign of Ivan IV (1530-1584), whereas in the seventeenth
century the center of their Romanovs and the Habsburgs ally was their common enemy in
Turkey. From century to century alliance with the Habsburgs became a traditional part of
Russian foreign policy.
Russia’s relations with the two Western European Powers, France and England had a great
influence in the evolution of Russian foreign policy. On one hand, Russian foreign relations with
England were friendly in general and since the sixteen century Russia had tried to achieve a
political deal with this European Great Power. This step was, however, tactfully avoided by
England. On the other hand, relations with France, another European Great Power from the
sixteenth to the eighteenth century were ill-disposed because of their different political interests.
France at that time was supporting Sweden, Poland and Turkey, Russia’s dangerous
enemies. An alliance between Habsburg monarchy and France (the enemy of Russia) was formed
in middle of the eighteenth century. So Russia found herself, unwillingly a member of the
Austro-French alliance against Prussia, and England. This action of Habsburg monarchy
overturned the relationships with Russia Habsburg relations stopped to be the pivot of Russian
foreign policy and Russia begun to take more seriously steps of its foreign policy towards the
European one. Russia became more conscious and had an eye for French and English policy
analyzing their struggle for supremacy in Europe.
Catherine II rejected to be part of anti-Prussian coalition since it wasn’t in accordance with
Russian interests in Europe. As a matter of fact Russian government fluctuated between an
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alliance with England against France’s hegemony and an alliance with France with the intention
to dispose English influence from the Continent.
Having interests in India’s conquest, under the reign of Paul I (1796-1801), Russia made a
formal alliance with France to begin an invasion campaign against India. In the archives there is
a document from Napoleon of 2 February 1808, in which he proposed to the Czar Alexander I to
send a Franco-Russian army to conquer India. During the nineteenth century, Russian foreign
policy was intended above all to maintain the challenging European Great Power status.
The followed foreign policies of Peter I, Catherine II and the other emperors and empresses
during the eighteenth century had assured an absolute reputation of Russia among the states in
the West. Tsarist might was stamped by striking victories in the French revolutionary wars at the
turn of the nineteenth century. Tsar Alexander I won an undisputable adoration after hampering
Napoleon’s blueprints to dominate Europe in 1812. His heirs had a challenge before: to keep
Alexander’s tradition untouched. As a matter of fact, the empire saved its hard won European
borders untouchable until the Romanov dynasty demised in 1917.
At the meeting of Ambassadors of European states held in Vienna in 1814, Russia was
represented personally by Czar Alexander indisputably as the most absolute ruler representing
the most powerful country on the Continent. The Vienna Conference of 1814-1815 is a very
important political event of the nineteenth century, since it served for setting the European
diplomatic order during this century. The fate of Poland was one of the most debatable issues of
Vienna Congress. Czar Alexander came with a proposal to join most of Poland to Russia’s
region a semi-autonomous kingdom. But his proposal was rejected by Britain, because the latter
was feeling menaced by the huge Russian Eurasian territories which could damage British
domestic interests and its colonies. In Kissinger’s view, the Czar came in Vienna with a concrete
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proposal, a blueprint for a new world: a “Holy Alliance” of princes sublimating their national
interests into a common search for peace and justice, forswearing the balance of power for
Christian principles of brotherhood (Kissinger 2014: 41).
It is worth mentioning that Czar Alexander told Chateaubriand, the French royalist intellectual
and diplomat,

There no longer exists an English policy, a French, Russian, Prussian, or Austrian policy;
there is now only one common policy, which, for the welfare of all, ought to be adopted in
common by all states and all peoples (ibid, p. 41).

After the influence of Napoleon was destructed and the annexation of the Grand Duchy of
Warsaw was annexed, Russia made major territorial gains in the West. According to official data
Russia was expanded, on average, 100,000 square kilometers annually from 1552 to 1917).
Russian political influence in Europe was certainly linked with its westward territorial borders.
In the first half of the nineteenth century Russia was the strongest military power in Europe with
an absolute impact in European politics helped by some historical developments such as: conflict
between Prussia and Austria, the weakening of France, disunion of Germany. Russia’s interests
however were not only concentrated in Europe.
Russia intended to move forward towards the South and here was faced with Turkey’s
interests to influence the connections between the Mediterranean and Black Sea. New borders
produced new menaces. Great Britain perceived the strengthening of Russian influence and her
vast expansion in Europe and aiming to stop this, formed a coalition with France, Sardinia and
Turkey. So a European coalition of Great Powers began to fight against it. Russia, the French
traveler the Marquis de Custine claimed in 1843...was a hybrid bringing the vitality of the steppe
to the heart of Europe:
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A monstrous compound of the petty refinements of Byzantium, and the ferocity of the desert
horde, a struggle between the etiquette of the Lower [Byzantine] Empire, and the savage
virtues of Asia, have produced the mighty state which Europe now beholds, and the
influence of which she will probably feel hereafter, without being able to understand its
operation (Kissinger 2014: 37).

After her defeat in the Crimean War (1853-1856) Russia remained a Great Power but her
influence was diminished in the Black Sea and the Balkans and after refusing to continue to
influence the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles the foreign policy of Russia was oriented south,
striving to manage a defensive policy and a European status quo (Treaty of Paris 1856). This war
was considered more a diplomatic defeat for Russia than a military one. So the immediate
diplomatic step of Alexander II was to get his empire out of Crimean isolation. After the
assassination of Czar Alexander II, his son Alexander III became emperor in March 1881.
During his reign he was knows as the “Czar Peacemaker” (Tsar’ mirotvorets) because he figured
out that keeping the empire at peace was very necessary. His foreign policy line was to settle
Russia in an international position that will allow to restore her domestic order, to regain her
solid position and make her best for a national restoration.
Even decisions taken by European powers during Berlin Congress of 1878 prohibited
Russia to advance to Bosphorus. In 1897 through an entente between Russia and Habsburg
monarchy, Russia renounced her domination policy in the Donau Valley and Black Sea areas.
For approximately one hundred years (1815-1917) Russia played a very crucial role in the
European state order in comparison with any other period. St Petersburg the “European capital”
of Russia fully embodied and met all the values that shaped thinking about continent’s
international policies.
Russian diplomats had fully understood that foreign relations among states functioned
based on a precise code of conduct taking into account inviolability of national sovereignty.
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During the reign of Czar Nicholas II (1894-1917), the external relations of Russian empire with
other nations were considered as an exclusive process in the hand of sovereign. The Russian
Empire continued her expansion campaign in the Far East. Trying to keep safe her western
borders in Europe and to be protected against German attacks Russia concluded an alliance with
France, known as Franco-Russian Alliance (1891). Russian Empire during his reign passed
through political upheavals.
Even the Fundamental Law of April 23, 1906 (chapter 1, article 12), established by the
Duma, declared that: “Our Sovereign the Emperor is the supreme leader of all external relations
of the Russian state with foreign powers. He likewise sets the course of the international policy
of the Russian state” (quoted in Van Der Oye: 572). The statute explicitly explained that the law
was indisputable. In his Cambridge History of Russia, David Van Der Oye has written that:

During the eight decades that followed the Congress of Vienna, Russian foreign policy
displayed a remarkable degree of consistency and, with two major exceptions in the Near
East, and it achieved the empire’s principal geopolitical objectives. It was only under
Nicholas II, when impatience and excessive ambition replaced realism, that the achievements
of earlier Romanovs came undone (Van Der Oye 2006: 574).

Russia’s impact in the outbreak of the First World War figured out the real connection
between Europe and Russia. During The Great War, the global influence of Europe and the
Europeanized Russian Empire ended.
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2.2 The dualism of Russian state14

As the evidence stands, at least the history of three centuries wasn’t enough for Russia to
unlock her nation identity. What Russia represents? Who are Russians? Is Russia a European or
an Asiatic state? Why is Russia unpredictable? These are some common questions raised each
time when the argument goes around Russia’s identity and her next steps in domestic and foreign
policy.
There is no question that one of the main features of today‘s global geopolitics is the
perplexing relationship between Russia and the West. For the West, as Winston Churchill once
stated in a BBC radio broadcast, on October 1, 1939, Russia embodies a “combination of
challenge, dilemma and puzzle” (Churchill 1939: 6161). He said:

I cannot forecast to you. The action of Russia, it is a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma; but perhaps there is a key. That key is Russian national interest” (ibid).

Indeed, for many centuries in a row, Russian are still faltering, trying to solve the puzzle of
their future interests and facing a lifelong dilemma whether to embrace European initiatives or to
follow its future with Asia. In today’s constellation of international relations and global politics it
is very important to understand what Russia represents vis-à-vis Europe and, more generally, her
relations with the West. This issue requires itself a better understanding of those factors that have
conditioned the dualistic nature of the Russian state and Russia’s status as a great power—
geography, history, economy, demography, tradition, and culture (Tarifa 2010: 224).
Combined in a way that has no precedent in the history of modern nations, these factors
have historically “produced” a form of state organization, a human community, a cultural
14
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identity, a political mentality, and a social fabric that are not to be found in any other country, or
among any other nations in the world. Russia’s bicontinentalism (geographical extension in two
continents Europe and Asia), is one of the most crucial factors of naturally experiencing both
European and Asian identities.
Over the past 300 years, Russian politics has reflected—and, to a certain extent, continues
to reflect—the sense of Russia’ identity and its place in the world as a sui generis state in the
Euro-Asian space. With the largest territory in the world, stretching across two continents and
ten time zones, Russia has often in its history experienced a double identity, created, on the one
hand, by the legacy of the Mongolian period, since the 12th century and, on the other, from
Western-inspired reforms that were, from time to time, undertaken by the tsars and the leaders of
the Kremlin—from Peter the Great, Catherine the Great and Alexander II to Gorbachev.
Russia’s political culture has historically been—and continues to be—not open to the
political and economic institutions of the West, while attempting to reformulate Western ideas
and values in a spirit of hostility to the principles of civil society.
Although Russia (a) is a neighboring country to Europe (some of its territory is part of the
European geographic space); (b) is populated for the most part by people physically similar to
Europeans; (c) whose predominant lifestyle and the key cultural heritage with which [Russian]
associate themselves are “essentially a European, Western, Christian heritage” (Brzezinski and
Scowcroft 2008: 190); (d) has over the past three centuries consistently insisted to be considered
part of Europe; and (e) has shown that it has—politically and culturally—the ability to be
European (who can deny it, for example, that Pushkin, Turgenev, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky,
Chekhov, Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky, Kandinsky or Chagall are part of the Western cultural
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tradition?), it has nevertheless been—and still is—almost impossible for Russia to create or
adopt a European-like social and political system.
By preserving, up to the beginning of the 20th century, the most extreme forms of feudal
absolutism and one of the most extreme forms of communist authoritarianism during almost the
whole of the past century, the Russian state has consistently relied not on popular mandate but on
violence (see Pipes 1996).
Apart from Europe, Asia has also historically occupied a special place in the imagination
of the Russians and in their version of the myth of them as a “chosen nation”. Asia has always
been seen by the Russian as a vast and critical region for Russia’s development and her global
role.
This vision has been most famously expressed by one of Russia’s greatest writers, Fyodor
Dostoevsky, in 1881, after Russian forces defeated the Turkmens in their quest to conquer
Central Asia. Dostoevsky wrote in his essay, titled “Geok Tepe: Chto takoe Aziya dlya nas”?
(Geok Tepe: What does Asia mean for us?):

What is the need for the future seizure of Asia? What is our business there? This is necessary
because Russia is not only in Europe, but also in Asia; because the Russian is not only a
European, but also an Asiatic. Not only that: In our coming destiny, perhaps it is precisely
Asia that represents our way out....In Europe we were hangers-on and slaves, whereas to
Asia we shall go as masters. In Europe we were Asiatic, whereas in Asia we, too, are
Europeans. Our civilizing mission in Asia will bribe our spirit and drive us thither. It is only
necessary that the movement should start. Build two railroads: Begin with the one to Siberia,
and then to Central Asia, and at once you will see the consequences (quoted in Kuchins
2007: 321).

This sui generis character of Russian society and civilization will most likely remain an
important factor in the global politics of the 21st century. Unhappy with her status, her place and
role in the international arena, and “disappointed” by the relations of the West with her, Russia
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has again turned her head towards the East, trying to expand its sphere of influence in Central
and East Asia.
Note for a moment the similarity of Dostoevsky’s words with those of Vladimir Putin’s
dictum 120 years later, shortly after becoming president of Russia in 2000: “Russia is both a
European and an Asiatic state. It is like a bird and can only fly well if it uses both wings” (quoted
ibid, p. 322). These words imply that Russia continues to be a dualistic state, seemingly unable to
save herself from a fatal combination of old and new realities. More broadly speaking declaring
this he left open doors to shift Russia’s direction according to nation interests and reconfirmed
dualistic nature of Russian state.
Peter the Great, a visionary modernizer during his 42 years of Tsardom was one of the
greatest fan of European culture, tradition and development models. He embraced Western
Culture, and introduced on Russia as a wrap, aiming to modernize and flourish the Tsardom (an
initiative which Spengler called Petrinism). Spengler also argues the reasons why Peter the Great
didn’t fully adopt his initiative to Europeanize Russian soul:
The basis of the Russian soul is not infinite space—as in the West’s Faustian (imperative, but
is ‘the plain without limit’ (see Spengler 1971, I, 183 201).

The Russian soul expresses its own type of infinity, albeit not that of the Western which
becomes even enslaved by its own technics at the end of its life-cycle. (Spengler, 1971, II, 502).
The resistance of those attempts is what Spengler called ‘Old Russia’. He described this
dichotomy as follows:

This Muscovite period of the great Boyar families and Patriarchs, in which a constant
element is the resistance of an Old Russia party to the friends of Western Culture, is
followed, from the founding of Petersburg in 1703, by the pseudomorphosis which forced
the primitive Russian soul into an alien mould, first of full Baroque, then of the
Enlightenment, and then of the nineteenth century (ibid, p. 192).
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Andrew Tkalenko, in an article titled “Unlocking Russian identity: European or Asian?”
published in Russia Beyond, argued that: Nikita Khrushchev during his duty as Premier of the
Soviet Union made a memorable remark. During a state visit to India in 1955, he said: “Our
country is both European and Asiatic – the largest part of our territory lies on the Asian
continent” The author continued explaining that Khrushchev only reiterate the statement of
Joseph Stalin, who once told a Japanese diplomat: “Russia is an Asiatic country, and I myself am
an Asiatic” (quoted in Tkalenko: 2011).
Gorbachev too also a supporter of western model for the state development, but when he
introduced his “Common European Home”, Ralf Dahrendorf was among those who defied that
idea. In his book Reflections on the Revolution in Europe, Dahrendorf pointed out:
If there is a common European house or home to aim for, it is therefore not Gorbachev’s but
one to the West of his and his successors’ crumbling empire.…Europe ends at the Soviet
border, wherever that may be (Dahrendorf 1990: 120).

Dahrendorf defined Europe as a political community where “small and medium-sized
countries try to determine their destiny together. “A superpower has no place in their midst, even
if it is not an economic and perhaps no longer a political giant” (ibid.). Stephen Blanks (2006:
50), on his part, argues that “[Russian] elites still see the Russian state as an “imperial project”.
Sergei Stankevich, a top adviser on the Kremlin policy issues in the early 1990s, on his part, has
expressed precisely this “imperial syndrome” of Russia, or the Slavic doctrine on its role as a
power destined to serve as a bridge between East and West, writing that Russia’s mission “in a
rebuilt world” remains the same:

A country imbedding West and East, North and South, unique and exclusively capable,
perhaps, of the harmonious combination of many different principles, of a historic
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symphony. Such is my vision of Russia in a renewed world....This is a perfectly natural role
for it, since Russia is in itself, by nature, dualistic (Stankevich 1992: 47-48).

Having lost the status of a superpower, her indisputable influence and role in the
international stage, Russia is discontented with the relations of the West with her in different
areas. That’s why Russia turned her attention to the East, in order to expand its power there
where it feels more comfortable and estimated. The Common European Home concept espoused
by Gorbachev was supported by former President of Russia, Dmitry Medvedev, whereas
Vladimir Putin through his leadership model seems to feel in his own shoes with his approach
toward East. Mike Rogers, a former Republican chairman of the House intelligence committee,
said for Putin on NBC's “Meet the Press” that: “He goes to bed at night thinking of Peter the
Great and he wakes up thinking of Stalin” (Rogers 2014).
On one hand post-soviet Russia did never see Europeanism as its inbred destiny and never
made any effort to be naturally part of it. On the other hand Europe has never treated Russia as a
real member of the European families. Russia remains something in between the East and the
West, swinging its orientation according to her leaders’ governing platforms and strategies.
Russian nation is characterized by an ambiguous identity. Her supremacy as the largest nation in
the world, with the longest coastlines of any nation on Earth, with a distinct culture, undisputable
values, military performance make it a powerful state.
During a live televised awards ceremony for students in Moscow, on stage, the Russian
president asked a nine-year-old boy: “Where does Russia's border end?” After his right answer,
Vladimir Putin exaggerating added that “Russia's borders do not end anywhere”, making
the phrase “Russia’s borders” a top trend on Twitter within minutes.15 Russia’s own
Vladimir Putin said Russia’s borders “do not end anywhere”. During a live televised awards ceremony for
students in Moscow, November 24, 2016.
15
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backwardness (technological developments) and inevitably dependence on the West, its failure to
achieve western high level standards and advanced social welfare system, make Russian elites
and Russian people suffer from inferiority compared to the West and, ipso facto, in some cases a
vulnerable, complicated nation. Hence, Russians trumpet all their achievements and historical
victories, as often as they can and at all costs. The more unreachable something is the more
attractive someone finds it. So is Europe. Now oriented in a direction that, while approaching
China and other authoritarian regimes (Iran, Syria or Egypt), it is increasingly pulling away from
Western democracies. Although Russia is geographically closer to Europe, she is distancing
herself geopolitically more and more from it.
The question is: How should Europe and the United States approach an autocratic and
challenging Russia, which pursues an essentially anti-Western policy, seeking to fulfill its
ambitions to become a leading actor on the global stage and regain the status of a great power?
Or, Let put it this way: Can Europe or the West really have any influence on Moscow and can
they really offer Russia an effective cooperation? This fundamental question could also be
formulated as follows: “How important is Russia’s cooperation in the next several years on
issues clearly most connected to American and allied vital national interests” (Blackwill 2008:
68)?
Being what it is—thus for what it represents and for the role it plays in the broader EuroAsian space and the Middle East—Russia is a great dilemma for the West. It causes frustration,
confusion and uncertainty in Washington and Brussels, making it very difficult for them to
formulate common policies and conduct joint actions vis-à-vis Moscow.
This is because Russia is not a country that can be ignored or isolated politically and
economically. Jordan Milot, in his article “Europe’s Conflicting Metanarratives” published in
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Vestnik: A Journal of Russian and Asian Studies, argued that confrontation between the EU and
Russia will likely continue to occur into the foreseeable future. This is because their tensions are
rooted in each group’s metanarrative and these two metanarratives are naturally opposed to each
other. So, according to him Russia is driven by the idea of itself as a “third way”, neither Asian
nor European. Russia’s metanarrative has proved that the Russian people have their own path of
development and that all Slavic people are a single, unique kin group who are the champions of a
distinct religious tradition. Russian people through their representatives have chosen “the golden
middle” (по правилу золотой середины) solution of development.
If you ask Russians whether they consider themselves Europeans or Asians—mainly, they
accept two views on what they are: slavyanophilic and europeic. The first point of view confirms
that Russians are unique and do not belong to any group, supporting the idea that Russia’s
cultural and political path should be totally different from both Europe and Asia. Unlikely
anyone accept that Russian belong to Asia. Having and following their own path of development
in different areas of life make the Russian people unique and differentiate them from the rest. A
nationwide accepted today in Russia is the concept of “Eurasia,” the idea that Russia is
positioned somewhere in between Europe and Asia. Even President Putin is enthusiastic about
the idea of Eurasians. He is keen on a “Eurasian Union” that would represent, to some extent, all
Eurasian values. In September 2013, during the Valtai Forum of international experts, he
maintained that:

The Eurasian Union is a project for maintaining the identity of nations in the historical
Eurasian space...a chance for the entire post-Soviet space to become an independent center
for global development, rather than remaining on the outskirts of Europe and Asia
(Tsygankov 2016: 251).
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Concluding the argument, the unique geographical environment, ups and downs of the
historical developments social and cultural background are some of the factors that define the
Russian national character as a sui generis case, shaping the dual, unpredictable character of the
Russian nation. In a symbolic way the dualist nature of Russian identity is expressed in the
double-headed eagle of the current state coat of arms reviving the old imperial symbol.

2.3 Soviet foreign policy between the two World Wars (1918-1939)

Soviet political life between two World Wars (1918 end of the Great War-1939 beginning
of the Second World War) was very dynamic and this inevitably affected the development of an
intensive changeable foreign policy. Winning the civil war, the Bolsheviks maintained the
following axiom of their foreign policy: “We, as Communists, must use one country against the
other” (see Johnston 1991: 8).
Initially they tried to underestimate foreign policy, convinced that revolutions would
widely affect Europe too. As soon as they understand that this would not happened and after
Civil War was won they begin to plan how to establish new relations and to improve the
relations with the neighbors, aiming to save a peaceful marketplace, to develop trade relations
and to increase financial exchanges.
Applying this blueprint wasn’t so easy since the USSR was refused to be recognized by the
main western countries. Under these conditions, the Bolsheviks followed the so called policy
“United Front” (quoted in Burnham 1937: 62) signing different international agreements such as
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Treaty of Rapallo (1922),16 which reestablished normal relations between the two nations,
cancelling financial claims against each other, and strengthening their economic and military ties
and the Treaty of Berlin (1926),17 under which both states were engaged to remain neutral in
case of any attack on the other by a third party.
Even after these treaties were signed, at the end of 1920s Soviet Russia didn’t feel
comfortable with her German ally so Russia and Germany were looking for other allies. At that
time, since the policy of Russia’s isolation end resulted unsuccessful, Stalin (governing the
Soviet Union from the mid-1920s until his death in 1953) guided the nation in a new path,
supporting Marxist revolutionary movements, a policy he had opposed fiercely and publicly
when he took the power. This ideological change was followed by collectivization and central
planning policies, whereas international policy underwent several of changes and radicalizations
during his rule.
Stalin switched Russia’s policy line many times, trying to improve relations with Western
nations with the main aim to liberate Russia of diplomatic isolation. Pursuant to this attempt,
Russia was recognized by the United States for the first time since the Revolution (1933), and
the USSR joined the League of Nations (1934). After recognizing the threat caused by Nazi
Germany, the flow of foreign policy of Soviet Russia took different direction, aiming to stop
Germany by making coalitions (1934-1937). Stalin’s government instructed a series of
international communist parties to form a ‘Popular Front’18 which will included all anti-fascist
groups in Europe. Stalin’s instructions to form an alliance against Germany weren’t successful
16

Signed at Rapallo, Italy in April 16, 1922 between Germany and the Soviet Union.

17

A treaty of 24 April 1926 under which Germany and the Soviet Union pledged neutrality in the event of an attack
on the other by a third party for the next five years. The treaty reaffirmed the German-Soviet Treaty of Rapallo
signed in 1922.
18

A party or coalition representing left-wing elements, in particular (the Popular Front), an alliance of communist,
radical, and socialist elements.
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with France and Britain. They didn’t interfere when Nazi Germany invaded Austria in 1938.
Germany took all it wanted at the Munich Conference in 1938, gaining control of border regions
of Czechoslovakia.
After refusal and unwillingness of the main Western powers to oppose German
provocative behavior, Stalin decided to give up of his plan of making common security entente
with the West. On the other side, Hitler had planned to invade Poland. In repayment of Russia’s
noninterference on their planned war with Poland, the Germans made Russia a lucrative offer, by
giving territories in Eastern Europe. Stalin found this offer very attractive and accepted it. So
very soon Soviet stance changed in favor of the Germans signing the so-called a ten-year “NaziSoviet Pact”.
According to the pact Poland was divided in Russian and German zones, whereas Finland,
Estonia and Bessarabia were handover to Russia. Poland was invaded by Germany on September
1, 1939. After this, Britain and France declared war on Germany. World War II had begun on
September 3, 1939. Analyzing Soviet Foreign Policy during a period of 20 years we may come
to conclusion that it has fluctuated very often according to her relevant interests; from a policy
called ‘united front’, to the war against the ‘social fascists’, to the impetuous idea of the ‘popular
front’, to the cynicism of German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact. This volatility, affected very
negatively in two directions: (i) It made the USSR of that period very fragile towards the attack
of its greatest foe, Nazi Germany, and (ii) it isolated the Soviet Russia of that time, counter
effecting the main aim of Stalin foreign policy to liberate Russia of diplomatic isolation.
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2.4 The Cold War and the Soviet threat to Europe and the West (NATO and the
Warsaw Pact)

Hegel once said that “you can only look as far into the future as you are capable of looking
back into the past”. This true in particular if one wants to fully understand the current relations
between Russia and the West.
The Cold War is unquestionably considered the most important historical event of the
second half of the twentieth century, a war that lasted approximately 45 years. It occurred in such
complicated circumstances that historians found it difficult to pinpoint exactly when it began.
Some of them recognized the moment of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki dropped by
the United States, in August 1945, acts that were considered as threats by the Soviets.
The Department of Defense has fixed the period of the cold war from 2 September 1945,
when surrender of Imperial Japan was formally signed, bringing the hostilities of World War II
to a close, to 25 December 1991, the day of Mikhail Gorbachev’s resignation as president of
Soviet Union accompanied with USSR’s collapse.
We find the first public traces of the term “Cold War” in Winston Churchill’s most lasting
impact in the world history speech “The Sinews of Peace”, delivered at Westminster College in
Fulton, Missouri, in March 1946. The New York Times said Churchill through his speech had
painted “a dark picture of post-war Europe”. During his speech, Churchill spoke about the
“special relationship” between the United States of America and Great Britain, and coined the
phrase “the Iron Curtain”, a metaphor aiming to describe the Soviet Union’s imperialist
ambitions and the spread of communism into its satellite states. He literally said that, “from
Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has descended across the continent”
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(quoted in Sloan 2010: 16). Churchill was trying to inform the publics in the United States, about
the situation warning them to be aware of and accept “the challenge of history that was bearing
down on the nation and rally it to its duty to the free world once again” (Cook 1989: 49). In his
speech, Churchill called on “the Americans to return to protect the Western Europe from the
rising external and internal threats of Soviet-led communism and conjured up the concept of
Anglo-American partnership to lead the free world” (Wallace and Christopher 2009: 264).
American political scientist Larry P. Arnn, in his book Churchill’s “Iron Curtain” Speech
Fifty Years Later maintains that:

[Churchill] announced the beginning of the cold war and described a policy by which it
could be fought. In it he presented a plan for the new world, the world created by the world
wars, by the birth of technological conflict, and by the preeminence of American power and
principles. We live in that world still today (Arnn 1999: 129).

Always characterized by fluctuant relationships, both camps the United States and the
Soviet Union began the Cold War as a race between them-, trying to influence the world after
defeat of Germany and Japan. The Soviet Union, got out of the World of War Two as
triumphant, and by default was convinced that the twentieth century belonged to Communists.
Stalin was eager to extend his power to the maximum and the USSR’s sphere of influence
throughout Europe, avoiding as much as possible the influence of Americans in Europe.
When World War II finished a new bipolar system of international relations was created.
USA and USSR stayed in front of each-other after had gained a new status as superpowers.
Postwar years were extremely difficult for Europe. The war had ruined the economies of
European counties and exhausted them in general. There were many reasons why the two
superpowers fought even that officially they were in peace: power and influence, supremacy in
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world order shaping, intention to spread their respective doctrines, pride, geopolitical greedy,
misunderstandings, competitiveness in different areas, mistrust etc.
Leaders of both superpowers were convinced their national hegemony should prevail by all
means including even threating actions to each other. The tensions between the two camps were
not only ideological but as well as military one. It was a race of domination. During the years of
World War II for the United States the most crucial part was to get out of it as winners at the
shortest possible time with the fewest damages in lives, economy, military etc. So, initially, the
U.S. in wartime wasn’t interested in shaping the world after war. According to the leaders of that
time the postwar political problems will be solved later. American foreign political strategy
changed orientation after the end of the WWII. Only in September 6, 1946, James F. Byrnes,
then U.S. Secretary of State under President Harry Truman, delivered the so-called “Speech of
Hope” in Stuttgart, in which he argued that after World War I, the United States had withdrawn
from European affairs and paid a terrible price.

We will not again make that mistake. We are staying here. The American people want to
return the government of Germany to the German people. We were confident that a
democratic Germany could emerge as our partner (quoted in Hahn 1993: 23).

Secretary J. Byrnes through his speech guaranteed that America would remain a political
and military power in Europe, expressing America's commitment to Germany's political and
economic unity. The United States believed that Germany had to be united, democratic and free
if Europe as a whole was to achieve stability and integration. Both superpowers had their own
interpretations on the Cold War. According to the Soviets, Westerns countries and U.S. were the
initiators of the Cold War interpreting Winston Churchill dictum in Fulton as a threat addressed
to Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The speech of Churchill was the beginning of a campaign
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against socialism and a platform of world domination from Britain in cooperation with the
United States.
On the other side, according to the American and Western explanations, Stalin’s speech on
February 9, 1946,19 had played a crucial role in the beginning of the Cold War and was
considered as a distinctive step toward the fight. In his speech delivered at the meeting of voters
of the electoral district, Stalin underlined that “no peaceful international order is possible
between the Communist Camp and the World of Capitalism–imperialism, and the Soviet Union
must prepare to defend itself against encroachment and threat” (quoted in Cook 1989: 49). His
speech was a clear presentation of Moscow’s foreign policy tailored as per the coexistence of
two hostile camps. Stalin maintained:

It would be wrong to think that the Second World War broke out accidentally, or as a result
of blunders committed by certain statesmen, although blunders were certainly committed. As
a matter of fact, the war broke out as the inevitable result of the development of world
economic and political forces on the basis of present-day monopolistic capitalism. Marxists
have more than once stated that the capitalist system of world economy contains the elements
of a general crisis and military conflicts, that, in view of that, the development of world
capitalism in our times does not proceed smoothly and evenly, but through crises and
catastrophic wars. The point is that the uneven development of capitalist countries usually
leads, in the course of time, to a sharp disturbance of the equilibrium within the world system
of capitalism, and that group of capitalist countries regards itself as being less securely
provides with raw materials and markets usually attempts to change the situation and to
redistribute ‘spheres of influence’ in its own favor—by employing armed force. As a result
of this, the capitalist world is split into two hostile camps, and war breaks out between them.
Perhaps catastrophic wars could be avoided if were possible it periodically to redistribute
raw materials and markets among the respective countries in conformity with their economic
weight by means of concerted and peaceful decisions. But this is impossible under the
present capitalist conditions of world economic development (Stalin 1954: 21-22).

The sharp tones of this speech were perceived by the capitalist system as direct
confrontation against it. During the Cold War, communists of USSR aimed to plant the seed of
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communism in the whole world. And this was the device of Soviet foreign policy. The Soviet
Union felt itself very strong, capable to hamper American aspirations to dominate the world. In
brief this was a dual confrontation between two superpowers USSR-US or between imperialistic
countries against socialist countries. According to this viewpoint, all possible struggles in
international relations with the Soviet Union were perceived as endeavors of capitalist systems to
subdue the socialist system. Since the very beginning of post wartime (World War II) the United
States abruptly took the opportunity to introduce their interests and aims as the interests and aims
that represented the whole capitalist world.
Through this line of American post-war foreign, the Soviets meant an endeavor to develop
the concept of a relative American peace, sort of “Pax Americana” that at the end was a threat
for the rival block, i.e. the Soviets. The American diplomat in Moscow George Kennan, after the
death of the President Franklin D. Roosevelt delivered to the Department of State a long
telegram explaining his views on the Soviet Union domestic and foreign policy and U.S. policy
toward this state.
Kennan’s detailed views served as root of the United States’ containment policy during the
Cold War which was framed in Truman Doctrine. Knowing the Russian communist leadership
perfectly well, Kennan had a negative appraisal for them and analyzed in details the Soviet
diplomacy line and its goals through the years. He was convinced and argued that the United
States could not claim for normal diplomatic ties with the USSR since the Soviet Union relied on
the fiction of external threat to save its internal legitimacy. In his “Long Telegram” Kennan
wrote:

In foreign countries Communists will, as a rule, work toward destruction of all forms of
personal independence, economic, political or moral....Everything possible will be done to
set major Western Powers against each other. Anti-British talk will be plugged among
Americans, anti-American talk among British....In general, all Soviet efforts on unofficial
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international plane will be negative and destructive in character, designed to tear down
sources of strength beyond reach of Soviet control (Hanhimäki and Westad 2003: 109).

Kennan’s memorandum began with a description of basic features of Post War Soviet
Outlook, writing that USSR still lives in antagonistic "capitalist encirclement" with which in the
long run there can be no “permanent peaceful coexistence” with the West. He continued his
argument saying that “at bottom of Kremlin's neurotic view of world affairs is traditional and
instinctive Russian sense of insecurity”.
The Soviets were therefore always suspicious of other nations and were convinced that
their security could only be found in “patient but deadly struggle for total destruction of rival
power”. Kennan stated that U.S. policy “must be that of a long-term, patient but firm and vigilant
containment of Russian expansive tendencies”.
The “Truman Doctrine” was a pivotal moment of the Cold War followed by Marshall Plan
and NATO formation. On 12 March 1947, President Truman delivered a speech before the
Congress urging “to support free people who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
minorities or by outside pressure” (quoted in Sloan 2010: 16) and promising that the US would
be a support for their ruined economies. The language of his doctrine was distorted by the need
to intimidate Congress in order to obtain a modest package for Greece and Turkey (Foot 1990:
83).
Following this doctrine, America engaged to support the European nations under threat of
Soviet expansion. But on the other side the Soviet Union wasn’t empty-handed. Stalin’s righthand man Andrei Zhdanov declared so called the “Zhdanov’s Doctrine” that was considered as
one of Russian reaction to the Truman doctrine (September 1947). Soviet leadership criticized
imperialism and supported the ‘new democracy’. During the postwar years the world became
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bipolar with two main adversary blocs—socialist and capitalist, with each of them with contrary
but similar aims of foreign policy: to crush the other side.
In order to stop the communist expansion in different European countries, President
Truman requested the approval of financial aid fund for their economy recovery. Now the
foreign policy between two superpowers was characterized by distrustful and hostility. So
American foreign policy experienced a shift from negotiations and understanding spirit to
struggle, conflicts, distrust, and threats. The understanding and agreement time belonged to the
past. Getting into this situation, The United States in order to prevent the spread of totalitarian
regime and aiming to stop the burst of communism followed the Containment Policy.
The support would be economic, military and political, thus bringing to an end the
common attitude of withdrawal from conflicts, when America is not directly involved. Both the
Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan were the underpinnings of the containment policy
against communist expansion. Many European countries got out of World War II with serious
economic troubles. In order to fulfill its interests of domination in Europe tried to find some
intriguing plans that at the same time would support the reconstruction of Europe and would
prevent the expansive tendencies of the Soviets. One of these plans was made public during a
speech of the Secretary of State Marshall held at Harvard University on June 5, 1946 known as
the “Marshall Doctrine”.
Europe of that time suffered from underproduction, lack of capitals, investments etc. The
Marshall Plan (1947) was the next attempt to wide expansion and strengthen the domination of
America in Europe. This plan aimed to financially assist European states under the condition that
they should be united. A weak, unstable and economically exhausted Western Europe was not in
favor of the United States interest.
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It has been the widely held American view that a united Europe, even though potentially (and
now increasingly so in fact) an economic rival, would have a major contribution to make to
world peace (Brzezinski 1970: 15).

Washington knew this very well so decided to intervene offering its financial support for
recovery. Marshall Plan aid was the plan that economically linked the European countries with
the United States. For the Americans, political stability in Europe was a sign of integration and
unity (Smith 1990: 85). Marshall Aid was planned for all Europe, not excluding the Soviet Bloc,
but Stalin refused it accusing as a capitalist blueprint. The Soviet Union was afraid that this
financial aid offered to the satellite countries might be so attractive for them to join the West. So
USSR forbad them to that to participate. Only Czechoslovakia from East European countries
tried to join the Marshall Plan but soon under the pressure of communists withdrew and turning
again under communist rule.
In October 1947, as an ideological response against the Marshall Plan and the West in
general, Stalin reactivated the nine-nation Communist Information Bureau (Cominform). This
agency limited itself to one goal: “to organize an exchange of experience, and where necessary to
coordinate the activity of the Communist parties and the propagation of communism throughout
the world” (quoted in Timmermann 1985: 3). The Marshall Plan was considered a serious threat
for the Soviet Union compelling the latter to take necessary measures and reactivates its forces in
order to create a kind of power balance.
Aiming to assist the Marshall Plan was created the Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (OEEC) after signature of a convention by sixteen noncommunist European states.
Not taking in consideration the containment foreign policy of the United States, practically the
Marshall Plan was the stimulator of further economic growth of West European economies
during the next years. It was an undisputable step that leaded to the European Common Market
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(ECM) creation. In response, as a parallel structure of ECM establishment, Moscow government
in January 1946 established the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, known as
COMECON.
The goal of this structure was unification of satellite nations’ economies with the Soviet
Union economy. For this served the Molotov Plan, a timeline of monetary support. The United
States continuously persisted to support Europe trying to revival it in different aspects and so the
trans-Atlantic relationship was intensified gradually. In March 1947 the United Kingdom and
France signed the Dunkirk Treaty. According to this treaty also knows as a “Treaty of Alliance
and Mutual Assistance” between UK and France, main aim was the protection of each against
“any renewal of German aggression”. The leaders of Britain and France know very well the
Soviet threat and tried to struggle it finding the appropriate solution.
People in the West never underestimated the Soviet threat; on the contrary, for a long time
during the Cold War the Communist threat was seen as paramount. Unresolved issues and a
long-lasting distressed relationship over the fate of Germany between the Europeans and the
Soviet government necessitated the establishment of a stronger alliance as a balancing point. A
common defense bargain between the two countries was allowed by this treaty (Cowles and
Egan 2012: 3). The signing of the Brussels Treaty in March 17, 1948, signaled to the U.S. that
the European governments were committed to their internal stability and the protection against
external threats. Britain became very influential by signing the Brussels Treaty, by which the
Western Union was established, but the real question was how to make the Americans more
involved in Europe (Lundestad 2003: 51). On their part, Britain and France were willing to
conclude multilateral agreements.
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The political climate was the right political one for signing the Brussels Treaty and with
that the Benelux countries were brought into the alliance, creating thus the initial framework for
the post-war Western European Cooperation. After the signature of the Brussels Treaty, then
U.S. Senator, Arthur Vandenberg, was asked to draw up a resolution concerning the support that
the U.S. Congress should would give to the administration to link the United States with the
European self-help project (Sloan 2010: 18).
Both Senator Vandenberg and the U.S. Department of State agreed that the United States
had vital interests in defending Europe and that a military response to aggression could not be
ruled out (Kaplan 2010: 9). He played a crucial role in convincing the Senate to pass a resolution
on June 11, 1948, providing political sustenance for the emerging bargain. The Resolution
encouraged the U.S. government to provide support for “the progressive development of regional
and other collective arrangements for individual and collective self-defense in accordance with
the purposes, principles and provisions of the charter” (U.S. Senate Resolution 239).
Following the Vandenberg Resolution, the Truman Administration took a number of
measures aimed at signing defense treaties with Western European countries. In June 1948,
urged by the blockade in Berlin, the United States, Canada, and ten European countries
(Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg, France, Portugal, Italy Norway, Denmark, Iceland and
the United Kingdom) unanimously agreed to establish the North Atlantic Treaty (NATO), on
April 4, 1949. NATO was going to become the only peacetime alliance between the U.S. and any
European country since the latter part of the 18th century (Cowles and Egan 2012: 3-4; Tarifa
2018).
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2.4.1 The Transatlantic Alliance

Both the Truman doctrine and the Marshall Plan introduced by the United States as
financial aid platforms were mostly welcomed and embraced by the European ruined economies,
but this didn’t mean that the West wasn’t fractured. So left-wing Labor didn’t approve American
capitalism and were able to collaborate with the Russian communists.
The interim President of France Charles De Gaulle, tried to counteract by creating a build a
third force in Europe to the Anglo-Saxon powers and the Soviet Union. Taking in consideration
these attempts, the second Secretary General of NATO in the 1950s Paul Henri Spaak, famously
said that every village and town in Europe should erect a statue to Joseph Stalin because it was
Stalin, even more than Churchill or Truman, or the other wartime leaders of the allied coalition
in World War II, it was Stalin who was the true father of the Alliance.
Had Stalin not overplayed his hand in the late 1940s, had there not been a coup d'état in
Czechoslovakia in 1948, had we not had to go through the experience of the Berlin airlift, the
political will in both Europe and the United States would never have been there to found the
Atlantic Alliance.20 As per above-mentioned, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
was established in Washington, D.C. by the foreign ministers of the United States, Britain,
France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy, Portugal, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and
Canada providing for mutual aid in case of attack against any member.
By this treaty, the twelve nations declared that “an armed attack against one or more....shall
be considered an attack against them all”, and each would assist the attacked in whatever fashion
it deemed best, including by armed force. The resultant NATO would be headed by a council and
20

Quoted from a video lecture by Dr. Jamie Shea, Deputy Assistant Secretary General for External Relations and
acting NATO Spokesman, Nov 6, 2003 (https://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2003/s031106b.htm).
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a defense committee; Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) was ultimately set
up outside of Paris. The treaty went into effect, after ratification, on 24 August 1949 for a
twenty-year period.
Lord Hastings Lionel Ismay, NATO’s first Secretary General, during a famously speech
said that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was created to “keep the Soviet Union out, the
Americans in, and the Germans down.” After the decision for establishment of an
intergovernmental military organization such as NATO, it could be said that American foreign
policy shifted to decisions taken under Soviet pressure than any initiative from Washington.
The Atlantic Alliance was primarily established to instill confidence in Western Europe,
which was actually lacking in the societies still recovering from the Second World War and were
destined to live in the shadow cast by the Soviet military power. Nevertheless, from its very
beginning, the Alliance was aimed to be something more than just a military arrangement (see
Thies 2009: 242). In the preamble of the North Atlantic Treat is specified the purpose of NATO
Treaty confirming that:

The Parties to this Treaty reaffirm their faith in the purposes and principles of the Charter of
the United Nations and their desire to live in peace with all peoples and all governments.
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their
peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law. They
seek to promote stability and well-being in the North Atlantic area. They are resolved to
unite their efforts for collective defence and for the preservation of peace and security
(NATO Treaty).

The preamble of the NATO Treaty makes the purpose of the Treaty plainly clear: to face
the security challenges exceeding in the trans-Atlantic Area. As Gordon and Shapiro (2004: 24),
put it, by signing the NATO Treaty American post-war leaders set out not “to rule an empire but
to build a voluntary Atlantic community in which all members felt they had a stake”. The
Washington Treaty stipulated that all the allies were equal but obviously the American
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leadership of the Alliance was uncontested. In theory, all members were given equal rights
according to NATO’s structure, but this structure provided a framework “for the American
superpower to exercise a primus inter pares role within the Alliance, subordinating France to a
position, in this sense, no more privileged than that of West Germany” (Sloan 2010: 45).
During its first years of existence the trans-Atlantic Alliance was faced with two major
crises: the Suez Crisis and the Hungarian Revolution. There were these two crises that
highlighted weaknesses of the Alliance to resolve important military and political disputes. After
the decision of the President of Egypt Gamal Abdel Nasser to nationalize the Suez Canal came
the decision of Israel to invade Egypt in late 1956 in collaboration with the United Kingdom and
France. Under such circumstances, U.S. intervened immediately by positioning itself alongside
Egypt and the Soviet Union and demanding the removal of the troops from the area. The step
made by the United Kingdom and France to collaborate with Israel to attack Egypt foresaw the
end of France and Great Britain from the status of “world powers”.
The disagreements of the Suez Crisis cracked down the unity of the Alliance’s bigger
powers and threatened the credibility of Alliance (Hendrikson 2007: 101). “Any pretense for
equality in the trans-Atlantic bargain was, indeed, undermined and “the crisis drove a wedge
between France and Britain” (Toje 2008: 27). Kissinger argues that:
The heart of the problem was conceptual. America’s leaders put forward three principles
during Suez Crisis, each of which reflected long-standing verities: that America’s obligations
toward its Allies were circumscribed by precise legal documents; that recourse to force by
any nation was inadmissible expect when narrowly defined as self-defense; and, most
important, that Suez Crisis had provided America with an opportunity to pursue its true
vocation, which was leadership of the developing world (Kissinger 1994: 544).

Although both Britain and France withdrew as loser from this collision, Britain hoped to be
get the support of the U.S. thanks to their traditional “special relationship”. France, on its part,
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took a different path engaging in a foreign policy independent of NATO and the U.S., and
aiming to develop its nuclear power. The Suez Crisis was in fact a lesson for all, and an example
of how to deal with and resolve disputes to the benefit of all members of the Alliance and to the
transatlantic security in general. As Kaplan (2004:13) points out, “the result was the near
destruction of the alliance as the United States sided with the Soviets to oppose the Suez
Operation”. It became clear that even in the presence of continuous Soviet threat, U.S. own
interests and objectives were significantly different from the interests and the objectives of its
NATO allies and that the support of the United States should not have been taken for granted.
The second major crisis that the trans-Atlantic Alliance faced was the Hungarian
Revolution of the late October and early November 1956. It was one of the most dramatic events
that ended in bloodshed. Being controlled by Russia since 1945 the death of Stalin in 1953 was
seen as a liberation that would led to freedom. The 1956 rebellion in Hungary proved the
opposite. The Hungarians believed that after the death of Stalin Hungary would be “deStalinized”. After the fall from power of the ‘Stalinist’ Secretary of the Hungarian Communist
Party, Imre Nagy a westernizer took over as prime minister. Masses of citizens rebelled and
attacked the AVH (the secret police) and Russian soldiers, smashing the Stalin’ statue. After
popular revolts and the request of the prime minister of Hungary, Khrushchev pulled the Russian
army out of Budapest. Soon after, the Hungarian government decided to leave the Warsaw Pact.
In the situation were the communist regime was facing many obstacles, on 4 November
1956, Russian troops rolled into Budapest. Thousands of Hungarians were killed and thousands
of them fled to Austria to escape the terror and violence. Russian supporter, Janos Kadar, came
into power as prime minister. There was near universal condemnation of the Soviet action, but
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no action was taken, in part because the Soviet move was made while the Western powers were
involved in the Suez Crisis. In July 1991 the Warsaw Pact officially disbanded.
One of the most disputable issues that the trans-Atlantic Alliance unexpectedly faced with
during the Cold War was the rivalry between the U.S. and France. Nuclear weapons were the key
words of NATO strategy during the 1950s. Considering itself as a great global power France
boldly opposed U.S. and pretends to be considered by the other countries as an added value,
trying to secure her position among major power by nuclear means too.
From the very beginning France had indicated that her goals and interests in the Alliance
differed from those of the United States. France chose to follow these goals “in a way that the
leadership of the nascent Federal Republic of Germany could not, and the British leaders did not,
at least after Suez—that is, by openly contesting American leadership” (Andrews 2004: 61). In
February 1958, one year prior of his election as president of France, Charles de Gaulle declared
to U.S journalist Cyrus Sulzberger that “If I governed France, I would quit NATO. NATO is
against our independence and our interest” (Sulzberger 1970: 198).
As De Gaulle was determined to challenge the U.S. supremacy and by changing the
foreign policy of his country and so he did. He wanted that France remain fully independent of
the United States and to negotiate with Washington as equal partners. De Gaulle intentions were
to lead his European partners away from the supranational inspiration of the Rome Treaties
toward a Europe des patries, a European unity based on the sovereignty of each of its nation
states, led by France (Sloan 2010: 45). De Gaulle took further steps in the direction of
strengthening the role of France and weakening NATO. Writing to the U.S. President, Dwight D.
Eisenhower and the British Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan, he proposed them to establish
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continuous U.S. - UK - French discussions in order to jointly on the military and political
strategy of the West (Nuenlist 2011: 221).
Fatos Tarifa has argued that American forbearance with the French has been remarkable
(Tarifa 2007: 100). When told by his secretary of state Dean Rusk that Charles de Gaulle was
insisting on the removal of all U.S. troops and the NATO headquarters from France, President
Lyndon Johnson ordered Rusk to ask, in the name of the American president: “Does your order
include the bodies of American soldiers in France’s cemeteries?” (quoted in Walker, 2005/06:
82). De Gaulle gave no reply. But NATO headquarters was shifted to Brussels, and the alliance
endured, with the French remaining members but withdrawing their forces from the joint military
command (Tarifa 2007: 100)
De Gaulle’s ambition was to weaken the influence of the two hegemonic powers in
Europe so that France could assume a leading position among the European states. He was
confident that such a goal could be accomplished by establishing a West European union under
French leadership, detached from the trans-Atlantic alliance although still enjoying the benefits
provided by nuclear protection of the United States (see Brzezinski 1968: 259). Furthermore, De
Gaulle believed that relying on its own nuclear capacities, France could assume “global
responsibility” and thus “mind its own interests” (De Gaulle 1966: 17-19). In his book
Revolution of Nuclear Strategy, Lawrence Freedman maintains that “the main role De Gaulle
saw for France’s nuclear force was determined by his view that nuclear weapons were the major
source of contemporary international power and influence” (Freedman 1983: 321).

Towards the end of the 1950s he attempted to use the French force to justify participation in
a proposed Alliance Directorate (with America and Britain). Later he saw nuclear weapons
as a way of providing France with a distinctive identity and a power base from which to
criticize the hegemonic aspirations of the United States (ibid, p. 321).
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The Soviet threat had diminished while the Americans were becoming more threatening,
by getting themselves into dangerous adventures in Vietnam. In 1966, trying to position France
as an independent power, De Gaulle withdrew French forces from NATO’s Integrated Military
Command. As a matter of fact his aspiration for an independent France was in vain. Freedman
explained three flaws of de Gaulle’s strategy confirming that the consequences of his policy were
the opposite of those intended. He wrote:

Germany became the de facto leader of Europe within NATO while the French efforts only
divided Western Europe, rendering super-power hegemony easier. The second flaw in the Gaullist
strategy was that the French lacked the resources to carry it out. They failed to develop a global
nuclear capability; only one with a regional range. Though he spoke of a united Europe 'from the
Atlantic to the Urals' this conception was riddled with contradictions. The continuity in political
relationships ensured that NATO's traditional strategic problem—that of a major Soviet invasion
of Europe—remained the most serious and the one French planners had to address” (ibid, p. 322).

France didn’t achieve the status of a superpower and the world remained bipolar till the
end of Cold War. NATO creation was considered a serious threat of the Soviet Union. Thus the
latter decided to create the Warsaw Pact, signed in 1955, which was firstly seen as a response of
Moscow to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, but its second role as a way of Soviet control
over its satellite states was soon revealed.
This Treaty of Friendship jointed seven states: Albania, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Bulgaria, Poland, Romania and the Soviet Union. Establishment and improvement of military
cooperation among the Soviet Union and its allies was the scope of the Treaty. Through it
member states promised to defend any member that may be attacked by an outside force, with
the unified command under a leader of the Soviet Union. The Warsaw Pact ensured that most
European nations were aligned in one of two opposing camps and formalized the political divide
in Europe that became prevalent World War II.
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2.4.2 U.S. Foreign Policy and post-Stalin Soviet Union

The end of the World War Two gave the Soviet Union the status of a triumphant, and
taking in consideration this, the latter was convinced that the twentieth century belongs to
Communists. Stalin eagerly wanted to extend his power and the USSR’s sphere of influence
throughout Europe, avoiding as much as possible the influence of Americans in Europe. During
his tenure, Soviet society was very strong, always in a “fighting mood” and ready to make
strenuous efforts to prevail. This behavior cultivated a continuous struggle internally and
externally. Soviet foreign and domestic policies went under some changes after the Stalin’s rule.
Khrushchev came to power after Stalin’s death and somehow soften the Soviet strategy
towards different politic issues. Nikita Khrushchev in 1956 held a shocking speech during the
Party Congress when he denounced Stalin’s “cult of personality” and his crimes against the party
and collaborators confirming that Stalin was a tyrant, a murderer and torturer of party members.
The sharp competition between two main systems: socialism and capitalism during
Khrushchev’s tenure was implemented under the famous slogan: “catch up and surpass
America,” becoming popular after his speech in 1957, when he proposed to compete and even
surpass America in all economic indexes.
Khrushchev was optimist and very confident during his political leadership and these
features were reflected in the program of the CPSU. The proclaimed program was very intensive
marking the beginning of a period of “full-scale communist construction”. In 1952, John Foster
Dulles, a highly controversial Secretary of State, formulated the Liberation Doctrine holding
forth on the liberation from the communism. In his view, the United States would “never have
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secure peace or a happy world so long as Soviet communism dominates one-third of all of the
peoples that there are, and is in the process of trying at least to extend its rule to many others”
(quoted in Doyle 2012: 40). During his campaign speeches in 1952, Dulles maintained that the
Democratic Party’s strategy of “containment” needed to be replaced by a policy of “liberation”.
What the United States foreign policy needed, he said, was more “heart” (ibid.).
Brezhnev’s era didn’t bring real essential reforms toward foreign and domestic policies
lines of USSR. He maintained the peaceful coexistence policy modifying and intertwisted it with
so-called Brezhnev’s doctrine, according to which nobody had a right to interrupt the Eastern
bloc’s processes of building a socialist community.
John F. Kennedy’s “Flexible Response” Strategy lunched in 1961 was a mixture of
diplomacy, economic sanction and military threatening toward the communist blocs. The so
called “quite counterrevolution” wasn’t completely successful and was considered by the Soviet
Union as discordant and irreconcilable strategy since it combined on one hand aggravated USSR
relations with continuous attempts to decrease international tension, including the control of
nuclear weapons. (Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, August 5, 1963 signed by Soviet Union,
USA and Great Britain).When into the office came the President Richard Nixon, the Cold War
was at an interesting point. During his tenure he blueprinted a détente-style foreign policy which
was made public and became known as Nixon Doctrine. He considered his policy as a “strategic
retreat”. Nixon declared that U.S. troops would withdraw from Asia, where they had previously
been fighting to prevent the spread of communism. As John Lewis Gaddis points out:
Kissinger later further generalized the doctrine into an assertion ‘hat the United States will
participate in the defense and development of allies and friends, but that America cannot—
and will not—conceive all the plans, design all the programs, execute all the decisions and
undertake all the defense of the free nations of the world. The United States would give first
priority to its own interests: Our interests must shape our commitments, rather than the other
way around (Gaddis 2005: 296).
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Applying the principles of this doctrine after withdrawal of American troops Asian nations
would be responsible for their own defense, allowing each country to fight communism by its
own. In Nixon’s view:

The Doctrine was not a formula for getting America out of Asia, but one that provided the
only sound basis for America's staying in and continuing to play a responsible role in helping
non-communist nations and neutrals as well as our Asian allies to defend their independence
(Nixon 1990: 395).

Applying his détente-style policy, U.S. President Nixon tried to melt the fierce relations
with the Soviets on good terms inviting them to participate in discussions, offering them access
to state-of- the art western technology. During his tenure Nixon and Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger dare to declare the world to be multipolar, not considering the East-West binomial as
the main topic of international affairs. The U.S. President’s attempts in improving the relations
with Moscow were concretized with two important agreements with Brezhnev in 1972: the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty, known as SALT I, and an agreement of principles to
regularize relations between the two superpowers on the basis of “peaceful coexistence” and to
resolve their differences “by peaceful means”.
The Soviet camp was interested to pledge in this agreement in the hope of increasing trade
with the West, investment, and desperately needed technology. Soon these agreements resulted
fruitful since the trade and investments were increased and this was a huge aid for the economies
of communist bloc. West European nations and Japan help the ruined economies of the Soviet
Union and its satellite states by giving loans, a decision that really supported these communist
regimes to overcome short-term economic difficulties.
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The United States and West European states were ready to support the communist states in
that hope that the latter would stop their aggressive campaigns on the West. The Ford Doctrine
(1975) was not considered as a new platform of the American foreign policy, but a way to
diminish the American responsibility and military presence in the Asia and other regions. New
feature of the Ford Doctrine was proclaimed task to consolidate on new “boundaries” (that meant
defensive position to which the United States were forced to retreat in the Vietnam War) for the
following attack on socialist countries and progressive forces of the Asia region. President Carter
came into office with a new idea in American foreign policy: unification of capitalist developed
countries of Western Europe, Japan and United States to overcome world socialism, the Soviet
Union, and national-liberation movements to strengthen international positions of imperialism.
The “Carter Doctrine”, formulated on the basis of President Jimmy Carter’s “State of the
Union Address” before the U.S. Congress, in January 1980, expressed the willingness of the
United States to use military force to protect its interests in the Persian Gulf. It maintained that:
“Any attempt by an outside force to take control over the region of the Persian Gulf would be
considered a violation of the vital interests of the United States of America and, as such, would
receive the necessary response, including military force” (quoted in Stork 1980).
It was evident that such a new policy on the part of the U.S. Administration was a direct
reaction to the developments in Iran in 1979 (the fall of the Shah and the coming of Ayatollah
Khomeini), as well as to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan that same year. These two events
were seen as a threat to U.S. vital interests in the Gulf region, mainly due to access to U.S. oil
resources and strategic advantage in the region. Through the Carter’s Doctrine, Washington
openly declared its determination to defend the Gulf, and removed any doubt about American
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intentions following the ambiguity created by the Nixon Doctrine and non-interventionist
sentiments created after losing to the Vietnam War (Leffler 1983: 250).
Be that as it may, there is no wonder why the Soviet establishment considered the “Carter
Doctrine” as a renewal of expansionism and aggressiveness in American foreign policy. Even
though the President Carter had met with the Soviet leader, Leonid Brezhnev, for the signing of
the agreement on arms reduction, known as SALT II, in 1979, another intentional movement of
Soviet leaders to send reinforcements to a communist government in Afghanistan only five
months later from that agreement thwarted relations between the U.S. and the USSR and their
respective blocs immensely and very negatively.
The relations between the two superpowers got even worse when the President Carter
reacted to Soviet Union’s actions in Afghanistan by taking a decision to boycott U.S.
participation in the 1980 Moscow Olympics, and also a considerable U.S. military growth. Only
when Gorbachev came to power, the Soviet foreign policy underwent real and radical changes.
He embraced the main ideas of the so called “new political thinking”, outlined in his 1987 book,
Perestroika: New Thinking for Our Country and the World.
The Soviet politics experienced a new turn, new ways of doing things. This new way of
approach was hailed by many in the West and served to soften the hostile image of the Soviet
Russia. During the Twenty-seventh Party Congress holding his speech after praising previous
Soviet achievements, he openly said that:

The leadership considers its duty to tell the Party and the people honestly and frankly about
the deficiencies in our political and practical activities and the unfavorable tendencies in the
economy and the social and moral sphere (Lane 1990: 7).

Gorbachev’s speech at the 27th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was
in many ways a more fundamental critique of the deficiencies of Soviet society than was
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Khrushchev’s secret speech in which the cult of personality of Stalin was denounced. Gorbachev
provided a critique of the state system and its methods of bureaucratic control, and he outlined
inadequacies in the nature of the economic and political systems. He had to deal with the
consequences of decades of economic mismanagement.
David Lane, in his book Soviet Society under Perestroika, maintains that Gorbachev
defined in Marxist phraseology four major contradictions within the system: a contradiction
between the way work is organized and carried out, and what is needed to operate a modern
economy; a contradiction between the form of ownership under socialism and the way that
management and control are performed; a contradiction between the commodities that are
produced and the money that is available to distribute them to consumers; and a contradiction
between the centralization of the economy and the need to give economic units independence to
organize things efficiently (Lane 1990: 8). In the words of Gorbachev, there was in the Soviet
Union:
[a] “lack of correspondence between productive forces and productive relations, between
socialist property and the economic forces of its implementation, in the relations between
goods and money and in the combination of centralization and independence of economic
organizations (quoted in Lane 1990: 8).

Glasnost (openness) and Perestroika (transformation) were two important platforms
tailored for the recovery of the Soviet economy, which had become extremely inefficient long
ago. In the period between 1965 and 1985, the rate of increase of GNP in the Soviet Union fell
from 8 percent to 3.2 percent (Economicheskie Nauki 1987, 4:14). In short, the Soviet economic
system had resulted in enormous wastage of human and material resources and inefficiency. 21

21

A survey by The Economist (December 5, 1992), estimated that the former Soviet Union would use per unit of
GDP 15 times as much steel, 9 times as much rubber and 6 times as much energy as the United States used.
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Such a system, based on central planning, had become increasingly incapable of supplying
expanding demands. S. Menshikov has remarkably defined the communist economic system as
one that tends to “recreate or produce deficit conditions”. By killing incentives, that system
continuously produced and reestablished “conditions of inadequate supply and abundant
demand” (see Galbraith and Menshikov 1988: 45).
Gorbachev’s economic reforms, having come too late and being too little, did not score
success domestically and his attempts to ease suppression led to chaos and ethnic conflicts within
the Soviet Union. However, in the realm of foreign policy, Gorbachev two summits with U.S.
President Ronald Reagan offered striking solutions that improved U.S.-Soviet relations and led
to agreements on the reduction of nuclear weapons, including the first agreement in history to
eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons. In 1988, with Gorbachev’s order, Soviet troops
withdrew from Afghanistan. After the dismantling of the Berlin Wall in the autumn of 1989 and
the collapse of the government of East Germany, Gorbachev recognized the reunification of
Germany and the involvement in NATO of the newly united Germany.
Although Gorbachev’s foreign policy was widely hailed abroad, the situation within the
Soviet Union continued to deteriorate. Old-line communists considered his policies as treason.
On December 31, 1991, Gorbachev resigned as president of the USSR and the Soviet Union was
officially dissolved. Fortunately—and against all anticipations—the end of the Cold War and the
breakdown of the Soviet Union were “astoundingly peacefully” (Tarifa 2006: 1).
It may not be quite unseasonable to ask: Why were the Soviets considered to be a threat to
the United States even though they fought as allies in World War Two?

According to that survey, if all the raw materials that the Soviet economy produced were sold abroad, that country
would have earned twice as much as its actual GDP (quoted in Tarifa 1997: 463).
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The disagreements and the conflict between the U.S. and the Soviet Union have been
evident since before World War II. The United States didn’t recognize the USSR until 1933,
long after the Bolshevik revolution that led to the downfall of the Russian Empire. Both Lenin
and Stalin were extremely doubtful of the West in general, whereas Western government,
including the United States, felt utterly threatened by the expansion of Soviet influence and the
communist ideology westward.
With the beginning of World War Two, however, the old rationale that “the enemy of my
enemy is my friend” certainly shaped the relationship among the three main allied powers: the
United States. Great Britain, and the Soviet Union throughout the Second World War. Nazi
Germany was the enemy of all three and the defeat of Germany was the preeminence of the
moment. The alliance however was a reluctant one, that was made possible out of necessity, due
to the same threat—Hitler’s army. For the West, the Soviet Union was than a lesser threat than
Nazi Germany.
The first collisions between the Western Allies (U.S. and Great Britain) and the Soviet
Union were made evident well before the end of the War concerning their spheres of influence
over the European territories and countries after their liberation from the Nazi armies. Each of
the three major allies had different visions on the post-war world and global architecture based
on their own vital strategic interests.
Following the Second World War their relations turned antagonistic. They evolved as a
political, military, ideological and economic confrontation between two multinational blocs—
NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Each of them regarded the other as an existential threat.
Soon after that war, Moscow’s systematic and vigorous engagement in the domestic affairs
of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe it had already occupied, aiming to assist the
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communist seize power, initially by manipulating their elections, was a seen as serious threat by
the West European governments and the United States.
The Soviet threat—perceived or real—increased tremendously with the USSR’s
development of sophisticated nuclear weapons, resulting in the launching of the first
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), on August 17, 1957, and of Sputnik 1, the first artificial
satellite into Earth’s orbit, on October 4, of the same year. The launch of Sputnik 1 was regarded
as a sign of Soviet supremacy in scientific power, deeply distressing the United States and the
other major European powers. In response, the United States launched its first satellite into orbit
in January 1958. These events marked the beginning of the extortionate Space Race between the
two superpowers.
Flaming the conflict, in February 1959, Khrushchev threatened to sign a separate peace
treaty with East Germany that would give Moscow control of access routes into the divided city.
East Germany might have chosen to close the routes, setting up the possibility of war should the
West attempted to reopen them by force. In the fall of 1961, Soviet leaders broke a three-year
moratorium on nuclear testing to detonate a series of large bombs. This set the stage for the
Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962, the single most dangerous confrontation between the
Soviet Union and the United States during the Cold War era and the closest both superpowers
came to thermonuclear war. Fidel Castro had come to power in Cuba in early 1959 establishing a
communist government. Increasingly dire conditions in Cuba, to a large extent the consequence
of U.S. economic policies aiming to overthrow Castro, compelled the Cuban leader to turn to the
Soviet Union for economic and military aid, thus becoming closely allied to Moscow.
The date of the ending of Cold War is debatable since different dates are considered to
have ended it. One is November 1990, when the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in
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Europe during the conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) was signed in
Paris. Some suggest as a time frame for the end of the Cold War has been suggested to have been
the year 1991, when the political structures of Soviet communism were destroyed and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) was voted out of existence by the Supreme Soviet,
following the Belavexha Accords (Беловежские соглашения),22 formally dissolving the Soviet
Union. Others argue that the Cold War ended in November 1992, when William J. Clinton won
the presidential elections against George H. W. Bush, the last Cold War U.S. president.
In an interview given on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall,
on November 2, 2009, Brent Scowcroft, former National Security Advisor to Presidents Gerald
Ford and George H. W. Bush, proposed two logical date to the end of the Cold War. In his view:

Probably the most logical...is that it ended with the unification of Germany in October 1990.
One can also argue...[and] fairly persuasively, that it ended earlier than that, when we and
Moscow jointly denounced the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. It depends how you
look at it (Atlantic Council 2009).

During Clinton’s tenure was marked a political shift from foreign affairs to the resolution
of domestic problems. One of the great ironies of the Cold War was the rapid rebuilding of Japan
and Germany. These two well-disciplined, hardworking peoples profited bountifully from the
Cold War in the sense that the Western powers needed them as allies against the Soviet Union
and therefore encouraged their rapid economic development.
By the end of the Cold War, Germany was the dominant economic power in Europe, while
Japan occupied the same territories in Asia. Certainly, the end of the Cold War did not eliminate
22

The agreement that declared the USSR as effectively ceasing to exist and established the Commonowealth of
Independent States (CIS) in its place as a successor entity. It was signed at the state dacha near (state-owned
vacation houses allotted for government officials military personnel) in Viskuli, in Belovezhskaya Puscha, on
December 8, 1991, by the leaders of three of the four republics-signatories of the Treaty on the Creation of the
USSR (1919)—Russian President Boris Yeltsin, Ukrainian President Leronid Kravchuk, Belarusian Parliament
Chairman Stanislav Shushkevich (see Parfitt 2013).
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international tensions and bloodshed. Problems in the Middle East remained unresolved;
Yugoslavia broke apart in bloodshed that threatened to erupt into wider conflict and eventually
triggered armed NATO intervention; Iran and Iraq were continuing concerns. The bipolar world
order was breaking up in order to be substitute with a unipolar global system. The post-Cold War
world was preparing to face with other new challenges.

2.5 The end of the Cold War and the transformation of the global architecture:
A new agenda for the EU-Russia relations

The end of Cold War was an epoch-making event. The international system was entirely—
and one might say immediately—transformed into a “New World Order”, to use the words of
then U.S. President the George H. W. Bush, becoming unipolar, with the Unites States as the
sole hegemonic superpower. Almost simultaneously with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a
Treaty signed in Maastricht by the member states of the European Community, on 7 February
1992, set up the structure of the European Union not only as a unified economic power, but also
as a political union, whose present-day geographical expansion as well as its depth of economic
and political integration would have been unimaginable by its founding fathers—Robert
Schuman, Jean Monnet, Alcide De Gasperi or Konrad Adenauer—seventy years ago (Tarifa
2009; 2013).
George Friedman, a geopolitical forecaster and a well-known expert on international
relations, in an article titled “Beyond the Post War World”, explains that the initial phase of the
Post-Cold War period was built on two assumptions: first, that the United States was the
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hegemonic political and military power and, second, that such power was going to become less
significant than before for the new focus was now on the economics. The second phase began
revolving around three Great Powers—the United States, China and the European Union—but
involved a major shift in the worldview of the United States, which then assumed pre-eminence,
including the power to reshape the Islamic world through military action while China and EU
focused primarily on economic matters.
The end of the Cold War, which Brent Scowcroft has described as “the true end of World
War I” since it marked the end of the World Great Empires after the collapse of the AustroHungarian and the Ottoman Empires (quoted in Brzezinski and Scowcroft 2008: 8), as well as
the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the end of the Moscow dominated Warsaw Treaty on
July 1, 1991, ruined the architecture of the global system created after World War II and
liberated the United States (along with it the European powers) from the so-called realpolitik
constraints of previous decades.
The fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War proved several conventionally
accepted geopolitical assumptions about the post-Cold War environment wrong. One of them
was the assumption that “the old bipolar world would beget a multipolar world with power
dispersed to new centers in Japan, Germany (and/or ‘Europe’), China and a diminished Soviet
Union/Russia” (Krauthammer 1991). This assumption, wrote Charles Krauthammer in Foreign
Affairs in 1990/91, was wrong. He notably argued that:

The immediate post-Cold War world is not multipolar. It is unipolar. The center of
world power is the unchallenged superpower, the United States, attended by its
Western allies” (ibid, p. 23).
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Following the end of the Cold War, Western democracy became the model of choice for
virtually all post-communist states of Central and Eastern Europe. Aiming to become part of the
West by joining NATO and the European Union, many of those countries boldly embarked on
the transition from state socialism to what may be called liberal democracy and market economy.
Remarkably, some of them—primarily the Visegrad countries, Slovenia, and the three Baltics
states—succeeded and within a short amount of time. Post-Soviet Russia was also given a great
opportunity to reinvent itself. Many in Europe and the United States sincerely believed—and
hoped—that, by integrating Russia into international organizations (such as the Council of
Europe, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund), Russia would become a
responsible member of the rules-based international order and create a domestic constituency for
democratic reforms.
A similar idea has been underlined by Dmitri Suslov, an expert on Russia-EU relations
who maintains that the usual Western perception of Russia was based on the Fukuyamian
paradigm of the “end of history” and the universality of the Western values and developmental
model. It presumes that after the end of the Cold War, Russia should have followed the Central
and Eastern European countries in their democratic transition—transform its political system
based on Western values and standards, develop a Western-oriented foreign policy, approximate
its threats and interests perception with those of the West—and finally join the West (at least
politically, if not institutionally since Russia’s membership in some Western institutions was
have not been a viable alternative at the very beginning).
It must be said that at the outset of post-communist transformation few people paid
attention to Adam Michnik’s warning that “the worst thing about Communism is what comes
after” (quoted in Judt 2006: 665). As in previous historical movements towards democracy,
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particularly in the era of decolonization, which nourished great hopes of exporting “democracy”
world-wide, the initial view of post-communist transformation was too euphoric, and estimates
made by most American and Western European politicians and economists, as well as by
numerous scholars, were too rosy. As Shleifer and Treisman point out:

Amid the euphoria that greeted the sudden implosion of communism, hopes ran high. From
Bratislava to Ulaan Bataar, democracy and prosperity seemed just around the corner (2014:
92).

The prevailing predictions about post-communism were generally based on a naive
assumption that the democratic and free market institutions would be easily exportable as a
“model” and quickly transplanted into the formerly communist-ruled states, and that the
transition process would last for about five years.23 Additionally, the political and economic
transformation of Eastern Europe was designed en bloc, applying the same strategies to all
countries of the region, regardless of their local appropriateness. The specific situations of
individual countries were not properly taken into account, thereby nourishing the belief that what
was relevant to Poland or Hungary was relevant to all other countries as well. In any event,
neither scenario materialized. The failure of these euphoric assumptions and expectations of the
Western world was deliberately admitted by Zbigniew Brzezinski before long. He stated:

We have overestimated...the pace of post-communist transformation. We tended to assume
that a few rearrangements, largely of an economic type initiating a free market economy,
would produce not only a stable free market but a functioning democracy as well. We now
know that both are much more complex processes than we initially assumed and that real
democratization and a real economic transformation will probably last roughly as long as the
ideologically motivated phase of Communist rule itself lasted. In the case of Russia that may
be more than approximately 30 years. In the case of the eastern and central European
countries that duration might be somewhat shorter but certainly in excess of what we initially
assumed (Brzezinski 1995: 9).
23

See, for example, the U.S. General Accounting Office Report, Poland and Hungary: Economic Transition and
U.S. Assistance, May 1992, pp. 18-26, 30.
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Relying on the Fukuyamian paradigm, a black-and-white approach was used maintaining
that under Boris Yelstin Russia was developing strategically generally in a right direction, but
then it made a U-tern under Putin, returning to to its traditional domestic authoritarianism and
foreign policy imperialism. As a matter of fact, “the end of history” paradigm proved to be
unrealistic from the very beginning and for to a number of reasons. The Russian government
didn’t choose to follow the Western models of development; neither did it opt to follow a proWestern foreign policy line, and not only did it oppose NATO’s eastward enlargement, but it
started the war in Chechnya (1994), and did not run a fair presidential in 1996.
In other words consecutive historical developments and events showed that Russia had
chosen another path fundamentally different from the Western one. On the bases of this the
rupture of relations between Russia and West is rooted in various perceptions of the Post-Cold
War period. Perceptions how the new world order will be developed after the Cold War and the
reality of developments varied essentially.
The end of the Cold War was perceived totally different from US and Russia. So during his
State of the Union Address before a Joint Session of the Congress on January 28, 1992 in the
House Chamber of Capitol, President George H. W. Bush stated that: “But the biggest thing that
has happened in the world in my life, in our lives, is this: By the grace of God, America won
the Cold War”.24
Following this declaration is crystal clear that U.S. considered itself as a triumphant of the
Cold War and its hegemonic policy as an absolutely necessary thing. US values should become

24

Online source: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=2054.
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universal and legitimate and the international system will be unipolar. From the US point of view
Russia was a defeated country during the Cold War losing the right of a great power status.
Russia, on her part, didn’t consider herself a loser but together with the United States as
victorious against Communism. No capitulation declaration was signed, no war rules were
followed. Instead, Russia had allowed the Cold War to end because it was interested in doing so.
During the above-mentioned interview, Brent Scowcroft cited that the Cold War ended when it
did principally because of the personality of Mikhail Gorbachev. If, instead of Gorbachev, the
Politburo had chosen another hardliner, the Cold War would not have ended in 1989.
The Soviet system wasn’t working, but another figure like [former Soviet leader Leonid]
Brezhnev would have kept it going for a while. There is not a single moment that Russia has
perceived the end of the Cold War as a refusal of itself as a great power. Furthermore Russian
people were proud of the history and glorified Russian identity of Post-Cold War with the
identity of Russia during Russian empire. In other words, motherland of Russians continued to
hold the status of a great power even after the Cold War with the only difference that communist
was declined. Communism’ decline was considered by elites as a very important victory making
the development of the new order more competitive.
The end of the Cold War was a decision taken by Russian government as an act of
goodwill, not as something ordered by the others or compelled by the circumstances and
international pressure. Following this willing decision, this great contribution made on behalf of
global security and peace, readiness of Russia end global confrontation and its readiness to
cooperate, Russia merited to be treated reciprocally. In the early of 1990-s Russia trumpeted her
foreign policy line according to which they accepted and supported the unification of Germany,
acquiesced the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, withdrew their troops from the CEE and agreed
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to dismantle the Soviet Empire in order to rule the world together with US. Russian diplomacy in
the beginning of 1990-s was oriented to change uncooperative relations into those based on
cooperation, not intending to give up from its “great power” status.
The Russians believed that they and the West must take decisions together. After the
dissolution of USSR, Russia was oriented to be part of the civilized world as a non-communist
country that welcomed democracy and the new conditions of market economy. With a
completely changed foreign policy Russia demanded a special leading place side by side with the
United States. During his speech held in the US Congress in 1992, President of Russia Boris
Yeltsin made a question: Why don’t you address us as an ally? He concluded his speech saying:

I would like now to conclude my statement with the words from a song by Irving Berlin, an
American of Russian descent—God bless America, to which I add, and Russia.25

Following the attitude of main Russian leaders and the new line of Russian diplomacy it
was obvious that Russia was arguing in favor of a new multipolar world order, not accepting
unipolarity as a choice. One of the poles of this multipolar world was Russia itself as one of the
leaders of the “Global North”. As a matter of fact that all claims of Russia were not part of
international developments’ agenda. Instead of building a new Post-Cold War order together
with Russia as an equal partner, the US started to build it without Russia both globally and
regionally – that it was sidelined from the decision-making table.
This phase marked a turning point of international diplomacy especially after the decision
of NATO enlargement was taken. Simultaneous decisions taken by the United States and
Western Countries caused irritation, disorientation, and turbulence in Moscow at that time.
Russia pretended to have the status of a great power even after the end of the Cold War. In order
25

Quoted in The New York Times (June 18, 1992, Section A, Page 18).
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to entirely play this role she pursued two courses during the Post-Cold War period. In the early
1990-s Russia was fully convinced that should be integrated in the Westerns network and to be
part of decision-making process.
As a matter of fact she made efforts to achieve this following a collaborative foreign policy
pattern but after the U.S. decision for NATO enlargement Russia understood that any attempt for
cooperation was in vain. So it shifted its diplomacy direction, embracing multipolarity as a
doctrine and acting as a great power apart from the Western diplomacy and trying to be an
independent pole of the multipolar international system.
This Russian attempt was not successful and in front of the world was emerged a semiisolated Russia. In a unipolar world, if Russia opposed to the U.S. and the West, it simply
isolates itself. Vladimir Putin was the first that understood how the international order in a
unipolar word was playing. In these circumstances Russia had to be an ally of the U.S.
hegemony. Understanding the reality, Putin took all necessary steps to gain the status of U.S.
strategic partner before 9\11 and after. He utilized counter-terrorist cooperation in Afghanistan to
achieve his scope. In 2002 was created NATO-Russia Council a mechanism for consultation,
cooperation, joint decision and joint action, in which the individual NATO member states and
Russia work as equal partners on a wide spectrum of security issues of common interest.
Pursuing a hegemonic and unilateralist diplomacy the Bush administration made Putin’s
maneuvers not quite useful. A number of primarily U.S. interventions—most importantly those in
the former Yugoslavia and in Iraq—showed that Russia would not be part of decision-making
table. So Putin’s efforts and Russian hopes for their country to be a strategic partner of US failed
and this moment marked a turning point for the path of Russian foreign policy approaches.
Russian elite was discouraged when understood that there was no place for Russia inside the
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West and so they decided to treat their country as a great power as an independent pole of the
multipolar system outside of the West. Russia boosted policies at the Post-Soviet space. All these
decisions, totally different lines of the foreign policies, defense policies during the Bush
Administration – produced steady deteriorate, on of U.S.-Russia relations in the 2000s, resulting
in the Russian-Georgian war, which was the immediate and inevitable result of the U.S. desire
to include Georgia and Ukraine into NATO.
Russia considered multipolarity as acceptable international order of the Post-Cold era.
Following all these developments and rejection of the West to accept Russia as part of it ended
once and for all the dilemma whether Russia should join the West or not. Russia’s stance was
very clear in the middle of 2000-s. She acted as an independent great power not intertwisting its
diplomatic actions with the West, maintaining a balance between its relations with the West and
non-Western great powers. Russia maintained a global dimension of its foreign policy as an
independent great power: strategic solitude, independence of its foreign policy and defense,
strategic deterrence with the US and nuclear parity; the establishment of BRICS, etc.
Under the Obama and Medvedev administrations there were made efforts to reshape the
U.S.-Russia relations, since both leaders were more flexible and tolerant. This step was
considered by Moscow not as an effort to be integrated to the West but as a regret of the U.S.
administration for the mistakes done during Bush administration toward Russian as an
independent great power. Thus Russia hoped after that the U.S. was ready to respect its interests
at the Post-Soviet space, take into account its opinion on global and decision-making issues, etc.
But it didn’t happen so. Since the beginning on one hand we have the U.S. that follows a
hegemonic foreign policy and supports unipolarity as the Post-Cold War international order and
on the other hand we have Russia that aimed to counteract the U.S. by supporting multipolarity a
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paradigm that characterized Russia of Post-Cold War. Unipolarity was a direct threat of great
power status of Russia. Both powers believed that were on the right direction of history
developments and aimed to take into account their national interests. Almost all attempts to
improve U.S.-Russia relations have failed and one of the crucial reasons of eternal degradation
are the discrepancies in the Post-Soviet Space, even nowadays.
Following a fluctuated foreign policy, the main desire of Russia was to show its
authoritative impact and to be the determinant vote in the decision- making issues of the region.
The post-Soviet space had in its center Russia that in mid of 1990s was lobbying for its exclusive
status of the sole pole of geopolitical gravity, the centric regional security order. The region was
officially called “near abroad”, a zone of “privileged interests” and so on. Also, for Russia the
post-Soviet states were positioned in the first place in term of importance of Russian foreign
policy and national security interests.
On the other hand the U.S. shifted its policy to a direct clash with Russia in the region.
This happened after a short-term period of cooperation with official Moscow on nuclear
weapons’ withdrawal from the former Soviet Republics to Russia. Beginning from the mid1990s American crucial interest in the post-Soviet region, including Russia, was to avoid
appearance and development of a new Russian Empire or Soviet Union and to maintain the postSoviet space divided geopolitically. So the mid-1990s marked for the Washington the beginning
of a new policy conduction: protection and development of post-Soviet states which as a matter
of fact impeded Russian influence on these states, giving opportunities to them to escape from
Russian tutelage
Furthermore, Russia made everything to consolidate the CIS region intending to keep
itself as the center of the region. For the Americans, the Russian authoritarianism was linked
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with imperialism in an everlasting forged way. The more authoritarian Russia is, the more
imperialist become its foreign policy, and vice versa. Following this perception the Americans
believed that consolidation of Russian impact around the post-Soviet space was translated into a
restored Russian Empire and return of authoritarian power.
Particularly in 2000s, the authoritarian Russian trends became more evident in the CIS
state region and after this the U.S. reacted by enforcing the policy of containing Russia at the
Post-Soviet space. US acted by supporting anti-Russian elites in the region even more, and
granted well-developed support to the “color” revolutions in the region, such as in Ukraine in
2004 and in Georgia in 2008. The result of this cooperation brought to power absolutely antiRussian elites. Ukraine and Georgia marked two major clashes of the U.S. and Russia rivalry.
Ukrainian orange revolution happened during the winter 2004.
The United States aimed to support the democracy and independence of the post-Soviet
countries, mainly Ukraine and Georgia, to possibly make them members of NATO. Russia
considered this priority of Bush Administration as a real threat to its political stability, great
power status and to its military security. All this may be considered as an adequate reason that
could provoke a “big war” in Europe for the first time since the end of the Cold war. RussoGeorgian War of August 2008 was interpreted by the US as Russian strivings to restore the
Empire. The clash between Russia and the US with Georgia case was at the limits.
The Bush Administration was preparing the use the force against Russia to impede its
attack to Georgia. Russo-Georgian was considered as the most risky crisis since the end of the
Cold War. A deep crisis of relations between the US and Russia was caused by the decision to
begin the expansion of NATO (1994). This key element marked the end of a “romantic stage”
between two countries during which Russia made efforts to maintain a strategic partnership with
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the U.S. in the early 1990s. NATO enlargement was the main pillar of rejecting the platform to
join the West and the crucial factor to endorse a multipolar foreign policy, when Russia will
maintain its position as an independent pole of the multi-polar word order and will reject the U.S.
globalism and hegemonism.
Attempts by the United States to enlarge NATO and to minimize the influence of Russia in
the eyes of post-Soviet states signified that U.S. considered Russia a loser of the Cold War, not a
winner themselves. So undertaking these steps the U.S. was legitimized their status of the sole
winner of the Cold War and the new geopolitical reality emerged after the collapse of the USSR,
once and for all preventing any possibility of Russia to restore its dominance in Central and
Eastern Europe.
Russian membership in NATO was refused to be a topic of discussions, whereas the
majority of the post-communist countries were invited to be part of the Alliance. In these
circumstances Russia was fell humiliated, betrayed and abandoned. A numerous of factors
impacted and leaded the flow of the bilateral relations between Russia and the US. Russia was
convinced that the US was her major rival in the Post-Soviet space, and in many decisionmaking institutions. US hegemonic policy provoked irritation on the Russian side. The first and
foremost factor that Russia was fully convinced that the U.S. was her avowed foe and aimed to
keep it week was NATO expansion followed by the U.S. support of independence of post-Soviet
republics, support of independence or autonomy of some regions inside Russia, including
Chechnya, the U.S. decision to conduct a regime change operation in Libya in 2012, ignoring of
Russian objections etc.
All these continuous clashes have a valid explanation: even the Cold War was officially
ended, both antagonistic sides failed to overcome the tumultuous history of their previous
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relation. During the Post-Cold War, after all the attempts of the U.S. to humiliate and avoid
Russia from decision-making steps, the latter elaborated the idea that use of force was the only
solution to be respected, to be taken into consideration and to be successful. Russia tried many
times to convince and persuade the U.S. to take into account the Russian interests, matters and
issue but all these resulted in vain and Russia was just ignored. On the contrary, the use of force
helps. The Russian paratroopers to Pristina airport in Kosovo in 1999, military intervention in
Ukraine in 2004 and the Russian-Georgian war in 2008 are the evidence of Russian perception
that use of force brings success. Following and analyzing all the events that happened during the
Post-Cold War period we come to the conclusion that all the attempts to establish sustainable
US- Russian partnership in this period failed.

2.5.1 Europe after the Cold War

After the Cold War, Europe was faced with a situation in which neither the “German past”
nor the “Soviet present” threatened its peace and security anymore. These new circumstances
made some European leaders believe that Europe could now take care of itself and secure itself
from eventual threats, especially as there were no imminent threats lingering in the continent.
Some even went so far as to believe that NATO had become an “anachronism” in the Post-Cold
War era.
For almost half a century Europe thrived under the protection of the U.S. umbrella, reaping
all the benefits the transatlantic alliance provided for them without making the necessary
sacrifices. Each step toward economic and political integration in Europe—starting with the
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European Coal and Steel Community of 1951 and the Treaty of Rome of 1957—took shape
under the shadow of American and NATO power.
As Robert Kagan has pointed out, without the American power “the European nations after
World War II would never have felt secure enough to reintegrate Germany (Kagan 2007: 28).
U.S. military presence and its commitment to NATO and European defense created thus the
necessary environment—and a very conducive one—for post-war reconstruction and greater
integration in Europe. Secure behind NATO defenses of whose costs they paid but a very modest
share, Western European countries emulated the extraordinary American achievements of
building a mass middle class, financing universal education and welfare, and even allotting more
generous vacation time (Walker 2005/06).
With the Soviet threat gone, the United States and Western Europe began to develop a new
sort of relationship with the countries that had made up the Warsaw Pact, which Donald
Rumsfeld not entirely unjustifiably called the “New Europe.” Moreover, the process of European
integration, which had begun as a way to strengthen cooperation and endure peace in Western
Europe after the horrors of World War II, now moved to encompass a Europe “whole and
free”―“from the Baltic to the Black Sea.” In short, the entire playground had changed.
While Germany concentrated initially on the huge challenge of reintegrating the former
GDR into a newly unified nation, which Chancellor Helmut Kohl described as a “normalized”
Germany―an historical event that certainly upset the implicit balance on which the European
Community was founded―Europe focused on the broader challenge of deepening its integration
as well as bringing the former Central European Soviet satellites and the Baltic republics into the
evolving European Union. The role of the United States on the old continent was, of course, also
fundamentally changed by this evolution.
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The expansion of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to include first the Visegrád
countries (Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic) in 1999, and then the three Baltic states
(Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) as well as Slovakia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, and Romania in 2004,
broadened America’s palate of European relationships and demanded commitment of resources
to developments of ties on a number of levels across the continent―from West to East, from
North to South. And as NATO and the European Union continue to expand eastward, it may well
be, as Václav Havel hopes, that new members in Eastern Europe will balance out—and perhaps
even exert a positive influence upon—Western European attitudes toward freedom and tyranny,
America and Islamic fundamentalism. Contrary to the claim made in 1991 by Jacques Delors,
then president of the European Commission, that the Bosnian crisis heralded “the hour of
Europe” and that there was no longer a place in it for the United States, the 1990s witnessed not
the rise of a EU superpower but the further decline of Europe into military weakness vis-à-vis the
United States.
The Balkan wars unambiguously revealed Europe’s political disarray and its appalling
disunity, its military incapacity and its overall flaws. To the contrary, American military and
diplomatic engagement in the Balkan crises of the 1990s clearly demonstrated two things: First,
that Europe itself, to its liability and embarrassment, had neither the political will nor the military
capacity to bring peace and stability in its southeastern peninsula.
In those years, during the tragedy in Bosnia, unwilling to fight for the values and principles
of their civilization in the poorest and troublesome region of their continent—the Balkans—the
European governments embraced appeasement as their policy and surrendered to wicked,
bloodthirsty ideologues and warmongers, such as Milosevic, Mladić, and Karadžić. When
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Bosnian Serb forces captured European peacemakers and tied them to trees, the hostages offered
no resistance and their governments did nothing to retaliate.
In 1995, in Srebrenica, Dutch forces that were charged with the protection of that city and
the civilian population failed to fire a single shot as the Bosnian Serbs separated some 7,000 men
and boys from their wives, mothers and sisters, hauled them away, and slaughtered them. It was
because of these embarrassing and shocking events that the Europeans beseeched U.S.
assistance. Second, in contrast with this kind of Europe—passive, paralyzed, appeasing, and
fundamentally in disaccord with American idealism—the United States was in the 1990s and still
remains, as events in Bosnia and Kosovo have clearly shown, the key player in the resolution of
crises and the reinstatement of stability in this crucially important part of Europe.
Kosovo’s liberation by NATO is a classical demonstration of American resolve vis-à-vis
European helplessness and inability in the face of despotism. Although European NATO
members participated in the bombing campaign, it took America to spur them into action and put
some muscle behind the ostentatious rhetoric about the EU’s dedication to peace and justice in
Europe. As Robert Kagan has pointed out:

The American dominance of the war effort troubled Europeans in two ways. One the one
hand, it was a rather shocking blow to European honor....To Europe’s most respected
strategic thinkers in France, Germany, and Britain, the Kosovo war had only ‘highlighted the
impotence of Europe’s armed forces.’ It was embarrassing that even in a region as close as
the Balkans, Europe’s ‘ability to deploy force’ was but ‘a meager fraction’ of America’s.
More troubling still was that European dependence on American military power gave the
United States dominant influence not only over the way the war was fought but also over
international diplomacy before, during, and after the war (Kagan 2004: 46-47).

Kagan goes on to say:

Both Bosnia and Kosovo showed most clearly that Europe, when left on its own, is pitiably
incapable in the face of tyranny even in its backyard, unable to move beyond diplomatic
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dialogue and brazen rhetoric. The decade of the 1990s in many ways showed an evolutionary
change in the relationship between Europe and America. When the Cold War ended, the
Europeans started dancing to a different tune. Many European thinkers and the European
political elite believed that the era of wars and military confrontation among great powers
was over and that it was now possible to escape from history and step out from a “Hobbesian
world of anarchy” into a “Kantian world of perpetual peace (ibid, p. 67).

Many even started seeing themselves as inhabiting a Habermasian post-historical world in
which war has been rendered obsolete by the triumph of international “moral consciousness” and
whose problems, as well as all significant differences among international actors, can be
resolved, at least in principle, through rational critical thinking and communicative action and by
acting cooperatively in a “goal-directed manner” for reaching understanding in how to shape the
world. As in the past, America and Europe need one another. To paraphrase Richard Haass of the
Council on Foreign Relations, the United States does not need Europe’s or the world’s
permission to act, but it does need their support to succeed (Haass 2005). Zbigniew Brzezinski is
right when he points out that, in the final analysis:

While no major international problems can be resolved without America, America cannot
resolve any major international problem on its own: neither that posed by North Korean
nukes nor the Iranian quest for them; the persistent absence of a fair settlement of the
Palestinian issue; the slaughter in Darfur; the long-range issue of China’s raising power; the
brutal excesses in Chechnya by Russia’s declining power; nor even the destructive regional
consequences of America’s preponderant power in Iraq (Brzezinski 2005: 42-43).

To address these and other issues, “America needs partners. Europe is America’s historical
ally, and hence the European Union’s unity as well as its expansion is in America’s interest”
(ibid, p. 43).
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2.5.2 EU- Russia relations after the Cold War

The bilateral relations of the EU and Russia during the Post-Cold War have developed with
ups and downs, undergoing in different stages. In the beginning of the 1990-s hoping for a
multipolarity world order, Russia has considered the EU as an independent pole of the system, as
an equalizer of the U.S. supremacy in Europe-NATO.
Initially, in the years 1991-1996, it was a romantic relation; big promises for cooperation
and prosperity were made. So Russia embraced the idea of the EU enlargement as a solution to
hamper NATO expansion. At that time Russia accepted and faced the multipolar enlargement of
the EU to unipolar enlargement of NATO and chased to accept the best of the worst. The West
expected an agile Russia in building a market economy and democratic western-model
institutions. In turn, Russia expected to get considerable support by the West in comparison with
post-war American “Marshall Program” During this romantic stage, Russia even expressed the
desire to join the EC, later EU. But rather soon the myth of “romantic relations” was debunked.
The West was disappointed by the bureaucracy in development of reforms in Russia and
negatively reacted to the armed intervention in Chechnya On the other hand, Russia was annoyed
with a highly unfair/biased trade and economic policy of the EU towards Russian products. So
the continuous clashes put the EU-Russia relations in a critical stage (1996-1999).
During this period it was made obviously clear that national interest of Russia and the
concept of a strong state were more important than the democratic values. Being afraid of its
sovereignty threat in case of becoming a member of the EU, but having the desire to be
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integrated into the Westerner structures in early 2000s, Russia decided to stay out of it, hoping to
boost its economic modernization not as a member of the European Union. Russia also hoped
that enlargement of the EU would radically revise the approach of CEE countries toward their
anti-Russian sentiments and policies. As a matter of fact the EU did not remodel these countries,
but it is these countries that changed the EU. Hence Russian perceptions and beliefs resulted in a
big illusion leading to perception’s change regarding the European Union.
Failure of the second Russian attempt to join the West in 2004 reinforced the belief that
Russia should act as an independent sole pole, so it made a lot of efforts to integrate post-Soviet
countries around herself, aiming to create a Russia-centric economic community. Common
economic space agreement was signed in 2004, prior to the “Orange Revolution”. At that time
the Russian priorities went against the EU policy at the post-Soviet space. The EU was
elaborating a strategy to include all the post-Soviet countries, even Russia, into the EU-centric
orbit.
The turning point of the relations between Russia and the European Union was the orange
revolution in Ukraine in 2004. After this Russia-EU relations were turned into rivalry since the
EU was working on the Eastern Partnership which implied association of the 6 post-Soviet
countries with the EU, excluding their ways to participate in Russia-centric economic
arrangements. This step was considered by Russia as very offensive since EU was imposing its
vision of Wider Europe and economic order of the Post-Soviet space, refusing to talk to Russia
about this order. This time Russian status of a great power was ignored by the Europe. The latter
rejected to make a 3-party negotiations in order to elaborate the economic order for the
countries of the decided to follow the policy of blackmails and pressure (carrots and sticks
policy) towards Yanukovych to force him to reject association with the EU.
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Also it is very interesting to know how the Russian attitude to the Europe and especially to
the European Union has changed over the years. According to Levada Analytical Center
(Levada-Center) the largest Russian Center in sociological research the analysis of Russian
people’s attitudes to Europe shows in the early 2000s, many Russians thought that to join the
European Union would be in the country’s economic and political interests. To the question:
What’s your stance/opinion towards the European Union, in December 2003 more than 70
percent of the respondents had a good opinion, whereas 13-14 percent had a bad opinion. During
March 2014-January 2015 the graphic marks the lowest percentage of people (20 percent) that
had a good opinion of the EU of course impacted of the Ukrainian crisis (2014). On the other
hand during March 2015 the bad opinion reached the level of 70 percent.

Figure 1. Russians’ stances/opinions towards the European Union
Source: Levada Analytical Center, 2017 https://www.levada.ru/2017/09/19/16628/
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Asked if their country Russia should strive to join the European Union, in October 2010
the majority of respondents (56 percent) believed yes and 23 percent were opposed to this idea.
In September 2014 that membership was impossible to be imagined (Levada Center, 2017).
Currently, Russian people’s attitude towards possible admission to the EU is impacted by
eventual sanctions, tensions and conflicts between the EU and Russia making clear to Russians
that it is impossible for their country to be part of the EU.

Figure 2. Should Russia strive to join the European Union?
Source: Levada Analytical Center, 2017 https://www.levada.ru/2017/09/19/16628/
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2.5.3 The emerging unipolar international system

Speaking of the new changes on the global arena in the years immediately following end of
the Cold War, Charles Krauthammer was the first, in September 18, 1990, to claim that the new
global system had now become unipolar and that the United States had remained the only
superpower and would remain alone as a global hegemon throughout the 21st century.
Krauthammer’s thesis on unipolarity was further—and lucidly—elaborated in his article titled
“The Unipolar Moment”, published in Foreign Affairs in December of that year, and it continues
to be one of the most cited articles in the contemporary literature on international relations and
geopolitics. Krauthammer maintained:

It is assumed that the old bipolar world would beget a multipolar world with power dispersed
to new centers in Japan, Germany (and/or “Europe”), China, and a diminished Soviet
Union/Russia. The domestic American consensus for an internationalist foreign policy, a
consensus radically weakened by the experience in Vietnam, would substantially be restored
now that policies and debates inspired by “an inordinate fear of communism” could be safely
retired. In the new post-Soviet strategic environment the threat of war would be dramatically
diminished. All these assumptions are mistaken. The immediate post-Cold War world is not
multipolar. It is unipolar. The center of world power is the unchallenged superpower, the
United States, attended by its Western allies (Krauthammer 1990/91: 23).

The most striking feature of the post-Cold War world became its unipolar system. It is
possible that with the passing of time—in perhaps one or two generations from now—the world
could again become bipolar or multipolar since one (maybe China) or more great powers may
become equal, or similar to the United States in all those components that determine the status of
a superpower—economic, military, political and technological. If that takes place, the world
may, in its structure, resemble the pre-World War One, or the post-World War Two eras.
Although there is much talk and numerous books have been written in support of the
argument that the world of today has ceased being unipolar, its power structure has not as yet
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radically changed. We firmly believe that today’s international system has not been transformed
into a “multipolar”, or a “uni-multipolar” system, as Samuel Huntington (1999) believed in the
late 1990s. The current international system has not become either “multipolar” (Hassner 2007),
“interpolar” (Grevi 2009), or a “nonpolar” (Haass 2008) system either. Despite the relative
weakening of the United States and the raise of China, Putin’s Russia flexing its muscles in Asia
and Europe, or Europe’s seemingly powerful stance on international affairs, by the end of this
century’s second decade the world lack a second-rank power that might truly challenge or
threaten the global hegemony of the United States. China, Japan and Germany—the three largest
economic powers behind the United States—are clear examples that show that development and
the economic power of a country does not necessarily transform it into a political and military
power. In other words, “geoeconomics” does not automatically translate into “geopolitics”
(Donnelly 2004).
It has been proven time and again that economic power is a necessary condition for great
power status. But it certainly is not a sufficient one, as has been made clear by the recent
developments in Germany and Japan and their political behavior. And while a unified Europe
may sometime in the next century act as a single power—if and only if EU will continue to
survive and thrive—its continuous disarray and disjointed national responses to numerous
international crisis—most notably to the crisis in the Persian Gulf both in 1991 and in 20since
199103—illustrate that “Europe” does not yet qualify as a crucial player on the world stage.
George Friedman has argued that:

The Post-Cold War world was America's time of dominance, explaining that its two great
counterbalances the EU and China are losing their ability to counter U.S. power because they
mistakenly believed that real power was economic power. The United States had combined
power—economic, political and military—and that allowed it to maintain its overall power
when economic power faltered. A fragmented Europe has no chance at balancing the United
States. And while China is reaching for military power, it will take many years to produce
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the kind of power that is global, and it can do so only if its economy allows it to. The United
States defeated the Soviet Union in the Cold War because of its balanced power. The United
States learned from the Post-Cold War period an important lesson: if you have the greatest
military power in the world you have the ability to defeat armies. The most difficult thing is
to remodel societies and to become a winner you have to combine the power- economic,
military, and political. A Great Power manages the routine matters of the world not through
military intervention, but through manipulating the balance of power (Friedman 2013).

Be that as it may, the United States remains not only the largest economy in the world with
the greatest military might, but also the single power that continues to have a preeminent role in
global politics. China and even less Europe and Russia are far from having the same global
weight or exercising the same political influence.
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CHAPTER 3
RUSSIA PETROPOLITICS:
IT’S ECONOMIC AND TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE EU

There are few subjects as controversial and emotive as the
energy relationship between the EU and Russia.
Fraser Cameron

3.1 Europe’s dependency on Russia’s energy resources and its geostrategic
implications

The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers 1500-2000 book by Paul Kennedy is a vivid proof
where are explained real connections between natural resources and geostrategic aftereffects. On
the other hand historical records serve as milestone of this unquestionable correlation. This topic
is widely known and is a recurring one with different features according to the different
resources’ dominance (Kennedy 1987).
As far as the international system is concerned, both wealth and power are always relative
and should be considered as such. About three hundred years ago, one of the supporter of the
economic theory of mercantilism, German writer, Philipp Wilhelm von Hörnigk, observed that:

Whether a nation be today mighty and rich or not depends not on the abundance or security
of its power and riches, but principally on whether its neighbors possess more or less (quoted
in Kennedy: 457).
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It is very important thus if countries share common borders with weak states, or powerful
ones. During all history of organized human societies natural resources have had the same
impact in economy, in status and in relationship between neighbors and not only. They are used
by the countries with the most natural resources as a powerful weapon to shape the relations with
other states. State power and market power have become indeterminably intertwined as a genuine
earmark of natural resources: in this regard, natural resources are somewhat different from
dedicated weapons of war, which can be used as pure strategic tools.
Today, as in the past, booms and busts of economy occur as a consequence of the
economic factors affecting the price, demand and availability of a commodity and political
choices, or the combination of them. All these historical and economic facts speak out on a deep
dependence of world development on the natural resources of its countries.
But how deep is the modern civilization’s addiction to oil? Deep enough that, as early as
1952, Sir Charles Darwin wrote:

The fifth revolution will come when we have spent the stores of coal and oil that have been
accumulating in the earth during hundreds of millions of years…It is to be hoped that before
then other sources of energy will have been developed…but without considering the detail, it
is obvious that there will be a very great difference in ways of life (Darwin 1952: 210).

Sir Darwin is not the only, but was certainly one of the earlier observers of modern man’s
dependence on non-renewable energy sources, and its potential negative consequences. His
conclusion, over five decades ago, seemed to be: “We’re in pretty deep.”
After all, plastic is a petroleum product, and comprises much of the material making up the
computers we’re typing with. Natural Gas provides the electricity powering our computers, and
lighting the rooms we work within. In fact, save the individuals who grow or kill 100 percent of
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their own food, and do so without the aid of machines and manufactured chemical fertilizers,
there are not many processes in our daily lives that aren’t in some way, shape or form, touched
by hydrocarbon energy.
Further underlining how integral oil is in our daily lives, Chad Heeter has published an
article for a San Francisco newspaper, in which he draws attention to the role oil plays in the
human food chain, from growing or producing food, to packaging and shipping, via analysis of a
basic breakfast. According to Heeter:

A Crude Menu. A lot of fossil-fuel energy goes into the production of food: bowl of oatmeal
requires 4 ounces of crude oil; Serving of raspberries (to top the oatmeal) needs 1 ounce of
crude oil; teaspoons of butter, milk and salt amount to another ounce of crude oil; and that
cup of java takes 2 ounces of crude oil” (Heeter 2006).

Following the world's leading source of financial content on the web, Investopedia, Russia
is number one on the list of natural resources. Its total estimated natural resources are worth $75
trillion. Annual report on execution of the federal budget, of the Ministry of Finance of the
Russian Federation ranks Russia as the world’s largest producer of crude oil (including lease
condensate) and the second-largest producer of dry natural gas. According to the BP Statistical
Review, Russia consumed 26.74 quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) of energy in 2016, most
of which was natural gas (52 percent). Petroleum and coal accounted for 22 percent and 13
percent of Russia’s consumption.
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Figure 3. Russia’s primary energy consumption
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, based on
BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2017

Being a major producer, supplier and exporter of oil and natural gas explains Russia’s
economy very high dependence on its hydrocarbons. Russia’s economic growth is driven by
energy exports, given its high oil and natural gas production. Oil and natural gas revenues
accounted for more than one-third or approximately 36 percent of Russia's federal budget
revenues in 2016.26
So energy is one of the most important items that generates considerable revenues in the
country’s budget. Conservatism’s adherents consider Russia’s oil and gas as the country’s most
important assets, rather than the army and the navy. Energy trade has a special and great
importance to both Russia and Europe. This importance leads to a complex interdependency in
terms of energy, so their relations in that field are inextricably tied together. Europe is dependent
on Russia as a source of supply for both oil and natural gas.
According to the statistics, more than one-third of crude oil imports to European countries
in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 2016 came from

26

Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, Annual report on execution of the federal budget, updated April
28, 2017
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Russia. In 2016, more that 65 percent of Russia’s crude oil exports went to European countries,
particularly the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, and Belarus and more than 75 percent of
Russia’s natural gas exports went to OECD Europe.27
Russia also exports fairly sizeable volumes of oil products. According to Eastern Bloc
Research, Russia exported about 1.3 million b/d of fuel oil and an additional 990,000 b/d of
diesel in 2016. It exported smaller volumes of gasoline 120,000 b/d (and liquefied petroleum gas
(75,000 b/d) during the same year (Eastern Bloc Research, p. 22).

Figure 4. Russia's crude oil and condensate exports by destination, 2016 thousand barrels per day
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration based on Russian export statistics and partner country import
statistics, Global Trade Tracker

Russia holds the largest natural gas reserves in the world and is the second-largest producer
of dry natural gas. According to Oil and Gas Journal, Russia held the world’s largest natural gas
reserves, with 1,688 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), as of January 1, 2017.

27

EIA estimates based on International trade data, Eurostat and Russian export statistics and partner country import
statistics, Global Trade Tracker.
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Figure 5. Estimated proved natural gas reserves, as of January 1, 2017 trillion cubic feet
Source: Oil & Gas Journal, Worldwide Look at Reserves and Production

Russia’s reserves account for about one quarter of the world’s total proved natural gas
reserves. Most of these reserves are located in large natural gas fields in West Siberia. The Public
Joint Stock Company Gazprom, owned by the Government of Russia dominates the country’s
upstream natural gas sector, although production from other companies has been growing year
by year.
Five of Gazprom’s largest operating fields (Yamburg, Urengoy, Medvezhye,
Zapolyarnoye, and Bovanenkovo)—all of which are in the Yamal-Nenets region of West
Siberia—together account for about one-third of Russia’s total natural gas reserves. During 2016
more than 75 percent of Russia’s natural gas exports went to OECD Europe.
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Figure 6. Russia's natural gas exports by destination, 2016
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, based on Russian export statistics
and partner country import statistics, Global Trade Tracker

According to the communication from the European Commission to the European
Parliament and the Council dated on May 28, 2014 the EU imports 54 percent of all the energy it
consumes, at a cost of more than €1 billion per day. Energy also makes up more than 20 percent
of total EU imports. Specifically, the EU imports: 90 percent of its crude oil or more than €300
billion of crude oil and oil products, of which one third from Russia, 69 percent of its natural gas,
42 percent of its coal and other solid fuels 40 percent of its uranium and other nuclear fuels.
Russia exported 71 percent of its gas to Europe with the largest volumes to Germany and Italy.
According to the European Commission data, Europe’s overall dependence on energy
imports will rise to 70 percent in 2030.
The European Union needs to consume more and more energy for different reasons. Its
own production of energy is not capable to fulfil the EU states’ energy requirements. As a result,
external dependence for energy is constantly increasing. The notion of interdependence is a
widely used concept in political and economic studies of international relations that attempts to
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analyze the complexity of issues of cooperation and conflict in the interaction between states
(Proedrou 2007: 332).
The EU and Russia are interdependent on energy resources, considering that 30 percent of
the EU's consumption of oil and gas are imported from Russia, while the Russian economy
continue to be largely dependent on the export of hydrocarbons (Cameron 2009: 20). According
to the Finnish researcher Mikko Palonkorpi, in order to determine the supplier’s dependence on
exports of oil and natural gas, the following indicators have to be measured: the proportion of
export revenues (oil and gas) to the GDP, the share of revenue from the export of energy raw
materials in the state budget, and the share of the export revenue from oil and gas in the total
export revenues. On the other hand, the relative strength of the energy interdependence can be
measured by such factors as the energy trade balance, the level of (domestic) energy resources,
possibilities of energy-supply diversification and the specific total energy consumption in the
country (the ratio of the raw material to the total primary energy consumption). This serves to
identify the interdependence of consumer energy resources (Palonkorpi 2007).
The EU however is not as afraid of interdependence as Russia. The latter could not accept
state of affairs where it itself would be dependent on others in a certain way. It would prefer
others to be dependent on what Russia has and does. Based on these statistics Europe is
dependent on Russia primarily as a source of supply for both oil and natural gas and finds itself
in an uncomfortable position, a fact that compels Europe to be very careful trying not to put the
energy imports at risk. Europe finds itself in unpleasant situation from which it is hard to escape.
Thus Europe prefers to apply a carrot and stick policy when it comes to Russia.
To some extent political economy of energy and external relations to Russia have trapped
Europe. Wrong steps and decisions of the EU towards Russia might provoke threating and
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dangerous reactions, menace European investments, its access to Russian markets as well as its
energy security.
On the other hand Russia is dependent on Europe as a market for its oil and natural gas and
the high level of revenues those exports generate in the state budget. The EU is the biggest
investor and trading partner in Russia, where three quarter of Foreign Direct Investments stocks
in Russia come from EU member states. For example Gazprom gets nearly 70 percent of its
profits from sales to the EU. Even though the EU-Russia trade has continuously decreased since
2012 after Russia was acceded to the World Trade Organization (WTO), dropping by 44 percent
between 2012 and 2016 from €339 billion in 2012 to €191 billion in 2016, their trading relations
are considered as strong ones.
These figures have ranked Russia as the EU's fourth largest trading partner. European
governments are fully aware of the consequences that bring their increasing needs for Russian
energy. This dependency settles Russia in a very comfortable stance in terms of relations to EU
countries. There is an important element that dictates market rules of oil and gas trade. Oil is a
global commodity so Russians are obliged to compete on a global market for obtaining European
customers, whereas Russian gas is still tied to European markets directly. Having low production
costs Russian gas can easily competes on the market offering to Gazprom the possibility to lower
prices and to be the best choice among suppliers.
To remind Europe that regarding the energy it is in the hand of Moscow, Russia, from
which Europe imports 30 percent of oil and 44 percent of natural gas, cut off supplies in January
1, 2006 in Ukraine, while in January 2007 threatened Europe to cut off supplies of oil through
Belarus, a country on which Moscow continues to maintain full political and economic control.
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Earlier, Moscow terminated its supplies of petroleum products to Estonia and Lithuania
and can do so whenever it wishes or whenever it has to blackmail its neighbors. Bearing in mind
the arrogant attitudes of an autocratic and rich in energy sources Russia, which for this reason
claims to re-enter in to the global political scene as a superpower, it is likely that the pipeline that
Germany and Russia jointly built under the Baltic Sea (Nord Steam) made even more
pronounced the dependence of Germany (and other European Union countries) on gas from the
Kremlin.
If Europe, or other specific countries (especially the former Baltic states of the Soviet
Union-Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, or other Central and Eastern European countries, some of
whom import up to 90 percent of natural gas from Russia), will pass frosty winters and
stagnation of their economies in the future, this will largely depend on how Moscow will use its
political and economic instrument, whose various authors in the West have started to be referred
to as “hard soft power”.
There are already signs that control over oil reserves and oil markets is becoming a
defining motive that drives the foreign policies of Russia and China, or what Thomas L.
Friedman calls petropolitics. When Russia literally turned off the hit in Ukraine, it was a case
when Kremlin asserted its power, sending e very strong signal to the European Union.
Purchasing most of its energy from Russia, Europe was reprimand that it will be at the mercy of
the Kremlin on certain issues.
The commodity on which European countries are more dependent on is Russian gas, for
sure. Putin’s gas is the focal point of the present. In 2016, Russian energy giant Gazprom, set a
record for the amount of gas provided to the EU. According to BP’s chief economist for Russia,
“Russia will for sure remain Europe’s largest gas supplier for at least two more decades”
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(Blomberg 2017). The Kremlin is aware of this, as the European leader do. The Russian energy
sector is not in its best shape, it is jeopardized by the competition especially from U.S. and the
Far East. U.S. President Donald Trump offered Europe the American gas during his July visit in
Poland, but geographical position, contractual agreements and existing

network make the

proposal just a political offer at least for the moment.
But anyhow this dependence cannot be considered a total and inevitable one as it was
many years ago. Energy state-run giant Gazprom is linked to Europe through thousands of miles
of pipelines. According to the contracts signed by both parties, European governments are
legally obligated to buy Russian gas—not following the same strict coercive measures as in the
past, because recent discussions have led to more favorable negotiable terms for Europeans.
Taking in consideration the relations’ development between Russia and Europe it is well
known that Russia is using its energy resources not only with the aim of bringing economic
profit but above all are used for political and geopolitical purposes. This fact has been
communicated in written form since 2003 in the Energy Strategy of Russia to 2020, where was
emphasized that the energy sector is “an instrument for the conduct of internal and external
policy” and that “the role of the country in world energy markets to a large extent determines its
geopolitical influence” (Cameron 2009: 23). Russian multiple usage of its natural sources serves
as a tool of disruption, oppression and supremacy towards European countries.
Thus the EU has begun to search for other alternatives to Russian resources in order to take
decisions independently in the future, without being compelled in different aspects way by
Russian Federation and avoiding the fear of putting at risk energy imports. So there is a green
light for European countries to buy the energy even from other suppliers. Competition is a very
important element that has allowed Europe to benefit from it. Due to the completion a market
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abundance European countries will no longer be price-takers. Nowadays, in general, Europe
finds itself stronger than before, because its networks are better interconnected and because of
more regasification capacity.
Due to U.S. shale and different suppliers there’s a lot of gas that can be freely, easily,
bought on spot markets, in the form of LNG. On the other hand, on the environmental
framework, on July 5, 2017 Volvo Company made a public press release informing that this
company is going all-electric by 2019. The automaker informed that all future models will use
some form of electric propulsion, whether in hybrid form with a gas engine or all-battery models.
So in the nearest future no vehicles will be based solely on internal combustion engines. Volvo,
based in Sweden but owned by a Chinese holding company, had previously announced plans to
sell 1 million electrified vehicles by 2025, “and this is how we are going to do it”, said Volvo
Cars CEO Hakan Samuelsson.
Europe is making steps toward renewable sources. This tentative speaks out of the nearest
future trends, no more need to import the same quantities of oil and its by-products and will help
the EU to establish constructive scenario for the EU-Russia energy relations. Energy needs will
undoubtedly increase, but alternative sources of energy resources and investments in scientific
research in this area will also be added, which are not made in Russia.
Anyhow especially for some European countries it is not easy to give up the Russian gas,
due to their incapability to substitute it. This substitution would be an extremely expensive step
for them. Furthermore, European Parliament stressed in a study that “EU-sponsored efforts to
build pipelines bypassing Russia are not a complete solution; on the contrary a strategy is needed
to make interdependence work, establishing the rules of the game and a long-term trilateral
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agreement on transit via Ukraine” (EU-Russia Relations and the shared neighborhood: An
overview, 2011: 12).28
The interdependent and unsafe relationship between the EU and Russia was created
especially by the diversified nature of Western markets and incapability to create a unified
market within the EU. Answering to the journalist Judy Dempsey at Carnegie Europe, Kristine
Berzina, Senior fellow at the German Marshall Fund of the United States stated that: “Europe’s
dependence on Russia for natural gas is a concern not principally because of volumes sold or
prices charged but because of political entanglements in the current energy relationship. Europe
has for decades been unable to form a single market for gas, and Russia has been able to use this
disunity in its favor. Russia has pitched sweetheart deals to individual EU member states and
built flashy pipelines that undermine European cohesion”.
In his book Russia’s Energy Policy, Robert Larsson concludes the topic on the EU-Russia
energy interdependence as follows:
28

A list of major oil and gas pipeline projects—completed or in process—follows: NABUCCO (a 7.9 billion euro
project of 3,300 km pipeline to transport gas from Turkey to Austria through Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary);
AMBO (the Albanian Macedonian Bulgarian Oil Corp. Pipeline); TRANS ADRIA (TAP) (the 520 km pipeline to
transport gas via Greece and Albania across the Adriatic Sea to southern Italy); MEDGAZ (the 210 km deepwater
pipeline to carry up to 8 bcm/year of Algerian gas to Spain); GALSI (a gas pipeline to bring up to 10 bcm/year of
Algerian gas to Italy through Sardinia); PAN-EUROPEAN OIL PIPELINE (PEOP) (to 1,400 km long pipeline
connecting the Romanian port of Constanta with Trieste in Italy, via Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia); BAKU-TBILISICEYHAN PIPELINE (a 1,770 km long pipelane from the Caspian to Turkey’s Ceyhan port without going through
Russia); CASPIAN PIPELINE CONSORTIUM (CPC) (the 1,510 km long pipeline vonnecting Kazakhstan’s
Caspian Sea with Russia’s Black Sea port of Novorossiisk); DRUZHBA PIPELINE (a Russian oil pipeline starting
in Russia’s Samara and ending in the northern Adriatic port of Omisalj, Croatia, connecting Germany, Poland,
Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic); YAMAL-EUROPE PIPELINE (a pipeline runing from the Yamal
peninsula in Russia’s Arctic north to Frankfurt on Oder on the Polish-German border); BALTIC SEA PIPELINE (a
1,200 km long pipeline running from Vyborg in Russia to Greifswald in Germany under the Baltic sea); BALKAN
OIL PIPELINE (a 279 km long oil pipeline running between the Bulgarian Black Sea port of Burgas and the Greek
Aegean Sea port of Alexandroupolis); CZECH-BELGIUM PIPELINE ( a German natural gas pipeline running from
the Czech Republic to Belgium); CASPIAN GAS PIPELINE - Russia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan agreed plans
for a new natural gas pipeline around the Caspian Sea to deliver up to 20 bcm of gas per year by 2009-2010. Critics
said the deal tightens Russia's grip on gas exports from the region, while Moscow says it would create additional
routes to the European Union); BALTIC PIPELINE EXPANSION (an Russian expation of the Baltic Pipeline
System Russian pipeline allowing Russian oil exports to bypass Belarus by running to Ust-Luga near Russia’s
Baltic Sea port of Primorsk); HUNGARY GAS PIPELINE (a 100-km expansion of Hungary’s gas pipeline towards
Ukraine); SOUTH STREAM PIPELINE (a Gazprom and Italy’s Eni pipeline to take Russian gas under the Black
Sea to south-eastern Europe, avoiding Ukraine with which Russia);
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The deep-seated problem in energy relations between Russia and Europe is not technical in
nature, but originates from disparate views on cooperation. While one of the core ideas
behind EU is interdependence, Russia does not intend to become dependent on anyone or
anything. It prefers an asymmetrical dependence on Russia, whereas others should be
dependent on Russia while Russia stands independent (Larsson 2006: 182).

Thus Russian leaders are trying to create the necessary terrain where the EU needs Russia
more than the latter needs the EU. Unfortunately the European Union does not have full
potentials and does not possess necessary means to influence the changing of the international
market, but being neighbor with a poor country in cash as Russia, but very rich in gas and natural
resources could be a vivid impulse to manage import of Russian energy but avoiding as much as
possible its political power.
Step by step and decision by decision, security policy challenges are shaping Europe’s role
in the world. Europe will probably not be able to reduce its energy dependence on Russia .Yet
with Russia’s investment in new import capacity, and the declining role for gas production in
Europe (the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Norway), Russia’s share of European import
will remain high. The maintaining of peace, prosperity and stability has been the main purpose
why the European Union was established. In this context, energy security remains a priority even
that each party is struggling for power and influence to the others.
The fight has become tough. In order to successfully cope with situation, aiming to reduce
energy dependence on the imported energy resources the European Union should speak with one
voice and implement a smart energy strategy in order to reduce the dependence on the imported
energy resources.
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3.2 The internal and external dynamics of Russian energy policy

Robert D. Blackwill and Jennifer M. Harris, authors of the book War by Other Means:
Geoeconomics and Statecraft, explore the role of economic and financial tools in modern
diplomacy defining the concept of Geo-economics as “the use of economic instruments to
promote and defend national interests, and to produce beneficial geopolitical results”. According
to them, geoconomy includes “the effects of other nations’ economic actions on a country’s
geopolitical goals” (Blackwill and Harris 2016: 20).
Following the authors’ main concept described in the book, Russia is the country that using
its natural resources plays a leading role in the warfare of the geopolitics of energy. Fareed
Zakaria et al (2006) have named Russia a “petrostate”, a state whose economy and politics rely
on the advantages that make the major oil reserves and the need for them in the international
market, almost as well Saudi Arabia, Iran, Sudan, or Venezuela (The Russian economy itself can
be termed “petro-economy” because it relies heavily on its oil and gas resources).
Russia’s policy from its part, because it is driven and developed mainly by the oil market
demands and uses its energy resources as its "weapon", can be called “petropolitics”. It should be
said that the Russian state has been, at least partially a patrimonial state in which political power
has been directly linked to land ownership and other national wealth, taking them under control.
In the book Russian Energy Power and Foreign Relations one of the authors, Researcher
Jeronim Perovic asserted that:
Tsar Alexander III was famous for saying that Russia had only two true allies – her army and
her navy. During the presidency of Vladimir Putin, Russia’s true allies appeared to be oil and
gas .In fact, the earnings generated from the sales from these two commodities are gigantic”
(Perovic 2009: 6).
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Let me state bluntly: Russia is a very important actor in today’s international arena, an
actor which the other great powers take very seriously. Russia has a mass land nearly equal to the
territories of China and the United States combined, divided into 11 time zones. Russia is also
the world’s largest producer and exporter of natural gas and second in oil production and export
(after Saudi Arabia). Particularly in conditions when energy needs and demands on the world
market have increased and will continue to increase, Russia finds itself economically and
diplomatically in a very favorable position. As Carol Bell soundly argues, today’s Russia “has
more diplomatic options than any of the other great powers” (Bell 2005: 36).
Russia can create and in fact has established close relations with China and India, but it can
also create a strategic alliance with the European Union, with Germany and France in the first
place, which Moscow considers as her "natural partners”. Russia is able to offer these countries
and other countries of the European Union, China, India and Japan in Asia as well, what
America cannot offer: oil and gas, thus increasing the influence of her in the Eurasian space. The
well-known “New York Times” journalist and author of the highly-commented book The World
is Flat, Thomas Fridman, in the autumn of 2006 wrote that "Russia has gone from the sick man
of Europe to the boss man of it”
Since Russia obtains approximately 50 percent of government revenues from the sale of oil
and natural gas, it is classified among the states that relies its economy and wealth on natural
resources.
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Figure 7. Federal budget revenues and expenditures of federal budget balance
Source: World Bank

According to BP statistical review 2017 here are some general facts about Russia’s energy
market in 2016: Russia’s oil production increased for the eighth consecutive year, growing by
2.2 percent in 2016. Russia remained the world’s largest oil and gas exporter in 2016. Oil
production accounted for 12.2 percent of global production in 2016; gas output resumed
growth—even if modest (0.5 percent)—and accounted for 16.2 percent of global output. Russian
oil exports grew by 2.1 percent and accounted for 13.2 percent of the global total. Gas exports
grew by 6.1 percent and accounted for 18.9 percent of the global total.
Primary energy consumption declined by 1.4 percent in 2016, yet still accounted for 5.1
percent of the global total. Russia’s energy consumption fell by 1.4 percent in 2016, yet Russia
remained the fourth largest energy consumer in the world (behind China, the US and India).
Russia remained the largest exporter of oil and natural gas in the world. Russia exported 77
percent of produced oil, 33 percent of produced gas, and 55 percent of produced coal.
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Russia holds the sixth largest oil proved reserves in the world (6.4 percent of the total), and
the second largest gas proved reserves (17.3 percent of the total). During the 9-th annual “Russia
Calling” investment forum in Moscow held on October 24, 2017, the Russian president delivered
a speech underlining that:

The dependence of the federal budget from the oil market situation is confidently decreasing.
If in 2014 the oil and gas revenues accounted for more than half of the budget revenues, 51.3
percent, then this year, already about 39 percent. Thus, in the following three years, oil and
gas revenues are set to become only 1/3 of all income in the Russian budget. The Russian
government expects the non-oil and gas budget deficit will decrease from 8.5 percent right
now to 5.9 percent of the GDP as early as 2019, and the general deficit of the federal budget
will be less than 1 percent (Putin 2017).

The years 2002 and 2003 are listed in the milestones of Russia’s existence since the
country began the recovering from the crisis of 1990th in nearly all the areas. The most crucial
transformations happened in political order, socio-economic system etc. The government
introduced new mineral extraction tax and new ways of calculating natural resources export
dues; Russia started using Blue Stream supplying natural gas to Turkey, president Putin signed
five enactments into law that became a legal basis for the electrical energy industry
reformation.29
Based on the transformations and changes, in August 28, 2003 the Russian leaders adopted
and approved one of the most important documents of energy sector- Energy Strategy of Russia,
for the period till 2020.30 The goal of the Energy Strategy 2020 (hereinafter ES-2020) was - the
most effective use of natural resources and potential of energy sector for the purposes of

29

History of New Russia: 2002, and History of New Russia: 2003 (both texts are published in Russian.

Ministry of Energy of Russian Federation [MoE], 2003; “Projects: Energy Strategy of Russia, 2020,” n.d.)—both
texts in Russian.
30
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sustainable economic growth, improvement of quality of life, and promotion of the country’s
global interests.31
As stated in ES-2020: “Russia has meaningful resources of energy and powerful fuelenergy complex, which is a basis for economy development, tool for conducting internal and
external politics. Role of the country on the world’s energy markets largely determines its
geopolitical influence. Energy sector provides vitality of all areas of national economy … in
many ways determines formation of main financial and economic indicators of the country”
(ibid, p. 4) (MoE 2003:4).
As suggested in the strategy, Russian energy industry is crucial for further growth and
improvement of quality of life. ES-2020 sets the main goal: define ways to achieve a brand new
state of energy complex, and growth of competition capacity of its products and services on a
global market (ibid, p. 5) (MoE 2003: 5).
According to this strategic document the energy sector was ‘an instrument for the conduct
of internal and external policy’ and that ‘the role of the country in world energy markets to a
large extent determines its geopolitical influence’. In this ambit, it is obviously clear that Russia
uses its energy in her foreign policy, as energy is one of Russia’s most persuasive foreign policy
tools. Whereas according to the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the Strategy rightly stated
that the energy sector “has a determining influence on the state and prospect of development of
the national economy” (Министерство промышленности и торговли 2003: 3).
Vladimir Putin was well-oriented how to treat the energy sector. He recognized the power
of energy as a political weapon that to a large extent determines the country’s place in
geopolitics. After taking his mandate of the Russian president, Putin promptly tailored the
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Ministry of Energy of Russian Federation [MoE], 2003.
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politics, economics and even the technical details of the energy industry. He also took some
extreme and concrete measures to fight adversaries that could shake and challenge his
undisputable authority.
A vivid example is that what happened with Yukos Oil Company and imprisonment of its
chief executive, Mikhail Khodorkovsky. In other words Putin and his adherents took all
necessary measures to nationalize the oil and gas sectors, a step that contributed to the relative
decline in Russian energy output. By following the policy of the high prices in recent years and
nationalizing the hydrocarbons sector, Russia intended to offer the illusion of being a major
economic power, seeking access to the European Union countries’ markets for its energy
companies but not allowing mutual deals for EU companies.
So, facing the conditions where the needs and demands on energy in the world market have
increased and will grow even more, Moscow is pursuing such an energy policy, which speaks
out of its intentions to play an independent global role and to become a superpower in the field
of energy, even if it has its own political cost in its relations with the West. In his book The Age
of Turbulence, Alan Greenspan argues that:

No longer bolstered by the Soviet Union's cold war military prestige, Russia at the beginning
of the twenty-first century found itself relegated to being a distinctly lesser player on the
world scene. Ukraine, Georgia, and other former Soviet republics had drifted out of Russia's
orbit and control. To address that, Putin may be strategically employing an asset that in many
ways is more potent than the Red Army: a huge presence in world energy markets
(Greenspan 2007: 326).

Grigory Yavlinsky, best known as the author of the 500 Days Programme, a plan for the
transition of the USSR to a free-market economy, and for his leadership of the social-liberal
Yabloko party, in an interview given for the Economist in the July 15, 2006 stated that “Boris
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Yeltsin took mistaken steps in the right direction toward democracy; Putin took correct steps in
the wrong direction toward an authoritarian petro state” (quoted in Goldman 2008: 172).
Two distinguished and very sensational cover headlines on Russia from the Economist on
December16, 2006 and Der Spiegel on March 5, 2007 present respectively President Vladimir
Putin as a gangster with e gasoline pump and a Soviet Commissar having at his disposal
Gazprom’s massive pipeline network. These images clearly illustrate the power that has the
President on the energy sector. According to Spiegel, an analysis by the Federal Foreign Office
concludes that under Putin Russia "developed into an almost authoritarian state" (quoted in
Mettke 2006). Corruption is part of the system and is only selectively combated. "The State
Duma is dancing to Putin's pipe, and the judiciary is making good judgments to the Kremlin," the
Spiegel quoted from the report. Under Vladimir Putin’s tenure, Russia aims to use its vast oil
wealth to reinforce and renovate its military, a very delicate area of which Putin is very fond of.
Russia’s president, a super powerful man has carte blanche to control energy sector. State
interference is considered the best way to fully control energy resources in Russia. Following
this ambit Russian government has held the gas industry completely state controlled, oil industry
mainly state controlled, whereas has allowed the coal industry mostly to be privatized; and has
put electricity in a combination of state and private control.
With Gazprom and Rosneft the Russian state has fortified his grasp over the sector are
essentially arms of Russia Inc. Professor Stanislav Tkachenko has stated that:

Gazprom occupies a unique position in Russian politics and economy. Some experts called
the company ‘Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the 21st century (Tkachenko 2008:
184).

But the energy policy followed by the President of Russia is not fully supported by all.
There are a number of Russian experts of the field such as Russia’s former Deputy Energy
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Minister Vladimir Milov that continuously has expressed in media his concerns and ideas about
what happens with energy market. He supports the idea that the energy sector promptly needs to
be reformed and the optimism, prosperity and success that characterize this sector are temporary
and risk the long-term interests of Kremlin. This optimism of Kremlin is shallow and unfounded
just to obtrude itself to the EU countries. In 2006, Vladimir Milov was doubtful about Russia’s
status as an energy superpower, when he stated as follows:
The ‘energy superpower’ concept is an illusion with no basis in reality. Perhaps most
dangerously, it doesn’t recognize the mutual dependence between Russia and energy
consumers. Because of political conflicts and declining production, future supply disruptions
to Europe are likely. As a result, there will come a day when European gas companies
demand elimination of the take-or-pay conditions in their Russian contracts. This will
threaten Gazprom’s ability to borrow. Putin’s attempt to use energy to increase Russian
influence could backfire in the long run” (Milov and Kuchins 2006).

Whereas in 2008, the political analyst, Dmitri Trenin asking if “Should one worry about
Russia as an energy superpower?” argued a negative answer, “because Russia’s energy policy is
much more about seeking profits than about establishing political domination. … Gazprom’s
moves are often misconstrued as a tool of some political strategy. The reality is different: energy
is a political business, but it is business first and last”.
According to him Russia was not becoming an energy superpower and he doesn’t believe
that Kremlin is using natural resources as a foreign political weapon abroad. For many experts,
state control and nationalization of this very important sector are big obstacles for applying
reforms and making new investments (Trenin 2008: 15-24).
The beginning of the 21st century has created enormous chances for the development of
the Russian economy thanks to its energy-rich resources at a time when the world is facing with
the worst energy crisis ever known. If oil and gas prices in the world markets will grow, Russia
can become a much richer country than it is. It can also become a more arrogant and
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irresponsible country in its relations with the West, and especially with neighboring countries,
which Moscow considers to be part of the sphere of its vital interests. This, however, cannot
continue for long. Every geo-economic and geopolitical nation has its limits.
It should be noted that Russia's development and particularly economic success are not
guaranteed simply because of its natural resources, especially the huge reserves of oil and natural
gas that are so required in today's international market. Sooner or later (even some analysts think
that the first symptoms have started to emerge), Russia will face a known phenomenon that in
the economic jargon of recent decades is referred as "Dutch disease". Coined for the first time by
the Economist magazine in the 1970s, this expression implies the problems faced by the
manufacturing industries of the Netherlands after the discovery of the large Groningen natural
gas field in 1959.
As a rule, the “Dutch disease” occurs in those cases where the foreign markets' demand for
certain exports leads to an increase in the exchange value of the currency of the exporting
country. The domestic currency appreciation, in turn, makes other exporting products of that
country less competitive in the world markets. In the case of the Netherlands, the huge demand
for Dutch gas in the foreign markets greatly increased the value of the domestic currency
(guilder) compared with the value of the US dollar, of Deutsche mark and other strong foreign
currencies. This placed all other Dutch products for export (except gas in an unfavorable position
in the international market. Even though the Netherlands could afford such a temporary situation
without any major concern, the phenomenon in question was called and continues to be known
as the Dutch disease.
Alan Greenspan noted that "Dutch disease may appear everywhere. England, for example,
has passed such a "disease" for a short period in the early 1980s, after exploring the North Sea
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oil. Norway, for its part, a country rich in oil with a population of only 5 million, has taken
serious measures to avoid the dependence of its economy on its oil bonanza in North Sea”
(Greenspan 2008: 258-259).
Russia’s dependence primarily to the revenue it provides from the export of oil and gas
will undoubtedly create serious difficulties and uncertainties in other vital sectors of its economy.
By anticipating a risk such as this one, which Russia is expected to face, Juan Pablo Pérez
Alfonso, Venezuela's former energy minister and founding father of OPEC , put in the 1970s
"ten years like today, twenty years like today, you will see: Oil will bring us destruction". The
logic of such a biased and disproportional development explains the fact that while oil-rich
countries such as Nigeria, Sudan and others have remained underdeveloped, other countries that
are poor in natural resources, like Hong Kong, Japan and generally Western Europe, have come a
long way (quoted ibid).
According to the International Energy Agency, Russia will not be able to meet either
foreign or domestic demand without major restructuring, massive new investment and market
liberalization. Taking advantage of very close historical, economic and cultural connections with
CIS countries, Moscow government has the possibility to exert influence on the political and
economic paths of these countries by offering lucrative deals and discounts. According to the
Professor Tatiana Romanova (2010), “Russia is using its energy resources as a means of
defending its sovereignty and promoting its influence, particularly in countries that used to be
part of the former Soviet Union”. Since 2003, the Russian energy has paradoxically combined
two opposite tendencies: the development of competitive market elements and the intensification
of state influence (Kaveshnikov 2010: 595).
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On the one hand, both the energy policy and security have gained strategic importance.
Russia is using energy policy as a tool to achieve equality with other important actors of
international relations, such as the United States, China or India. On the other hand, the primary
economic objective of Russia’s energy policy is to reinforce the Russian presence in the lucrative
energy markets of the EU.
The Turkish Professor of International Relations, Mert Bilgin in his article “Energy
security and Russia’s gas strategy”, confirms that one of the main instruments of Russia's energy
strategy is its gas monopoly Gazprom, which exports gas predominantly to Europe and the CIS
countries. Gazprom gets more than 60 percent of its revenues from sales to European markets
and contributes 20 percent of its revenues to the Russian state budget. At the same time,
Gazprom contributes approximately 10 percent of its revenues to Russia’s GDP. The export
markets of the EU member states are the main source of income for Russia, and Russia therefore
seeks to strengthen Gazprom’s expansion in European markets (Bilgin 2011).
During Dmitry Medvedev’s tenure as President of Russia what was indicative of the
crucial importance of energy (security and resource) was that the “Foreign Policy Concept of the
Russian Federation”, approved in May 2008, expressed considerable attention to energy due to
the sky-scraping revenues of energy resources and the status of energy of a power instrument.32
Similarly, the “Russian National Security Strategy until 2020”, approved by President
Medvedev in May 2009, described energy as a power instrument to strengthen Moscow’s
influence in the international arena and plans to use energy resources as strategic deterrents.33
Approximately six years after the adoption of the energy strategy until 2020, in November
2009 a new strategy appears with the need to revise the prior due to the economic crisis and
32

See Министерство иностранных дел Российской Федерации (2008).
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See Совет Безопасности Российской Федерации (2009).
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some important changes in the financial sector. The new transformations in the global energy
sector and facing with some faits accomplis such as sharp drop in domestic hydrocarbons
consumption, economic losses from reduced oil and gas exports to western buyers, western
countries requests for less energy dependence of Russia etc. brought the necessity of a revised
energy strategy from 2022-2030.
The document is known as Energy Strategy of Russia until 2030. The main purpose of the
Energy Strategy is the “most efficient use of natural resources and the potential of the energy
sector for sustainable growth of the domestic economy, improving citizens’ quality of life in
Russia and strengthening Russia’s positions in the foreign policy arena”.34 According to it,
Russia’s economy will turn towards the use of alternative sources of energy such as hydro, wind,
sun and nuclear power. Three phases are outlined in the strategy: In the period 2013-2015, the
consequences of the current crisis are to be overcome; in the period 2015-2022, the fuel-based
sector is to be made top efficient and in the period 2022-2030, the economy will be turning
towards the use of alternative sources of energy. The document states that new hydrocarbon
fields are to be developed both in Eastern Siberia, in the Far East, as well as in the country’s far
north and Arctic waters.
By 2030, the country will produce an annual of 535 million tons of oil and 940 billion
cubic meters of gas, of which respectively 330 million tons and 368 billion cubic meters are to be
exported. A major part of the oil and gas production is to be spent on the domestic market, which
by 2030 will consume 80 percent more energy than in the mid of 1980s.
Kremlin is very interested in affirming the role of Russian energy companies in the EU. It
uses all the tools to reach its aims through the engagement of Gazprom in pipeline projects in the
34

Information taken by the official Website of the Ministry for Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation
(Министерство промышленности и торговли 2009: 1).
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EU states. Russia’s government main intention is the absolute control over the energy resources
on its territory and to maintain a monopoly in the transit of gas and oil, in particular in the postSoviet countries.
Having this direct access and absolute state control to pipeline networks and transit routes
Russia is struggling by all means to dominate and control directly oil and gas markets of
European and CIS countries. Signing of long term contracts helps the state-run gas monopoly
Gazprom to be more confident and safe to invest and work with big mining blueprints.
The establishment of joint-venture partnerships between Gazprom and European energy
companies is another tool that Kremlin uses to consolidate its influence in the EU energy sector.
Doing so, Kremlin through Gazprom gains the opportunity to take shares in these companies, to
exchange experiences with western energy companies, to use state of the art technologies of
drilling, mining and processing of the natural resources. At the same time, Gazprom follows the
line of buying shares in the European energy companies seeking to maintain and strengthen its
strategic partnerships with the European companies.
In July 3, 2017, The Financial Times informed that the Spain’s Repsol has agreed to
establish a joint venture with Russian oil company Gazprom Neft, in the latest move by a
European oil and gas company to deepen co-operation with Russia despite western sanctions
targeting the country’s energy sector. Gazprom Neft, the oil arm of state-run gas monopoly
Gazprom, will take a 25.02 percent stake in Repsol’s Evrotek-Yugra project in western Siberia
and jointly develop its seven oil exploration blocks, in a deal that gives the Spanish company
access to local expertise while boosting the future output of its Russian partner.
Gazprom has very long-term contracts with German, Italian, French and other European
energy firms. For many years the encouragement and promotion of North Stream and South
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Stream pipeline projects that would bypass Poland, Belarus and Ukraine have been the Russian
government priorities. This promotion was fully supported even by European leaders.
One of them was former German Chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, who served as chief
lobbyist of Russian pipeline projects. Furthermore, according to the Financial Times magazine,
in September 2017, former German chancellor Gerhard Schröder has been appointed chairman
of Russian state-controlled oil producer Rosneft, deepening his relationship with the country’s
energy industry by taking one of its most high-profile jobs. Long close to Russian president
Vladimir Putin, Mr Schröder will chair the Kremlin-controlled oil producer while also serving as
chairman of the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline, a project owned by Russian state-run gas company
Gazprom.
With the South Stream project, Putin made deals with Austria, Bulgaria and Greece, as
well as Turkmenistan, aiming to wreck the EU-preferred Nabucco pipeline. Russia’s energy
strategy has resulted effective since the Russian President and the Head of government are
engaging with it personally in a very accurate and persistent way. This so-called ‘vertical’ model
of the power in Russia has been operating effectively making Russia an energy superpower in
the international arena. Anyhow the characteristics of the Russian energy market such as
monopoly control, arbitrary treatment of different players, different obstacles to impede the EU
energy companies access to the Russian market etc. have made the latter unattractive for the
West. But Russia due to some compelling reasons cannot endlessly act alone without respecting
international rules of the markets.
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3.3 Divergences between EU member states vis-à-vis Russia

Originally the disunity of the European energy market was made clear during the oil crises
of 1973-1974 and 1979 when the EU countries responded according to their individual interests
and has continued even today. Former European Commissioner for trade Peter Mandelson
argued that nothing divides EU member states more than Russia. Each European County position
toward Russia depends and is affected by many factors such as historical, geopolitical economic.
In order to understand the position of one European country in front of Russia we have to fully
understand a range of factors that impact the positioning. It is especially relevant in light of the
Nord Stream 2 launch and the US Senate’s sanctions proposal, where geopolitics and economic
interests clash again.
According to the document of the European Commission, on May 28, 2014,
“Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council European
Energy Security Strategy”. The most pressing energy security of supply issue is the strong
dependence from a single external supplier. This is particularly true for gas, but also applies to
electricity: (1) Six Member States depend from Russia as single external supplier for their entire
gas imports and three of them use natural gas for more than a quarter of their total energy needs.
In 2013 energy supplies from Russia accounted for 39 percent of EU natural gas imports or 27
percent of EU gas consumption; Russia exported 71 percent of its gas to Europe with the largest
volumes to Germany and Italy; (2) For electricity, three Member States (Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania) are dependent on one external operator for the operation and balancing of their
electricity network.
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In their policy paper A Power Audit of EU- Russia’ relations the authors Mark Leonard and
Nico Popescu (2007: 2) categorized the EU member states’ policy approaches to Russia into five
groups. ‘Trojan Horses’ (Cyprus and Greece) who often defend Russian interests in the EU
system, and are willing to veto common EU positions; ‘Strategic Partners’ (France, Germany,
Italy and Spain) who enjoy a ‘special relationship’ with Russia which occasionally undermines
common EU policies; ‘Friendly Pragmatists’ (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary,
Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Slovakia and Slovenia) who maintain a close relationship with
Russia and tend to put their business interests above political goals; ‘Frosty Pragmatists’ (Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, the Netherlands, Romania, Sweden and the United
Kingdom) who also focus on business interests but are less afraid than others to speak out against
Russian behavior on human rights or other issues; and ‘New Cold Warriors’ (Lithuania and
Poland) who have an overtly hostile relationship with Moscow and are willing to use the veto to
block EU negotiations with Russia. Broadly speaking, the EU is split between two approaches –
and each of the five groups tends towards one of the main policy paradigms. At one end of the
spectrum are those who view Russia as a potential partner that can be drawn into the EU’s orbit
through a process of ‘creeping integration.’
At the other end are member states who see and treat Russia as a threat. According to the
Eurostat Statistics in the EU in 2016, the dependency rate was equal to 54 percent, which means
that more than half of the EU’s energy needs were met by net imports. The dependency rate on
energy imports has increased since 2000, when it was just 47 percent.
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Figure 8. Energy dependency rate
Source: Eurostat Statistics in the EU in 2016

In his paper titled “The Politics of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, a well-known policy
analyst, Fraser Cameron, states that “dependence on Russian energy resources is one of the most
severe factors that condition countries like Latvia, Slovakia, Hungary or Bulgaria that are almost
completely dependent on Russian energy supplies, while countries like Germany, Italy or France
have strong relations with Russia in the industrial, commercial and energy sector. From this point
of view, it is obvious that a common strategy on Russian energy products cannot be achieved
because some of the important Member States don’t want to jeopardize their strategic relations
with Russia. Howbeit, only the gas cut-offs of 2006 and 2009 prompted the Member States to act
collectively and to condemn Russia because it affected millions of EU citizens” (Cameron 2009:
21).
According to the Eurogas Statistics Report the European Countries dependence of Russian
natural gas is as in the picture as per below:
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Figure 9: Percentage of gas coming from Russia:
European counties have different degrees of natural gas dependency
Source: Eurogas statistical report, Deutsche Bank Research

From the statistical report results that The Baltics, Central and Eastern EU member states
are the most dependent to Russian natural gas supplies. That’s seems to be the main reason why
they do not support the Nord Stream 2 pipeline that would bring Russian gas to northern
Germany under the Baltic Sea, and to some extent Turkish Stream, which would link southern
Russia to Turkey under the Black Sea. As a reaction to that dependence was established “The
Three Seas Initiative” or “BABS Initiative” (Poland, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Austria, Latvia, and Slovenia).
Being present at the Three Seas summit on July 6 2017, the U.S. President Donald Trump
encouraged these vulnerable states to believe that the United States will use LNG exports to
reduce their dependence on Russian gas. During his speech President Trump thanked Poland for
receiving their first shipment of U.S. liquefied natural gas on June 2017. He was clear about one
crucial point when he said:

The United States will never use energy to coerce your nations, and we cannot allow others
to do so. You don’t want to have a monopoly or a monopolistic situation. The United States
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is firmly committed to open, fair, and competitive markets for global energy trade (U.S.
Department of State 2017).

But all this seems a promise that cannot happen immediately based on market conditions
and competition. Other EU countries with non-Russian sources for gas are less affected than the
participants in the Three Seas Initiative.
Pierre Noel confirms that “Russian gas has become an extremely divisive issue in
European politics. The highly dependent countries in Eastern Europe resent the German, Italian
or French pro-Russian stance, which they largely ascribe to the strategic partnerships between
Gazprom and importers in these countries. Conversely, Moscow’s self-declared strategic partners
in the EU resent the anti-Russian approach of some eastern Member States and argue that
cultivating good relations with Russia is essential to the EU’s energy security” (Noël 2008: 2).
He continues that in order to prevent a divided union it is necessary to establish an
integrated and competitive European gas market that would create the maximum possible degree
of solidarity between European gas consumers and would improve collective supply security.
Thus, Europe would be a single export market for Gazprom, making bilateral relations with
Moscow that will be much less critical to accessing Russian gas (ibid, 3-9). Germany is the
typical state that its strategic economic partnership with Russia has priority over the common
interests of the EU. Gerhard Schröder’s political and economic strategy of relationship
maintenance with Kremlin is a vivid example of the EU countries fragmentation regarding the
positioning toward Russian energy strategy.
Schröder’ successor, Angela Merkel, also is a supporter of Russian energy policy. German
leaders supported for their national interest the Nord Stream pipeline project that bypasses
Belarus, Poland and Ukraine to bring Russian gas directly to Germany. Both German leaders
have supported the boosts of cooperation between German and Russian energy companies
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facilitating Russian energy companies operations in EU countries and to certain extent have tried
to minimize concerns and disputes about Russia’s political line of the international relations with
the EU countries.
The European Union member states have many differences in terms of their energy
security and, in particular, in their degree of exposure to a possible disruption of gas supplies
from Russia. Figure below illustrates this in three dimensions. The horizontal axis shows the
ability of member states to cope with a major disruption of energy supplies from Russia
(expressed as member state’s storage capacity as a percentage of Russian gas imports). The
vertical axis illustrates each country’s level of dependence on Russian gas, which reflects
member state security exposure. And the size of the circles shows the commercial interests of
member states and Russia in keeping open gas flows (since both Gazprom and European energy
companies have a commercial interest in continued gas sales).

Figure 10. Energy security cacophony in Europe
Source: IEA 2014 Natural Gas Information 35

35

Due to lack of information, Malta and Cyprus have been excluded from the figures. These two countries consume
little gas and certainly receive no gas from Russia.
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Three groups emerge from this exercise in dividing member states according to their
interests in keeping or diversifying away from Russian gas: (1) “Neutral” member states (green):
these nations do not import gas from Russia directly and therefore have no formal contracts with
Gazprom; (2) “Secure” member states (purple): these states import gas from Russia but are
protected from disruptions, whether because they have sufficient storage capacity, because they
have a very strong, long-lasting, and established commercial and political relationship with
Russia (Germany and Italy), because they possess indigenous supplies and enough LNG
facilities to diversify away from Russia (France, the Netherlands, Italy, and Greece), or because
Russian gas in their energy mix is marginal; (3) “Insecure” member states (red): these countries
are either already very dependent on Russian gas supplies (more than 80 percent of their total
annual consumption) or are expected to become more dependent on Russian gas (Poland).

3.4 Cooperation between EU countries and Russia in the field of energy

The energy partnership between the EU countries and Russia is possibly one of the most
important issues in the development of the international relationships of the 21st century. The
development and fluctuations of them have produced disputes, entanglements, and
fragmentations in terms of energy security, stability and positioning of the EU countries. Many
times the New Russia and the EU have tried to frame their political and economic relations.
One of the relevant documents is Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) signed in
1994 and entered into force on December 1, 1997. The agreement, has been renewed annually
since 2007 and has offered a legal framework for bilateral trade and has regulated political,
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economic and cultural relations between the EU and Russia. Its main focus has been aimed at
promoting trade, investment and harmonious economic relations of the parties. The PCA
therefore remains the basis for EU-Russia relations.
Another document tailored to the specific needs of the energy sector aiming to lawfully
frame it, providing countries with a secure and stable access to natural resources, protecting and
guaranteeing a reliable transport of their energy resources is the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT)
signed in December 1994 and entered into force in April 1998. Russia signed the Energy Charter
Treaty in 1994, but continuously refused its ratification, whereas on 30 July 2009 Russian Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin issued a decree declaring Russia’s rejection of the Energy Charter
Treaty (“ECT” or the “Treaty”).
Russia has never ratified the Energy Charter Treaty and Transit Protocol. Following this
line of thinking and acting, Russia never ratified the ECT since the latter was considered a threat
for the Gazprom’s position on the European market and the ratification would jeopardize longterm contracts for supplies of Russian gas to the Western markets. Since the beginning, Russia
had declared that the ECT was biased towards consumers, not taking in consideration Russian
commercial interests.
Withdrawing the Energy Charter Treaty, Russia came with a concrete proposal for a "New
Legal Framework for Energy Cooperation", during the EU-Russia summit in Khabarovsk in May
2009, where the President Dmitri Medvedev presented his comprehensive proposal to create a
new international treaty that would include all major producers, consumers and transit states on
the energy market and cover all important aspects of the global energy cooperation.
Beginning from 2012, the year when Russia became a member of the World Trade
Organization the EU-Russia trade relations were framed by WTO rules. Russia’s accession was
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perceived as a historical moment for boosting and deepening EU-Russia trade relations. The EU
greeted Russia’s WTO membership and hoped to boost further economic development and
relations between these two important global actors.
Andrew Monaghan in his article “Russia-EU Relations: an Emerging Energy Security
Dilemma” stated that the EU-Russia energy relations are also affected by a conflict of values—
i.e., the idea of a “liberal” EU consumer-market versus the "monopoly" Russian producer that
focuses on political control rather than on mutual benefit and prosperity (Monaghan 2006).
The key feature of the EU-Russia relations is the basic differences of perception and
discordance in the understanding of reciprocity. In turn, the issue of reciprocity based on key
energy market reforms and subsequent cases have created difficulties between EU Member
States and the European Commission. Inevitably a true partnership should be founded on mutual
trust, equal rights and participation, which would transpire as equal access to energy markets.
The fact that this is not the case in the EU-Russia relations.
Divided views on reciprocal market access have brought a break within the EU between
old and new Member States. In due course this situation has hindered the accord on reciprocity
and has helped Russia to take advantage of the lack of a unified stance on the issue. Many
political experts recommend that the main solution for Europe is to speak with one voice,
overcoming opposition from larger Member States.
In his book Russia and the West, The Energy Factor, Vladimir Milov (2008) speaks about
the “clash of values and the growing asymmetry in the both sides' power relationships” (the
increasing liberalization of European markets versus the increasing monopolization of the
Russian energy resources). Milov forecasts the future energy relations between Russia and the
West grouped into three basic scenarios: (1) a broader cooperation with the involvement of new
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mechanisms specifically developed to fit the realities of Russian resource nationalism (the bestcase scenario); (2) a low-trust cooperation without any real confrontation (the business-as–usual
scenario); (3) a large-scale confrontation between Russia and the West on energy-related subjects
(the worst-case scenario). The probability of the third scenario materializing is rather low,
however. The relations between the EU and Russia are more likely to move in the direction of
the first or second scenario (Milov 2008: 18-20).
The most important issues that have continuously impacted the mutual energy relations
between Moscow and Brussels and limit the energy cooperation are: (1) the different degree of
the interdependence regarding the energy sector, (2) the different interests, goals and perceptions
of the respective energy policies, and (3) the divergent approaches of the EU and Russia towards
their mutual energy relationship.
From the above analysis, it is clear that the EU-Russia relationship is a very complicated
and intertwisted partnership driven by mutual interdependence. Nevertheless, mutual trust and
will to cooperate is lacking in this relationship, which are often seen in the skeptical maneuvers
and shifts in their respective stances.
As a consequence of this, the vulnerability of the EU in relation to Russia (in the sense that
an interruption of the imports of crude oil or natural gas from Russia might occur) is relatively
low because the EU is capable of replacing its energy supply by turning to different energy
sources (nuclear energy, renewables, LNG) or other suppliers (via increased imports of
Norwegian and North African gas or increased imports of Libyan or Saudi oil). In contrast, the
vulnerability and sensitivity of the Russian Federation in relation to the EU is far more
pronounced as Russia does not have real alternatives of diversification of natural resources
(natural gas or oil) in the short and medium term (Proedrou 2007: 340-341).
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Russia is using energy policy as a tool to achieve equality with other important actors of
international relations, such as the United States, China or India. At the same time, the primary
economic objective of Russia’s energy policy is to reinforce the Russian presence in the lucrative
energy markets of the EU. Energy is considered a very interesting sector since it causes
competition in the relations between the EU and Russian, but at the same time it’s very
significant factor of intensification of this partnership.
In February 2011, the European Commission and the Russian government agreed to
establish a long-term perspective to their mutual energy relations. According to the Roadmap
EU-Russia Energy Cooperation until 2050, despite all the challenges and debates that have
emerged between the EU and Russia, the strategic target by 2050 is to achieve a “Pan-European
Energy Space, with a functioning integrated network infrastructure, with open, transparent,
efficient and competitive markets, making the necessary contribution to ensuring energy security
and reaching the sustainable development goals of the EU and Russia” (Roadmap EU-Russia
Energy Cooperation until 2050, 2013: 5).
Such an engagement would improve the energy security of the EU and Russia, and
strengthen their positions on the global energy market shifting EU-Russia relations from a pure
and traditional supplier-consumer relationship towards a more technology- based cooperation. In
the press of the European Commission, on May 24, 2014 the European Commission President
José Manuel Barroso said:
The EU has done a lot in the aftermath of the gas crisis 2009 to increase its energy security.
Yet, it remains vulnerable. The tensions over Ukraine again drove home this message. In the
light of an overall energy import dependency of more than 50percent we have to make
further steps. The Commission has tabled a comprehensive strategy today which will be
discussed by EU leaders in June. I count on their strong support, since increasing energy
security is in all our interest. On energy security, Europe must speak and act as one (Barroso:
2009).
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The European Energy Commissioner Günther Oettinger during a press release stated that:

We want strong and stable partnerships with important suppliers, but must avoid falling
victim to political and commercial blackmail. The EU and its Member States have a long list
of homework in front of them: Collectively, we need to reinforce our solidarity with more
vulnerable Member States. We also need to complete the internal energy market, improve
our infrastructure, become more energy efficient and better exploit our own energy
resources. Moreover, we need to accelerate the diversification of external energy suppliers,
especially for gas. Only concrete actions will help (Oettinger 2014).

In this framework, where Russia uses energy as a political weapon abroad, especially in its
near abroad, according to Pierre Noël “Europe intends to depoliticize the EU-Russia gas
relationship with the aim to integrate Russian gas imports into a competitive pan-European gas
market” (Noël 2008: 2). Besides this, a solution in the context of depoliticizing the energy
dialogue between the EU and Russia would be to increase the use of green technologies and new
renewable energy. Nevertheless, for Russia a depoliticized EU-Russia gas relationship would
place it into a neutral position, as a weak power in the shared neighborhood, a fact that will
hardly be accepted by Russia.
Preparing appropriate plans to ensure strategic energy security should be its top priority in
the energy field. Given that the EU’s relations with Russia form a central element of its energy
security, the way that it manages this relationship now and in the near future will be crucial to its
long-term energy security. However, the strategic EU-Russia partnership is often considered
hollow and flawed, and too few of its plans come to fruition.
Kari Liuhto in his book The EU-Russia gas connection: Pipes, politics and problems
argues that “energy is too politically tradable to form an integrative bridge between Russia and
the EU”, and therefore, he recommends that “the parties would search for more sustainable
sources for integration, such as promoting industrial co-operation in non-energy sectors and
intensifying contacts between SMEs and ordinary people. However, if Russia perceives the
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European integration as other great power’s expansion towards its traditional sphere of interest
the declarations about the strategic partnership and the interdependence between the EU and
Russia are just lip service” (Liuhto 2010: 49).
If Russia does not become a "normal" state and does not democratize, if she does not go
beyond the narrow horizons of its "petroeconomy" and "petropolitics" and for the sake of her
imperial ambitions she does not become an organic part of the international community in a
world which is increasingly globalizing and democratizing, even this time it will lose the chances
ahead. If so, Russia's weight and its role in the global system will fall even further, and Russia,
as argued by Alan Greennspan, will not develop as a “world class economy” but will turn into a
second hand power (Greenspan 2008: 309).
Rephrasing the words of Winston Churchill, that “The Americans will always do the right
thing....after they’ve exhausted all the alternatives", we can say that Russia has historically
proved that it has not been able to do the same thing. Perhaps the 21st century will be for the
right lesson.
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CHAPTER 4
NATO-RUSSIA RELATIONS: RIVALRY OR COOPERATION?

4.1 End of the Cold War and changing of U.S. (NATO)-Russia relations

Created 70 years ago as a formal alliance between the territories of North American and
Europe, NATO’s main aim since the beginning was to defend allies from the possibility of
communist Soviet Union taking control of their nation, to guarantee the freedom and security of
its members through political and military means. Undoubtedly, following the organization’s
history and its lifespan we can admit that it is the United States’ longest-standing and the most
successful military alliance in history.
In his book The Origins of the Cold War in Europe: International Perspectives, David
Reynolds cites NATO’s first secretary general, Hastings Ismay, who once famously declared that
the NATO’s mission was “to keep the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down”
(quoted in Reynolds 1994:13). During the years of Cold War, the target to fight against was
clear: common peril of the allies was the Soviet threat. In the threshold of a new era of 90’s
many political changes happened. The totalitarian systems that had brought together the Warsaw
Pact broke up and the Soviet Union was collapsing, whereas the West and East were planning
their reunification. After these crucial and dynamic changes a new Europe was emerged on the
international political arena. During the wind of change years 1989–90 NATO was showed up as
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the chief support of Europe’s security system. Alliance main aim was the creation of an
undivided Europe.
A new shaped Europe was the reason of many questions after the dissolution of the
Warsaw Pact and vastly reduced threat of Soviet Union regarding the transatlantic relationship
and the next role of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). It was clear that NATO’s
raison d'être as an organization established for protecting the European mainland from Soviet
Union’s menace belonged to the past.
So NATO’s mission as a military defensive alliance changed. It was widely believed that
the fall of Berlin Wall and of the Soviet Union would led to democracy and subsequently the
region would be stabilized.
The end of the Cold War was really a pivotal moment in Europe’s history and international
policy. Since the beginning of 1991 and on NATO began to make every attempt for
establishment of a strategic partnership with Russia.
In these circumstances NATO had to revise its mission. In this framework NATO Heads of
State and Government at Rome Summit in November 1991 developed the Strategic Concept of
the Alliance, followed by Brussels Summit in January 1994 where were developed the
preliminaries how the Alliance would be adapted to post-Cold War new circumstances where
military threats were not the only ones that menaced the stability and peace of states. In order to
act and to be in unity between members of the Alliance had to prevail compromise and
understanding.
A blissful harmony characterized the period from the end of 1991 to the fall of 1993 in
relations between Russia and the West. However the general situation passed in harmony there
were here and there some public declaration that blurred the harmony.
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So Former Foreign Minister of Russia Andrei Kozyrev at a Conference for Security and
Cooperation in Europe ministerial meeting held in Stockholm in December 1992, shocked his
counterparts with his speech admitting anti-western stance by the Russian government. In his
article “Partnership or Cold War” published in Foreign Policy he cited:

In principle, I do not believe in using shock techniques in diplomacy. However I deliberately
used it to show graphically the essence of the current threat to Russia’s partnership with the
West (Kozyrev 1995:3-14).

Leaving aside the relations during the Cold War years, recurring clashes, controversies and
disputes, after the collapse of the Soviet Union the duty of Europeans was to find ways how to
best integrate Russia into European institutional area.
In the beginning of 90s the welcoming stance of NATO towards new member states that
were formally members of the disrupted Warsaw Pact was one of the main topics discussed by
the experts of international politics. The question if Russia after the dissolution of the Soviet
Union was going to be a member of the Alliance was a crucial topic and time to time a problem
that needed to be resolved for the best of all actors.
The first document that changed the path of relations between NATO and the Warsaw
Treaty Organization was a joint statement signed in Paris on November 8, 1990, which declared
that from then on they did not see each other as an enemy. During Yeltsin’s tenure different
crucial economic reforms of 1991 the state and society to be based on a new and pro-Western
system of values and to see this system as a model. At that time, the idea to be part of NATO
was fully embraced by Russian elite. In the same time the former Communist states were
massively supported by the West and all these reasons changed Moscow’s vision for the West.
Nevertheless, neither the NATO states nor the Moscow political elite were prepared then to
accept Russia’s membership of the Alliance.
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Initially the history of relations between NATO and Russia marked very important
collaborative partnerships. So Russia became part of NATO when joint the NACC (North
Atlantic Cooperation Council) in 1991 and PfP (Partnership for Peace) in 1994, but after these
attempts to be close to the Alliance, Russia understood that her membership’s expectations were
not fully met, since Russian aim was to be considered as an equal partner of the Alliance, having
the same importance in international relations as the Alliance itself. Professor Pami Aalto was
right when he claimed that “Russia’s status as a great power in the present system is a result of
its former superpower position; possession of almost one-third of the world’s natural gas
resources, and substantial amounts of oil and uranium; possession of a large nuclear weapons
arsenal; a seat on the United Nations (UN) Security Council; its remaining regional power vis-àvis Central Asia, the Caucasus and Europe; plus its own vigorous claim to be recognized as a
great power and its relative acceptance by the other great powers” (Aalto 2007: 461).
Shortly after the end of the Cold War and the beginning of new era for Europe the Russian
foreign policy penchant regarding NATO was a new restructured European security model.
According to the Russian interests, the best solution to achieve this would be NATO’s
substitution with new alike structures that would offer Russia a major role. In the beginning,
Russia pinned its hopes in the CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe) and
OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe). After it had become clear that
such a goal was impossible to achieve, Russia tried to obtain a privileged relationship with the
Alliance, which would enable it to affect its policy in a desirable direction (Ratti 2009:400–401).
However the mutual cooperation culminated in the mid of 1990s with the participation of
the Russian military forces in peace support operations of Bosnia and Herzegovina within the
IFOR forces. An important milestone in the mutual relations was the passing of the Founding
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Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security between NATO and the Russian Federation
from May 1997. This document aimed to boost mutual partnership with Russia and created the
Permanent Joint Council (PJC). Also the parties expressed their will to “build together a lasting
and inclusive peace in the Euro-Atlantic area on the principles of democracy and cooperative
security.”
In 1998 in the framework of the process of deepening cooperation was the foundation of
the Russian diplomatic mission in NATO. In opinion of Tuomos Forsberg, Professor of
International relations, “NATO-Russia relations in this period, were characterized by a frail
friendship and that the dispute between the Alliance and Russia was over” (Forsberg 2005: 334).
Compared to the other states, Russia is treated as a special state having a different status in its
relationship to NATO. And this due to Russia’s special case considering its territory, civilization
and history. Russia’s membership to NATO has always been a point for discussion.
Dmitry Rogozin, former Russia’s Ambassador to NATO had stated that “Great powers do
not enter alliances. They make alliances” (quoted in EUobserver 2009). Russia has never been
ready to quit its sovereignty over national decision making, particularly in strategic areas for the
collective good and stability. It was clear that, a former foe cannot become your supporter in a
very short time, but it does not mean that it cannot become true. NATO had experienced many
times the same with “the former enemies” such as Italy, Germany, Spain, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Poland that have become members of the Alliance.
Meanwhile, the process of rapprochement between Russia and NATO was not easy. Some
delicate issues made their relationship seriously a complicated one, full of ups and downs. The
first of them was the process of NATO expansion, in which Russia was excluded, whereas the
former Soviet allies in Eastern Europe were involved. NATO enlargement was perceived by
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Moscow as a threat and this perception explains the disputable Moscow’s stance on the issue of
NATO membership for the East Central European (ECE) countries.
In September 3, 1995 NATO allies prepared the Study on NATO Enlargement which
explained Purposes and Principles of Enlargement followed by a road map for aspirant countries
seeking membership to the Alliance. The study said that enlargement was necessary to support
the process of democratization, to assure the stability and security throughout the Euro-Atlantic
area. The enlargement of the alliance had no intention to threat any state because its essential
goal was to provide peace and security to its members.
The official position of Moscow about NATO enlargement opposing imposed on
Washington opening of official consultations in order to reach a formal agreement between
Russia and NATO. President Clinton during his speech in October 22, 1996 in Detroit stated:
I know that some in Russia still look at NATO through a Cold War prism and, therefore,
look at our proposals to expand it in a negative light. But I ask them to look again. We are
building a new NATO, just as we support the Russian people in building a new Russia. By
reducing rivalry and fear, by strengthening peace and cooperation, NATO will promote
greater stability in Europe and Russia will be among the beneficiaries. Indeed, Russia has the
best chance in history to help to build that peaceful and undivided Europe, and to be an equal
and respected and successful partner in that sort of future (quoted in Rubinstein, Shayevich
and Zlotnikov 2000:94).

Even though in principle the offer was accepted, Russian Foreign Minister of that time
Yevgeny Primakov underlined that such promises would not change Russia's opposition to the
expansion. Whereas former Russian Defence Minister, Igor Rodionov, in a speech at the meeting
of the North Atlantic Council in Defence Ministers Session, December 18, 1996 maintained that:
NATO enlargement to the East is unacceptable for Russia and agued why saying: “First of
all, because the military- strategic balance in Europe is being violated, because in fact we see
that international agreements on disarmament are being violated. For instance, if Poland, the
Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia joined NATO, the land forces of the Alliance would
increase by 15 to 20 percent, if we look at the main combat components of the land forces.
Secondly, you haven’t taken into account the CFE Treaty adaptation, the correlation of
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armed forces and armaments in Europe would shift very much into NATOs favor and that
would again violate the present balance. Thirdly, if new countries are to join NATO, other
steps might follow, for instance, armed forces could be deployed in the territory of armed
forces of other members, infrastructure will be developed and used (Rodionov: 1996).

Richard C. Holbrooke, the chief advocate of Alliance enlargement within the first Clinton
administration, speaking to the Council on Foreign Relations in December 9 1996 stated the
following:

Russia's objections are well known and loudly voiced. But there is no indication that this is a
core issue between the two countries. This is theater of a very minor sort. It will not
determine the future of Russia. It will not determine the outcome of power struggles in
Russia. And it will not determine the shape of the Russian military. Let me be clear. NATO
was formed to contain the Soviet Union. A new, enlarged NATO is not there to contain the
Soviet Union or Russia. It is there to promote stability and peace in Central Europe. And it is
not, should be viewed, as an anti-Russian organization, nor do the Russian really believe that
it is that (Holbrook and Mandelbaum 1996).

In his book NATO, the European Union, and the Atlantic Community: The Transatlantic
Bargain Challenged, Stanley Sloan cited two former officials responsible for Clinton NATO
enlargement policy, Jeremy D. Rosner and Ronald D. Asmus, who argue for simply revitalizing
current NATO–Russia relations maintaining that “Mr. Putin has complained that the existing
NATO– Russia relationship is moribund. He is right. But the reason why it is moribund is that
Russia walked away from the table in protest over NATO’s air campaign in Kosovo and has
since pursued an obstructionist policy. That fact alone should give us pause. There is nothing
wrong with the NATO–Russia Permanent Joint Council that a dose of good will and hard work
could not fix” (Sloan 2005: 172).
When Vladimir Putin came to power in 1999, first as prime minister and then as president,
Russia was gripped by a domestic crisis. As Aleksei Pushkov put it, “On 26 March 2000,
Vladimir Putin inherited a weak, corrupt, and paralyzed country on the verge of disintegration ...
Putin’s strategic goal was to get Russia back on its feet” (Pushkov 2005: 46).
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Vladimir Putin followed a policy toward a constructive relationship with NATO. The most
distinctive impetus of a different path of relationship was marked by the September 11 terrorist
attacks when Russia offered her support in the U.S.-declared war against terrorism. Putin’s
attitude obviously helped to boost his relationship with President Bush, and facilitated
cooperation on different problematic and disputable issues such as on dramatic cuts in strategic
nuclear weapons arsenals and possible agreements on missile defenses.
Putin through his policy decided to reestablish and show a new face of Russian stances on
its relationship to NATO and Russia’s attitude toward NATO enlargement. The first step of a
changed relationship was the opening of NATO Information Bureau in Moscow in 2001, and
after it in 2002, also the Military Liaison Mission.
According to the article of Graeme P. Herd and Ella Akerman titled “Russian Strategic
Realignment and the Post-post-cold War Era?”, it was believed that “11 September had
facilitated fundamental foreign policy realignment between Russia and the West and represented
a key foreign policy change for Russia” (Herd and Akerman 2002: 358).
The partnership against terrorism was considered a very important step in the history of the
relations between Russia and U.S., a bridge that made them allies again for the first time since
World War II. In this framework president Putin declared, in September 2001:
Unlike in the past, today Russia is working together with the West not because it wants to be
liked or to get something in return for its position. We are not standing with outstretched
hands and asking someone for something in return. I am pursuing this policy solely because I
believe this is fully consistent with Russia’s national interests, not in order to win someone’s
favor (quoted in Talbott, 2013: 40).

The then Prime Minister Tony Blair in November 2001 breaking the ice proposed creation
of an updated forum for Russia–NATO pushing the relations between the parties. Blair, in a
four-page letter to the NATO Secretary-General George Robertson and all leaders of the 19160

member alliance suggested creation of a “Russia– North Atlantic Council”, which would take
decisions by consensus on certain issues affecting both NATO and Russia including, for
example, terrorism, arms proliferation and peacekeeping. This important step in the relations
between Russia and NATO was believe to lead to creation of a new world order with no
hostility, rivalry and more cooperation for the sake of stability and peace.
During his official visit to Moscow with the Bush administration’s consent, Secretary
General Robertson paved the way to boost the idea.
The establishment of a new NATO-Russia Council was decided on 6 December 2001 as a
unique opportunity for a better and brighter future with participation of Russia. So the Permanent
Joint Council was replaced by Russia-NATO Council. Quoting the Secretary General of NATO,
Lord Robertson, at the joint Press Conference of December 7, 2001 with the Foreign Minister of
Russia, Mr. Igor Ivanov, and the Foreign Minister of Belgium, Mr. Louis Michel confirmed that
“decision of NRC establishment is therefore a major step towards completing NATO’s vision of
shaping real security with its partners”.
With the remarks of the Secretary General of NATO Mr. Robertson and the speeches of
respective ministers was made clear that: “Everyone will benefit from this initiative. No
nonmember can veto the Alliance’s decisions. Nor can NATO veto Russia’s right to take
independent decisions. This is about working together more effectively when it is in all our
interests to do so” (Robertson 2001).
At the end of his mission as Secretary General of NATO, Lord Robertson in 30 of October
2003, taking advantage of his last visit to Moscow made a summary on the four years of Russia–
NATO relations during his tenure. In his speech to the audience he explained the simultaneous
difficulties of the relations between NATO allies and Russia arguing that ‘although we [NATO
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and Russia] have had a formal relationship since 1997, it was a nervous partnership at best. We
cooperated, in the Balkans and elsewhere, but that cooperation was too often grudging, reluctant
and fragile. The NATO-Russia Council, or NRC, was nothing less than a revolution in EuroAtlantic security. The idea – a very simple one – was to create a body where the nineteen NATO
member states and Russia could meet around one table as equal partners to discuss and develop
areas of common interests, assuming the same rights and the same responsibilities for the
implementation of collectively made decisions” ( Robertson 2003).
In general NATO policies were compiled aiming to attract Russia’s constructive
involvement in European and global security affairs.
Russia’s future decisions regarding the Alliance remain extremely important to the NATO
allies. Neither the United States nor any European ally wishes to see Russia re-emerge as a
challenge and risk to Europe’s peace and stability. Zbigniew Brzezinski is right when he explains
in the Washington Post that “the United States, as the leading power in NATO, should state
explicitly that at some point in the future even Russia’s membership in NATO might make
sense” (Brzezinski 1998).
Agreement on the new arrangements was confirmed at a NATO–Russia summit outside
Rome, Italy on 28 May 2002. The new council was intended to meet more regularly, and to make
decisions on some subjects. However, the regular agenda of the North Atlantic Council would
not be shifted to the new framework. The NAC would decide when issues should be submitted to
decision by the NATO–Russia Council and when they should be kept within usual NATO
decision-making channels.
Unlike the PJC, however, the allies would not bring “pre-cooked” NATO positions to the
table with Russia. If the new council became deadlocked on an issue because of Russian
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disagreement, this would not bloc the NATO members from acting in the NAC without Russian
agreement or participation. Lord Robertson argued that the real differences between the former
arrangement and the new forum was a matter of “chemistry rather than arithmetic, as even the
best format and seating arrangements can be no substitute for genuine political will and open
mind on both sides” (quoted in Sloan 2005: 172).

4.2 NATO–Russia Council and its importance for the EU-Russia relations
At the start of the 21st century we live in a new, closely
interrelated world, in which unprecedented new threats and
challenges demand increasingly united responses.
Consequently, we, the member states of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and the Russian Federation are today
opening a new page in our relations, aimed at enhancing
our ability to work together in areas of common interest and
to stand together against common threats and risks to our
security.
Rome Summit Declaration, 28 May 2002

We have come a long way from opposition to dialogue and
from confrontation to cooperation.
Russian President Vladimir Putin

The turning point of the NATO-Russia relation is considered the collapse of twin towers of
New York City's World Trade Center during the September 11 attacks. This event is known as
the moment of the twists and turns relations between NATO and Russia. After these attacks both
NATO and Russia became aware of their common concerns and that the best way to cope with
was a mutual cooperation.
The initiators of NATO-Russia Council intended to give the NATO-Russia partnership
new impulsion and drive it in another level over the previous PJC. NRC would give the allies
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and Russia the possibility to work as equal partners to pinpoint and evaluate opportunities for
joint action.
Following the Rome Declaration the NATO-Russia Council provides a mechanism for
consultation, consensus-building, cooperation, joint decision, and joint action for the member
states of NATO and Russia on a wide spectrum of security issues in the Euro-Atlantic region.
The NATO-Russia Council will serve as the principal structure and venue for advancing the
relationship between NATO and Russia. It will operate on the principle of consensus. . . . NATO
member states and Russia will continue to intensify their cooperation in areas including the
struggle against terrorism, crisis management, non-proliferation, arms control and confidencebuilding measures, theater missile defense, search and rescue at sea, military-to-military
cooperation, and civil emergencies. Then NATO Secretary General, Lord Robertson stated
during his Introduction in Rome Summit 2002:

What was lacking from the earlier NATO-Russia dialogue was a true sense of shared purpose
and urgency. The events of 11 September provided that impetus – a stark reminder of the
need for comprehensive and coordinated action to respond to common threats (Robertson
2002:5).

So the key of the cooperation was the awareness of the common threats and how to find
ways to withstand them. The Heads of State and Government of the member states of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Russian Federation, in the Declaration signed on May 28,
2002, stated the main aims of the new established body were the struggle against terrorism, crisis
management, non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, arms control and confidencebuilding measures, theatre missile defense, search and rescue at sea, military-to-military
cooperation and defence reform, and civil emergencies, as well as in other areas. So the
establishment of the NATO-Russia Council put the relation of the Alliance with Russia in
another level. In his address in Rome Summit, President Putin stated:
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As realists, we recall that the history of relations between Russia and the North Atlantic
Alliance has not been easy. We have come a long way – from opposition to dialogue, from
confrontation to cooperation. And we fully understand that the signing of the Rome
Declaration is only the beginning of building fundamentally different relations. We are
signing a Declaration which clearly defines the principles of cooperation, establishes the
mechanism in the form of the new NATO-Russia Council, and already sets out the initial
areas in which our joint efforts will be applied. The new reality of our relations directly
reflects the new level of mutual understanding. I think that the joint efforts we have made in
the cause of peace must continue. We have no alternative (Putin 2002:17).

He continued admitting and making clear the Russian position in supporting the new
relationship under the NRC:

Russia is primarily interested in it as a working instrument. It is of fundamental importance
that cooperation at twenty should be based on a firm foundation of international law—the
UN Charter, the Helsinki Final Act and the OSCE [Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe] Charter on European Security....For Russia, with its geopolitical
position, the enhancement of cooperation with NATO as equal partners is one of the real
embodiments of the multiple approach, to which there is no alternative and which we intend
to pursue resolutely. We do not think of ourselves as outside Europe, but it is also
unthinkable for us that the role of approved cooperation mechanisms in Asia and in the
Commonwealth of Independent States should be underestimated. Only by harmoniously
combining our actions in all these areas will we open up wide-ranging possibilities for
building a single security region—from Vancouver to Vladivostok” (ibid).

The mutual will to change what had happened up to then was crystal clear. The new
created council would arranged regular meeting in order to have the possibility to deem and
discuss more topics of mutual interest. It was also fixed the regular agenda of the North Atlantic
Council. It was left on the evaluation of the NAC if different issues should be discussed and for
them would be decided by the NATO–Russia Council or they should be treated only via NATO
decision-making channels. It was specified that in case of Russian controversies that could block
the normal process of works, NATO members would not stop to proceed without Russian
approval. As a matter of fact, treated in such a way Russia had no opportunity to control
decisions taken by NATO, thus was left outside the NATO decision making process. Professor
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Ira Straus confirms in her article “Russia into NATO? It Can Be Done” published in The
Moscow Time that:
What NATO really fears is that Russia will get a power of veto and will use it to make it
impossible for NATO to reach any of the decisions it wants to reach and needs to reach.
What Russia fears, or has objected to in the past arrangements, is that, under the formula of a
“voice not a veto,” it has not had enough influence to make a difference, and that NATO will
never give it any real influence (Straus 2001).

During his speech titled “NATO in the 21st century” held in Charles University of Prague
on March 21, 2002, Lord Robertson argued that:
The real difference between "19+1" and "20" is not a question of mathematics, but one of
chemistry: the success of the NATO-Russia Council will depend on the political will of the
participants. This has been evident at all levels in meetings held since the summit to
transform the political message of Rome into practical cooperation and to grapple with the
rules and procedures of the new structure, so that the prospects for a genuinely new quality in
NATO-Russia relations appear bright (Robertson 2002).

Even that initially the establishment of this new body was seen as the savior of the relations
between Russia and the West, the existence of the NATO-Russia Council experienced different
levels of relationship’s intensity. The first year was a bona fide relationship known as the
“honeymoon”. Both sides were fully engaged and very optimistic to build a cooperative
relationship as partners. Euro-Atlantic partners and Russia’ representatives agreed on Weapon of
Mass Destruction then called “theatre missile defence”.
On this framework Russia requested to take the role of the observer at all NATO
discussions on the delicate issue of Missile Defence. In a press conference, Lord Robertson the
then NATO Secretary-General, commended the agreement on Weapon of Mass Destruction
stating that:
“In relation to concrete examples, I could point a number of areas. For instance, theatre
missile defence, you know, about a year and a half ago, this was regarded... Missile defence
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was a subject regarded as one of the most divisive in the international community. And then,
President Putin handed to me, the Secretary General of NATO, his proposals on missile
defence. We’ve now taken those proposals and the proposals of the United States and of the
European countries and have brought them together and at the level of theatre missile
defence, short-range missile defence, we have got an established new program, perhaps the
flagship program of the NATO-Russia Council at the present moment” (Robertson 2003).

In general during the initial years, the National Russia Council was considered by experts
as an encouraging and helpful period in the framework of relations between NATO members and
Russia, in which national standpoints were made openly public and a good will in improvement
of relations was shown. Since the beginning the idea for NRC establishment was presented to as
an attempt that would drive to a fruitful partnership, facilitating progress in several delicate
issues that up to then were pending. It has made a considerable contribution as a forum for the
exchange of views on topical issues and has facilitated progress in several areas of practical
cooperation and mutual benefit.
A clear evidence of Russian full engagement in this cooperation with NATO was the
requirement to be part of all created three committees, seven working groups, a well-organized
agenda, very serious working plans, permanent representatives of Russian Federation to NATO,
opposing to just send representatives to meetings, as had happened with the PJC. The new
agreement provided Moscow with the possibility to participate in discussions with a new status –
as partner and this position was more acceptable for it than the PJC pattern “NATO + 1”.
With the new status Russia could be witness of open discussions and debates and
participate in them. Moscow government seemed pleased with NATO’s intention to make
Russia’s participation more evident and to give the latter a voice in NATO’s meetings. Both
Presidents Yeltsin and Putin stopped following prohibitory politics and openly declared their
support for negotiations and cooperation due to peace and prosperity.
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The Iraq War, March 2003 – December 2004 drove the relations between NATO and
Russia in another dimension, suppressing the honeymoon period. Reactions and positions of
Alliance’s members toward this war were very different and therefore even the pose of different
members toward Russia was not unified. The Iraqi crisis is considered a dramatic political event
which evidenced the nations’ split over it. The political role of NATO and the European Union
regarding this crisis was not to the point. The included states tried to save their national interest
making their membership to this or that alliance or union really superficial.
December 2004-December 2006 was a period of relations’ rebuilding. The relations and
negotiations resulted effective even though were faced with the crisis of the Orange Revolution
in Ukraine (2004). December 2006 – August 2008 is known as the reassessment of relations.
This period of time ended with the Russian military intervention in Georgia in August 2008.
For years one of the most controversial issues between NATO and Russian has been “the
open door” enlargement policy of NATO. If in the beginning of 90s any attempt of alliance
expansion was totally unacceptable, after some years Russia’s position in this regard was more
resilient. The New York Times of May 25, 1997 wrote an article titled “The Anatomy of
Misunderstanding” explaining that during a private meeting between the Secretary of State,
James A. Baker 3rd with Mikhail S. Gorbachev, on February 8, 1990, the then General Secretary
of the Soviet Union, over the emotionally charged issue of German reunification, Gorbachev
stressed that “any extension of the zone of NATO is unacceptable” (Gorbachev 1990).
Other clear examples of Russian objections regarding this issue are the so-called
‘enlargement summits’ of NATO held in Madrid in July 1997 and Washington in April 1999.
The aim of them was to welcome new members into the Alliance by the time of its 50th
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anniversary in 1999. The then Yeltsin government had indicated its disapproval by rejecting
Russian representatives’ attendance in these summits.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, NATO has succeeded to enlarge its membership
twice, in 1999 and 2004 with countries formerly under Soviet influence and, continuously has
made attempts to invite other countries to be part of the alliance. As Charles de Gaulle stated
famously: “A nation has neither permanent enemies nor friends, only permanent interests”, even
Russia began to change its position and became more tolerant toward NATO policies.
Generally, having no power to prevent this policy, Russia most of the time was irritated,
but in a certain way, having no choice and being in front of the fait accompli accepted the
enlargement of NATO borders during two expansion campaigns which included countries
formerly under Soviet influence. Russian representatives openly declare that have no objection to
NATO’s expansions, but on the other hand the first Russian Ambassador to NATO, General
Konstantin Totskiy, when was asked about Russian opinion on the desire of more former Soviet
republics to become Alliance members he underlined that: “We do not consider NATO’s further
enlargement to be a cause for celebration (Totskiy 2003). Any attempt for further expansion
eastward is seen with suspicion and considered as risk even when it is not directly expressed the
displeasure.
In an interviews given for German tabloid Bild, President Vladimir Putin admitted that
everything in the relationship between Russia and the West was done wrong. According to Mr.
Putin, “from the beginning, we failed to overcome Europe’s division. 25 years ago, the Berlin
Wall fell, but invisible walls were moved to the East of Europe. This has led to mutual
misunderstandings and assignments of guilt. They are the cause of all crises ever since” (Putin
2016).
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He continued citing Egon Bahr, SPD politician and former Federal Minister for Special
Affairs of Germany who had stated on June 26, 1990: “If we do not now undertake clear steps to
prevent a division of Europe, this will lead to Russia’s isolation.” Bahr, a wise man, had a very
concrete suggestion as to how this danger could be averted: the USA, the then Soviet Union and
the concerned states themselves should redefine a zone in Central Europe that would not be
accessible to NATO with its military structures (ibid).
The “door remains open” was a popular phrase used by NATO leaders to invite new
countries to join the alliance. This kind of tolerance and stance came as a result of inability to
react and stop what NATO was doing, as well as the subsequent attempts of the NATO leaders to
include Russia in alliance’s affairs, trying to make Moscow government feel as natural part of
NATO.
For-reaching consequences of the history and politics have for sure impacted Russian
people perception for NATO. Even nowadays there are Russians that still prejudice NATO and
its activity. According to an interview of Rolf Welberts, former director of NATO’s information
office in Moscow:
Misunderstandings abound. Distrust remains deep. Among international organizations,
NATO is still by far the least popular. The United Nations is perceived as the forum for
global cooperation. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe is associated
with non-military crisis management in Eastern European crisis regions. The European
Union is Russia’s most important economic partner. The United States, despite recent
criticism, remains the preferred strategic partner. In contrast, the Atlantic Alliance is still
considered by many as an illegitimate, U.S.-dominated remnant of the Cold War, a
potentially aggressive military bloc the world would be better off without (Welberts 2003).

NATO allies and especially Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, Secretary General of the Alliance
(2004-2009) have tried to allay and diminish those perceptions reiterating that the expansion
with seven new NATO members Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania, Slovakia and
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Slovenia in 2004 was not undertaken as a reaction against Russia. He stated in a Moscow radio
interview:
I consider it my job, my responsibility, to convince (Russians) that NATO has no ulterior
motives. NATO wants to cooperate. NATO needs Russia and Russia needs NATO. We live
in a dangerous world and we can only solve these problems together (Scheffer 2004).

On the other hand the United States has also continued to try to reassure Russia that it has
nothing to fear from further enlargement of the alliance. Such attempts were made even by
Russian government beginning with President Putin.
Based on the historical facts NATO- Russia relations faced many challenges and barriers,
but despite all of them both sides were aware of necessity to cooperate more closely for the sake
of international security. In a repeated way, the decision of Russia for not becoming a member of
NATO was declared openly, not only by the President Putin. Nevertheless, maintaining good and
effective relations with the alliance was one of personal priorities of the President of Russia.
General Totskiy in an interview confirmed the instructions that President Putin had for him
saying that:

Before I left for Brussels, Russian President Vladimir Putin asked to see me. On that
occasion, he set me a number of tasks in recognition of the fact that NATO is now a serious
and important organization with a visible role to play in international affairs, with which
Russia needs to have effective working relations (Totskiy 2003).

On the other hand for the United States close relations with Russia are very important
under the alliance and on bilateral ground too. The U.S Ambassador to NATO, Nicholas Burns
has identified the important of NATO-Russia relations saying that:

I believe NATO is, by far, the most effective vehicle for multilateral action available to
Europe, the U.S., and Canada. NATO is still the vital core of the transatlantic relationship. It
offers the only forum in which the U.S. and our European allies work together every day to
confront the major security issues of our time. It also brings together the NATO Allies and
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the Partnership nations--Russia, Ukraine, and our friends in Central Asia and the Caucasus-in a way that reinforces the common values we share (Burns 2004).

NATO-Russia Council marked concreate and recognizable progress regarding both sides
cooperation. Ambassador Burns underpinned his view when he noted:

The Council is only just beginning to hit its stride as an effective security partnership—it will
grow in stature and influence as NATO and Russia eventually overcome remaining Cold
War stereotypes and strengthen their developing military and political ties (ibid).

General Totskiy confirmed that NATO-Russian cooperation was a priority for Russia by
stating:

We are convinced that by further enhancing NATO-Russia cooperation across the entire
range of areas set out in the Rome Declaration - precisely what the "twenty" desire — we
will be able to make a major contribution to the evolution of a new security architecture in
the Euro-Atlantic area. Moreover, I am sure that the NRC will be one of the leading elements
of such an architecture (Totskiy 2003).

A success is considered even a dedicated column for NATO issues in the official
newspaper of the Russian Ministry of Defence, Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) founded on 1
January 1924.
“We have a regular column in the Krasnaya Zvezda, which is the armed forces newspaper,
so there's a lot of daily work on that side”- said Rolf Welberts, Director of the NATO
Information Office in Moscow in a video interview (Welberts 2003). This fact is an achievement
taking in consideration that a perennial criticizer such as this newspaper allows analyses by a
“foe” such as NATO.
Military cooperation is considered as a success in the framework of the relationship.
During the Istanbul Summit in June 2004 at the level of Foreign Ministers both sides refurbished
their commitment to boost the military-to-military cooperation. According to both
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representatives’ declarations, NATO and Russia were committed and expressed their will to
stand together against threats and shared risks. Their mutual will was to boost the dialogue and
strengthen joint actions. General Totskiy declared the following:

Russian soldiers and commanders, who worked shoulder to shoulder with their NATO
colleagues, have fond memories of the spirit of camaraderie and cooperation, which
frequently provided a source of support during the difficult days of the Balkan operations.

The NRC has made the sharp turn in terms of relations between NATO alliance and
Russia, but of course there is still room for improvement and progress in order to meet the
expectations of the beginning.

4.3 Conflicts of interests between NATO and the EU vis-à-vis Russia

NATO’s open door policy is one of the most trumpeted policies in the post –Cold War
period, to which was paid close attention and many debates in the post-Cold War years.
Continuous attempts of NATO for enlargement and new members’ accession have been and
continues to be the most sensitive issue for the Russian Federation.
Russian concern reached the peak in 29 of March, 2004 when the Baltic States: Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania formally became members of NATO by depositing their instruments of
accession with the United States Government. Post September 11, is considered as the most
collaborative period between NATO and Russian Federation. According to Michael McFaul, a
Russia expert of International Affairs, in an interview for The New York Times explains his views
on Russia, as a sphere-of-influence power. He attributes Russia’s hostility to further NATO
expansion less to geostrategic calculations than to what he says is Mr. Putin’s cold war
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mentality. The essential Russian calculus, he says, is, “anything we can do to weaken the U.S. is
good for Russia” (McFaul 2008).
Consecutive color revolutions in the former Soviet countries proved that the honey moon
phase cannot last forever: the Rose Revolution in Georgia, in November 2003; the Orange
Revolution in Ukraine, in December 2004; and the Yellow or Purple or Tulip Revolution in
Kyrgyzstan, in October 2005. Even though on February 9, 1990, the US Secretary of State James
Baker’s promised to then Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev that “there would be no extension
of NATO’s jurisdiction one inch to the East”, as Vincent Pouliot notes in his book International
Security in Practice. The Politics of NATO- Russia Diplomacy “from the outset Russian elite
suspected some shady involvement on the part of Western countries, particularly in financing
opposition parties and in organizing demonstrations. Many high-level politicians denounced the
meddling of the US and other Allied countries on behalf of democratization in the CIS area.
Where the West applauded democratic revolutions, Moscow condemned the continuation of the
West’s strategic line of staging a political takeover of the post-Soviet space” (Pouliot 2010: 219).
The main task of the Western countries has been the enlargement of freedom zone, inviting
to their unions and alliances new independent states that previously were part of dictatorial
regimes such as Ukraine and Georgia goal. But even between European countries many
differences were obvious regarding the expansion of NATO and EU with new members. There
were two main groups having different approaches on new memberships. The first group is more
optimistic and positive for the expansion and is led by the U.S. and followed by United
Kingdom, Italy, Spain etc., which former U.S. Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, called
“New Europe”. Whereas the second group includes Germany, France, Benelux counties etc.,
which were more skeptical about the expansion because of the economic ties they have with
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Russia. One of the public declarations that speaks out of NATO’s expansion opposition is what
French Prime Minister François Fillon stated in a radio interview:
We are opposed to the entry of Georgia and Ukraine because we think that it is not a good
answer to the balance of power within Europe and between Europe and Russia (Fillon 2008).

Based on historical facts and data relationship of Russia and Georgia have not been very
good, due to consecutive contradictions over the years. Georgian people have always considered
themselves occupied by the Russian forces and therefore they made the Western ideology their
own cause fighting for it. After Georgia's declaration of independence on 9 April 1991 under
Eduard Shevardnadze government the state was faced with instability, poverty and economic
backwardness. There was a largely desire for change. On November 2, 2003 were held the
parliamentary elections with the hope to prepare the terrain for the presidential elections two
years after, in 2005. The election of the right leader who could assure prosperity for the country
was considered the only choice for Georgia. It was suspected that Shevardnadze manipulated the
elections in his party’s favor, and election results were followed by the first day of the “Rose
Revolution” on November 3, 2003. Its immediate result was the resignation of Shevardnadze
followed by new presidential elections being held in January. Mikheil Saakashvili, a well-known
politician and leader of the movement was inaugurated on January 25, 2004.When Saakashvili
took over the presidency the disconnection from Russian influence was much more obvious.
When Saakashvili rise to power Georgia more and more began to look like a Western democratic
country opening countries’ doors to American and European governing models. It became an
attractive country for foreign investors, forged its energy security, and became a candidate for
NATO membership.
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Even though the President of Georgia was encouraged and supported during his tenure by
the Americans and some European countries, he faced with high-tension situations in Abkhazia
and South Ossetia, two separatist regions on the Russian border. This was not the first time of
Russo-Georgian clashes over these regions, since the conflict had been continuous beginning
with the Georgian independence from the Soviet Union. Up to that time, Russia had been
interested in conflict procrastination. Georgia has worked very hard to accelerate and deep the
process of integration in NATO, but its ambition to join the alliance was considered a threat from
Russia. The conflict of August 2008 was a clear reaction of Russia on Georgian attempts and
intentions to be part of NATO as a member country. The fate of these provinces was not
important for Russian government but served as a resistance against of NATO enlargement in the
countries considered by Russia as its “zones of influence”. Former Assistant Deputy Secretary of
State Ronald Asmus explained, “Moscow had little interest in a resolution of these conflicts
which could have allowed Georgia to go the West even faster” (Asmus 2010: 12). The Russian
envoy to NATO, Dimitry Rogozin, exactly forecasted the future of the two provinces, on March
11, 2008 when asserted for Reuters:

As soon as Georgia gets some kind of prospect from Washington of NATO membership, the
next day the process of real secession of these two territories from Georgia will begin
(Rogozin 2008).

The largest summit of NATO’s history held in Bucharest in 2-4 of April 2008, was a
milestone for the Georgia and Ukraine's applications for Membership Action Plans to become
NATO country members. The North Atlantic Council came to the result that both countries will
become members of NATO, a declaration which for the Russians, without any doubt meant a
serious and direct menace of its security and power and that the patience went over the limit.
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Eastern Partnership launched by European Union offered to six countries of former Soviet
Union: Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus, Azerbaijan and Armenia an intensified political and
economic partnership, which was not offered to Russia. After the press release of the 20th
NATO Summit in Bucharest on April 4, 2008, came the Russian President reaction stating that
Russia would “provide effective assistance to South Ossetia and Abkhazia” as a backlash to
NATO’s decision.
Whereas the Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov, on April 8, 2008 told reporters that,
“Russia would do everything to prevent Ukraine and Georgia from joining NATO” (Lavrov
2008).
Furthermore on April 16, 2008 through a formal decree Moscow government gave a final
hit to Georgian aspirations to become a NATO member, by authorizing direct relations between
Russia and the Georgian separatist regions both in Abkhazia and South Ossetia by offering
humanitarian aid, providing citizenships and Russian passports to the people of these regions in
order to make Tsibili government think that Russia was aiming the annexation of them. The
Russo-Georgian conflict had not only expansive intension of Russia in Georgian territories. It
was a direct indicator of Russian power and influence, a pattern to show Russian key role in the
global security architecture.
Charles Kupchan, professor of International Affairs writes in an article in the Foreign
Affairs that “the Russian-Georgian war of 2008 was to some extent a reflection of Moscow’s
disquiet about Georgia’s westward geopolitical alignment. And rather than just opposing NATO
enlargement, Russia is now offering its own ideas for revamping the Euro-Atlantic security
architecture” (Kupchan 2010: 101).
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Professor Anatoli Lieven, correspondent for The Times in the former Soviet Union,
including Georgia noted that: “Russia's policy is driven by a mixture of emotion and calculation.
The Russian security establishment likes the Ossetes, who have been Russian allies for more
than 250 years. They loathe the Georgians for their anti-Russian nationalism and alliance with
the US. For a long time they hoped to use South Ossetia initially to keep Georgia within the
Soviet Union and later in a Russian sphere of influence. That Russian ambition has been
abandoned largely in the face of the Georgians' determination to escape from this influence”
(Lieven 2008).
The Georgian president decided to attack South Ossetia launching an aerial bombardment
on this area on August 7, 2008, during the time when Nicolas Sarkozy served as president of the
Council of the European Union. The Georgian attack was followed by a Russian military
backlash defeating the Georgian army. On behalf of Council of European Union, the then French
president, Nicolas Sarkozy was obliged to conciliate Moscow and Tbilisi with a cease-fire in
13th of August. He assured Moscow's commitment to withdraw its forces behind the lines that
existed prior to hostilities. The Georgian conflict was interpreted in different ways from the
Western countries. Some called the president Saakashvili an adventurer after attack of South
Ossetia on August 7, 2008. This step was considered a premature one followed by the
Americans’ leaving in the lurch and ended up paying for his failure, as he was forced out of
office in 2013.
Others thought that Russia using its military force against a neighboring state did not
respect the agreement concluded in August with the mediation of the Council of European
Union. After the leaving of the president Saakashvili, Georgia chose to follow the strategy of
conciliation. The Russian- Georgian relationship worsened before the August conflict in 2008.
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Russia took punitive measures toward the Georgia banned several goods with the justification of
poor quality, doubled the price of gas causing to the Georgian economy serious problems.
Immediately after these economic and political divergences with Russia Georgia took a decision
to leave CIS in order to boycott Russia’s behavior.
The conflict reached the peak in 2008. Pro-Russian politician Shevardnadze during his
tenure as president of Georgia from 1992 to 2003 left Russia to control very important sectors of
the country especially energy sector. The then interest of Russian Gazprom was mainly
motivated to unite gas infrastructure by interconnecting Armenian, Georgian, Iranian and
Russian pipelines, which would give the chance to the Russia to block up ways for the Europe
and dominate over the prospective gas stream from Iran to the EU.
What is clear, is that this short war (which was halted days later thanks to a ceasefire
agreement put forward by the Europeans) has rocked the relationship between Russia and the
West to its core. Finally, the Russia-Georgia conflict also created heated debates inside NATO
Headquarters about the future of enlargement. Sadly, both proponents and opponents of MAP
believe that the Russia-Georgia conflict vindicated their original position.
According to foreign policy expert, Stephen Sestanovich, Russians reaction speak out of
their activeness: “They have created a negative response not only in the neighboring states but
also in Europe and the United States, and the result has been to paint Russian foreign policy in a
very different light. More recently, I think you see a bit of realism on the part of Russian officials
about whether it really serves their interest to approach their neighbors in this kind of heavyhanded way” (Sestanovich 2009).
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The Ukrainian case

If we go deep in the historic roots of Russia, the medieval empire’s beginning is the
establishment of Kievan Rus', the first united Eastern Slavic state, in 882 stretched from the
Baltic to the Black Sea from the 9th century to the mid-13th century. The capital was established
at Kiev.
In the 13th century Kiev was devastated by Mongol invaders, and power shifted north to a
small Rus trading outpost called Moscow. The connections between Russia and Ukraine begin
from the outset. Since Ukraine has been part of Russia for many centuries, and their histories
were intertwined, it is considered an integral part of Russia, not a foreign, independent country.
According to former Secretary of State and adviser on national security of the United
States, Henry Kissinger in an interview given for The Washington Post newspaper:
The West must accept that for Russia, Ukraine will never be just a foreign country. Famous
even in the West, dissidents such as Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and Joseph Brodsky insisted
that Ukraine was an integral part of Russian history and, of course, Russia itself" (Kissinger
2014).

For Russians, the basic issue to be solved, following the disintegration of the Soviet Union
has been the issue of identity. Marcin Piotrowski in his paper “Russian security policy” describes
three groups of Russians that are followers of three historical schools of thought:
Zapadniki (“Westernizers”) adhere to Russian ideology rooted in the nineteenth century
that gives priority to Russia’s modernization and its cordial relations with Europe.
Vielikorossy (“Great Russians”) base their philosophy on arguments of the nineteenthcentury Russophiles, as well as pan-Slavic ideology. They believe the main goal of the state is to
lay the foundations for the “Rebirth of the Great Russia.”
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Yevraziytsy (“Eurasianists”) base their philosophy on the post-revolutionary emigrant
movement developed in the Soviet Union by Lev Gumilev. They argue that Russia is a separate
spatial subject, a real and mystical Eurasia or a true Heartland. Vladimir Putin does not have
clear ideological preferences, besides of being leader of a great power. He wants to cooperate
with the West to establish the glory of the Russian Empire, and to be respected as a Eurasian
regional power (Piotrowski 2002:60).
President Putin is characterized as an Eurasianists, a person that fights for the
reestablishment of Russian Empire and to achieve his goals and desires hold a characteristic
behavior towards Ukraine. Writer and philosopher Bernard-Henri Levy, one of the main
advocates of Ukraine in France, trying to dissect the myth of Vladimir Putin, in an interview
given for Novoye Vremya titled “Предатели и шпионы” (Traitors and Spies) argues that:
There are three factors that have come to define Vladimir Putin’s behavior towards Ukraine.
The first is his ego. Second, he strives for revanche in Europe as he believes that the collapse
of the USSR was caused by America, Pope John Paul II, and Europe. The third is Putin’s
ideology known as Eurasianism. This theory on the role of Russians in history was first born
in Prague 80 years ago and is mainly attributed to the linguist Nikolai Trubetzkoy. Today,
the belief is supported by the Russian professor Aleksandr Dugin. Thus, Putin’s Eurasianism
is not only a geopolitical project, but also a philosophical one. Ukraine is a part of this
project as it takes a special place in the Eurasianism theory, being a sort of cradle of history
(Levy 2014).

The shadows of history follow the present and the future of Russia and Ukraine. The
typical embodiment is found in Vladimir Putin’s leadership philosophy. One of his strongest
desire seems to be the reestablishment of the Russian Empire in accordance with the borders of
the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. This desire is turned into a monomania. As
political scientist Andreas Umland remarked:
Since coming to power in 1999, Vladimir Putin has purposefully instrumentalized Russian
imperial nostalgia, national pride, and ethnocentric thinking for the legitimization of his
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authoritarian regime. The repercussions of this strategy are becoming a threat to the integrity
of the Russian state in the 21st century (Umland 2010).

Probably the most crucial ambition of Vladimir Putin’s state philosophy is the concept of
Russkiy Mir (the Russian World or Pax Russica) that he launched in 2006. In April 2007,
Vladimir Putin declared the following:
The Russian language not only preserves an entire layer of truly global achievements, but is
also the living space for the many millions of people in the Russian-speaking world, a
community that goes far beyond Russia itself. As the common heritage of many peoples, the
Russian language will never become the language of hatred or enmity, xenophobia or
isolationism....in my view, we need to support the initiative put forward by Russian linguists
to create a National Russian Language Foundation, the main aim of which will be to develop
the Russian language at home, support Russian language study programs abroad, and to
generally promote Russian language and literature around the world (Putin 2007).

Yaroslav Kovalchuk, Head of the Internal Policy Department of the International Center
for Policy Studies in Kyiv, defines Vladimir Putin’s state ideology as “the desire to build the
state philosophy on the past, namely the glory of the Kyivan Rus, resulted in the elaboration of
the concept ‘Russkiy Mir’ (the Russian world). He explains the concept of ‘Russkiy Mir’ as “an
international commonwealth based on affiliation with Russia, the Russian language, and Russian
culture. The advocates of the concept believe that it has a right to be treated as a separate
civilization space, which includes more than 300 million people”

This concept was first used in public discourse in 2006 by Vladimir Putin, and ever since it
has been gradually adopted as a Russian soft power tool in relations with its neighbors”concludes Dr. Kovalchuk (quoted in Sazanov 2017: 20).

Sazanov puts it, “In addition to Ukraine, Russia sees Belarus and the Baltic States as part
of the Russian World (Sazanov 2017: 44). From the Russian point of view, the Baltic States have
chosen the wrong side in the clashes of civilizations. (see Huntington 1993. The Clash of
Civilization? Foreign Affairs, No.72.) The philosophy of Russian World is used as an ideological
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tool by Russian political elites to unite all Russian-speaking people worldwide and to reestablish
the powerful Russian Empire, as per Putin’s aspiration.
Following this state philosophy, for Russia it was totally unacceptable and unimaginable
the Ukraine’s detachment. Daniel Drezner, a professor of international politics puts it, “Ukraine
makes or breaks Russia's self-image as a great power, which has fared poorly since the fall of the
Berlin Wall. Russia without Ukraine is a country, whereas Russia with Ukraine is an empire"
(Drezner 2014).
Russia considers Ukraine as its little brother, member of its big family. Being one of the
biggest market for natural gas export, a crucial transit route to the rest of Europe and with 25
percent of population that have Russian their mother tongue or home to an estimated 7.5 million
ethnic Russians makes Ukraine a very attractive and inherent country for Russia, economically
and strategically important to Russia.

Why does Russia want Ukraine?

Economic interdependence is not the main reason why Russia wants Ukraine. The
historical drift has become a real mean used by Russia with neighbors. The Russkiy Mir concept
as an ideology of Russian expansionism is mainly based on the history. In words of Professor
Kissinger we find the reasons why Ukraine is such a very special case. He underpinned that:
The Ukrainians are the decisive element. They live in a country with a complex history and a
polyglot composition. The Western part was incorporated into the Soviet Union in 1939,
when Stalin and Hitler divided up the spoils. Crimea, 60 percent of whose population is
Russian, became part of Ukraine only in 1954, when Nikita Khrushchev, a Ukrainian by
birth, awarded it as part of the 300th-year celebration of a Russian agreement with the
Cossacks. The west is largely Catholic; the east largely Russian Orthodox. The west speaks
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Ukrainian; the east speaks mostly Russian. Any attempt by one wing of Ukraine to dominate
the other—as has been the pattern—would lead eventually to civil war or break up. To treat
Ukraine as part of an East-West confrontation would scuttle for decades any prospect to
bring Russia and the West—especially Russia and Europe into a cooperative international
system (Kissinger 2014).

Whereas Professor Zbigniew Brzezinski in his book The Grand Chessboard explains the
importance of Ukraine from another point of view asserting the following:
Ukraine, a new and important space on the Eurasian chessboard, is a geopolitical pivot
because its very existence as an independent country helps to transform Russia. Without
Ukraine, Russia ceases to be a Eurasian empire. However, if Moscow regains control over
Ukraine, with its 52 million people and major resources as well as access to the Black Sea,
Russia automatically again regains the wherewithal to become a powerful imperial state,
spanning Europe and Asia (Brzezinski 1997:46).

Since the break- up of the Soviet Union, Ukraine has been divided. About half of
Ukrainians embraced the Europeanization attempts of their country. They wanted a European
Ukraine, following the governing and economic models of Western countries. They want the
European Union deal. But the others prefer integrating with the Russian-dominated Eurasian
Customs Union. Ukraine’s policy had been in the middle, positioned in a grey zone, with
intention to build a bridge between the West and Russia. Ukrainian political leaders have not
considered Moscow as a threat as it was considered by the Baltic States or Georgia (Saakashvili
tenure). Russia was generally accepted as a friend of Ukraine. The latter has not been so active in
regard to embrace the Western models of governing and never officially aspired to EU accession
and NATO membership. After the fall of the pro-Russian president Yanukovych the
Westernizers gained more support than Russophiles and Ukraine was encouraged to adopt a
western orientation, far away from Russia’s supervision.
According to American Institute of Public Opinion “Gallup” percentage of Ukrainian who
view NATO as a threat has increased in recent years after years of continual decline between
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2008 and 2014. In 2014, after NATO sanctioned Russia after it annexed Crimea, Ukrainians for
the first time were more likely to see NATO as protection (36 percent) than a threat (20 percent).
However, the percentage viewing it as a threat has increased to 35 percent in 2016 whereas
the percentage viewing NATO as protection decreased at 29 percent.

Figure 11. Ukrainians’ Views of NATO
Source: American Institute of Public Opinion, known as Gallup Poll

Russian President Vladimir Putin main goal was Ukraine detachment from the European
Union. So Russia intended to create its own zone of economic integration gathering some other
former Soviet Union states. After not successful implementation of Russia-Belarus union in
1996, the Eurasian Economic Community, a customs union was formed in 2010 between Russia,
Belarus and Kazakhstan, and the latter was transformed into Eurasian Economic Union in 2014.
Aiming to attract Ukraine to be part of this union, at the end of 2013, President Putin
tailored a massive aid program addressed at the pro- Russian President Yanukovych ( reduction
of the price of gas, a loan of 15 billion $ was forecasted in the aid program). Armenia and
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Kyrgyzstan joint this Eurasian union whereas Ukraine didn’t. Ukraine was between two choices:
to join the Eurasian Economic Union or to join the EU’s free-trade agreement. It cannot be both
in a customs union with Russia and in a free- trade zone with the European Union. Since 1st of
January 2016 the EU and Ukraine have provisionally applied their Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA). This agreement means both sides will mutually open their
markets for goods and services based on predictable and enforceable trade rules.
This is part of the broader Association Agreement (AA) and its political and cooperation
provisions have been provisionally applied since November 2014. Being surrounded by
democratic and free countries that followed steps of the Western Europe in their governing
models has always been a tremendous concern for Moscow. Thus democratic changes, massive
protests in the main squares of Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan were unacceptable for Moscow
and considered a real threat for authoritarianism’s stability. They might be followed by
overthrow of the regime and democracy installment. Russia rejected the enlargement of NATO
and the EU. The Eastern Partnership Program, an initiative of the European Union paved the
way to NATO for expansion to the East. This initiative impinged directly the interest of Russia.
Max Boot, a senior fellow for national security studies in an article in Foreign Affairs, underlines
that:
In its beginning, the crackup in Ukraine was caused hardly more by Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s aggression than by unthinking Western provocations, including unbridled
NATO expansion, the humiliating dismissal of Russia as a great power, and the EU’s efforts
to convince Kiev to cut its ties to Moscow (Boot 2014: 23).

Russia’s concept of democracy to some extent is different from the Western idea of
democracy. Russia can hardly pretend to be a stable democracy since Moscow itself had always
refused to embrace Western models of governing, being more comfortable with authoritarian
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regime. Russia has clearly demonstrated its willingness to restore the position it once held as
superpower. Russian ambitions require the country to position itself as a competing power with
the United States and the West in the polarized world. Russia tries to overcome its initiatives in
the Commonwealth of Independent States and the Eurasian Economic Union.
As Dmitri Trenin in his article “Russia leaves the West”, published in Foreign Affairs
explained that Russia had previously seen itself as “Pluto in the Western solar system, very far
from the center, but still fundamentally part of it. Now it has left that orbit completely. Russia
does not have permanent friends in foreign policy, but rather relies on strategic partners that are
revealed by their response to Moscow’s proposal and initiatives” (Trenin 2006).
Even Putin’s arrival to the power didn’t fade this trend. On the contrary, Putin was
considered the worthiest representative of an absolute leadership. Thus, according to Cristopher
Leigh “today’s Imperial Russia and the former Soviet Union resulted in a similar blend of
authoritarianism, militaristic expansion and defensive paranoia” (Leigh 2013). Academic and
political activist, Anton Shekhovtsov explains in openDemocracy platform why Vladimir Putin
rejects liberal democracy and considers western style governing as a threat asserting that:
Since Putin’s regime correctly recognized Western-style liberal democracy as an existential
threat to the wellbeing of its elites (not the people), it has crushed democracy in Russia and
successfully convinced a large number of Russian people that Western-style democracy is
destructive (look back at the 1990s, they say) and essentially alien to them. To compensate
for the rejection of liberal democracy and, therefore, becoming part of the West, the Kremlin
and its loyal opinion-makers have offered the Russian people the belief that they are a unique
civilization in its own right: you do not need Western values because you are different;
Russian culture is not only different, but superior to Western culture” (Shekhovtsov 2014).

According to American Institute of Public Opinion “Gallup” sixty-seven percent of
Russians in 2016 view NATO as a threat, which is the highest percentage recorded since the
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Institute analysis’ start of Russians’ views on NATO in 2008. The graphic shows a steady
decline in 2012 with 38 percent from 54 percent recorded in 2008.

Figure 12. Russians’ Views of NATO
Source: American Institute of Public Opinion, known as Gallup Poll

What really shook Russia were the massive protests in 2004, against the elected new
president Yanukovych after he won the presidential election under widespread suspicions of
fraud; what was happening was called the "Orange Revolution" and considered a big deal at the
time. After overthrowing Yanukovych from office the pro-Wester Viktor Yushchenko came to
power and Russian reactions were immediate. So in 2004 and 2006, Russia took sanctions
against Ukrainian economy by shutting off natural gas exports, and seriously damaging it.
In February 2010 the pro-Russian Viktor Yanukovych came to power and served as
President until his removal from power in February 2014 as a result of the 2014 Ukrainian
revolution. The revolution outbreak started when Yanukovych rejected an expected deal for
greater economic integration with the European Union. But the deal for greater economic
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integration with EU was more than just business. Yanukovych's decision was considered as a
direct attempt to stay away from Europe and an obvious rapprochement toward Moscow.
This tactical step was rewarded Ukraine with an aid program worth billions of dollars and
reduction of the price of gas. After the fall of pro-Russian president Yanuchovych on 22
February 2014, the Kyiv government set on a more determined path toward integration with the
West. In Moscow, the possibility of losing Ukraine from its geopolitical sphere of influence was
seen “as catastrophic defeat probably even more than the collapse of the Soviet imperial system
in 1991” (Brzezinski 1997: 92). In order to prevent that from happening and to keep Ukraine
under control, Russia occupied Crimea in March 2014.
Russian President Vladimir Putin on March 18, 2014 called for the “reunification” of
Crimea with Russia, shortly before officials from Russia and Crimea signed a treaty that makes
Crimea part of the Russian Federation. Vladimir Putin addressed State Duma deputies,
Federation Council members, heads of Russian regions and civil society representatives in the
Kremlin:
Crimea is a unique blend of different peoples’ cultures and traditions. This makes it similar
to Russia as a whole, where not a single ethnic group has been lost over the centuries.
Russians and Ukrainians, Crimean Tatars and people of other ethnic groups have lived side
by side in Crimea, retaining their own identity, traditions, languages and faith. Kiev is the
mother of Russian cities. Ancient Rus is our common source and we cannot live without each
other. Millions of Russians and Russian-speaking people live in Ukraine and will continue to
do so. Russia will always defend their interests using political, diplomatic and legal means.
But it should be above all in Ukraine’s own interest to ensure that these people’s rights and
interests are fully protected. This is the guarantee of Ukraine’s state stability and territorial
integrity (Putin 2014).

As a matter of fact Ukrainian case is a very complex one. Indeed quoting Kissinger, “the
test of policy is how it ends, not how it begins” (Kissinger 2014). Thus even though Ukraine
aspires to become a NATO and EU member, this country is not ready to join the westerns
economic and political associations and as Sestanovich in an article in Foreign Affairs
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underlines, Putin is putting this issue into agenda: “Ukraine has not been—and is not—ready for
NATO membership. Only Putin has forced this issue onto the agenda” (Sestanovich 2014: 174).
It is very interesting to note how much perspectives of Russian analyst and experts of
foreign affairs differ from the western perspectives. From the perspective of the analyst Andranik
Migranyan, Ukraine crisis and U.S. - EU- Russia relations were treated in totally different point
of views from those commonly accepted in the United States and much of Europe. He argued
that the Ukrainian crisis was not “Russia’s initiative, but Moscow was forced to respond to U.S.
conduct”.
Specifically, he asserted that Russia would not have had the idea to “grab Crimea” and
would have felt safe and secure, had the George W. Bush administration not pursued NATO
membership for Ukraine and Georgia, which “started this process.” Migranyan assessed that:
“Crimea’s ethnically Russian majority have called repeatedly for annexation by Russia since
Russia and Ukraine became independent countries”.
He added that Moscow previously ignored these requests many times, in his view because
Russia’s leaders saw Ukraine as a “friendly, non-bloc country,” and argued that Russia chose to
take over Crimea earlier this year only after Viktor Yanukovych’s ouster. “The problem”,
Migranyan said, is that “Russia’s leaders and people do not understand America’s interests and
objectives in Ukraine. The Russian people do not see why Washington is making such noise
about Russia’s annexation of Crimea, which they see as fair” (Migranyan 2014). Nikolai
Patrushev, a former director of the Russian FSB and a Russian politician in an interview in
Rossiyskaya Gazeta stated that:
If you’re talking about longer-term predictions, the Ukraine crisis was a totally predictable
outcome of the actions of the US and its closest allies. A whole generation of Ukrainians
[have been] brought up to hate Russia and believe in the mythology of ‘European values’
The US created the conditions and pretexts for the colored revolutions and financed them
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lavishly. Ukraine simply cannot prosper without Russia, whether it likes it or not ... The
complete severing of these ties would be a painful blow for Russia but it would be a
catastrophe for Ukraine (Patrushev 2014).

The Ukrainian dilemma is crystal clear: to go with the East or with the West. But the best
alternative for Ukraine is given by Kissinger when stated that: “if Ukraine is to survive and
thrive, it must not be either side’s outpost against the other — it should function as a bridge
between them”. The future of states such as Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova etc., that aspire to follow
the Western models and to join the Europe remains confusing and unclear and depends on what
Moscow, NATO and Brussel will do next. In Kissinger’s opinion in order to respect the values
and security interests of all sides:

Ukraine should have the right to choose freely its economic and political associations,
including with Europe. Ukraine should not join NATO, a position I took seven years ago,
when it last came up. Ukraine should be free to create any government compatible with the
expressed will of its people. Wise Ukrainian leaders would then opt for a policy of
reconciliation between the various parts of their country. Internationally, they should pursue
a posture comparable to that of Finland. That nation leaves no doubt about its fierce
independence and cooperates with the West in most fields but carefully avoids institutional
hostility toward Russia. It is incompatible with the rules of the existing world order for
Russia to annex Crimea. But it should be possible to put Crimea’s relationship to Ukraine on
a less fraught basis. To that end, Russia would recognize Ukraine’s sovereignty over Crimea.
Ukraine should reinforce Crimea’s autonomy in elections held in the presence of
international observers. The process would include removing any ambiguities about the
status of the Black Sea Fleet at Sevastopol (Kissinger 2014).

Kissinger’s option was followed by the idea of Brzezinski underlying that:

The West should reassure Russia that it is not seeking to draw Ukraine into NATO or to turn
it against Russia. Ukrainians themselves can define the depth of their closeness to Europe
and the scope of their economic cooperation with Russia, to the benefit of peace and stability
in Europe (Brzezinski 2014).

It is essential to understand the underlying reasons of the Ukrainian city. Russia’s painful
reaction to the events in Ukraine is well explained by Zbigniew Brzezinski who described
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Ukraine as an “important space on the Eurasian chessboard”, the control over which is a
prerequisite for Russia “to become a powerful imperial state, spanning Europe and Asia”
According to Brzezinski (ibid, 92) losing Ukraine decreases Russia’s ability to rule over the
Black Sea region. Crimea and Odessa have historically been important strategic access points to
the Black Sea and even to the Mediterranean through the Bosphorus strait. Kyiv has been
regarded as “the mother of all Russian cities”- also brought out by Russian President Vladimir
Putin.

4.4 Considerations on the future of the Russia-NATO relationship

When the North Atlantic Treaty was signed on April 4, 1949, alliance’s founding states,
declared that "resolved to unite efforts for collective defense and for the preservation of peace
and security." The greatest concern was a military attack by any hostile power, an anticipation
embodied in treaty’s most famous provision, Article V, which states, "The Parties agree that an
armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an
attack against them all." But nowadays, many years later the concerns, the threats and the
challenges that NATO members have ahead are almost totally different. Challenges such as
terrorism, nuclear proliferation, cyberattacks, the disruption of energy supplies etc. are the new
issues to be faced with and solved (The North Atlantic Treaty 1949).
A new shaped Europe was the reason of many questions after the dissolution of the
Warsaw Pact and vastly reduced threat of Soviet Union regarding the transatlantic relationship
and the next role of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). It was clear that NATO’s
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raison d'être as an organization established for protecting the European mainland from Soviet
Union’s menace belonged to the past. In these circumstances NATO had to revise its mission.
Therefore alliance’s mission as a military defensive one changed. It was widely believed that the
fall of Berlin Wall and of the Soviet Union would led to democracy and subsequently the region
would be stabilized.
The end of the Cold War was really a pivotal moment in Europe’s history and international
policy. Therefore, NATO Heads of State and Government at Rome Summit in November 1991
developed the Strategic Concept of the Alliance, followed by Brussels Summit in January 1994
where were developed the preliminaries how the Alliance would be adapted to post-Cold War
new circumstances where military threats were not the only ones that menaced the stability and
peace of states. So alliance evolve its own objectives, visions and missions in accordance with
the dynamic strategic world environment.
During a speech to the Atlantic Treaty Association’s (ATA), 50-th General Assembly in
Rome, former Secretary-General of NATO, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, emphasized that “this new
environment needs the broadest possible international cooperation”. He pointed out that this
cooperation is “the heart of the ‘wide web’ of international security, including NATO’s dialogue
with Ukraine and Russia” (Scheffer 2005).
In order to unanimously act and undertake decisions, members of the Alliance had to
understand and sympathize each-other, being flexible and open. A rapid adaption to new everchanging environment was accompanied with disunity among NATO’s members and
consequently destabilized the normal and much expected realization of alliance’s agenda. For the
American political scientist, Kenneth Waltz the changed mission of the military alliance would
led to the end of NATO’s existence. He summarizes his idea by saying that:
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Europe and Russia may for a time look on NATO, and on America’s presence in Western
Europe, as a stabilizing force in a time of rapid change….The Soviet Union created NATO,
and the demise of the Soviet threat “freed” Europe, West as well as East. But freedom entails
self-reliance….In the not-very-long run, [Europe] will have to learn to take care of
themselves or suffer the consequences. American withdrawal from Europe will be slower
than the Soviet Union’s. America…can still be useful to other NATO countries, and NATO
is made up of willing members. NATO’s days are not numbered, but its years are (Waltz
1993: 75).

Former Secretary General of NATO Anders Fogh Rasmussen declared on 26 March 2012
that the western military alliance “does not see Russia as an enemy, but as a partner of strategic
importance”. He continued:

And this year, we celebrate the 15th anniversary of the NATO-Russia Founding Act and we
celebrate the 10th anniversary of the creation of the NATO-Russia Council. We face the
same security challenges and by cooperating to deal with them, it brings benefits to all of us.
And that’s exactly what we decided at the NATO-Russia Summit in Lisbon in November
2010. We agreed to build a truly strategic partnership and we stick to our commitment.
NATO and Russia together have a unique capacity to ensure that our world is safer. Of
course to work as a team requires confidence and trust and that takes time and it comes from
understanding that the right way to build security is through cooperation, not confrontation.
We face many of the same threats so we should deal with them together. This is about being
practical and pragmatic. NATO and Russia are not adversaries or enemies. We are
committed to being strategic partners and we are working on it together (Rasmussen 2012).

The uncontested fact of NATO existence even after the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the Warsaw Pact will be an eternal reason of Russia objection. Moreover, its ‘open door’ policy
aiming at enlargement continues to be considered a serious threat to Russia and its interests.
NATO’s expansion is the prominent part of alliance’s existence that describes the whole history
of it. In Article 10 of the Treaty is sanctioned the principle that establishes which states would
join NATO, exactly as follows:
“The Parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite any other European State in a position
to further principles of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantic Area to
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accede to this Treaty. Any state so invited may become part to the Treaty by depositing its
instrument of accession with the Government of United States” (North Atlantic Treaty 1949).
In Moscow’s views and in views of many Russian politicians NATO’s open-door is one of
the biggest geopolitical mistakes of the century. It is seen as a reason of further dividing clans,
fostering the splitting of countries in privileged and not privileged in terms of security. Good
relations of the alliance with non-member states such as Sweden, Moldova, Finland, Ukraine,
and Georgia worry Moscow. The aspiration of Ukraine and Georgia to become members of the
NATO are the root of the matter, as Russian government continuously and unanimously object
their admission because of its national interest.
In his book The Future of NATO, James M. Goldgeier has cited the former U.S.
representative to NATO Ivo H. Daalder who has argued, “The North Atlantic area is no island. It
is submerged in a globally integrated world. Today, the right lens for transatlantic relations is not
so much American or European—it is global. And NATO, too, must increasingly view itself not
only from a transatlantic perspective, but a global perspective” (quoted in Goldgeiger 2010:8).
Goldgeier asserts that “NATO is value for the United States and Europe”. He writes,
though, that “it must expand its vision of collective defense in order to remain relevant and
effective. This means recognizing the full range of threats that confront NATO members today
and affirming that the alliance will respond collectively to an act (whether by an outside state or
a nonstate entity) that imperils the political or economic security or territorial integrity of a
member state” (ibid).
The Cold War labelled the NATO allies and the Soviet Union as real foes and urged them
to invest their main resources against a possible war in Europe and the North Atlantic region.
Fortunately this didn’t happen.
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During this time, and despite palpable Russian discomfort with the prospect of the alliance
drawing ever closer to its borders, NATO-Russian relations have been marked by unprecedented
and increasing cooperation in a number of different fields and venues. There is, however, a good
chance the alliance may undertake yet another round of expansion in the future, to include the
possibility of offering membership to countries that share significant borders as well as longstanding historic and cultural ties with Russia. In addition, an increasingly self-confident Russia
is now attempting to exert greater political and economic influence in the Eurasian region and to
once again be seen as a world power.
In a speech during a debate organized on February 23, 2016 by the world's oldest
independent think tank on international defense and security the Royal United Services Institute
(RUSI), the former Permanent Representative of Russia to NATO, Alexander Grushko, currently
and Deputy Foreign Minister of Russia assessed that:
Russia has been and will continue to be a partner of Europe and we will continue to be active
in international efforts to stabilize the situation in the Middle East, North Africa and
Afghanistan. Attempts by NATO and its allies to portrait Russia as a threat is against their
own interest. We understand the need to rebuild trust and confidence as equal partners that
have the right to defend their national interests. Our military doctrine clearly states that the
fundamental condition for further dialogue with NATO is the respect by alliance for the
norms of international law and refrain from attempts to strengthen its own security on the
expenses of others which in real term means that NATO should become partner of global
security architecture and not to try to create a so-called NATO centered globe (Grushko
2016).

He underpinned what he believed by saying:

We were realistic enough to recognize the added value of cooperation of with European
Union and NATO. We were looking the things from the point of view of mutual interlocking
institutions and we are ready to cooperate with all institutions. So the leading trend has
always been to build partnership and cooperation, to capitalize on our economic,
humanitarian, social, historic relations, because Russia is a part of Europe, but Europe
without Russia is not Europe, it could be called European Union, but we are always talking
about big Europe which is home of each and every country in this continent. We really do
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believe that the future of European security depends on the ability of all the states to continue
to invest in partnerships relations and to build cooperation without diving clans.”

As matter of fact the history of NATO-Russia relations after the Cold War has marked
some positive steps and some important decisions are undertaken in the framework of mutual
cooperation. Sharp after the Cold War in 1991 Russia joined the North Atlantic Cooperation
Council Relations, the year that is known as the beginning of NATO-Russia relations. In 1994
Russia signed a partnership and cooperation agreement with the European Union. Considering
the relations with NATO as one of the pillars of the modern security architecture, in 1997 Russia
signed a cornerstone document of bilateral relations, NATO –Russia Founding Act which laid
down the basis for partnership and served as an example that there is a solution in which they
could consult and cooperate. Cooperation and mutual dialogue were boosted in 2002 with the
establishment of the NATO-Russia Council (NRC) aiming to serve as a forum for solutions on
current security issues and to direct practical understanding and cooperation in comprehensive
fields.
NATO has always done attempts to build a strong practical partnership with Russia, trying
to invite the latter to become a member of the alliance in order to develop dialogue and practical
cooperation in areas of common interest. But after Russia’s intervention in Ukraine in April 2014
and annexation of Crimea, the attempts to boost mutual civilian and military cooperation have
been halted. Since then it has been meetings on a quarterly basis at ambassadorial level in order
not to finally close channels of communication. The Ukrainian crisis brought back the hostile
Cold War feelings that obliged NATO to make a U- turn by ceasing all attempts to collaborate
with Russia, losing trust, increasing misunderstandings and reviving of threat perceptions.
In an interview for The Independent, at the end of his mission, former Secretary General of
NATO, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, confessed the following:
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Russia's behavior is my deepest disappointment of the past five years. My very first speech
as NATO Secretary General, in September 2009, focused on seeking a strategic partnership
with Russia. I saw this as a historic opportunity which my generation could not miss. But
while we did expand our practical co-operation in the common fight against terrorism,
narcotics and piracy, we never agreed on missile defense. Russia's aggression against
Ukraine has challenged our vision of a Europe whole, free and at peace. Despite our efforts
since the collapse of communism, Russia clearly views NATO not as a partner, but as an
adversary. Unless Russia changes course, there can be no business as usual, and I expect that
engagement with Moscow will remain a considerable challenge for the foreseeable future
(Rasmussen 2014).

But of course Ukraine was not the only concern of NATO’s members towards Russia.
Russia has pursued many destabilizing actions and policies among others consecutive irritating
military activities near NATO’s borders from the Baltic to the Black Sea; misguided and
belligerent nuclear policy, the military intervention and support for the regime in Syria, and
recently in the United Kingdom in March 2018 the nerve agent attack, a clear breach of
international norms. On 27 March 2018, the NATO Secretary General announced the withdrawal
of accreditation of 7 staff of the Russian Mission to NATO, as well as the denial of 3 pending
accreditations, and the reduction of the maximum size of the mission to 20. More than 150
Russian diplomats were expelled by more than 25 nations.
In a meeting between NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg and Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov, on September 2017, both men made clear the dual-track approach of
NATO towards Russia’s behavior: openness to dialogue on the basis of a strong deterrence and
defense posture. In their view, the Alliance does not seek confrontation and poses no threat to
Russia.
The level of relationship intensity between both NATO and Russia as crucial politically
actors influences the quality of the European security and not only. The lack of a good
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relationship and a normal dialogue and understanding between them has of course its
consequences.
Issue of power intertwined with the issue of purpose have raised and developed further
resentment and misunderstanding of Moscow towards the NATO allies. NATO intention to save
security and stability throughout Eastern Europe is faced with Russia’s aim to increase its
influence in countries such as Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova by creation of instability and
conflicts. So the European security is seen in different point of views and these two different
perceptions make the difference between the West and Russia. Russia has totally objected to
NATO’s expansion toward its territory and has considered the open-door NATO policy as an
effort by the United States to extend its sphere of influence at a time when Russia was weak. On
the other hand NATO believed that its good aims to extend the zone of peace and prosperity in
Europe would be understood and accepted in Moscow as a benefit to all, and not as a threat to
Russia. Victoria Vdovychenko, founder of the Institute of Policy and Government analyzed
different perceptions of NATO and Russia on security issues. She summarized her idea
explaining:

The cornerstone of NATO-Russia relations lies in the theoretical approaches. Different
perceptions related to security issues should have been taken into consideration, given that
differences in strategic thinking have come from different security cultures. While Russia
was on a trajectory towards a merciless approach to security policy, NATO tried to engage
its former rival into a framework of cooperation. This was the time of the “end of one
history” (communist) and “the beginning of a new one” with the supremacy of Western
democracy and its institutions. The triumphant ideas of the US and EU presented the concept
of mutual transformation, trying to modify Russia into a true democratic ally (Vdovychenko
2018).

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union it was believed and assumed that Russia would
widely embrace the democratic western model of the governing, but many decisions and steps of
Moscow spoke out differently. Russia can not admit to be guided by others and to be changed
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and influenced politically or geopolitically. All the western efforts seem to be in vain. Debates,
disagreements, conflicts, clashes, misunderstandings continue to be a consistent part of the
relationship.
The most recent crash between Russia and NATO was the declaration of President Donald
Trump that the United States intends to withdraw from a 31-year-old nuclear weapons agreement
with Russia, delivering a severe blow to the arms control regime that helped preserve peace since
the Cold War. “We’re going to terminate the agreement and we’re going to pull out,” Trump told
reporter (Trump 2018).
According to lenta.ru the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, first signed by
President Ronald Reagan and Soviet Union leader Mikhail Gorbachev in December 1987, was
the first and only nuclear arms control agreement that ever eliminated an entire class of nuclear
weapons. The treaty forced the superpowers to scrap more than 2,600 missiles with ranges 310 to
3,420 miles — weapons considered destabilizing to the European continent because of their
capability to launch a nuclear strike from anywhere without early warning.
Whereas the Russian Foreign Ministry in a press conference on October 22, 2018
emphasized that, “if the United States refuses to fulfill the terms of the agreement, retaliation
will follows. Of course, as we have said more than once (President Putin recently confirmed this
at the Valdai forum in Sochi), any action in this area will be met with counteraction, because
strategic stability can only be achieved on the basis of parity. Such parity will be maintained in
all circumstances. We are responsible for global stability. We hope the United States will not
give up its share of responsibility, either", —added Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs (Lavrov
2018).
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The operation is to repel a mock invasion of Norway and will involve all 29 members, as
well as Finland and Sweden. The place where the US and Russia would probably use such
missiles against each other is Europe. That is why President Donald Trump's threat to withdraw
has led to concerns that a collapse of the INF would mean placing new missiles on the Continent.
The US insists that Russia has a new medium-range missile called the Novator 9M729 - known
to NATO as the SSC-8. The missile would be a violation of the INF and would enable Russia to
launch a conventional or nuclear strike at NATO countries at very short notice. President Trump
said the US would not let Russia "go out and do weapons [while] we're not allowed to" (Trump
2018).
Mr. Stoltenberg said, “NATO supported Washington's criticism of Moscow”, adding that,
“such agreements only worked if adhered to by both sides. We don't have an effective INF treaty
if it's only respected by one part. That has been and it's the main problem. All allies have
strongly stated that we are concerned about the new missile and that the most plausible
explanation is that Russia is in violation of the INF treaty. But you also understand that this is
not something that can go on because the treaty is not working if it's only respected by one side"
(Stoltenberg 2018).
Russia has responded to the US threat to withdraw by warning it could trigger a new arms
race. “This would be a very dangerous step” Russia’s Deputy Foreign Minister, Sergei Ryabkov
said. The minister told the country's news agency RIA Novosti that if the US left international
agreements, “we will have no choice but to undertake retaliatory measures, including involving
military technology” (Ryabkov 2018).
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Figure 13. Banned range for ground-launched and cruise missiles under INF treaty
Source: BBC

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg declaration after the meeting of the NATORussia Council was a clear message about the future of NATO-Russia relations:
Our dialogue is not easy, but that is exactly why our dialogue is so important. NATO Allies
and Russia continue to have fundamental differences on the issue of Ukraine, how to solve
the crisis in Ukraine. This conflict continues to have a profound impact on the security and
stability of the Euro-Atlantic region, and it remains the primary reason for the current state of
NATO-Russia relations. Improving the security situation in eastern Ukraine remains the
priority in order to move towards the full implementation of the Minsk agreements.
However, the situation remains fragile and violations of the ceasefire continue. Our analyses
differ considerably. We can enhance transparency and predictability in the Euro-Atlantic area
through contact among our senior military leaders. We should build on these points of
agreement to reduce risks of incidents and misunderstandings due to increased military
activity in the region (Stoltenberg 2017).

The real issue at hand is not a high probability of war between Russia and NATO, but the
low probability of disagreements being resolved by dealing with NATO as a whole.
NATO-Russia relations are complicated, difficult and fragile. Their relation is neither fish
nor fowl. NATO-Russia relations conflict can be put up in a nutshell in a simple way: Russia
believes it is a great power deserving a full voice in European security affairs whereas NATO
will not allow Russia to have a veto over alliance decisions. As Dmitry Olegovich Rogozin,
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former Russia’s Ambassador to NATO stated in 2009, “Great powers don’t join coalitions, they
create coalitions. Russia considers itself a great power” (quoted in EUobserver 2009).
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CHAPTER 5
EUROPE AND RUSSIA AS GLOBAL ACTOR: PARTNERS OR RIVALS?

5.1 The EU and Russia in the Eurasian space

Aspiration of being recognized as great power at any cost has always accompanied Russian
behavior in the international arena. History of Russia speaks out the desire to dominate in
countries of the near abroad. Even that the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) has entered into
force only on January 1, 2015 it cannot be considered a new project. After the dissolution of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on December 26, 1991 were taken the first steps for
economies’ reintegration of former states of the Soviet Union.
As Mikhail Molchanov writes in his book Eurasian regionalism and Russian Foreign
Policy, “Reintegration of the former Soviet republics started almost synchronously with the
disbandment of the Soviet Union. During the December 8, 1991, meeting in Belovezh, Belarus,
the leaders of Belarus, Ukraine and Russia signed an agreement proclaiming the establishment of
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)” (Molchanov 2015: 26).
According to the Article 7 of CIS treaty signed in Minsk, the Agreement committed the
parties to the development of cooperation in politics, economics, culture and education;
coordination of foreign policy; cooperation “in the formation and development of a common
economic space, all-European and Eurasian markets” (CIS Treaty, Art. 7).
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The CIS’s main purpose to maintain basic economic ties within the former Soviet space,
while creating opportunities for opening of these economies to the global market (CIS Charter)
was followed by other attempts. So in September 1993, an Economic Union Treaty was signed
by CIS countries stipulating a free-trade between the countries, whereby the signatories engaged
to realize free movement of goods, services, capital and labour, and promised to follow the
agreed-upon monetary, taxation, price, credit, customs and foreign economic.
Other supplementary agreements pioneered by Russia, as the first stage of the process
followed EUT: on free trade (April 15, 1994), payments (October 1994), customs (January
1995), legal harmonization (January 1996), customs classification lists (February 1996) and
railway tariffs (October 1996).
In January 1995 Russia signed a treaty on the formation of a customs union with Belarus
and Kazakhstan, followed by Kyrgyzstan in 1996 and Tajikistan in 1997. (Treaty on the
Deepening of Integration in the Economic and Humanitarian Spheres of 1996). After Putin’s
inauguration as President of the Russian Federation in 2000 this entity was transformed into a
fully-completed international organization, the Eurasian Economic Community (EEC). In
January 2010 common customs tariffs launched whereas in July 2010 common customs territory
became effective. The idea of building up a Eurasian Economic Union was embraced by Putin
and set as priority of Russia. In November 2011, the heads of state of Russia, Belarus and
Kazakhstan declared that the Single Economic Space would be launched as of January 1, 2012.
So the Eurasian Economic Union is a product of continuous efforts and initiative to
revitalize and achieve the economic integration of the newly independent republics of former
Soviet Union into regional roadmap. CIS didn’t succeed in achieving its core aims, a principal
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cause being the failings of its institutional design. The attempts to set up regional economic
projects have hindered by the lack of economic resources and inter-state rivalries.

Russia has always felt a Eurasian country

Eurasian Union project has attracted Putin since the beginning. That’s why he personally
has heavily encouraged this project. Putin’s aim was not only economic development of the
region but even the promotion of future regional political integration.
On October 3, 2011 Russian President Putin, authored a newspaper article where made
plain what the establishment of Eurasian Union (Evrazijskij Soyuz) would offer explaining the
following:
I would like to mention that the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan has
already initiated talks on establishing a free trade area with the European Free Trade
Association. The agenda of the APEC forum, to be held in Vladivostok next year, will
include trade liberalization and lifting barriers that impede economic cooperation. Our
integration project is moving to a qualitatively new level, opening up broad prospects for
economic development and creating additional competitive advantages. This consolidation of
efforts will help us establish ourselves within the global economy and trade system and play
a real role in decision-making, setting the rules and shaping the future. I am convinced that
the establishment of the Eurasian Union and efficient integration are approaches that will
enable members to take a prominent place in our complicated, 21st century world. Only by
standing together will all our countries be able to take their places as leaders of global growth
and drivers of progress, only together will they succeed and prosper (Putin 2011).

According to Putin’s article, the union’s creation aimed not only at boosting trade and
connections between the members, and stimulating the economic growth in the region, but at the
same time at promoting a future political integration:

The Eurasian Union will be based on universal integration principles as an essential part of
Greater Europe united by shared values of freedom, democracy, and market laws. Russia and
the EU agreed to form a common economic space and coordinate economic regulations
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without the establishment of supranational structures back in 2003. In line with this idea, we
proposed setting up a harmonized community of economies stretching from Lisbon to
Vladivostok. […] Soon the Customs Union, and later the Eurasian Union, will join the
dialogue with the EU. As a result, apart from bringing direct economic benefits, accession to
the Eurasian Union will also help countries integrate into Europe sooner and from a stronger
position (ibid).

Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan established the Eurasian Economic
Union which entered into force on January 1, 2015. Establishment of a Customs Union, of
common markets, agreed tariffs and other economic considerations were the core of this entity.
Russian foreign policy has had a great influence on integration of the region. Along with
economic aspects, also geopolitical factors that should be taken into consideration, especially in
the formation of the EEU, which according to the analyst Mikhail Molchanov is the outcome of
the “regionalist” stage in Russia’s foreign policy. He continues arguing that:
New regionalism in Eurasia should be seen as a reactive response to contemporary
challenges that these developing states face in the era of globalization. Regional integration
in this part of the world treads the unknown waters and may not simply repeat the early steps
in the evolution of the European Union (Molchanov 2015: 53).

The implementation of the EEU is considered a top priority issue for the Russian foreign
policy. According to the Foreign Policy Concept of the Russia Federation, based on a specific
chapter which settles the “regional priorities” of the country’s foreign policy, “Russia sees as a
priority the task of establishing the Eurasian Economic Union aiming not only to make the best
use of mutually beneficial economic ties in the CIS space but also to become a model of
association open to other states, a model that would determine the future of the Commonwealth
states. The new union that is being formed on the basis of universal integration principles is
designed to serve as an effective link between Europe and the Asia-Pacific region” (approved by
President Putin 2013).
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As Petr Chaadaev remarked in 1829 in his first philosophical letter published in the journal
Telescope, that …“we do not belong to any of the great families of the human race; we are
neither of the West nor of the East, and we have not the traditions of either. We stand, as it were,
outside of time, the universal education of mankind has not touched us…”, continuing that “the
crucial truth that guided Moscow's behavior is that Russia is a Great Power bridging Europe and
Asia, but that belongs to neither Europe nor Asia” (Chaadaev 1829).
Eurasianism (Евразийство) as a movement represents the most typical expression of
Russia’s aspiration to develop an autonomous civilization apart from Europe and Asia. Eurasian
Union as a project has been for decades the personal challenge of President Putin. Even that he
considered the end of the Soviet Union as "the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th
century", he has always publicly denied the attempts to restore it even that all acts and decisions
speak to the contrary. Putin explained his vision on EEU's geopolitical significance denying any
intention to reconstitute the Soviet Union, but defining EEU as 'a pole in the modern world'. That
vision is aligned with Moscow foreign-policy ambition to put Russia at its well-deserved place as
an equal partner with the West.
Anyways, there is no sharp definition about the nature of the Eurasian Economic Union
and consequently there is always room for polemics. Is it a pure economic union or a political
one? EEU schedule and strategy is mainly concentrated on economic integration of its members,
not including political integration as its integrated part; Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev
has declared that his country will leave the union if its independence is risked. He fully believed
that the EEU is an economic union.
President Nazarbayev reminded in an interview to Khabar TV Channel declared that:

If the rules set forth in the agreement are not followed, Kazakhstan has a right to withdraw
from the Eurasian Economic Union. Kazakhstan will not be part of organizations that pose a
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threat to our independence. Our independence is our dearest treasure, which our grandfathers
fought for. Many say that Kazakhstan will be discriminated in the Eurasian Union, but "that's
not true (Nazarbayev 2014).

So, former US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, in a speech delivered at Dublin City
University, in 2012 defined the Russian attempts to promote greater economic integration in
Eurasia as “a move to re-Sovietize the region.” She continued explaining that:

EEU is above all a geopolitical project, designed to keep the former Soviet republics in
Moscow's orbit and exclude Western influences. We know what the goal is and we are trying
to figure out effective ways to slow down or prevent it (Clinton 2012).

Responding to Hillary Clinton declaration, Russian presidential spokesman, Dmitry
Peskov, called Clinton’s statement “a completely wrong understanding” of the situation. He put
it, “What we see on the territory of the ex-Soviet Union is a new type of integration, based solely
on economic integration. Any other integration is totally impossible in this world (Peskov 2012).
Nico Popescu, a critical of Eurasian project remarked that, “In fact, however, there are two
Eurasian Unions: one real, and the other imaginary. One is economic, and the other geopolitical.
The real Eurasian Economic Union is an international organization like many others. It has a
legal identity, a secretariat and is staffed by bureaucrats who would not look out of place in the
European Commission building in Brussels or the WTO secretariat in Geneva. Its member states
exchange trade concessions among themselves and rely on the institution as an external enforcer
of rules. But there is another Eurasian Union, one fueled by geopolitical aspirations” (Popescu
2014: 7).
Analyst Alexander Libman in his article “Eurasian Economic Union: Between perception
and reality” explains that expectations the Russian leadership (as well as the Russian expert
community and the Russian public) has had with respect to the EAEU may be very “different
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from the reality of EAEU’s functioning, as – like with any other organization – its work has had
a number of unintended consequences, unpredicted by its designers”. He continues stating that
importantly, “Russia is not the only force shaping the EAEU. The position of Kazakhstan is
equally important which, in many cases, leads the organization in a different direction from that
intended by Russia” (Libman 2018).
When the future issue of the Eurasian Economic Union comes to the question, Libman
agrees with analysts Wolczuk and Dragnev that it will neither implode nor grow. Full collapse or
“sliding into a purely rhetorical structure,” Libman writes, “is unlikely, as unlikely as higher
levels of economic integration” (ibid).
In their report for Chatham House “The Eurasian Economic Union: Deals, Rules and the
Exercise of Power”, authors Kataryna Wolczuk and Rilka Dragneva argues that “the EEU is the
primary vehicle for [Russia] realizing a global geopolitical agenda.” They continue asserting the
following: “satisfied with having created a union, Russia is not preoccupied with making it
work” (Wolczuk and Dragneva 2017)
As Libman notes, while the organization is prominent in scholarly and political debates,
“many students of the EEU do not study the organization as such: they seem to be more
interested in learning the place the Eurasian idea plays in the Russian foreign policy and rhetoric
rather than understanding what exactly the EEU as an international organization is about”
(Libman 2018).
Russia's leverage, together with concerns about use of the EEU for geopolitical issues, has
made other union’s members more passive and hesitant to fully and unanimously reconcile.
Many concerns raised especially after Russia's annexation of Crimea, sharply criticized by
Belarussian President Alexander Lukashenko. Former states of the Soviet Union fears of losing
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their independence and therefore have been arisen many disputes. Feeling themselves unequal
toward Russia, the EEU members seem not fully engaged due to their mutual obligations. It is
obviously clear that the union is mainly a Russia-driven project that gives the latter much power
to realize its agenda and to boost influence in the international arena.
If we refer to population and gross domestic product of the EEU members we will get
respectively a population of approximately 180 million people and a GDP of about $1.9 trillion.
Russia, leads the list of those figures with 143 million citizens and a $1.6 trillion GDP. In a
nutshell, more than 80 percent of the economic output, and population of the union belong to
Russia. Russian dominance is considered an obstacle to closer integration in the EEU.

Figure 14. EEU countries, percent share of total GDP
Source: World Bank 2015, GDP data https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
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European Union and the Eurasian Economic Union

Since the formalization of the Eurasian Economic Union on January 1, 2015, this project
has been marked as a milestone and an achievement of Putin’s political vision. The Union’s
establishment serves as a concrete illustration of what President Putin has been planning for the
reunification and revitalization of the post-Soviet bloc.
But since the beginning in front of this new entity stood a lot of challenges including
economic and political relations with Europe and Asia.
Creation of the ECU seems to serve as vehicle for competing the EU. Both parties considering
each-other as regional players, all this is a kind of Unions’ competition, a continuous attempt to
keep countries in the “shared neighbourhood” in their own sphere of influence.
Initially, the EU has shown an encouraging approach toward regional integration initiatives
including the Eurasian Economic Union. Many times the EU have made a step forward in order
to have closer relations with the EEU. Pursuant to this approach, during a speech delivered in a
visit to Moscow in March 2013 visit to Moscow, then European Commission President, José
Manuel Barroso, offered to share the EU's expertise with the new regional integration project,
asserting that:

It is however important that these integration projects are constructed in a manner that
enhances our bilateral relations instead of hampering them. That they serve the purpose of
further opening up our countries to the rest of the world, instead of self-retrenchment. And
that they are based on open regionalism instead of regional protectionism. That is why it is
crucial that we start working to make our respective projects compatible and convergent, in
terms of principles, values and regulations. We have a wealth of expertise in this area that we
can share with Russia and the Eurasian Commission, if we can be reassured on these
principles (Barroso 2013).
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Former European Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker in a November 2015 letter
to Vladimir Putin suggesting closer ties with t the EEU. According to Reuters, Juncker wrote:

The decision on the circumstances in which to proceed along this path is in the hands of the
member states of the European Union and should in particular by synchronized with the
implementing of the Minsk agreements." So according to Juncker, any decision by EU
Member States to engage with the EEU should 'be synchronized with the implementing of
the Minsk agreements (Juncker 2015).

Responding to Juncker’s letter, Press Secretary of the President of Russia, Dmitry Peskov,
argued that it “made no sense to tie EU-EEU cooperation to the Minsk agreements,
implementation of which was being held up by Ukraine” ( Peskov 2015).
According to Russia’s foreign policy concept, section “Regional Foreign Policy Priorities
of the Russian Federation”, approved by President Putin on November 30, 2016 is literally
written that “the EU remains an important trade and economic and foreign policy partner for Russia. The
Russian Federation is interested in constructive, stable and predictable cooperation with EU countries
based on the principles of equality and respect for each other’s interests. Further development of relations
with the EU implies improving the legal contractual framework, as well as institutional cooperation
mechanisms so as to ensure mutual benefit and the best possible configuration of partnership ties,
including in the energy segment. Russia’s strategic priority in its relations with the EU is to establish a
common economic and humanitarian space from the Atlantic to the Pacific by harmonizing and aligning
interests of European and Eurasian integration processes, which is expected to prevent the emergence of
dividing lines on the European continent” (Concept approved by Putin 2016).

However, in reality thing have not gone as were predicted in the documents. The
competition is too tough over Ukraine. With the outbreak of the Ukraine crisis, EU-Russia
relations took a sharp turn for the worse. Russian model of politics, culture, and development
does not seems enviable for the post-Soviet countries. Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia and
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Kyrgyzstan agreed to join the Eurasian Economic Union only due to economic dependencies,
political pressure and lack of alternatives. These reasons made the EEU countries reluctant and
pessimist. Lack of enthusiasm is indeed one of the main impediments of Russian vision to
revitalize the post-Soviet block and restore Russia’s influence.
During the years of independence, Ukraine is inclined and attracted by the West model of
governance, embracing foreign relations instruments such as European Neighborhood Policy
(2004) and the Eastern Partnership (2008). The Association Agreement has resulted as the most
goal-oriented for the conveyance of EU model to the post-Soviet countries.
On the other side Russia has simultaneously made almost everything to persuade Ukraine
to join the ECU while trying different manners to hamper it from finalizing an Association
Agreement with the EU.
If Ukraine would have joint the Eurasian Customs Union it would bring many benefits in
different areas, especially this step was promoted as a facility for Ukraine’s integration within
the EU structure. As Putin asserted, “soon the Customs Union, and later the Eurasian Union, will
join the dialogue with the EU. As a result, apart from bringing direct economic benefits,
accession to the Eurasian Union will also help countries integrate into Europe sooner and from a
stronger position” (Putin, 2011).
Basically, this issue is trumpeted that if Ukraine would join the ECU together with Russia,
it could be part of Europe faster. Eventually, Russia has understood that its comprehensive policy
objective can be achieved through a developed economic system, which Putin has clarified as
follows:

Our integration project is moving to a qualitatively new level, opening up broad prospects for
economic development and creating additional competitive advantages. This consolidation of
efforts will help us establish ourselves within the global economy and trade system and play
a real role in decision making, setting the rules and shaping the future.” (Putin, 2011)
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Recently, the European Union is facing its own problems, such as Brexit, economic and
refugee crises etc. The weakening and all problems and crises between members of the European
Union mean the boost and strengthening of the Eurasian Economic Union, since the EU would
not be able and strong enough to attract new members but even existed members would disunited
to take decisions that request understanding and unanimity.
Following the showdown between the EU and Russia over Ukraine, the EEU is widely
seen in the West as a geopolitical instrument to consolidate Russia's post-Soviet sphere of
influence. For its part, the EU has declined to recognize the EEU as a legitimate partner until
Russia meets its commitments under the Minsk agreements to help end the conflict in eastern
Ukraine.
Generally, taking into consideration the continuous and unpredictable constructive
transformation across Eurasia concept, the EU perspective on this project needs to be redesigned
and upgraded thoroughly.

5.2 How the U.S. and China relate to Europe and Russia

Geographically positioned between Europe and Asia, Russia has chosen to be neither
European nor Asiatic. She considers herself a special nation. Apart from Europe, Asia has also
historically occupied a special place in the imagination of the Russians and in their version of
the myth of them as a “chosen nation”. Asia has always been seen by the Russian as a vast and
critical region for Russia’s development and her global role.
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This vision has been most famously expressed by one of Russia’s greatest writers,
Fyodor Dostoevsky, in 1881, after Russian forces defeated the Turkmens in their quest to
conquer Central Asia. Dostoevsky wrote in his essay titled “Geok Tepe: Chto takoe Aziya dlya
nas”? (Geok Tepe: What does Asia mean for us?):

What is the need for the future seizure of Asia? What is our business there? This is necessary
because Russia is not only in Europe, but also in Asia; because the Russian is not only a
European, but also an Asiatic. Not only that: In our coming destiny, perhaps it is precisely
Asia that represents our way out....In Europe we were hangers-on and slaves, whereas to
Asia we shall go as masters. In Europe we were Asiatic, whereas in Asia we, too, are
Europeans. Our civilizing mission in Asia will bribe our spirit and drive us thither. It is only
necessary that the movement should start. Build two railroads: Begin with the one to Siberia,
and then to Central Asia, and at once you will see the consequences (Kuchins 2007: 321).

Note for a moment the similarity of Dostoevsky’s words with those of Vladimir Putin’s
dictum 120 years later, shortly after becoming president of Russia in 2000: Russia is both a
European and an Asiatic state. It is like a bird and can only fly well if it uses both wings (ibid,
322). These words imply that Russia continues to be a dualistic state, seemingly unable to save
herself from a fatal combination of old and new realities.
More broadly speaking declaring this he left open doors to shift Russia’s direction
according to nation interests and reconfirmed dualistic nature of Russian state. So did Russians
as many times as they were disappointed and unpleased by the U.S. or West foreign policies in
general. Therefore it seems that the level of relationship between Russia and China depends on
how the U.S.-Russian relations are going and at what conditions are the Russian ties with the
West. As much as the U.S. make Russia unhappy, the rapprochement between China and
Russia became closer. In 1995, the then President of Russian Federation, Yeltsin at a meeting
with diplomats described the Russian position on China saying:
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China is a very important state for us. It is a neighbor, with which we share the longest
border in the world and with which we are destined to live and work side by side forever.
Russia’s future depends on the success of cooperation with China. Relations with China are
extremely important to us from the global politics perspective as well. We can rest on the
Chinese shoulder in our relations with the West (Yeltsin 1995).

It is crystal clear that having this approach towards China, Russia will be stronger and the
West will treat it with more respect. Following his predecessor, Putin has repeatedly worked to
bolster the connections with China to a qualitatively new level as an opportunity to make more
impressions to the West. In 2001, President Jiang Zemin during a visit in Moscow signed The
Treaty of Good-neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation which marked the first milestone in
the Sino-Russian relations for the 21st century. This significant document formalized the future
relations of Russia-China countries, intending to provide grounds of world’s peace and
prosperity. This treaty was the first friendship treaty since when the Sino-Soviet pact was
reached in 1950. Both sides agreed to work in peace to solve any dispute that may emerge. The
article 9 of the treaty states “when a situation arises in which one of the contracting parties
deems that peace is being threatened and undermined or its security interests are involved or
when it is confronted with the threat of aggression, the contracting parties shall immediately
hold contacts and consultations in order to eliminate such threats” (Treaty of GoodNeighborliness and Friendly Cooperation between the People’s Republic of China and the
Russian Federation 1950).
Broadly speaking, the new treaty guided the Russian-Chinese ties towards a “new
chapter” where the two countries will boost and expand their friendship and never become
foes. The intensive and very close relations of the two states are evident. Consistent and often
meetings in different levels have led to a steady mutual trust and cooperation. Marcin
Kaczmarski’s analysis of Russia’s Asian policies noticed that:
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The scale of cooperation between Russia and China is reflected in the extensive
infrastructure of dialogue between the two states. Regular contacts are maintained at nearly
all levels of central Authority. Political dialogue takes place within an extensive framework
for bilateral consultations, including meetings of Heads of State held several times a year (at
least once a year on a bilateral basis, and also during several multilateral meetings); meetings
of prime ministers and foreign ministers; consultations on strategic stability (at the level of
deputy foreign ministers); consultations on military cooperation (at the level of defense
ministers); and consultations on security issues (between national security advisors since
2005) (Kaczmarski 2008:35).

Putin has strongly worked to bolster the informal Sino-Russian alliance and Russia sees
China as a potential partner. Moscow and Beijing constantly reiterate that these relations have
never been better. President Putin outlined the Sino-Russia relationship as follows:

As we know the Sino-Russia relationship is now at its best. We often call it the strategic
partnership which I think is not only at a political level but also at the economic one. China is
Russia’s largest trading partner, although bilateral trade volumes have dropped a little due to
the sluggish oil prices. To my delight, our cooperation has continued to diversify. Recently,
trade volumes in high-tech and manufacturing fields have grown significantly. The large
cooperation projects in aviation, aerospace, energy and nuclear power look promising. — We
share common views in a series of international issues. Undoubtedly, it’s a key factor in
maintaining stability. We cherish the relationship with China and hope to further push it
forward (Putin 2016).

Analyzing the relations between Russia and China it is very important to keep in mind that
this relationship has changed and can be reshaped in the future because it doesn’t depend only on
what Moscow or Beijing do, how close it is, how often the authorities meet, but it mainly
depends on foreign policies of the West, especially the United States. Washington’s policies on
trade tariffs on commodities, different sanctions and isolations, NATO’s aim to expand toward
Russia’s borders, the Asia rebalances etc. will determined if China and Russia may go toward the
establishment of a formal alliance or not. Many experts believe that the partnership between
Moscow and Beijing is a long-lasting one, since the US continues to pose threats respectively.
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A long-lasting cooperation of course is based on some main pillars in different intertwined
areas. Huiyun Feng, in her article titled “China and Russia vs. the United States?” argues that
“the economic ties are a key factor in the China-Russian relationship”. She continues stating that
“bilateral trade has been rising steadily, reaching $95 billion in 2014, very close to the $100
billion goal set for 2015. In 2014, Russia signed a thirty-year, $400 billion deal that will see as
much as thirty-eight billion cubic meters of Russian gas go to China annually from around 2018
to 2047” (Feng 2015).
Russia is seen by China as an important optional source of petroleum and gas for Chinese
consumers. So it is created a kind of economic interdependence. Russia is primarily an exporter
of raw materials, whereas China is a big consumer with a huge market and huge demands of
commodities. In a similar vein, the chair of the Russia in the Asia-Pacific Program at the
Carnegie Moscow Center Aleksander Gabuev, in his Foreign Affairs’ article “Why Russia and
China Are Strengthening Security Ties?” gives more reasons why Moscow makes efforts to
drive a deeper and thicker commitment with Beijing. He argues that “sharing a long land border
of 4.209 km with China, for both countries, peace maintenance is an issue of the highest
importance. Currently, both countries do not consider each other as threats because they see their
major security challenges in American and West policies” (Gabuev 2018).
To continue with another crucial reason that both countries are sharing convergent goals
regarding the international order. Through their political and economic power they intend to raise
their influence and to reshape the international order in accordance with their nation interest.
Beijing and Moscow usually find means to support each other on the issues with mutual
interest. China and Russia want to oppose U.S. supremacy and to diminish the Western squeeze
and interference on their respective foreign policies as much as they can. Sharing approximately
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the same interest, these intertwined reasons have led the relationship to an all-out, crucial
partnership, at least for the time being. As William Clay has pointed out, “This is quite a game,
politics. There are no permanent enemies, and no permanent friends, only permanent interests”.
Alexander Gabuev, asserts that, “the growing relationship between the two countries raised
the danger of splitting the world between U.S.-led democratic market economies and countries
that viewed the U.S. as a common threat”. He added: “The competition between world powers is
revived and becomes more and more antagonistic. It would remind you of the scenario before the
First World War” (Gabuev 2018). This multiple relationship despite advantages and positive
aspects is faced with many challenges and problematics.

China, by contrast, was never engaged in sustained contact with another country on the basis
of equality for the simple reason that it never encountered societies of comparable culture or
magnitude. That the Chinese Empire should tower over its geographical sphere was taken
virtually as a law of nature, an expression of the Mandate of Heaven. For Chinese Emperors,
the mandate did not necessarily imply an adversarial relationship with neighboring peoples;
preferably it did not. Like the United States, China thought of itself as playing a special role”
(Kissinger, 43) only a very strong common pressure from the West could drive China and
Russia to move closer economically and militarily (Kissinger 2011: 43).

China and Russia shares diametrically opposed statuses. China is an Asian power that has
global intentions, while Russia sometimes as historically defined itself as a European power,
although it recently being not satisfied with West policies started to lean back Asia. The
chemistry that makes has bolstered the ties is their mutual foes and threats: U.S. hegemony and
Western pressure. Simply saying, both countries found a diplomatic tool to compete for more
attention from the United States after the Cold War.
Overall, the international system is chaotic and ill-defined. However, even the strongest
ties between the two countries are problematic in nature. China and Russia are in a fast growing
economic disparity. Russian economy is declining, while China’s economy is on the rise. China
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is Russia’s second largest trading partner, whereas Russia takes just 2 percent of China’s total
trade volume, ranking as the eighth trading partner for China, with. In other words, China cannot
avoid the U.S. market, and Russia can’t quit on Europe.
Certainly, Russia is China’s most important supplier of weapons and military technology,
but it is an open secret that Russia has been hesitant to transfer advanced military technology to
China – a potential competitor. So, even in the post-unipolar world order, China and Russia deep
inside, to some extent remain competitors rather than true partners.

USA-CHINA

In 2000, Condoleezza Rice, the then foreign policy adviser to Republican presidential
candidate George W. Bush opened her Foreign Affairs’ article, assessing that, “The United
States has found it exceedingly difficult to define its ‘national interest’ in the absence of Soviet
power. That we do not know how to think about what follows the U.S.-Soviet confrontation is
clear from the continued references to the “post–Cold War period” (Rice 2000).
The undisputed truth is that the unipolar moment has characterized the international order
since the end of the Cold War represented by the United States supremacy. The United States
consider itself as an absolute global power, having no peer-competitor. But after facing a strong
competitor in the international order such as China, America was forced to shift its policy
towards more containment.
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Stephen Harner, Former US Department Official explains that the U.S. after facing with a
strong China in the early 1990s followed a mixed policy of engagement and containment, the so
called containment vis-à-vis China. He puts it:
“Congagement” is neologism describing a combination of political military containment
activities designed to slow, restrict, and frustrate China’s expanding geostrategic reach, coexisting with initiatives at “engaging”. China designed to integrate and domesticate her
within the U.S.-designed and dominated post-WWII global governance system. The Obama
administration’s “rebalance (or ‘pivot’) to Asia” policy launched in 2010 during Hillary
Clinton’s tenure as Secretary of State tipped “congagement” decidedly toward military
power-based “containment” (Harner 2015).

On the other hand, such a tendency of American foreign policy could force China to enter a
formal military alliance with Russia, if necessary. Rice continued her article bespeaking that,
“China resents the role of the United States in the Asia Pacific region. This means that China is
not a ‘status quo’ power but one that would like to alter Asia’s balance of power in its own favor.
That alone makes it a strategic competitor, not the ‘strategic partner’ the Clinton administration
once called it.”
Dr. Brzezinski asserts, the United States needs a well-defined transcontinental strategy to
maneuver effectively in the twenty-first century. More specifically, he points to two "Eurasian
power triangles" that Washington must develop as an organizing structure for its future
engagement: the first between the United States and the European Union and Russia, and the
second between the United States and Japan and China (Brzezinski 2001).
The history has changed. In his article “Rising China and U.S. Interests: Inevitable vs.
Contingent Hazards”, Denny Roy notes that “China’s rapid economic development raises the
prospect of a serious PRC–U.S. rivalry, with global ramifications comparable to last century’s
Cold War” (Roy 2003: 125).
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In 2006, war against international terrorism was the only predominant concern and mission of
the Department of Defense. The Pentagon’s Quadrennial Defense Review made known that
“With its allies and partners, the United States must be prepared to wage this war in many
locations simultaneously and for some years to come.” Whereas in 2018 the focus of security
strategy of Americans has shifted completely from the war against terrorism to great power
competition, declaring a new war to hamper the empowering of China and Russia in Eurasia.
“Great power competition, not terrorism, has emerged as the central challenge to U.S. security
and prosperity,” explained undersecretary of Defense David Norquist, while releasing the
Pentagon’s $686 billion budget request in January 2018. “It is increasingly apparent that China
and Russia want to shape a world consistent with their authoritarian values and, in the process,
replace the free and open order that has enabled global security and prosperity since World War
II The screaming headline you should have seen in any paper (but haven’t) is this: the U.S.
military has made up its mind about the future. It has committed itself and the nation to a threefront geopolitical struggle to resist Chinese and Russian advances in Asia, Europe, and the
Middle East,”- added he (quoted in Klare and Dispatch 2018).
In December 2017 Trump administration compiled an all-purpose National Security Strategy,
which is accompanied by a National Defense Strategy launched by the Pentagon in January
2018. Aiming a whole-of-government approach to strengthen the United States and its allies for
effective competition with China and Russia in the years ahead, in the all-purpose National
Security Strategy is literally written:
The central challenge to U.S. prosperity and security is the reemergence of long-term,
strategic competition by what the National Security Strategy classifies as revisionist powers.
It is increasingly clear that China and Russia want to shape a world consistent with their
authoritarian model—gaining veto authority over other nations’ economic, diplomatic, and
security decisions (NDS, Pentagon 2018).
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China’s economy is on the rise. Experts says in their analysis that in the nearest future it
will surpass even the U.S. economy. According to Mike Patton’s article published in Forbes’
magazine in 2016, based on the chart as per below from 1970- 2000 the U.S. contributed 21.2
percent of total global economic output. America’s percentage of the world’s economic output
has declined. In 2015, the U.S. contributed 16.7 percent of the world’s economy. By 2025, this is
expected to fall to 14.9 percent. On the other hand China’s economy has marked growth. In
1970, China has contributed with 4.1 percent of the total. This rose to 15.6 percent in 2015.
In 2025, China’s contribution to the global economy is foreseen to be 17.2 percent. The
vertical black-dotted line on the chart denotes the year (2018) that China’s economic
contribution is projected to surpass the U.S.

Figure 15. Regional Distribution of Gross Domestic Product, 1970-2025
Source: Forbes magazine https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikepatton/2016/04/29/global-economic-news-china-willsurpass-the-u-s-in-2018/#68c84adc224a
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Unquestionably, rising globalization brings tougher competition between countries. Fight
to get as much global impact as the world's two largest economies can is the subject of the
history.
During his presidential campaign, Donald Trump promised to make trade fairer for the
U.S., taking the risk of fighting with some of the U.S. oldest trading partners. On July 20, 2016,
Donald Trump candidate for President of the United States, declared inside Convention Hall:
“We will never ever sign bad trade deals. America first.”
So when Trump came to power he imposed taxes on imports from China, Mexico, Canada
and the EU, to encourage consumers to buy American products, declaring a trade war in
economic history. Facing with these sanctions for their goods, all the above-mentioned countries
retaliated.
Donald Trump asserted that he wanted to stop the "unfair transfers of American technology
and intellectual property to China" and protect jobs of Americans. Imposing tariffs will make
U.S. made products cheaper than imported ones, so Americans would have the possibility to buy
more. The main aim of these tariffs is to boost local businesses and support the national
economy. During the first month of 2018, the U.S. put charging levies on imported steel and
aluminum from the European Union, Mexico and Canada, put tariffs on imported washing
machines and solar panels.
Mr. Trump decided to withdraw U.S. from the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade pact (TPP)
giving up the free trade policies of goods’ exchange and renegotiate the North American Free
Trade Agreement (Nafta). On the other hand, The European Union applied its own tariffs on
American goods such as bourbon whiskey, motorcycles, orange juice etc. German Chancellor,
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Angela Merkel replied saying that “We are not going to just let ourselves be taken for a ride
again, but we are going to negotiate too” (Merkel 2018).
Justin Trudeau, Prime minister of Canada promised retaliatory tariffs too by declaring that
he reiterate to President Trump that these tariffs threatened to harm industry and workers on both
sides of our border (Trudeau 2018).
The U.S. President, Trump continuously has criticized trade agreements of the past. He
voiced his main concern that U.S. is more importing than it is exporting and this disproportion
leaded to a U.S. trade deficit, adding that “The American steel aluminum industry has been
ravaged by aggressive foreign trade practices. It’s really an assault on our country” (Trump
2018).
According to the U.S. census bureau the trade deficit has increased quickly, and in 2017 it
reached an all-time high of $375 billion

Figure 16. U.S.-China Balance of Trade, 2002–2017
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, HS database (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Trade
Division, March 2018) http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5700.html
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Nevertheless, the meeting of President Trump and President Xi during summit of G20
countries in Buenos Aires, on December 1, 2018 is called "a highly successful meeting," the
White House announced in a statement. U.S. President, Donald Trump and his Chinese
counterpart, Xi Jinping have agreed to halt new trade tariffs for 90 days to allow for talks.
It says the U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods will remain unchanged for 90 days, but warns: "If
at the end of this period of time, the parties are unable to reach an agreement, the 10 percent
tariffs will be raised to 25 percent." Both sides also pledged to "immediately begin negotiations
on structural changes with respect to forced technology transfer, intellectual property protection,
non-tariff barriers, cyber intrusions and cyber theft and to open up their market", the White
House says.
President Trump himself stated that “This was an amazing and productive meeting with
unlimited possibilities for both the United States and China. It is my great honor to be working
with President Xi” (Trump 2018).
But the actions speak differently and therefore the relationship is being labeled as fragile.
In a short time after a successful summit of G20 countries, at the request of U.S., Canadian
authorities arrested the Chief Financial Officer of Huawei the second-largest smartphone maker
and provider in the world.
Meng Wanzhou is also daughter of the company’s founder and was arrested on suspicion
of violating U.S. trade law by exporting products from the U.S. to sanctioned countries like Iran.
This incident could have bigger consequences and could escalate trade war between US and
China. Huawei has attempted to be more present in the U.S. market, but its deal with American
multinational conglomerate holding company AT&T failed in January. Due to the company’s
links with Chinese government, Huawei is for a long time considered as a security threat which
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may use its phones and electronic gadgets to spy on US government officials. But the
representatives of the company have always denied these allegations.
In a nutshell, relations between the U.S. and China remain a challenging issue in a
numerous areas. There are issues that divide these countries and there are issues that unite them,
putting the mutual relationship in shambles.

The European Union

As a union of 27 states with over 508 million people (6.9 percent of the world’s
population), with a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) estimated at a value of € 15.3 trillion in
2017, the European Union is undoubtedly one of the 3 largest trading powers in international
trade and a key player of global security. The importance of new alliances’ formation is the
fulfillment of its members’ interests. The European Union is part of this rule as well and
therefore in different period of time we can run into different courses of the European Union
foreign policy.
At the early of the 2000s, Europe for both China and Russia aimed the same, to build and
maintain strategic partnerships with both of them. The EU’s vision was formalized through the
first security strategy published in 2003 asserting:
Our history, geography and cultural ties give us links with every part of the world: our
neighbours in the Middle East, our partners in Africa, in Latin America, and in Asia. These
relationships are an important asset to build on. In particular we should look to develop
strategic partnerships, with Japan, China, Canada and India as well as with all those who
share our goals and values, and are prepared to act in their support (Security Strategy 2003).
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For many countries—including Russia and China—the EU is the biggest trading partner,
and so they had to do with Europe not only diplomatically but even economically. The European
Union has tried many times to formalize its relation with Russia and China. Based on the actions
and facts it seems that for the EU has been easier to cooperate with China.
According to the European Commission data, the EU is currently China’s largest trading
partner, and China is the EU’s second after the United States.
Recently, China has enormously tried to boost ties with most crucial economic partners:
Europe and Russia, trying to show the world that this cooperation should not be counted as a
threat by other states, by as efforts to do well and make profits for all. The Silk Road Economic
Belt initiative is called by the Chinese government "a bid to enhance regional connectivity and
embrace a brighter future" has Europe as an endpoint, and the shortest overland route is through
Russia. Maintaining good relations with Europe seems to be on the focus of the Chinese
President’s Jinping. As Xi Jinping seems to consider the link of China with Europe at a certain
point of high importance, he personally is taking care to thrive relations with Germany, i.e. with
Chancellor Merkel as the most important representative of the European Union. Nevertheless,
frequent visits of Chancellor Merkel in China speak out of a Merkel’s belief to consolidate the
relations between two sides. Reuter news agency reported that in 2016, for the first time, China
became Germany's biggest trade partner, toppling the United States, which fell back to third
place behind France.
On January 31, 2017 The President of the European Council Donald Tusk on the threshold
of Malta summit addressed to the EU member states, dividing with them some reflections and
warnings. President Tusk wrote:
The challenges currently facing the European Union are more dangerous than ever before in
the time since the signature of the Treaty of Rome. Today we are dealing with three threats,
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which have previously not occurred, at least not on such a scale. The first threat, an external
one, is related to the new geopolitical situation in the world and around Europe. An
increasingly, let us call it, assertive China, especially on the seas, Russia's aggressive policy
towards Ukraine and its neighbors. The second threat, an internal one, is connected with the
rise in anti-EU, nationalist, increasingly xenophobic sentiment in the EU itself. National
egoism is also becoming an attractive alternative to integration. The third threat is the state of
mind of the pro-European elites. A decline of faith in political integration, submission to
populist arguments as well as doubt in the fundamental values of liberal democracy are all
increasingly visible (Tusk 2017).

The most surprising part of the letter was the counting of the United States under president
Trump as a threat to European security. Tusk furthermore emphasized that a disintegration of the
European Union will not lead to the restoration of some mythical, full sovereignty of its member
states, but to their real dependence on the great powers: the United States, Russia and China. The
main question of president Tusk addressed to the member states of EU was whether Europe
really should aim to be independent of the United States and what would the future of this Union
if it would take decisions independently, as a group of sovereign nation states. Donald Tusk has
perceived and to some extent has foreseen not friendly intentions of America towards under
Donald Trump's administration.
On July 15, 2018, during an interview in Scotland, President Trump, besides Russia and
China calls the European Union as one of America’s foe. When moderator of CBS Evening News
asked Trump who is America’s "biggest foe globally right now", Trump called the European
Union, members of which are some of America's oldest and closest global allies, declaring: "I
think we have a lot of foes. I think the European Union is a foe, what they do to us in trade. Now,
you wouldn't think of the European Union, but they're a foe" (Trump 2018).
European Council President, Donald Tusk immediately responded on Trump’s allegation,
writing on Twitter: “America and the EU are best friends. Whoever says we are foes is spreading
fake news” (Tusk Twitter Account 2018).
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As a matter of fact, the partnership between America and Europe has never been
disputable. The alliance between these powers has served as the basis of global stability, as the
promoter of the world's economy. How the U.S.-European relationship will be developed in the
future depends on Washington and Brussels policies. But for sure, according to Brzezinski:
On the global scene, the EU will not be like America but more like a Switzerland. It will not
be a military power, but it will not set limits to its ambition and be a soft power. Creating a
larger and gradually more integrated European space, closely allied to the United States, is
the only game in town; the alternative to it is stagnation in the European venture, and a
renewal of geopolitical uncertainties in the area between the Euro-Atlantic zone and Russia
(Brzezinski 2000).

5.3 The EU, Russia and the Balkans: Competing for Europe’s southeastern region?36

The Balkan region has always been coveted by several great and influential power blocs.
Because of the very instable political situation in the region, the Balkans are known as the
powder keg, ready to explode from moment to moment. Thus this region prone to be a
battleground has become an arena of a power struggle between Russia and the West represented
by the European Union and NATO. A tough competition to apply leverage and boost influence is
increased from decade to decade. New course of Russian foreign policy speaks out very clearly
how much Moscow is paying heed to the Balkans.
So we see a passive Russian Foreign Policy in the Balkans in the late of 80s and early of
90s, during the period of a slight rapprochement with the West, when Russia had lost the status
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An earlier version of the paragraph that follows was presented at the International Conference on Advanced
Research in Social Sciences and Humanities (ICARSH), held in Prague, Czech Republic during March 29-31, 2019.
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of a great power. Whereas, as time passed, with the resurgence of Russia as a global power,
Moscow began to pay intensive heed to this region.
So if we read the concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation, approved by
President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin on 12 February 2013, under section Regional
Priorities, point 66 is written literally: “Russia aims to develop comprehensive pragmatic and
equitable cooperation with Southeast European countries. The Balkan region is of great strategic
importance to Russia, including its role as a major transportation and infrastructure hub used for
supplying gas and oil to European countries.”
According to this concept, “International relations are in the process of transition, the
essence of which is the creation of a polycentric system of international relations. That process is
not an easy one. It is accompanied by increased economic and political turbulence at the global
and regional levels. International relations become increasingly complex and unpredictable”.
This concept argues that, “the ability of the West to dominate world economy and politics
continues to diminish.”
Recently Russia has changed her approach toward this important region. Dmitri Trenin in
his book Getting Russia Right has argued what this change of foreign policy course means for
Moscow reiterating that “As a major country, Russia must be an independent actor. By
definition, it can have no natural friends or sponsors. Instead, it has partners who are also
competitors. Virtually anyone can be a partner, and practically anyone can be an opponent. The
cooperation-to-competition ratio varies, depending on a particular field of interest, point in time,
and wider constellation of power relationships” (Trenin 2007).
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The European Union continues to be the leading economic actor in the Balkans, but the
crisis of Eurozone in 2008 had made the countries of this region more skeptical about the
trustworthiness of the European project and has procrastinated the EU’s enlargement process.
The EU for sure is very interested in attracting the Balkans countries. Some of the Balkans
countries are EU and NATO members and the rest has applied to become members of this
project. Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU in 2007, whereas Croatia already is an EU member
since 2013. Western Balkan countries such as Albania, Bosnia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Kosovo
and Serbia — are all at different stages on the path to joining the bloc. Serbia, Montenegro,
Albania remain candidates for the EU memberships. The EU makes its best efforts to encourage
and foster basic principles of a democratic system, to promote human rights, a free market, but it
is not easy to apply them in the Balkans. The countries have volatile economies and fragile
administrations.
Berlin process is a concrete diplomatic initiative undertaken to boost and promote EU
relations with Balkan countries, aiming at revitalizing the cooperation between them since 2014.
German Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel pushed the process in order to achieve the goals of the
initiative. He called for a “Berlin Process plus” agenda, with more detailed goals in aid and
integration.
On the other hand Russia tries to foster and grow its influence in the Balkan region in
economic sector especially energy market, the political level considering that Russia is a
permanent member of the UN Security Council and has veto power in these institution, and the
historical level taking into consideration strong ties to the Balkan Slavs, especially those of
Orthodox church.
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The Balkan stage is part of the Moscow’s agenda. It is widely-know that Moscow has
special relations with its “strategic partner as Foreign Minister Lavrov calls Serbia, not only due
to their Slav inherent strong ties and religion. According to opinion polls most of Serbs are proRussian, and do not support NATO alliance, especially after bombardments in 1998.
Even though Dmitry Rogozin, former Russia’s deputy prime minister during a visit in
Serbia, declared that: “Serbia will never become a member of the EU” (Rogozin 2016), Russian
Foreign Affairs Minister Sergei Lavrov during a mutual press conference with Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Serbia Ivica Dadic, supported Serbian talks with the EU about membership
and criticized the EU tactics used with negotiation partners declaring the following:
Serbia is currently holding talks with the EU about membership. To reiterate, we regard this
as the absolutely sovereign choice of our Serbian friends and strategic partners. ... The most
important thing is that in developing its ties with potential or associated members, the EU
abandons the absolutely detrimental and destructive ‘either/or’ logic, forcing its colleagues,
who are in talks with it, to make a choice: either with Russia or with the EU. As you know,
this has already led to the profound crisis of Ukrainian statehood ... Unfortunately, these
tactics show through in the EU’s approach towards a number of its other negotiating partners
(Lavrov, 2016).

But indeed Serbia together with Montenegro is holding talks to become members of the
European Union. According to Harry Copper in his article “Brussels is back into the Balkans, if
selectively”, the European Commission during the Western Balkans summit in Trieste on July
12, 2017 named Serbia and Montenegro “frontrunners” and aims to have them as members by
2025, if not sooner. He continues: “The European Union wants to show it still cares about the
Balkans, but not everyone is feeling the love” (Copper 2017).
The new strategy for 'A credible enlargement perspective for and enhanced EU
engagement with the Western Balkans' was published by the European Commission on
February 6, 2018 was a strong confirmation that the European Union will pay special attention
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to the Balkans in the nearest future. The President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude
Juncker stated:

Investing in the stability and prosperity of the Western Balkans means investing in the
security and future of our Union. Although there will be no further enlargements under this
mandate, today the European Commission is charting the European path ahead for the
Western Balkans. With strong political will, real and sustained reforms, and definitive
solutions to disputes with neighbours, the Western Balkans can move forward on their
respective European paths. Whether this is achieved will depend on their objective merits.
The European Commission will be rigorous but it will also be fair. I will travel to each of the
countries of the Western Balkans at the end of this month with a clear message: keep
reforming and we will keep supporting your European future (Juncker 2018).

Whereas Commissioner for European Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement
Negotiations Johannes Hahn asserted in his speech that "Today we confirm that the door of our
Union is open for the Western Balkans which is already an enclave surrounded by the EU, and
that our offer is sincere. With the new approach, underpinned by concrete measures, we are
strengthening the enlargement process which requires credible efforts and reforms in return in
particular to strengthen the rule of law. We have to work for the benefit of the citizens" (Hahn
2018).
Russia has not only political, cultural and historical ties with Serbia, but also economic
ties. But except of this Russia through its propaganda has created an illusion to Serbs as the
main financial supporter and exchanger for them. As Dimitar Bechev came to conclusion in his
article “Russia’s Foray into the Balkans: Who Is Really to Blame? “a survey in Serbia from
2015 found that 47percent of respondents believed that Russia provides more financial aid than
EU. In truth, it lags far, far behind. Whereas the EU contributed €3.5 billion in grants between
2000 and 2013 alone, Russia has only committed to extend a loan of $338 million to the
Serbian railways. Even distant Japan has given more. But the perception stays different
(Bechev 2017).
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The West and Russia at some extent are struggling for having under control the route of
natural gas through the Balkans. As Paskal Milo points out:

Southeast Europe lies at the crossroads of energy corridors linking East and the West. The
region does not interest them as an economic resource, but it is becoming more important as
a transit territory for other strategic markets in Europe and for gas storage (quoted in
Veselica and Mema 2017).

Timothy Less, head of the Nova Europa political risk consultancy said that: "In Serbia,
Bosnia, Bulgaria and Macedonia, Russia tries to convert dependence on gas supplies into
political dependence, and obstruct their integration with the West." He continues arguing:
“Nevertheless, for the moment at least, Russian influence in the Balkans' energy sector is limited
by a lack of infrastructure. Without gas pipelines, it cannot supply most of the countries in the
region. The competing interests of the West and Russia in the Balkans gas market only serve to
increase the geostrategic importance of the region” (quoted ibid).
According to analysts, the West feels it must respond to Moscow's use of energy as
leverage for control in the region. In 2017, seven Balkan cities such as : Albania, Bosnia,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro signed a deal to jointly develop a natural
gas pipeline aiming at decreasing their dependence on Russian gas.
Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) an EU-supported project is 2/3 completed. It is expected to
bring Caspian natural gas to flow into Europe’s energy markets via Turkey to Greece, Albania
and across the Adriatic to Italy. The first deliveries are foreseen to be completed in 2020.
The EU in cooperation with the US aim at extending TAP by create a "gas ring" circling
the Balkan region from Albania to Croatia, through Montenegro and Bosnia. All these seem to
be some pipeline battles that of course have influenced in importance’s increasing of the Balkan
region having a geographic strategic position.
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Putin is rightly criticized by Western Foreign Policy and security establishment
(particularly in the U.S. and the UK) for being behind the involvement of Russian agencies in
Western elections, Russian activities in Ukraine, and Russian cruelty in Syria. But Moscow is
also criticized for its involvement in Serbia, in Bosnia-Herzegovina, in Montenegro, and in
Macedonia. It was accused for meddling in Montenegro’s parliamentary election campaign and
of involvement in a coup attempt in October 2016, aimed at preventing Montenegro from joining
NATO. Moscow was also accused for its concerted effort to inflame Macedonia’s political crisis
in 2017. The goal was, Janusz Bugajski observes, “not only to diminish prospects for
Macedonia’s entry into NATO and the EU, but even more alarmingly to turn the Balkans into a
conflict zone that illustrates Western weakness and intensifies Russia’s influence” (Bugajski
2017).
All of the former Yugoslav republics—Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro and Macedonia—as well as the two Albanian states, Kosovo and Albania—are part
of the European borderland contested by Western Europe, Turkey and Russia, and, therefore, a
longtime playground for all three. They all have developed strong political and commercial ties
to Europe and either have been or aspire to be integrated into the European Union. It is almost
certain that they want to maintain close ties to Europe and Western institutions—especially
NATO—that provide them with security and financial assistance.
Russia, however, retains a strong interest in the region. In one way or another, Moscow is
involved in every Balkan nation, and that involvement is increasingly active. It includes a
Serbian-language propaganda machine and a network of friendly local nongovernmental
organizations and media outlets (Bershidsky 2017)—this is not the case in Albania. Yet, not all
the former Yugoslav republics are as close to Russia—Slovenia and Croatia are certainly not. It
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has been mainly through the use of energy projects and opportunities created by the European
economic crisis that Moscow has been trying to build and solidify its influence in the region.
Although a major project like the Russian-backed South Stream natural gas pipeline—that would
have strengthened Russia’s economic grip on Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia and Croatia—
failed in 2014 (Yardley and Becker 2014), Moscow’s attempts to economically penetrate and
politically persuade the region were not halted. First and foremost Moscow is involved in Serbia,
reaching thus both the geographic center of the Balkans and the historic, political, and—one
could almost certainly say—the metaphysical heart of their tragedy.
Russia is already the biggest investor in Serbia’s economy. In 2009 Gazprom Neft
purchased Serbian energy company NIS, which operates in Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Even outside the energy sector, Russian companies are taking advantage of
Europe’s current economic weakness and are picking up numerous strategic assets. In 2013
Moscow extended to Belgrade an $800 million loan to finance the upgrading of Serbia’s railway
system. That same year, Moscow granted Serbia a $500 million credit to help plug Serbia’s
budget deficit and restore its annual growth (Reuters 2013).
Serbia and Russia are jointly producing military vehicles in Serbia for export. In November
2016, just six months before Montenegro officially joined NATO, Serbia, Russia and Belarus
began joint military exercises—called “Slavic Brotherhood”—on Serbian territory in a move
likely to reinforce increased East-West tensions (Vasovic 2016). Most recently, Russia gifted
Serbia $600 million worth of weapons, including six MiG-29 ‘Fulcrum’ fighter jets, 30 T-72
tanks and 30 BRDM-2 armored reconnaissance vehicles (US House of Representatives 2017). Of
course, Washington and Brussels are growing increasingly concerned with the choices Belgrade
is making on military and security matters.
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The words of Ivica Dacic, Serbia’s former prime minister, to Russia’s Prime Minister
Dmitry Medvedev, in April 2013 that “Serbia can continue to aspire to join the European Union
but never forget that Russia and the Russian people are our greatest friends” (ibid), are very
revealing. One should recall the imperial welcome (with troops, tanks and fighter jets) Serbia
gave Vladimir Putin during his visit to Belgrade, in October 2014, balancing Serbia’s ambitions
for European integration with enduring reverence for a big-power ally deeply at odds with the
West (EUROACTIV 2014). On that occasion, Putin declared that “Russia, just as it was in the
past, will always see Serbia as our closest ally” (ibid).
Serbia, of course, is not entirely pro-Russian—it is, after all, an EU accession candidate,
and about 40 percent of the population is pro-EU. Serbia’s ambiguous position vis-a-vis Brussels
and Moscow is demonstrated, among others, by its pledge to respect the territorial integrity of
Ukraine, whose own moves towards the EU prompted Moscow’s annexation of Crimea and a
pro-Russian revolt in the east in 2014, as well as Belgrade’s refusal to join the West’s sanctions
on Russia, something the EU’s commissioner tasked with accession negotiations, Johannes
Hahn, has said Belgrade would “have to address”.
Although Russia’s presence in the former Yugoslavia is growing, I believe that Moscow’s
involvement in the region will remain constrained. Even Serbia, Russia’s traditional Slavic and
Orthodox Christian ally in the Balkans and, ipso facto, an important country for Russia, tries to
avoid an open confrontation with the West. A candidate country for EU membership since
March 2012, Serbia is not actively seeking membership in NATO, which remains unpopular
among the Serbs because of its 1999 bombing campaign to drive Serbian forces out of Kosovo.
However, as part of its integration with the West, in 2015 Serbia signed the Individual
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Partnership Action Plan (IPAP), the highest level of cooperation between NATO and a country
not aspiring to join.
In the new global realities Russia’s traditionally relatively strong cultural ties with the
Slavic and Orthodox countries in the Balkans cannot have the same relevance as in the 19th
century. We disagree with those who believe that although “quieter and far less violent than
other assertive moves by the Kremlin”, Russian power play in the Balkans is “no less important
in the 21st century re-enactment of the Great Game” (Bershidsky 2017).
Although the “potential expansion of NATO to include Montenegro, Macedonia and
Bosnia”, was named as “among the biggest Western threats to Russia” (ibid) by the head of
Putin’s Security Council, Nikolai Patrushev, earlier this year, we strongly believe that the
Balkans are not the region in which Russia is willing to heavily invest its energies and resources,
neither is it the region that defines Russia’s global geopolitical ambitions. Therefore, fears about
the Russification of the Balkans, like those of the re-Ottomanization of the region are overly
exaggerated, not to say groundless.
The Balkans is not the Baltics. Russia may have some compelling interests in the Balkans
but, again, this region is not only geographically far from Moscow’s orbit, but also politically,
economically and militarily well under the protective umbrella of the West. Russia may still be
adopting a hard-headed Bismarckian stance towards the Balkans, but is it worth the trouble? As
much as Russia may want to have a strong grip on the Balkans, it will most likely not actively
risk its relations with the United States over a region that is not directly central to her global
agenda, as the Baltic region surely is. For one thing, you don’t hear in Tirana, in Skopje, in Sofia
or in Zagreb the same talk centered on the strengthening of western defense guarantees that you
hear in Riga or in Talin.
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One should be reminded that “Russia’s post-Soviet geopolitics was defined by the
voluntary surrender of the Soviet Union’s Western ramparts: the Baltic States, Ukraine, Belarus
and Moldova. Acquired between 1650 and 1825 this land bridge to Europe had made both the
Russian Empire and its Soviet successors a European great power” (Dal Santo 2017). That being
the case, Russia’s geopolitical ambitions are primarily focused on its immediate neighboring
states, or Russia’s “near abroad” (blizhnoe zarubezhe’e), where some 20 to 40 million ethnic
Russians (depending on the definition of “ethnicity”) live and which Russia considers its natural
sphere of influence.
It is certain that Russia does not intend to restore the Soviet Union—it knows full well that
this is simply not possible. Russia does not want the dissolution of NATO either—this, too, is
beyond Russia’s might, therefore impossible. Boris Mezhuev, a leading theorist of post-Soviet
critical geopolitics, maintains that, what Russia really wants is that “the Western block gives up
incorporating Ukraine, Moldova and, in the Balkans, Serbia would instead remain neutral.
Crimea and Belarus...would by contrast remain culturally and strategically an indisputable part
of the wider Russian world” where they belong (quoted in Dal Santo).
With the inclusion of the three Baltic States in 2004, NATO become Russia’s geostrategic
neighbor on its northwestern flank and Moscow considers this a serious threat to its national
security. Likewise, Moscow has viewed the U.S. backed “color revolutions” in former Soviet
states—the “Rose Revolution” in Georgia, in 2003, the “Orange Revolution” in Ukraine, in
2004, and the “Tulip Revolution” in Kirgizstan, in 2005—not as spreading democracy, but as
“state coups”, engineered by the CIA and American and West European NGOs, such as the
Freedom House etc., designed to advance Western influence in Moscow’s backyard” (Dibb
2006: 83-84) and even Russia’s destabilization itself. The mainstream opinion among Russian
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elites holds that NATO enlargement and democracy-promotion efforts in Russia’s neighboring
countries represent a “divide-and-rule strategy” managed by Washington, attempting “to encircle
[Russia] with governments more friendly toward Washington than Moscow” (Saunders 2007: 7).
In light of these concerns, as Kadri Liik, puts it:

What Russia truly wants in terms of territory is a sphere of control in its neighborhood—
mainly, the six countries that lie between the EU and Russia and comprise what the EU calls
its Eastern neighborhood: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine.
Moscow expects these countries to be sensitive to Moscow’s wishes; it wants to have the
ability to manage, arbitrate, and veto their relations with the West, and to prevent the
Western organizations into that part of the world, based on the assumption that any Western
actions there could have Russia’s approval (Liik 2017).

In other words:
Russia needs a ‘demilitarized zone’ from Stettin to Trieste, from the Baltic to the Black
Sea…, without missile defense, without NATO battalions, without air bases and missile
launchers, [combined with] the guarantee of self-determination for those who are ready to
fight for membership of Russian civilization (quoted in Dal Santo 2017).

Be that as it may, Russia has certainly benefited from the slowdown in Europe’s
integration efforts in the Balkans and from the funding slump that the European economic crisis
created in the region. To lessen Russia’s craving for the Balkans and to ensure the Atlanticist and
Europeanist future of this entire region, NATO and the European Union should no longer deny—
or delay—their admission into both. For the Balkans, as well as for Europe itself, this is one of
those rarities that Hegel termed history’s “unique moments”. Therefore it must not be missed.

5.4 Turkey in the political agendas of the EU and Russia

Nathalie Tocci opens her 2011 book Turkey’s European Future writing that:
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Turkey and the European Union (EU) are bound by a curious love affair. Both have always
aimed at deepening relations, yet the precise interpretation of what this would entail has been
highly contested. It is this odd mix between a shared commitment to each other and widely
varying interpretations within (and between) both sides as to what this should mean that
explains Turkey’s tortuous path to Europe (Tocci 2011: 2).

And she is right in her conclusion, since the Turkish membership in the European Union
even after fifteen years is still after under negotiations. The accession process of Turkey in the
EU has been long, slow, and arduous and seems endless.
The first attempt of Turkey toward the European Union path dates back to 1963 with the
then European Economic Community (EEC). The parties agreed on establishment of a customs
union and in this way was opened the green light to accession when the political and economic
standards were met.
The year 1987 marked another milestone in the relations between the EU and Turkey
governed at that time by Prime Minister Turgut Ozal, who aimed at a modern Turkey and at
reformation of economy after two significant events such as the invasion of Cyprus in 1974 and
the 1980 military coup. Under the Prime Minister Ozal, Turkey was experiencing a political
stabilization therefore applied with a formal request to become a member of the Union.
However, many changes had happened in Turkey, in 1989 the application was rejected by the
European Commission, and Turkey’s European future was pending. Even that the application
was not approved, Turkey remained an eligible country to join the EU.
That’s why in 1997, during the Luxemburg summit, which was dedicated to the EU
enlargement to countries to the east, Turkey once again applied for being a member of the Union,
and once again the answer was no with the reason that it didn’t meet the Copenhagen political
criteria for candidacy, approved by the European Council in Copenhagen, June 1993.In contrast
with Turkey during the summit, countries as Poland, Estonia, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
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Slovenia, and Cyprus thereafter known as the Luxembourg Group obtained the candidate status
for EU membership.
This EU approach towards Turkey caused a lot of domestic political debate and complaints
blaming the European Union of double standards and treating the Union as a “Christian club”. In
1999, the European Council in Helsinki, aiming at further enlargement opened accession
negotiations with six other applicant countries—Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Romania,
and Slovakia. Moreover, the council concluded:
The European Council welcomes recent positive developments in Turkey as noted in the
Commission's progress report, as well as its intention to continue its reforms towards
complying with the Copenhagen criteria. Turkey is a candidate State destined to join the
Union on the basis of the same criteria as applied to the other candidate States. Building on
the existing European strategy, Turkey, like other candidate States, will benefit from a preaccession strategy to stimulate and support its reforms (EC 1999).

It cannot be denied that when Justice and Development Party (JDP or AKP) came to power
(2002) were made real efforts to meet the European Union standards and to work aligned with
EU conditions. The economy was performing better and begun to recover from the 2001 crisis.
But the Cyprus’s crisis hampered Turkey to fulfill the EU’s requirement for the beginning of
accession negotiations, since Turkey could not undo all restrictions imposed on Cyprus even that
one of the EU requirement was not to discriminate among the members of the union.
However following the consecutive attempts of Turkey, in December 2004, the European
Council accepted that Turkey had fulfilled the Copenhagen political criteria and gave the green
light to open the negotiations. Formally, the European Union opened accession negociations with
Turkey, on 3 October 2005.
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On June 29, 2005 the EU Enlargement Commissioner, Olli Rehn stated the following:
“Turkey will not become a member of the union today or tomorrow… It will be a long, difficult,
and tortuous journey” (quoted in Casanova 2006 234).
And so it was. Almost fourteen years after negotiations were opened, Turkey is still not a
member of the union. In contrast, Croatia which started accession negotiation at the same period
as Turkey from 2013 is an EU member. The process of EU-Turkey accession negotiations seems
to be maby be the most complicated process regarding the enlargement process in the EU’s
history. Indeed the negotiations begun in October 2005, but till now the parties reached to close
only one out of 35 negotiation chapters of the EU acquis communautaire. What the most recent
developements frame offers is a hopeless picture for Turkey to became part of the European
Union. Prolonged attemps and rebuffs and endless negotiations seem to have tired both sides.
According to Status Report on Turkey’s Accession Negotiations on May 17, 2012, the then
Commissioner for Enlargement and European Neighbourhood Policy, Štefan Füle, considering
Turkey a key country for the European union and a democratic state proposed a renewed and
positive agenda that consisted in five different elements such as: the European Commission
support for Turkey on its domestic reforms, a strong cooperation between the European Union
and Turkey to progress rapidly in the accession negotiations, maximization of economic relations
exploiting all economic possibilities in order to boost and deepen trade ties.
Another element of this positive agenda, according to Štefan Füle was travelling
facilitation of Turkish people to Europe granting multiple-entry and long-validity visas
especially for businessmen and students and Lastly, strengthening the EU-Turkey high-level
dialogue on foreign policy would be of great importance. Turkey and the European Union need
to support jointly the aspirations for democracy, human rights, stability and prosperity. “If the
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topics of this agenda will met”, said Mr. Štefan Füle, “will bring real benefits to all of us and
move Turkey closer to its objective of EU membership”.
Commissioner Füle together with the then Turkish Minister for European Affairs Egemen
Bağış stated that the “positive agenda” was intended to bring fresh dynamics into EU-Turkey
relations and to strengthen the reform process in Turkey (quoted in Morelli 2013).
Turkey’s accession in the European Union is a complex and a very disputable topic. It has its
proponents and opponents. This crux faces a divided Europe and speaks out of the sensibility that
European countries have when this issue comes to discussing. Since the beginning Britain has
supported Turkish membership in the European Union, being very open and hospitable for a
European Turkey.
Undisputedly, when analyzing the relations between Turkey and the EU, the very first
thing to bear in mind is that Turkey is part of Europe, not only geographically but also with its
approaches. It has a priceless contribution to the EU functioning as a peace project during the
Cold War in the second half of the 20th century. As a NATO ally, since 1952 Turkey has played
a crucial role in defending Europe security. Being a great supporter of Turkey’s painstaking
attempts to become a European member, the Former British Prime Minister, David Cameron
during his visit in Ankara in 2010 declared:
When I think about what Turkey has done to defend Europe as a NATO ally, and what
Turkey is doing today in Afghanistan alongside our European allies, it makes me angry that
your progress towards EU membership can be frustrated in the way it has been. I believe it's
just wrong to say Turkey can guard the camp but not be allowed to sit inside the tent (Brand
2010).

Other countries that remain committed to give Turkey the chance to join the EU Turkey
are: Italy as Turkey's third most important EU trade partner, Spain that consider a good
relationship between Brussels and Ankara as a guarantee for geopolitical stability, Malta, and
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Portugal. In contrast of the above-mentioned countries, France, Austria and Cyprus are very
straightforward in their declarations against the Turkey’s accession whereas Germany tiptoes the
argument. President Nicolas Sarkozy is known as an avowed opponent of Turkey's accession to
the EU. In a six-hour visit in Turkey in 2007, during a news conference following talks with
Turkish President Abdullah Gul and Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan, President Sarkozy
declared:

The mainly Muslim nation, with its 75 million people and a growing economy, does not
belong to Europe, and so I recommend a special partnership, a view shared by German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. Between accession and [special] partnership, which Turkey says
it does not accept, there is a path of equilibrium that we can find (Kuebler, 2011).

Under Francois Hollande relations were more stabilized, whereas President Emmanuel
Macron is more direct in his approach declaring that there is no chance of progress towards
Turkey joining the European Union at present.
At a joint news conference in Paris, Mr. Macron said there were differences over human
rights since Turkey's purges following a failed coup in 2016. “As far as the relationship with the
European Union is concerned, it is clear that recent developments and choices do not allow any
progression of the process in which we are engaged," he said (BBC 2018).
Failed coup d'état attempt in 2016 has worsened the relationship between EU members and
Turkey. Seems that it serves as a crucial reason for Turkey’s bit to remain on ice even that
Turkey continues to have the candidate status. Effectively accession negotiations with Turkey on
EU membership were suspended in 2017.
Chancellor Angela Merkel and Austrian Chancellor Christian Kern in 2016 after mass
arrests in the in the Turkey’s post-coup crackdown have called on EU member states to end
accession negotiations with Turkey, since the democratic standards are breach and do not justify
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accession. German Foreign Minister, Heiko Maas declared in August 31, 2018 that Turkey
cannot revive its strained relationship with the European Union until it frees German citizens it
has detained. “These cases must be resolved. That would be a step towards normalizing relations
with Germany, but also with the European Union”- concluded he during a meeting between EU
foreign ministers and countries aspiring to join the European Union, including Turkey (Reuters
2018).
Germany has half voice declared its stance on Turkey’s issue of becoming an EU member,
coming up with the idea of a “privileged partnership” instead of full membership for it. In 2010,
during his visit to Turkey, German Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle tiptoed around the topic,
reiterating that EU membership for Turkey is not guaranteed:
Turkey's direction is Europe [...] We place great importance on deepening mutual ties and
binding Turkey to Europe. We have agreed on an open-ended process, which is not an
automatic process. Germany does not endorse Turkey’s bid to become a full member of the
EU and instead promotes the idea of a 'privileged partnership’ (AFP 2010).

According to YouGov's latest Eurotrack survey, Turkish membership is not supported by
EU countries people. So 67percent of British people opposed Turkish membership of the EU,
followed by 73 percent of Swedish, French, and Danish to end with 86percent of German people.

Figure 17. Support for Turkey joining the European Union
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Source: YouGov.com

As we can see, different European countries maintain different approaches to Turkey's
accession to the European Union. The reasons are different and make Turkey’s bit to remain on
ice. Mirela Bogdani in her book Turkey and the Dilemma of EU Accession: When Religion Meets
Politics divided all the obstacles into three main types i.e.: (a) Formal obstacles: domestic
political and economic factors, the Cyprus question, the Kurdish issue, the Armenian issue; (b)
Semi-formal obstacles: geography, demography, security factors, institutional factors; (c)
Informal obstacles: religious and cultural factors (Bogdani 2010).
Of course, the different stances within the same union that is supposed to be represented by
a single voice seriously affect the image and meticulousness of the EU as an institution and
speak out of the impossibility of the Union, the lack of political will and willingness to reach a
conclusion or a common solution, unanimously. Rejections of Turkey's integration issue tells us
clearly about many problems and challenges the European Union has been facing over the past
few years, as well as a double standard of the Union used on the important issue of its expansion
and strengthening with “new blood”.
As Tarifa & Adams came to the conclusion in their article “Who’s the Sick Man of
Europe?

In the end the success or failure of Turkey’s membership bid comes simply to a question of
political will; for there are no grounds, whether they be political, strategic, cultural,
geographic, or economic, on which Turkey has not proven itself eligible for and worthy of
membership in the EU. Europe’s door is already open for Turkey. This new member of the
European family should be greeted in Brussels with an accueil chaleureux (Tarifa and
Adams 2007:74).

It is known worldwide that Turkey’s integration in the EU is so a disputable and
controversial topic. But why Turkey’s accession raises so many questions and debates? In his
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book Ununited Europe, Tarifa provides four reasons why this issue is so disputable. He asserts
the following:
The first reason relates to the ‘geographic argument’ that Turkey cannot be qualified for
membership in the European Union because only a small part of its territory is ‘physically’
located in Europe. The second reason relates to the widespread opinion and fears in Western
European countries that Turkey's EU membership would have negative consequences for the
European economy and would cause a mass emigration towards the main EU countries. The
third reason relates to the widespread view that European values and Turkish culture or
society are essentially irreconcilable with each other, particularly when it comes to human
rights, the role of Islamic religion and the military in Turkey's political life . The last reason
has been and remains the issue of tense relations between Turkey and Cyprus, which
continues to jeopardize the progress of negotiations between Brussels and Ankara (Tarifa
2009: 56-57).

Tarifa is right when he says that the Islamic religion, as the backbone of civilization of the
same name, is and will remain for a long time a reason that breeds prejudices over the European
identity of the Turks in the ranks of Western Europeans. It is the religious and cultural dimension
of the Turkish people, just as much as their historical dimension, which makes Europe think of
its further expansion in the East.
However it is crystal clear that is a key country and will not lose its importance in reaching
the stability and well-being of Europe and the global peace in the future. The problem’s resolve
of the Turkey-EU relationship will have benefits for Turkey itself, the EU, and the world
prosperity. The undisputable importance of Turkey is self-evident.
When it comes to the issue of Turkey’s relations with the European Union, many
politicians and scholars have come to the conclusion that it would be a grave mistake if EU will
leave outside a democratic and secularized Turkey, especially when parallelly the EU trumpets
and tries to promote modern elements on the Muslim world and to spread democratic elements
all over the world. So it is not in the interest of the EU to lose Turkey.
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French political and scientist Domenique Moïsi, in his book The geopolitics of emotions
analyses the issue of ‘losing Turkey’ from a comprehensive point of view and asserts that if
“Turkey has indeed been ‘lost’, those responsible include the European Union, the United States,
Israel, and Turkey itself” (Moïsi 2009).
Moïsi’s viewpoint finds many culprits for the loss of Turkey, all of them having the same
percentage of fault. In this framework, Moïsi’s viewpoint is almost unique: Turkey is not lost
simply despite or because of the West but because of a number of factors and actors. Outside the
question of who lost Turkey, Moïsi continues his argument:

Turkey’s ‘emotions are increasingly Middle Eastern and in Istanbul, the most Westernized of
Turkey’s cities, as soon as one leaves the main arteries, one seems to be immersed in a
Middle Eastern or Asian culture (ibid.).

Even that the relationship between Ankara and Brussels is awkward, none of them can turn
their back to each-other, because they both share common interest in different areas. The place of
Turkey is in Europe for many based on many facts and reason. Europe itself would benefit of
Turkish membership in the Union, exactly what Tarifa and Adams have concluded in their paper:
If Europe ultimately wishes to be a strong international actor and a global power in the
twenty-first century, Turkey’s membership is a critical and necessary step in that direction.
As a secular Muslim democracy and also as a militarily powerful country, a European
Turkey would give Europe greater geopolitical heft (Tarifa and Adams 2007: 61).

World Bank has ranked Turkey as “upper-middle- income” country, with a significant
economic growth. According to this source, Turkey urbanized dramatically, opened to foreign
trade and finance, harmonized many laws and regulations with European Union (EU) standards,
and greatly expanded access to public services (World Bank 2018).
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Turkey’s economy vitality may serve the EU since both economies are closely linked by a
Customs Union agreement, which came into force on 31 December 1995. According to the
European Commission data the EU is by far Turkey's number one import and export partner
Turkey is the EU's 4th largest export market and 5th largest provider of imports and its
main export markets are the EU (44.5percent), Iraq, USA, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates
and Iran.
Imports into Turkey come from the following key markets: the EU (38 percent), China,
Russia, USA, South Korea and Iran. As we can see economic ties between the EU countries and
Turkey are inseparable.
Energy is a topic of crucial interest in EU-Turkey relations. Both the EU and Turkey have
been working in compiling and formalizing legal framework on energy sector. The European
Commission’s Energy roadmap 2050, which outlines different scenarios towards a low carbon
economy from the European side and the Turkish energy strategy 2023 from the Turkish side are
two main documents that prove long-term perspectives on energy sector. A further development
of Turkey on the energy sector will help both Turkey and the EU.
The Middle East is another common topic of mutual interest. Turkey for example may
serve the EU as a flying bridge to the Islamic world. The EU should seriously consider the
unique role of the Turkey towards this world.
After all, if the European Council decided to reject and stop accession negotiations with
Turkey, it may be very risky for the EU’s grand strategy and seriously undermine EU’s future
leverage in the Middle East and the Central Asia. It seems that the EU may lose much more in
this case. The Union should be wise enough not to lose this ally that as a matter of fact although
many voices are raised against its membership, its power and its geographical strategic location
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make it a key country , mostly leaving Europe with no alternatives. Reopening of the
negotiations would not be easy path, since especially Turkey is very tired and unpleased with this
process. As Tarifa asserts: “even that the EU needs Turkey more than Turkey needs the EU”
(Tarifa 2009: 151).
Anyway it seems that the EU institutions are applying the carrots and stick policy with
Turkey. Europe does not give up on Turkey.It is announced that 2019 will begin with a very
bussy agenda for the EU and Turkey. Ajoint EU-Turkey council meeting, with the attendance of
many ministers from Ankara and commissioners from the European Council, will be taking place
in the first half of 2019. These council meetings are the top decision-making conventions for
mutual relations. Furthermore, three separate ministerial-level dialogue meetings on energy,
economy and transportation will be taken until mid-February (Dailysabah, 2018). Domenique
Moïsi concluded his book Geopolitics of emotions saying:
One of the main feelings of fear in Europe comes from its popular and unstable neighbor,
Turkey. After they realized that Europe did not accept their Christian club, the Turks sought
other alternatives. Separating the idea of restoring a kind of neo-ottoman glory and tendency
for a radical Islamic form, Turkey is already on the brink of the outbreak, a country entirely
developed within the Middle East framework that is infecting Europe with ethnic and
religious hatred of that region (Moïsi 2009: 209).

So being disillusioned and tired with Europe, Turkey may choose other alternatives,
allaying itself with Russia and Iran. Erdoğan has menaced many times to quit the Western bloc.
If Turkey, a member of NATO since 1952, would choice to go that way, NATO and the EU were
no longer going to be Turkey’s allies but its foe. Such an unfortunate development would be a
tremendous challenge to—and a great danger for—the world order, especially if one is reminded
that the SCO was created as an “anti-NATO” alliance, or as a “Warsaw Treaty 2” (see Blomfield
2007). In 2013 the Gezi Park protests whipped up Erdoğan to address to Russian President
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Vladimir Putin seeking help with Turkey’s membership in the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization).
At that time Turkey was ready to give up its long aspiration to join the EU and Turkey’s
relations with Putin steadily warmed. Another factor that deepened the relations between Turkey
and Russia is the July 2016 coup attempt in Turkey, when Putin was willing to extend Russian
absolute support for Turkey.
Three specific areas where both Turkey and Russia are interested to have long-term
partnerships are weapons, nuclear energy and defense technology.
On April 3, 2018 Russian president Vladimir Putin paid an official two-day visit to
Ankara, Turkey. Both Presidents Erdogan and Putin launched the Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant
(NPP) project. The Akkuyu project is foressen to be finished by 2023 and will be Turkey’s first
nuclear power plant.
“The Akkuyu plant will become the 56th nuclear plant under construction in the world.
When the first reactor of the Akkuyu plant is put into operation in 2023, Turkey will join the
family of nuclear energy producers,” Erdoğan said. “The distance we have covered in our
relations with Russia in the last 15 years is very important,” he added, taking into consideration
an agreement for Ankara to purchase long-range S-400 missile defense systems from Russia and
the Turkstream natural gas pipeline project to transport Russian gas. On behalf of Russia, the
Russian state nuclear company Rosatom is in charge of the long-term, strategic NPP project,
marking the first Rosatom’s project under the “Build, Own, Operate” scheme (Erdogan 2018). 10
percent of Turkey’s electricity needs is expected to be covered by the Akkuyu project during 60
years, with the righ to be extented by another 20 years. During the lauching ceremony President
Putin assessed the importance of the Akkuyu projecs putting in: “In fact, today we are not simply
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present at the construction of the first Turkish nuclear power plant, we are witnessing the laying
of the groundwork for Turkey’s nuclear industry. We are creating a new industry” (Putin 2018).
It’s not the first time that Turkey cooperate for developing its nuclear ambitions. The first
were the United State with whom Turkey signed an agreement on the peaceful use of atomic
energy in 1955, but this cooperation has not been fruitful. And Turks have perceived the United
States and other Western countries as the most significant obstacle to Turkey’s nuclear ambitions
rather than a partner in achieving them.
Besides the oil and gas potencial used by Russia as a strong tool to serve foreign policy
aims generally in Europe, Moscow is using Rosatom involvement in nuclear power projects as a
significant tool to boost Russian influence abroad and to implement its objectives globally.
Defence technology is another field where Putin and Erdogan are cooperating. Putin and
Erdogan have agreed on the early delivery of Russian-made S-400 air defense systems to
Turkey, reportedly as early as October 2019, rescheduled from the initially planned 2020. In
2017 both countries finalized an important agreement on the purchase of S-400s. Under the
agreement, Turkey took out a loan from Moscow in Russian rubles as never before, preceding a
long-term mutual partnership in the military area. The S-400 deal has raised concern among the
United States and other NATO members.
Undoubtedly, for now Turkey- Russian relations are thriving whereas relations with the
West are deteriorating due to the lack of compromises. And that is happening because of the will
of Putin and Erdogan to find compromises to problems that impede progress in bilateral
relations. Due to many likenesses between Ankara and Moscow, it seems that Putin understands
very well Turkey’s sensitivities on such matters, and moves accordingly to attract Ankara.
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On August 28, 2018, in a reaction at a joint briefing with his Lithuanian counterpart Linas
Linkevicius in Vilnius, after a U.S. Congress delegation urged Ankara to give up purchasing S400 missile systems from Russia to receive the F-35 fighter jets, Turkish Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu argued Turkey’s decision to purchase S-400 missile and explained
that his country follows an independent foreign policy:
Turkey has to protect its airspace and the United States has failed to guarantee the sale of
Patriot missile defense systems. Turkey’s relations with Russia are not an alternative to the
U.S. and the European Union and the country ‘can perfectly balance’ its foreign policy.
Turkey is balancing its foreign policy because living in this part of the world, we shouldn’t
prefer between this country or that country, we don’t have a luxury to choose either one
(Bloomberg 2018).

As Soner Cagaptay, in his book The Rise of Turkey: The Twenty-First Century’s First
Muslim Power explains, Turkey in order to strengthen its position of a regional and global
power, tries to to equalize its Muslim identity with its Western orientation (Cagaptay 2014).
After reading the end of the year message sent by Presiden Putin to President of the Turkish
Republic Recep, Tayyip Erdogan, one may perceive very positive tones of the relationship.
“The construction of the first unit of the Akkuyu nuclear power plant has begun and the
offshore section of the Turkish Stream gas pipeline has been built. New, promising areas of
bilateral cooperation have been outlined. Through our joined efforts, Moscow and Ankara are
making a decisive contribution to fighting terrorism in Syria and advancing the process of
political settlement in that country. I fully believe that that the work on building mutually
beneficial ties across all areas for the benefit of the peoples of the two countries in the interest of
strengthening peace, security and stability on the Eurasian continent will continue,” the message
says.
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The message was sent just a day after Turkish officials Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu, National Defense Minister Hulusi Akar, intelligence chief Hakan Fidan and
presidential aide Ibrahim Kalin met with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, Defense
Minister Sergey Shoygu, chief of General Staff Valery Gerasimov, Presidential Envoy for Syria
Alexander Lavrentiev, and presidential aide Yury Ushakov. The main topic of the meeting was
Syrian issue after the United States decision to withdraw its troops in Syria at the beginning of
2019.
“We came to Russia to hold talks about the latest developments in Syria, and that Turkey,
Russia, and Iran have close cooperation about Syria in the format of talks that began in Astana,
Kazakhstan. We will continue close cooperation with Russia and Iran on Syria and regional
issues. With our Russian partners, we will discuss what we can do in Syria. Especially our
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan sent us as he puts great emphasis on our relations with Russia
on regional topics.
Turkey and Russia are the guarantors of the Astana peace process. We are defending
Syria’s territorial integrity and political unity from all efforts to harm them."- Çavuşoğlu
declared after the meeting. From his part Lavrov underlined that the two countries agreed on
coordination of troops to eliminate terrorist threat in Syria, adding that the agreement also
covered the need of intensifying the work to ensure repatriation of refugees. As a matter of fact,
Astana agreement of 2017 was the steppingstone of the collaboration of the trio Turkey, Russia
and Iran to support each-other on Syria. The new political circumstances are facing president
Erdoğan with important challenges for how to save the balance with Russia and with the U.S. in
the coming years.
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5.5 Iran, Syria, and Palestine: How Europe and Russia view them and the role
they play in the Broader Middle East

Russia’s foreign policy with the countries of Middle East has considerably changed over
the years. Soviet experience differs a lot from Russia’s experience. History shows that the Soviet
Union’s attention toward the Middle East in the mid-1950s led to a serious deterioration with the
United States. A quite considerable number of Arab countries, such as Syria, Egypt, Libya, Iraq
etc. were quasi-allies of Russia during the Cold War. The Soviet Union also backed Israel in
establishment of the state in 1948, but after being disappointed with began to support the foes of
Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).
So as the years passed, the Russian foreign policy with Middle East countries fluctuated.
The approaches of different Russian Presidents regarding Middle East have differed from one to
another. During the tenure of the president Gorbachev, the Soviet Union lost its status of a
superpower and Moscow’s policies were not focused in the Middle East. Both Boris Yeltsin
(1991–99) and Dmitry Medvedev (2008–12) during their presidential tenures have deprioritized
the region considering it as of the second-hand importance.
Only under President Putin whose personal challenge is Russia’s status restoring as a great
power, Moscow once again turned its intention towards the Middle East.
Vladimir Putin fully believes that being a country that geographically lies between Europe
and Asia, Russian authorities should do their best to boost Russia’s political and economic ties
with Asia, making Middle East part of Russia’s focus.
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In 2003, Putin commented on Russia’s desire to join the Organization of Islamic
Conference aiming at a closer cooperation with the Islamic world. Commenting on Russia's
desire to join the OIC, Putin recalled that the number of Muslims living in Russia is more than
20 million (RBC 2003).
President Putin supported his words by actions, planning in his agenda official visits to
Middle East countries such as Iran, Egypt, Jordan etc. His diplomacy was based on active dialog
with the countries of the region in order to boost the ties and to restore relations at a higher level
with them.
As soon as Putin was re-elected as president he began to apply his tactical tools in order to
restore Russia’s relations with the Middle East, in other words to correct what his predecessors
Yeltsin and Medvedev had underestimated and considered of secondary importance. His actions
were very fast. Only three months after taking the duty of President of Russian Federation, Putin
declared in a meeting with his Iranian counterpart, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad that "Iran is our
long-standing traditional partner, our neighbor, our closest partner in Caspian cooperation.
Russia and Iran have long centuries-old traditions of mutual communication and cooperation”
(Ahmadinejad 2012).
The real change of the new Russian foreign policy to the region was shaped with the
updating of two important documents such as the Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian
Federation in 2013 and the Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation in 2014, respectively.
The documents clearly stated that the main scope was to protect Russian national interests abroad
and to increase Moscow’s input in maintaining global peace and security.
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Furthermore in the Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation approved by
President of the Russian Federation V. Putin on 12 February 2013, Regional Priorities it was
stated:

Russia will be making a meaningful contribution to the stabilization of the situation in the
Middle East and North Africa and will consistently promote peace and concord among the
peoples of all the Middle East and North Africa countries on the basis of respect for
sovereignty, territorial integrity of states and non-interference in their internal affairs. Using
its status as a permanent member of the UN Security Council and a member of the Quartet of
international mediators, Russia will further mobilize collective efforts to achieve, on an
internationally acceptable basis, a comprehensive and long-term settlement of the ArabIsraeli conflict in all its aspects, including the establishment of an independent Palestinian
State living in peace and security side by side with Israel. The settlement should be reached
through negotiation with the assistance of the international community, involving the
potential of the League of Arab States and other parties concerned. Russia will promote the
establishment of a zone free from weapons of mass destruction and their delivery means in
the Middle East” (The Foreign Russian Policy Concept 2013).

Year by year the Middle East conflicts helped Moscow to become at the center of
international stage and increased its stabilizer role of world peace. This is one of the reasons why
the recent edition of the Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation, signed by President
Putin in November 2016, was specifically focused on the Middle East and reaffirmed the
Russian’s intends to further expand bilateral relations with the States in the Middle East and
North Africa, including by relying on the ministerial meeting of the Russian-Arab Cooperation
Forum, and continuing strategic dialogue with the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the
Gulf (The Foreign Russian Policy Concept 2016).
President Putin announced Russian military operation in Syria on September, 28, 2015
during his speech held at the United Nations General Assembly. According to his words, Russia
is considered the crucial element in maintaining in peace and stability. The Russian President
blamed the West and especially the United States, over their negative role in the Middle
(Washington Post 2015).
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Russia’s strategy in the Middle East region is a pure product of Russia–West relation.
Therefore, Russia’s policy in the Middle East is totally affected by the West policy. Conflicts
and tensions with the West (US and EU) urged Russia to turn its attention and to intensify its
presence in the Middle East countries. Russia exploited the relations with Middle East in its
interest because Moscow found a kind of alliance and support from Middle East powers that
helped it to find a green light at the end of the tunnel to avoid at a certain extent full international
isolation and to mitigate the effects of sanction war between Russia and the West. Being not
alone, Russia could more strong to impose pressure on Western countries and create disruptions
between them.
For Russia is extremely important to regain the status of a great power. Other countries
must hear its voice and take its opinions into consideration. Putin’s main personal ambitious and
challenge is to return the role of his country as an international player. Every Russia’s movement
in it foreign policy depends on Western policy. Russia will always find ways to get out of any
attempt for isolation and avoidance by the West. Russia is in competition for domination and is
using all methods including mediation in hotbeds of conflicts, arms sales and energy trade.
On the other hand Middle East countries were not pleased with the West policies and
therefore having no other alternative accepted Russia as savior and mediator of peace in the
region. Russia has a special status that differs it from the other countries. It manages to maintain
good relations with Turkey, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Israel, at the same time, what gives
Russia the opportunity to play the role of stabilizer in the region.
During Putin’s tenure it seeem that Russia aims at long-term cooperations with Middle
East countries. It’s in Russia’s interest to boost and extend its present in the international oil and
gas markets. Moscow has underlined three categories of goals to reach in the Middle East:
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(a) Economic goals in order to mitigate the consequences and pressure of sanctions on the
Russian economy, get incomes, and protect the interests of energy companies and their share of
different markets.
(b) Political goals that support to mitigate international isolation, create possibilities to affect
Western behaviour, return the international importance of Russia in the global affairs, and
(c) Security objectives that reduce security threats to Russia and the post-Soviet space posed
by the situation in the Middle East.
As Trenin maintained “For the Russian defense industry, countries in the Middle East and
North Africa are important customers. In 2015, they accounted for 36 percent of Russia’s
defense deliveries, second only to Asia (42 per cent). Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, and Syria have
been Moscow’s principal arms customers for decades” (Trenin 2016).
Evident success reached in Syria, boost of relations with Egypt, rapprochement and
intensive dialogue with Iran, initiatives and attempts to intensify dialogue with Israel speak out
of undisputable important place and role that Russia has earned in the countries of Middle East.

Iran-Russia

The Syrian conflict can be considered as a steppingstone that pushed forward the relation
between Russia and Iran. Both Russia and Iran were interested to cooperate and support Assad in
this war. The end of Syrian war has put Russia before the fact of reassessment of its relations and
positioning itself different towards the Middle East region. Russia had chosen to be considered
as a mediator of conflicts hotbeds or as a referee, but on the other side it doesn’t want to lose
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benefits that good relations with majority of region may bring. Russia’s relations with the
countries of the region are not persistent and natural but based on temporary short-term
economic, political and military interests. After Russia, Iran is second main supporter of Assad’s
government intervening politically, military and investing economically to make possible the
survival of Assad’s regime.
According to Alaraby, media outlet more than 2,000 Iranians have been killed and 8,000
wounded fighting on the side of President Bashar al-Assad's regime in Syria, an official in the
volunteer force told Iranian media (Alaraby 2018).
Another element that brings both countries closer is the mutual historical antipathy towards
the U.S. The tensions with Washington have been growing recently due to embargos and
sanctions against Moscow and Tehran and Washington's withdrawal from Iran nuclear deal on
May, 2018.
Arms’ trade is recognized as another factor of a close cooperation between Moscow and
Tehran. Russia has become Iran’s main arms supplier.
The EU arms embargoes scheduled to remain in place until 18 October 2023 and U.S.
weapons sales to Iran, ranged Russia Iran's main arms supplier explained in figures: two-thirds of
Iranian defence imports came from Russia (China supplied most of the remainder), mostly
accounted for by a U.S. $800 million transfer of Russian S-300 air defense missiles.
Trade between Russia and Iran doubled over the course of 2016, with the sale of military
equipment—such as MI-17 helicopters and various rocket systems—being some of Iran’s most
sought after acquisitions. Russian oil and gas companies are also moving into Iran, with
Gazprom recently being given the contract to develop the Farzad B gas field. It is estimated that
the bilateral annual trade between the nations will soon spike to over $10 billion—which would
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be up from a paltry, sanctions-induced $1.68 billion in 2014 (Forbes 2017). In November 2017,
the two countries' main oil-producing companies signed a deal on Iranian oil projects worth U.S.
$30 billion. So economic cooperation between Russia and Iran is of strategic importance. Russia
and Iran signed a deal in August 2017 in the transport sector to start up a rail wagon production
operation. This joint venture agreement, is 80 percent owned and 100 percent funded by the
Russian partner Transmash holding.
Revitalization of the transport sector is a key part that will help Iran to become a hub of
trans-Eurasian trade, including it to China's Belt and Road Initiative. Iran is also a core partner,
along with Russia and India, in North-South Transport Corridor, completed in 2017. This new
route will serve to cut the transport costs for Russian exports over the Caspian Sea. Despite all
attempts and factors that influenced both countries to get closer, Russia- Iran partnership is
complicated. Their relationship is characterized by a lot of mistrust.
In the early nineteenth century the loss of Persian territory to the Russian Empire is a
historical event that Iran has not forgotten. The countries do not trust each-other. According to its
international strategy Russia aims at boosting its Middle East influence, and is open to cooperate
with countries such as Israel and Saudi Arabia which are main Iran’s foes. Responding to Israeli
concerns, Russia has refrained from selling some of its most sophisticated weapons to Tehran;
has put pressure on Iran to keep out of areas close to Syria's border with Israel; and has not
retaliated against Israeli strikes on Iranian targets in Syria.
Such differences mean that the Russian-Iranian relationship should be seen as a tactical
alliance based on specific issues where interests converge, rather than a longer-term strategic
partnership reflecting fundamental similarities in the two countries' world views.
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Palestine -Russia

Israeli-Palestinian conflict can be considered a real example of Russia’s attempts to play
the role of a growing mediator in the Middle East. After the U.S. recognized Jerusalem as the
capital of Israel, Moscow expressed its concerns about the decision giving the suggestions how
this delicate issue between two countries can be solved through mutual talks and assuring that
“Russia’s position of principle on this matter has not changed. It provides for promoting a lasting
Palestinian-Israeli settlement that will bring peace and security to Israel within the internationally
recognised borders and ensure the implementation of the Palestinians’ aspiration for an
independent state of their own” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russian Federation, 2017).
The decisive step undertaken by the U.S. to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel,
make Washington’s leadership role in the Israeli-Palestinian talks no longer acceptable to
Palestine. In the eyes of Palestinians, Russia gained ground as an undisputable referee that by
settling the Israeli-Palestinian conflict aims at international peace and prosperity. Responding a
question about Palestine on Valdai forum in 2014 President Putin stated:

Anyone can see that in the last decade there was a serious transformation of our relations
with Israel, meaning that a large number of immigrants from the former Soviet Union live in
Israel, and we are not indifferent to the fate of these people. At the same time we have
traditional relations with the Arab world, and especially with the Palestinians. Moreover, the
Soviet Union and Russia - the successor to the former Soviet Union, has long recognized the
state of Palestine. And we are not going to change anything in this respect. Finally, with
regard to settlement activities. Our stand is similar to the one that main international players
have. We believe that this is a mistake. I talked about this to our Israeli partners. I think this
is an obstacle to the normalization of relations, and hope very much that the practice itself
will be stopped, and the whole peace process returns to its legal track in negotiations. We
believe that the conflict in the Middle East is one of the root causes of the destabilization, not
only in the region but in the world. And, of course, any humiliation of the people who live in
this region, or indeed anywhere else in the world—is a source of danger, a source of
destabilization, and it should be eliminated. Of course, utilizing only such measures and tools
that would be acceptable to all stakeholders and to all the people who live in the region. The
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process is extremely complex, but Russia is ready to invest in the resolution of all the
possibilities, including good relations with the parties to the conflict (Putin 2014)

Trying to position itself in very favorable and privileged position Russia applied a very
active equidistant foreign policy with both Israel and Palestine. Moscow played the role of
interlocutor hosting in 2017 all Palestinian political organizations in order to pave the way for
talks with Israel. This kind of diplomacy served Russia to revitalize its image as a global
influencer. That said, Moscow is one of the few international players that retains good relations
with both the Palestinian Authority and Hamas, as well as with Israel.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov confirmed his conviction saying that Russia was
willing to mediate between Israel and the Palestinians accordingly: “It is impossible to create
stability in the Middle East, including in Libya and Iraq, without a solution to the oldest regional
problem, the Palestinian problem,” said Lavrov, in Rome (Time of Israel 2018).
On the economic framework Russia has been closely cooperating with Palestine. So on
November, 2018 Russia and Palestine signed roadmap on trade and economic cooperation until
2021, in order to remove trade obstacles, as well as providing Russian companies with support in
establishing local production sites in Palestine's free industrial zones. This roadmap is of special
importance for both countries and resulted as an output of the third meeting of the
Intergovernmental Russian-Palestinian Commission on Trade and Economic Cooperation. The
State of Palestine was very interested in expanding the list of goods for duty-free trade in the
territory of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU- Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia and
Kyrgyzstan).
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Syria-Russia

In 2011, when Tunisian revolution broke up and was followed by other uprisings, Russia
was almost passive regarding its political or militarily intervention to calm down this disorder.
When it came to Syria, Russia forecasted the most direct threat to its interests, as rebels
attempted to overthrow Moscow's last remaining ally in the region. There is an intersection of
factors that boost Russia’s commitment of intervention in Syria’s conflict. So, continuous
disagreement with the Western governments are the main factors that compelled Russia to
tactically intensify its military and political presence in the Middle East. Russian airstrikes
against opposing groups of Bashar al-Assad in Syria on September 2015 marked an additional
involvement of Moscow in the Middle East.
Geopolitically, the fall of Bashar al-Assad meant humiliation for Russia, his main global
ally, and would take away the Moscow status of a leading player to the rest of the Middle East.
Dmitri Trenin asserts in one of his articles for the Russian presence in the Middle East that:
“Geographically, Syria is positioned between Moscow’s other allies: Iran, Iraq, and
the Kurds to the north and east, and Egypt to the southwest. These countries,
stretching from the Caspian Sea and the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean and Red
Seas, would form a new axis of Russia’s friends in the region” (Trenin 2016: 3).
Geographic positon of Syria near Russia meant that the civil war there was a real threat for
national security of Russia. Aiming at avoiding any trouble to his country, President Putin
undertook a very risky and expensive affair, not considering the outcomes. Putin estimated the
cost of Syrian campaign at 33 billion rubles ($484 million). He asserted that, “The military
operation in Syria demanded a certain level of spending, and for the most part, was already
included in the Defense Ministry’s 2015 budget for drills and military training” (RCB, 2015).
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Intervention of Russia in Syria politically and militarily totally changed the rules of the
game showing Russia’s might and will to support Assad’s regime. The real crucial scope of
Russian attempts and decisions in the next few years are clear. Russia is challenging itself to
change the reached triumphs in Syria into continuous political clout in the wider region. Moscow
is trying to keep its presence in the Middle East at the level that would enable it the status of a
leading needful influencing power. The intervention with military forces marked the final step
that recognized Russia as leading player in the region surpassing the U.S. This way, Kremlin
achieves wider political goals.
Russia’s support for President Bashar al-Assad was duplicated. It reacted continuously
vetoing four UN Security Council resolutions on Syria in 2011, 2012 and 2014 and in September
2015 decided to intervene through a military campaign.
Recently Moscow has reassessed its military position in the wider region establishing its
permanent military bases in Syria. In December 2017, the Russian parliament approved the
agreements with the Syrian government leasing the Tartus and Hmeymim bases to Russia for 49
years with an automatic 25-years of prolongation. Viktor Bondarev, head of upper house security
and defence committee, told the RIA that the deal will expand the Tartus naval facility, the only
Russian naval foothold in the Mediterranean, and grant warships access to Syrian waters and
ports. He explained: "Last week the Commander-in-Chief (President Vladimir Putin) approved
the structure and the bases in Tartus and in Hmeimim (air base). We have begun forming a
permanent presence there" said Sergei Shoigu, the defence minister (RIA Novosti, 2017).
The establishment of a permanent military presence in Syria is appendix of the Russian
strategy to reach air and naval supremacy in the Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean,
allowing Russia to overcome the shortcomings of the previous Soviet experience in the
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Mediterranean when warships had at times to use ad hoc supply lines to refuel and restock food
and water. The score of victories in Syria, enabled Astana peace talks between Russia, Turkey
and Iran. However the relationship between these countries in really complicated and depends on
Western foreign international policy in the Middle East countries.

Europe and the Middle East

European actors have always followed policies and made interventions in different Middle
East countries aiming at violence reducing, avoiding conflicts and confrontation. Europe is
committed always on promoting democratization, the rule of law and to respect human rights in
the region.
An example that speaks out of this European aim is what Philip Gordon asserts in his
article describing that in the spring of 1917, British General Sir Frances Stanley Maude led his
troops up the Euphrates valley in Iraq, from Basra, in a rapid advance on Baghdad, which fell
quickly despite the relatively small number of British troops. The invasion’s purpose was to oust
the corrupt and unpopular Ottoman Empire, which had resisted Britain’s earlier attempts to
cooperate and instead sided with its enemies. Upon entering Baghdad, the victorious Gen. Maude
declared:

Our armies do not come into your cities and lands as conquerors or enemies, but as
liberators… It is [not] the wish of [our] government to impose upon you alien institutions …
but that you should prosper … and that once again the people of Baghdad shall flourish
(quoted in Gordon 2005: 89).
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There are different opinions on influence of EU’s foreign approach in the Middle East from
skeptical to enthusiastic. Relations and ties between Europe and Middle East countries have
notably changed for different reasons. As Rosemary Hollis asserts in her study that: “European
Union’s foreign policy not being very successful in promoting cooperation has achieved mixed
results in this region” (Hollis 2015: 307). EU relations with the Middle East countries have
passed through different phases but mostly the Europe being not so powerful and under financial
crisis has set apart to the periphery the relations with the countries of this region.

Iran-Europe

The EU’s relationship with Iran is a complicated, tense, un-unified relationship. Different
European individual states such as Germany maintain different relationships with Iran, due to
close national economic interests.
EU has tried to make periodic engagements to reach a dialog with Iran and last years has
intensified the negotiations. So the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action of 2015, which specifies
how the Iranian nuclear programme is reduced in exchange for sanctions relief by the UN, EU,
and the United States is a direct result of intensive attempts to boost exchanges between the EU
and Iran.
Iran is an influential state in the region, a rich and a powerful ally worth to invest in
building good relations. It is largest Shia country in the world with a strategical geographical
position in the region. The Iranian plateau may serve as bridge between the west and the east,
used as an option for the transportation of good (oil and its by-products) through to Europe.
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Consequently, all these advantages that Iran owns cannot be shunned and friendly relationship
with Tehran would have benefits for all they who try to cooperate with it.
Geographical proximity, developed economic relationships (the EU until 2008 was Iran’s
largest trading partner) and Middle Eastern origin of citizens living in Europe are some of the
reasons why it is in the European Union's general interest that the Middle East be stable. Finding
of peaceful means to solve conflicts has been and continues to be the European Union’s device
which it tries to implement in interactions with neighbouring states and regions.
The Iranian gas sector is the primary example for how Iranian and European interests
coincide. Here the stated ambitions of Iran in the gas sector helps us identify opportunities for
the EU to develop win-win scenarios and deepen the relationship. On December 2018, High
Representative and Vice-president Federica Mogherini at the press conference following the
Foreign Affairs Council declared:
There was a consensus among the Member States on the need to keep our overall policy with
Iran, starting from the strong interest we all have in keeping in place the JCPOA [Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action – the Iran nuclear deal]. Iran has been compliant with all its
nuclear commitments, as the IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency] has told us again
in the 13th report they have issued. I have met recently both Minister [for Foreign Affairs of
Iran, Mohammad Javad] Zarif and Vice-President [of Iran, Ali Akbar] Salehi and conveyed
to them the expectation for Iran to continue its full compliance with the agreement [JCPOA],
because of security interests, because of nuclear nonproliferation need in the region. The
same also goes for our commitment to make sure that the Iranian people benefit from the
lifting of sanctions, even after the US decision to re- impose some of these sanctions
(Mogherini 218).

Following the Joint Statement, after a meeting, the High Representative/Vice-President of
the European Union, Federica Mogherini and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Mohammad Javad Zarif, in April 2016 agreed to hold regular consultations at
the level of the HRVP and the Iranian Foreign Minister and to meet regularly for a High-Level
Dialogue at Deputy Minister/ EEAS Secretary General level. The EU is a global economic
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power and has the world's largest single market. Before the nuclear-related sanctions were
imposed, the EU with its 28 Member States was Iran's main economic partner. Since the nuclear
deal came into force, bilateral trade between the EU and Iran has more than doubled.
European investments in Iran are substantially increased in different sectors such as:
energy, transport etc. The European Union is widely recognized as an entity that openly has
supported Iran’s integration in the WTO.
Following trade exchanges between the EU, Russia, China and Iran, the Foreign Ministers
of China, France, Germany, the Russian Federation and United Kingdom chaired by High
Representative Mogherini decided to set up a new mechanism in order to help the European
traders and to ensure the effective implementation of the Iran deal. It will be established a
“special purpose vehicle” that is a new payment system which will serve as a guarantor to
European businesses wishing to continue trading with Iran, mitigating the effect of re-imposed
U.S. sanctions. The High Representative Mogherini stressed in a press conference European
Union’s determination to safeguard what was proposed adding that:

The fact that we are still here, being able to say that the deal is still fully implemented—as
the IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency] has done less than a month ago—is
something that is encouraging (Mogherini 2018).

Syria-Europe

The Syrian war has created a destabilizing situation not only in Syria but on a wider region,
impacting Europe too. People’s escape from the Syrian war, terrorism, human rights protection,
democracy, stability etc. are some of the problems that Europe has tried to solve and to offer its
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aid. European Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker, in his State of the Union address, in
2016 declared that: "I call today for a European Strategy for Syria. So that Europe can help
rebuild a peaceful Syrian nation and a pluralistic, tolerant civil society in Syria” (Juncker 2016).
The main scope of the EU strategy for Syria, is to find ways how the EU can influence
more in peaceful solutions for Syria’s war based on UN Security Council Resolution 2015, a
Road Map for Peace Process in Syria. The High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs
and Security Policy / Vice-President of the Commission, Federica Mogherini said:
The Joint Communication adopted today strengthens not only our current engagement and
support for a political solution to the war as the only way we can bring peace back to Syria,
but also what the European Union could do in a post-agreement context in which
reconstruction can start. And there is much the European Union is ready to do, together with
the United Nations and the rest of the international community. The Syrians want peace, they
deserve it, as they want and deserve to finally have the possibility to shape the future of their
country. We are at their side to support the future of Syria" (Joint Communication to the
European Parliament and the Council. Elements for an EU Strategy for Syria 2017).

The European Union has continued its support to Syrian people despite the regime’s
repressive attempts of the civilian insurgency in 2001, investing more than € 900 million in
different campaigns and instruments, not only humanitarian ones.
According to Annex of the Council Conclusions on Syria, adopted by the Council, on 16
April 2018, “Syria's destiny lies in peace, democracy, equal citizenship and the rule of law. The
European Union will continue to work for this with determination and with consistency, for the
Syrian people. The EU will continue to work with Syrian civil society, as essential stakeholders
in an inclusive process, to promote democracy and human rights in support of peace and stability
in Syria”.
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Based on all these evident facts for sure the European Union is interested in a united Syria
that will be safe for all Syrian people, a democratic and stable political system in Syria with a
strong economy, a safe country that will be attractive to foreign investments.

Palestine-Europe

The European Union stance regarding Palestine is clear: to support and protect the twostate solution. Palestinian and Israeli states should cohabit with each-other in peace, stability and
democracy. Based on this, the EU has lined itself among the great supporter of the Palestinians.
A joint partnership between the European Union (European Community) and Palestine
(Palestine Liberation Organization) was signed since 1997. In May 2013 was ratified the EUPalestine Action Plan detailed with areas of cooperation, valid until 2020.
EU High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,
Federica Mogherini after a meeting with Former United States Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
in Brussels on December 5, 2017 emphasized the EU's clear position on Israel and Palestine
stating that: "The European Union supports the resumption of a meaningful peace process
towards a two-state solution. We believe that any action that would undermine these efforts must
absolutely be avoided. A way must be found, through negotiations, to resolve the status of
Jerusalem as the future capital of both states, so that the aspiration of both parties can be
fulfilled" (Mogherini 2017).
In the beginning of 2018 the European Union through a new assistance package of € 42.5
million for Palestine, financed by the European Commission with the European Neighbourhood
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Instrument (ENI), once again confirmed its support for socio-economic rehabilitation of EastJerusalem In a press release of the European Commission, on January 31, 2018 Commissioner for
European Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations, Johannes Hahn, declared:
With this new assistance package the EU continues to support the Palestinians on their way
towards the establishment of their own state as part of the two-state solution, with Jerusalem
as capital of both Israel and Palestine. The European Union is, and will remain, Palestine's
most reliable and important donor, investing in businesses, youth and schooling, helping to
provide access to clean water in Gaza, strengthening civil society and investing on education
and health (Hann 2018).

The "European Joint Strategy in Support of Palestine 2017-2020", adopted by the
Commission on 8 December 2017 and agreed by 22 EU member states, Norway and Switzerland
has pinpointed five priorities on which the EU’s support will focus in accordance with the National
Policy Agenda of the Palestinian Authority: (1) Governance Reform, Fiscal Consolidation and
Policy; (2) Rule of Law, Justice, Citizen Safety and Human Rights; (3) Sustainable Service
Delivery; (4) Access to Self-Sufficient Water and Energy Services; (5) Sustainable Economic
Development.
Although the European Union has continuously followed supportive politics toward the
Middle East countries, it seems that it is not such a potential structure to have the necessary
influence over the region. The EU countries do not have share the same vision for the Middle East
countries and this is the main reasons that the EU’s foreign policy toward the region is blurred,
something that directly has its impact on the EU’s reliability in the region. At any time, affected by
different factors, the European Union is easy shaking to change its stance toward the Middle East
countries.
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Also the European Union is not a military entity, therefore it’s powerless to change situations
in the MENA region, even that is doing its best to support countries and people worried and
destroyed by the conflicts.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

There is no question that one of the main features of today’s global geopolitics is the
perplexing relationship between Russia and the West. What today's Russia represents for
European and global politics? This issue itself requires a better understanding of the place it
occupies today and the role that Russia plays and will play in the future, as well as consideration
of those factors that have conditioned to date the dualistic character of the Russian state and the
status of Russia as a great power-geography, history, economy, demography, tradition, culture
(Tarifa 2010: 224).
The relations of the Russian Federation with Europe and the U.S. have in the past 10 to 15
years shifted from bad to worse to reach the lowest point in 30 years, since Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev began the slow but steady effort to end the Cold War (Daalder 2016).
Although Russia is geographically closer to Europe, she has distanced itself geopolitically
more and more from it. Since the beginning this relationship has not been easy, but very
challenging and in the foreseeable future will not change rapidly. As Kagan notes, “Russia and
the EU are neighbours geographically. But geopolitically they live in different centuries” (Kagan
2008: 19).
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There is a lot of mistrust that lead to misinterpretations between Russia and the EU
member countries. Misinterpretation and misunderstanding of each other’s actions is one of the
crucial reasons why Russia and the EU are uneasy partners.
Historically the EU has been inclined to diminish tensions for the sake of the region and
global stability. However, its policies towards Russia in the recent years, aimed at defending the
European security order in front of Russia’s actions against Ukraine and not only EU have
continued as restrictions.
Being what it is—what it represents and the role it plays in the broader Euro-Asian space
and the Middle East—Russia is a great dilemma for the United States, for Europe and, most
generally, for the West. It causes frustration, confusion and uncertainty in Washington and
Brussels, making it very difficult for them to devise common policies and conduct joint actions
vis-à-vis Moscow. This is because Russia is not a country that can be ignored—or isolated—
politically, economically, or diplomatically. That Russia is a challenge to America and Europe it
is almost a truism. There is hardly a single political speech given in the West without this phrase,
or something similar to that. What aren’t clear, however, are the nature and the magnitude of that
challenge. What today’s Russia really wants? Does it, for example, want to restore the USSR and
with it the glory of its past? Does it want to unify all Russian-speaking lands? Or, is it the current
international order itself that she wants to change?
Understanding what Russia stands for is very important for the current West-Russia
relations and for future developments on the global stage. As Kadri Liik, a senior policy fellow at
the European Council on Foreign Relations, rightfully observes, misconceptions about Russia’s
geopolitical views can lead to “misguided responses”, and then whether the West “wins” or not
will come down to “blind luck” (Liik 2017). Liik makes the case that the West and Russia are
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indeed locked in a disagreement of a fundamental paradigmatic nature. But that standoff, she
contends, is not centered on a competition between domestic political or economic models, as
was the case during the Cold War, although these do play a role. Nor is it primarily focused on
control over territory, although territory too plays its part. In her view, “Russia’s true challenge
has to do with the questions of the post-Cold War international order: the rules and taboos of
international relations” (ibid). The paradox is, however, that Russia and the West are again
“locked in a conceptual standoff, not unlike that of the Cold War—this time, not over domestic
models, but over the international order” (ibid).
Many in the West believe that Moscow is the bigger loser from the recurring tensions
between Russia and the West. There’s no doubt that Russia is not winning the contest, but
neither are Washington and Brussels. Irrespective of Russia’s efforts, the West is also loosing
(McCarthy 2017). Yet, in her tense relationship with the West she has two major advantages:
First, Putin remains an admired leader by most Russians for standing up to the West and
for restoring Russian national pride, as well as for raising their living standards, as is reflected in
serious polling, including the Pew Research Center. Indeed, many Russians today do not want to
admit that they were the ones that lost the Cold War; hence they do not want to be treated as
losers. This mindset has been expressed very clearly by Vladislav Surkov, a high ranking official
in the Kremlin: “We don’t believe we were defeated in the Cold War. We believe we defeated
our own totalitarian system” (quoted in Dibb 2006: 4).
Second—and this is ultimately more important—the West is weak, rather confused, and
indeed divided when it comes to counter Russia. And Kremlin’s strategy is to exploit this
weaknesses and confusion as much as it is geared towards showing a bellicose face, whether in
Georgia, Ukraine, Syria or cyberspace (see McCarthy 2017). There is little doubt Russian power
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is in the offensive. Since 2014, when it deployed its troops in Ukraine and annexed Crimea, and
since its policies in Syria have been considered as overtly hostile to western efforts, “Russian
aggressiveness” has become a mainstay of the official political discourse in the West. Then there
is Brexit and the national-populist movements in Europe, which echo Kremlin’s illiberal
narrative and have even produced some useful allies.
Putin himself has shown a particular brand of pragmatism. He “does not bow to pressure,
but he recognizes realities, even if with a delay, and he accepts them, even if unwillingly” (Liik
2017). As one observer puts it, “If he senses strong pushback, he adapts. If he detects gaps, he
strikes at the Achilles heel” (Nougayrède 2016). And, as John McCarthy (2017) maintains, at the
time being, Putin is “a better politician than anyone in the West except Angela Merkel”.
Russia’s foreign-policy experts fully believe that the Western and the United States
domination is over and that the world is becoming increasingly multipolar.
So, other great powers are emerged and are playing very dominant roles such as China,
India, Brazil, Japan and Russia itself. Having other choices to cooperate, the EU seems to be not
of specific importance for Russia. Sergei Karaganov argues that: “the U.S. could not regain its
unilaterally dominant position even if it wanted to, simply because Russia and China have
already become too strong, in military terms too” (ibid).
Whereas Arkady Moshes points out that the logic of Russia’s ongoing efforts to “pivot to
Asia” is not new. During his election campaign in 2011, Putin urged Russian policymakers to
catch “China’s winds” in the “sails” of the Russian economy (Moshes 2018).
Not considering the European Union as a partner of specific importance, now Putin has the
possibility to choose his partners. So Russia remains with open doors to boost ties with other key
players in the global affairs, trying to avoid isolationism. This vision is aligned with Putin’s
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vision. President Putin in his speech on 8 May 2018 in the State Duma compared isolationism to
“cucumbers in a barrel” and said that it would not lead to any good.
He stated:
Our domestic consumer will use goods and services that are not inferior to world peers.
There is no other way. If we close up and salt ourselves like cucumbers in a barrel, nothing
good will come of it. Only cucumbers become tastier, but there is something else to add
(Putin 2018).

Even that the EU’s weight in Russian foreign policy agenda is less or more diminished, the
challenging Russia continuous to be an actor of specific importance on the EU’s foreign-policy
agenda. It has a dedicated place in the EU Global Strategy.
The European Union after simultaneous occurrences initiated by Russia violating the
international law, such as Ukraine case, annexation of Crimea, usage of chemical weapons etc.
was forced to predict in its European Union Global Strategy the following:

The EU will stand united in upholding international law, democracy, human rights,
cooperation and each country’s right to choose its future freely. Managing the relationship
with Russia represents a key strategic challenge. A consistent and united approach must
remain the cornerstone of EU policy towards Russia. Substantial changes in relations
between the EU and Russia are premised upon full respect for international law and the
principles underpinning the European security order, including the Helsinki Final Act and the
Paris Charter. We will not recognize Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea nor accept the
destabilization of eastern Ukraine” (European Union Global Strategy 2016: 33).

Based on this strategy it is obviously clear that for the EU, Russia is playing the role of a
strategic challenge instead of being a strategic partner.
Even if Washington would prefer to maintain a tougher stance on Moscow—although we
are not sure that this is what the Trump Administration really wants—Germany, France and
other EU countries are interested in developing closer economic ties with Russia. That’s why it
has been generally difficult for Washington to secure the support of individual EU member states
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(which are also NATO members) for its stance towards Russia, as well as on issues of strategy
and of the international policies which the Kremlin opposes.
The fundamental question remains: How should Europe and the United States approach an
autocratic and challenging Russia, which pursues an essentially anti-Western policy, seeking to
fulfill its ambitions to become a leading actor on the global stage and regain the status of a great
power? Or, let us put it this way: Can the United States or Europe really have any influence on
Moscow and can they really offer Russia an effective cooperation? This question could also be
formulated as follows: “How important is Russia’s cooperation today and in the next several
years on issues clearly most connected to American and allied vital national interests?”
(Blackwill 2008: 68).
The answer, I believe, is simple: Despite Washington’s and Brussels’s moralisms,
humanitarian lessons, and sometimes harsh criticism of Russia, the fact of the matter is that the
West needs Russia as much as Russia needs the West. To resolve some of the major international
problems today Russia’s collaboration remains vital.
Right after Putin was reconfirmed as the President of Russia, during the presidential
elections of March 18, 2018, the European Union- Delegation to the Russian Federation
published restrictive measures against Russia adopted in response to the illegal annexation of
Crimea and the deliberate destabilization of Ukraine, extending different sanctions accordingly
(Council of the European Union General Secretariat, 2018).
Ukrainian case is a great obstacle for the EU-Russia relations and above all seems that
rapprochement would not happen rapidly. The violations of international norms by Russia,
notably in Ukraine, have turned Russia into a strategic challenge for Europe. Also Ukrainian case
has questioned spheres of influences and power politics.
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Russia’ path toward the European Union is obscure. President Putin frequently has
underlined the good will of its country to boost especially economic ties with the West that
would provide to Russia the possibility to be more active in the world market. On the other hand
the Russian foreign policy decisions about normalising ties with the EU can be freely called
prohibitive steps. Sergei Karaganov argues that: “the deterioration of Russia-EU relations
increases anti-European sentiment in the Russian expert community in favor of building up the
country’s military potential, ensuring its sovereignty as a guarantee of its security, and looking
for other partners for economic development” (Karaganov 2018).
Russian foreign policy and economic intentions toward the EU countries are inversely
proportional. A skeptical, obscure, misunderstanding foreign agenda is faced with a zealous
energy and will to boost economic ties and strengthen the trading cooperation with the Western
countries as much as it could be.
The European Union side has tried to integrate Russia by all means including economic
ties fostering. But As Dmitri Trenin, in an article published in Foreign Affairs puts it, Russia
would be willing to join the West only "if it was given something like co-chairmanship of the
Western club" and could take its "rightful place in the world alongside the United States and
China." Until recently, Russia saw itself as “Pluto in the Western solar system, very far from the
center but still fundamentally a part of it. Now it has left that orbit entirely: Russia's leaders have
given up on becoming part of the West and have started creating their own Moscow-centered
system” (Trenin 2006).
However, the EU considered strong economic ties in function of security and peace in line
with the logic of European integration, in order to maintain stability among the member states.
But Russia has been more egoist considering its nation interest as the only value that counts.
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That’s why some of the time Russia considers economy a divided sector from security,
differently from the European Union.
Analyzing the data the EU will continue to be the most important trading partner for Russia
in the future. The Russian calculus is that, if sanctions could be lifted at least in part, this would
further strengthen trade relations with the EU.
Although the European Union and Russia are by no means in any kind of “exclusive
partnership” and both sides find themselves entangled in a crisis which they will not overcome
quickly, they share common interests on a broad spectrum of issues—e.g. security and the fight
against terrorism, economic cooperation and trade etc.,—hence they are not only rivals but also
important partners.
Russia is confident and has the typical attitude of a great power. Politically, Russia very
often is in competition with the EU for regional influence and is disillusioned with the EU
Eastern enlargement. Whereas economically, common interests of both are intertwined. So often
Russia finds itself on the crossroads, what makes its choices to be the friend or the foe of the EU
very difficult. However what is more important for Russia is an inviolate national interests and
being independent of the EU.
Media researcher, Olga Gulyaeva, through her survey came to conclusion that for Russia,
Europe is both charming and frightening, appealing and repellent, the antagonist and the
protagonist. At the same time, political relations between the EU and Russia, characterized by
antagonisms typical of relations between great powers, create the context of belonging to Europe
but not being part of Europe (Gulyaeva 2013: 188).
Being what it is this relation between the EU and Russia practically can be called a limited
partnership even though both parties diplomatically trumpet of full partnership.
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Vladimir Chizhov, Permanent Representative Ambassador of the Russian Federation to the
European Union gave the answer how to develop relations into a win-win situation for both
parties. He stated: “For starters, we should not aim at returning to ‘business as usual’. Simply
‘resetting’ the relationship, to use a trendy term, will not remove its underlying systemic flaws”
(Chizhov 2015).
Overcoming lack of trust seems to be the basis of overcoming the more fundamental
disagreements. As during the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, Russia will continue to be a very
important player in political arena and in international economic and diplomatic relations,
although its role has changed because tectonic plates of the history have changed.
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